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INTRODUCTION TO THE SPECIAL ISSUE ON RECENT TRENDS AND FUTURE OF
FOG AND EDGE COMPUTING, SERVICES, AND ENABLING TECHNOLOGIES
Cloud computing has been established as the most popular as well as suitable computing infrastructure
providing on-demand, scalable and pay-as-you-go computing resources and services for the state-of-the-art ICT
applications which generate a massive amount of data. Though Cloud is certainly the most fitting solution for
most of the applications with respect to processing capability and storage, it may not be so for the real-time
applications. The main problem with Cloud is the latency as the Cloud data centres typically are very far
from the data sources as well as the data consumers. This latency is ok with the application domains such as
enterprise or web applications, but not for the modern Internet of Things (IoT)-based pervasive and ubiquitous
application domains such as autonomous vehicle, smart and pervasive healthcare, real-time traffic monitoring,
unmanned aerial vehicles, smart building, smart city, smart manufacturing, cognitive IoT, and so on. The
prerequisite for these types of application is that the latency between the data generation and consumption
should be minimal. For that, the generated data need to be processed locally, instead of sending to the Cloud.
This approach is known as Edge computing where the data processing is done at the network edge in the edge
devices such as set-top boxes, access points, routers, switches, base stations etc. which are typically located
at the edge of the network. These devices are increasingly being incorporated with significant computing and
storage capacity to cater to the need for local Big Data processing. The enabling of Edge computing can be
attributed to the Emerging network technologies, such as 4G and cognitive radios, high-speed wireless networks,
and energy-efficient sophisticated sensors.
Different Edge computing architectures are proposed (e.g., Fog computing, mobile edge computing (MEC),
cloudlets, etc.). All of these enable the IoT and sensor data to be processed closer to the data sources. But,
among them, Fog computing, a Cisco initiative, has attracted the most attention of people from both academia
and corporate and has been emerged as a new computing-infrastructural paradigm in recent years. Though
Fog computing has been proposed as a different computing architecture than Cloud, it is not meant to replace
the Cloud. Rather, Fog computing extends the Cloud services to network edges for providing computation,
networking, and storage services between end devices and data centres. Ideally, Fog nodes (edge devices) are
supposed to pre-process the data, serve the need of the associated applications preliminarily, and forward the
data to the Cloud if the data are needed to be stored and analysed further.
Fog computing enhances the benefits from smart devices operational not only in network perimeter but
also under cloud servers. Fog-enabled services can be deployed anywhere in the network, and with these
services provisioning and management, huge potential can be visualized to enhance intelligence within computing
networks to realize context-awareness, high response time, and network traffic offloading. Several possibilities
of Fog computing are already established. For example, sustainable smart cities, smart grid, smart logistics,
environment monitoring, video surveillance, etc.
To design and implementation of Fog computing systems, various challenges concerning system design
and implementation, computing and communication, system architecture and integration, application-based
implementations, fault tolerance, designing efficient algorithms and protocols, availability and reliability, security
and privacy, energy-efficiency and sustainability, etc. are needed to be addressed. Also, to make Fog compatible
with Cloud several factors such as Fog and Cloud system integration, service collaboration between Fog and
Cloud, workload balance between Fog and Cloud, and so on need to be taken care of.
It is our great privilege to present before you Volume 20, Issue 2 of the Scalable Computing: Practice and
Experience. We had received 20 Research Papers and out of which 14 Papers are selected for Publication. The
aim of this special issue is to highlight Recent Trends and Future of Fog and Edge Computing, Services and
Enabling technologies. The special issue will present new dimensions of research to researchers and industry
professionals with regard to Fog Computing, Cloud Computing and Edge Computing.
Sujata Dash et al. contributed a paper titled Edge and Fog Computing in Healthcare- A Review in which
an in-depth review of fog and mist computing in the area of health care informatics is analysed, classified and
discussed. The review presented in this paper is primarily focussed on three main aspects: The requirements
of IoT based healthcare model and the description of services provided by fog computing to address then. The
architecture of an IoT based health care system embedding fog computing layer and implementation of fog
computing layer services along with performance and advantages. In addition to this, the researchers have
iii

highlighted the trade-off when allocating computational task to the level of network and also elaborated various
challenges and security issues of fog and edge computing related to healthcare applications.
Parminder Singh et al. in the paper titled Triangulation Resource Provisioning for Web Applications in
Cloud Computing: A Profit-Aware proposed a novel triangulation resource provisioning (TRP) technique with
a profit-aware surplus VM selection policy to ensure fair resource utilization in hourly billing cycle while giving
the quality of service to end-users. The proposed technique use time series workload forecasting, CPU utilization
and response time in the analysis phase. The proposed technique is tested using CloudSim simulator and R
language is used to implement prediction model on ClarkNet weblog. The proposed approach is compared
with two baseline approaches i.e. Cost-aware (LRM) and (ARMA). The response time, CPU utilization and
predicted request are applied in the analysis and planning phase for scaling decisions. The profit-aware surplus
VM selection policy used in the execution phase for select the appropriate VM for scale-down. The result shows
that the proposed model for web applications provides fair utilization of resources with minimum cost, thus
provides maximum profit to application provider and QoE to the end users.
Akshi Kumar and Abhilasha Sharma in the paper titled Ontology driven Social Big Data Analytics for Fog
enabled Sentic-Social Governance utilized a semantic knowledge model for investigating public opinion towards
adaption of fog enabled services for governance and comprehending the significance of two s-components (sentic
and social) in aforesaid structure that specifically visualize fog enabled Sentic-Social Governance. The results
using conventional TF-IDF (Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency) feature extraction are empirically
compared with ontology driven TF-IDF feature extraction to find the best opinion mining model with optimal
accuracy. The results concluded that implementation of ontology driven opinion mining for feature extraction
in polarity classification outperforms the traditional TF-IDF method validated over baseline supervised learning
algorithms with an average of 7.3
Avinash Kaur, Pooja Gupta and Manpreet Singh in the paper titled Hybrid Balanced Task Clustering
Algorithm for Scientific workflows in Cloud Computing proposed novel hybrid balanced task clustering algorithm
using the parameter of impact factor of workflows along with the structure of workflow and using this technique,
tasks can be considered for clustering either vertically or horizontally based on value of impact factor. The testing
of the algorithm proposed is done on Workflowsim- an extension of CloudSim and DAG model of workflow was
executed. The Algorithm was tested on variables- Execution time of workflow and Performance Gain and
compared with four clustering methods: Horizontal Runtime Balancing (HRB), Horizontal Clustering (HC),
Horizontal Distance Balancing (HDB) and Horizontal Impact Factor Balancing (HIFB) and results stated that
proposed algorithm is almost 5-10
Pijush Kanti Dutta Pramanik et al. in the paper titled Green and Sustainable High-Performance Computing
with Smartphone Crowd Computing: Benefits, Enablers and Challenges presented a comprehensive statistical
survey of the various commercial CPUs, GPUs, SoCs for smartphones confirming the capability of the SCC as
an alternative to HPC. An exhaustive survey is presented on the present and optimistic future of the continuous
improvement and research on different aspects of smartphone battery and other alternative power sources which
will allow users to use their smartphones for SCC without worrying about the battery running out.
A. Dhanapal and P. Nithyanandam in the paper titled The Slow HTTP Distributed Denial of Service
(DDOS) Attack Detection in Cloud proposed a novel method to detect slow HTTP DDoS attacks in cloud to
overcome the issue of consuming all available server resources and making it unavailable to the real users. The
proposed method is implemented using OpenStack cloud platform with slowHTTPTest tool. The results stated
that proposed technique detects the attack in efficient manner.
Mandeep Kaur and Rajni Mohana in the paper titled Static Load Balancing Technique for Geographically
partitioned Public Cloud proposed a novel approach focused upon load balancing in the partitioned public cloud
by combining centralized and decentralized approaches, assuming the presence of fog layer. A load balancer
entity is used for decentralized load balancing at partitions and a controller entity is used for centralized level to
balance the overall load at various partitions. Results are compared with First Come First Serve (FCFS) and
Shortest Job First (SJF) algorithms. In this work, the researchers compared the Waiting Time, Finish Time
and Actual Run Time of tasks using these algorithms. To reduce the number of unhandled jobs, a new load
state is introduced which checks load beyond conventional load states. Major objective of this approach is to
reduce the need of runtime virtual machine migration and to reduce the wastage of resources, which may be

occurring due to predefined values of threshold.
Mukta and Neeraj Gupta in the paper titled Analytical Available Bandwidth Estimation in Wireless AdHoc Networks considering Mobility in 3-Dimensional Space proposes an analytical approach named Analytical
Available Bandwidth Estimation Including Mobility (AABWM) to estimate ABW on a link. The major contributions of the proposed work are: i) it uses mathematical models based on renewal theory to calculate the
collision probability of data packets which makes the process simple and accurate, ii) consideration of mobility
under 3-D space to predict the link failure and provides an accurate admission control. To test the proposed
technique, the researcher used NS-2 simulator to compare the proposed technique i.e. AABWM with AODV,
ABE, IAB and IBEM on throughput, Packet loss ratio and Data delivery. Results stated that AABWM performs
better as compared to other approaches.
R. Sridharan and S. Domnic in the paper titled Placement Strategy for Intercommunicating Tasks of an
Elastic Request in Fog-Cloud Environment proposed a novel heuristic IcAPER,(Inter-communication Aware
Placement for Elastic Requests) algorithm. The proposed algorithm uses the network neighborhood machine
for placement, once current resource is fully utilized by the application. The performance IcAPER algorithm
is compared with First Come First Serve (FCFS), Random and First Fit Decreasing (FFD) algorithms for the
parameters (a) resource utilization (b) resource fragmentation and (c) Number of requests having intercommunicating tasks placed on to same PM using CloudSim simulator. Simulation results shows IcAPER maps 34%
more tasks on to the same PM and also increase the resource utilization by 13% while decreasing the resource
fragmentation by 37.8% when compared to other algorithms.
Velliangiri S. et al. in the paper titled Trust factor based key distribution protocol in Hybrid Cloud
Environment proposed a novel security protocol comprising of two stages: first stage, Group Creation using the
trust factor and develop key distribution security protocol. It performs the communication process among the
virtual machine communication nodes. Creating several groups based on the cluster and trust factors methods.
The second stage, the ECC (Elliptic Curve Cryptography) based distribution security protocol is developed.
The performance of the Trust Factor Based Key Distribution protocol is compared with the existing ECC and
Diffie Hellman key exchange technique. The results state that the proposed security protocol has more secure
communication and better resource utilization than the ECC and Diffie Hellman key exchange technique in the
Hybrid cloud.
Vivek Kumar Prasad et al. in the paper titled Influence of Monitoring: Fog and Edge Computing discussed
various techniques involved for monitoring for edge and fog computing and its advantages in addition to a case
study based on Healthcare monitoring system.
Avinash Kaur et al. elaborated a comprehensive view of existing data placement schemes proposed in
literature for cloud computing. Further, it classified data placement schemes based on their assess capabilities
and objectives and in addition to this comparison of data placement schemes.
Parminder Singh et al. presented a comprehensive review of Auto-Scaling techniques of web applications in
cloud computing. The complete taxonomy of the reviewed articles is done on varied parameters like auto-scaling,
approach, resources, monitoring tool, experiment, workload and metric, etc.
Simar Preet Singh et al. in the paper titled Dynamic Task Scheduling using Balanced VM Allocation
Policy for Fog Computing Platform proposed a novel scheme to improve the user contentment by improving
the cost to operation length ratio, reducing the customer churn, and boosting the operational revenue. The
proposed scheme is learnt to reduce the queue size by effectively allocating the resources, which resulted in
the form of quicker completion of user workflows. The proposed method results are evaluated against the
state-of-the-art scene with non-power aware based task scheduling mechanism. The results were analyzed using
parameters– energy, SLA infringement and workflow execution delay. The performance of the proposed schema
was analyzed in various experiments particularly designed to analyze various aspects for workflow processing on
given fog resources. The LRR (35.85 kWh) model has been found most efficient on the basis of average energy
consumption in comparison to the LR (34.86 kWh), THR (41.97 kWh), MAD (45.73 kWh) and IQR (47.87
kWh). The LRR model has been also observed as the leader when compared on the basis of number of VM
migrations. The LRR (2520 VMs) has been observed as best contender on the basis of mean of number of VM

migrations in comparison with LR (2555 VMs), THR (4769 VMs), MAD (5138 VMs) and IQR (5352 VMs).
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EDGE AND FOG COMPUTING IN HEALTHCARE – A REVIEW
SUJATA DASH∗, SITANATH BISWAS†, DEBAJIT BANERJEE‡, AND ATTA-UR-RAHMAN§
Abstract. The architectural framework of Fog and edge computing reveals that the network components which lie between
the cloud and devices computes application oriented operations. In this paper, an in-depth review of fog and mist computing in the
area of health care informatics is analyzed, classified, and discussed various applications cited in the literature. For that purpose,
applications are classified into different categories and a list of application-oriented tasks that can be handled by fog and edge
computing are enlisted. It is further added that on which layer of the network system such fog and edge computing tasks can be
computed and trade-offs with respect to requirements relevant to healthcare are provided. The review undertaken in this paper
focuses on three important areas: firstly, the enormous amount of computing tasks of healthcare system can take mileage of these
two computing principles; secondly, the limitation of wireless devices can be overcome by having higher network tiers which can
execute tasks and aggregate the data; and thirdly, privacy concerns and dependability prevent computation tasks to completely
move to the cloud. Another area which has been considered in the study is how Edge and Fog computing can make the security
algorithms more efficient. The findings of the study provide evidence of the need for a logical and consistent approach towards fog
and mist computing in healthcare system.
Key words: Fog computing, edge computing, healthcare system
AMS subject classifications. 68M14, 92C42

1. introduction. The up-coming developments and research in the technology has adjusted the epicenter
of the medical sciences not only for analysis but rather how to prevent those diseases with incomplete recognition
and appropriate along with precise health information through a leading in demand technology called the
”Internet of Things”.
In order to record physiological symptoms and signals, various efficient devices have been discovered and are
feasible in the market which can be easily connected to the internet over smart phones, computer or any nodal
devices. There is a high potential appeal of the fog computing inside the IoT-based monitoring systems as per
the contemporary surveys. The Internet of Things is pointed out towards the physical objects like appliances,
electronics, devices which are always developing throughout the world that can feature internet connectivity
within an IP address using unique identities are interconnected for enabling the various objects to interact
and act accordingly. For obtaining various essential signs within real time, efficient and working in active
way occurring in medical devices which includes ECG or for maybe for measuring pressure and temperature,
WBAN is used as among various basic prototypes in IoT methodology of healthcare. WBAN establishes a
multitude imperceptible or attire sensor node to percept and convey the data over a wireless network. The
transmission protocols used for this are Wi-Fi or IEEE.802.15.4. Basically WBAN-based structure is Low-cost
and power competent and plays a leading role in several region of healthcare environments such as tracking,
and care clinic towards various disease management including chronic and taken precaution towards it. Distant
cloud servers are used in many health monitoring systems for keeping and organizing huge data possessed as
of sensor nodes in huge quantity. Cloud computing has a number of benefits like services which are made
cheap, capacity for the huge facts storing capability and more surplus preservation rate but few challenges also
exists like large data transmission, location perception and latency-sensitive issues. For the slowdown in data
transmission and data error packet dropping possibilities have increased. More the data is sent over a grid
system, the greater is the chance of mistakes that may result in wrong or less precise treatment decisions for
which there will be adverse effect on emergency situation and critical illness of mankind. Thus, there will be a
great requirement of minimizing the flow of data absorbed system in excess with the value of provision. One
solution for accomplishing the problem of a predictable gateway and a remote cloud server is by adding a coat
in between them. This added coating is termed as fog sheet and it aids in lowering the large chunks data
but also yet guarantying service quality and so protecting the bandwidth of the network by pre-analysing the
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information. Also, fog computing provides services of higher level at the edge of the wireless systems well as
reduces the burden of the cloud [1]. Although the cloud computing hypothesis is brought by cloud computing at
the edge of the network, it also reports which aren’t proved before unfit in the cloud computing paradigm. Some
of the fundamental characteristics of fog computing are low latency, geographical distribution, edge localization,
location awareness, inter operability, as well assist aimed at on-line analytic. That is why Fog computing can
be taken into consideration for advancing the human health observing WBAN-based systems for the feature
like low energy, little bandwidth, truncated processing power and involving the hardware with constrained
nodes. To say in literal words, the arrangement of WBAN-based system, with cloud computing and also fog
computing can be a defensible clarification aimed at summoning in the recent IoT healthcare systems. As a
concept,effective IoT-enabled healthcare system constructions presented and can be profited starting the idea
of fog and edge computing. Utilizing the arrangement, we all came-up with an effective fog computing and
edge computing healthcare systems which will be IoT enabled and can be utilized in bandwidth also with QoS
guarantee, and backup reminder. This paper primarily focuses on the following three important aspects:
• The requirements of IoT based Healthcare model and the description of services provided by Fog
computing layer to address them.
• The architecture of an IoT based healthcare system embedding Fog computing layer.
• Implementation of the fog computing layer services along with performance and advantages.
2. Related work. There have already been many attempts in creating brilliant access towards healthcare
function.Like for example, Chen et al. [18] introduced a technology of wireless sensor network flow which is used
for a smart gateway aimed at the health care system. The endorsed gateway operating for instance can over
pass amongst public communication system and a wireless sensor network. It basically has some exceptional
features like having a data with agreement system, very flimsy database plus the usefulness just before declaring
the needy persons in case of any tough times. In addition, the gateway generates the request- response message
function which creates a process of shrinking a distant server’s fatigue. Mohapatra et al. proposed semi-hybrid
architecture by using a sensor cloud which is needed in distant patient monitoring with working network flow
[19]. Advantages were taken by utilizing the sensor cloud for patient’s health condition which can be monitored
and can be shown in their proposed system. The writers did present a cloud computing with a solution intended
for patient’s data collection in healthcare organizations. Sensors are used in various systems which are adhered
to medical equipment’s for assembling patient data then sent the data to cloud to provide restricted permit.
Yang et al. presented health monitoring gateway system based on Smart phones [21]. The recommended
requirements for a gateway in a Bluetooth console to upload gathered data and send them to remote servers.
In [22], the sensing servers are used as gateways in the system which is handled by the sensor network system.
But, the proposal is exaggerated the insufficient and extensible as well as inefficient for many applications. In
many organizations [23], authors have researched and proposed an idea with an example of a lively IPv6. Less
powered wireless with area network (6LoWPAN) is a signal router which was established on Hidden Markov
Model. This model was used for developing settlement in the health status. In [24], the researchers have already
designed a mobile gateway for pervasive healthcare system used for ZigBee and Bluetooth. The gateway which
favours the feebleness with many services such as investigation of the medical data etc. are efficient, though the
gateway can be ineffective within terms of actual power utilization which cannot be recommended for practical
use. Zhong et al. presented an alternative way centered on a mobile phone which is used to connect sensor
network system nodes along with the devices promoting CDMA or Bluetooth [25]. In a relative work [26], the
recommended design can achieve data through many individual health gadgets. USB and ZigBee along with
Bluetooth can be considered as a communication process. Subject including body area sensor network systems
can be used to attract the attention among a lot of researchers during the past few years. Specifically, in the
healthcare domain numerous amount of work has exponentially expanded various undiscovered stepping stones
with only one intention for betterment of healthcare monitoring system.
As few works seek the newer systems along with further methods besides number of services although some
other researchers approached to suggest new way or else new approaches. Still, some narration in the aboveexplained examples, a great quantity of systems are specifying along with ZigBee though it can be tough for
guarantying the characteristics of service done in ZigBee while observing streamed bio-signals like ECG, EMG
etc, with the extreme data rate nearly at 250 kbps of ZigBee. Oppositely, Bluetooth Technology can be used to
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solve problems of ZigBee which is lesser data speed and other small-range communication protocol. In spite of
this, maybe it is tough for depicting a gateway for supporting mobility as well as employing data through multiple
targets with utilizing Bluetooth Technology. The above systems fundamentally use simple gateways from node
so collect data and transmit these data for remote servers. Further, sometimes any of these workings had been
accounted completely taking advantages of the computing paradigm about fog and contributing insightful to
the gateways. The target of the section is used to uplift the IoT-based health monitoring system utilized among
different surroundings like among family also in hospital just by imparting the smart gateway [27]along with
fog layer consists an extra advanced services. Fog computing conception is actually the elaboration of pointing
applications from the cloud computing paradigm along with a vision and province where the full support of the
prototype from the cloud is not achieved. Few among them includes fast response employed containing video
conference applications, besides Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) which requires very less latency for the
reason that QoS might get reduced by unusual delays.
• An Enormous data solicitation which is assembled in a huge load with data taken from countless sensors
after which it transmits the data via the networks essential for the availability to achieve high bandwidth
[28].
• Observing the applications, which can be controlled constantly, needs no interruption during data connection because of connectivity loss takes place among the cloud then monitoring systems [29]. Features
use din the presentations are mentioned above which were indistinguishable along with the features of
health monitoring systems in real-time. These network that have massive quantity of collected data
commencing a variety of environmental along with bio sensors. Later this massive volume of data
transmits above the network which is ultimately monitored remotely through end users like care-taker
or doctors. Hence, fog computing stands on these systems effectively and is appraisable that instead of
removing before lessening the importance of the cloud in IoT applications, from the facet of location
awareness,less latency, scalability, real-time interactions, heterogeneity and inter operability that fog
computing technique is completely cooperated as well as compatible by the cloud to enhance the existing
IoT applications, rather than replacing or lessening the importance of the cloud in IoT applications.[30].
3. Fog Computing. Fog computing, networking, storage and other domain with particular services are
handed over to the IOT system by Fog computing layer. The Healthcare domain differentiates it from the other
Iot applications by having the most used feature of remote monitoring which require high degree of reliability.
The protection and personal aspects towards the health care were highly essential and should be implemented
along with the Fog layer focussing on the health care. Moreover,with that it permits the Healthcare IOT to
address the necessities of the proximity of Body Area Network (BAN) to Fog layer. Some necessities along with
the Healthcare IOT services were inclusive and useful for any application domain. The concluding view of the
Fog layer and services are discussed separately and shown pictorially in Figure 3.1.
3.1. Managing Data. Data management is important in Fog computing because the sensory data is
locally used in order for withdrawing essential information of anyone to provide a response to user and notify
the system plan adaptations. Agreeing to the network architectonics, Fog layer dynamically accepts some huge
quantity of data which is auricular from the sensor network system in a very small interval in time, so its main
focus is to control the incoming data in order to give a fast reaction with respect to number of users as well
as conditions required in the system. This task acquires more importance in healthcare scenarios since latency
and uneasiness occurs in decision making might cause incurable damages to the patients. According to the
numerous fulfilment of the data management work, we establish it with five different units and all are required
for an intelligent e-health gateway. All these parts are named as local storage, data analysis, data filtering, data
confining and data fusion.
3.1.1. Local Repository. The gateway requires storing the data which are received from many different
sources in a local storage unit so that it can nonchalantly use for analysis in future. The operating system
in the gateway contains a file server and a database which stores and also recovers the data. The gateway of
the local storage stores the files which are encrypted or maybe contained in a compressed format depending
on the type, size, along with the priority of the data. The gateway cause the local storage for exporting data
to medical level information like Health Level Seven (HL7)[2][35] when needed. Other features of the gateway
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Fig. 3.1. Different Fog layer and services.

like analysing the data, compressing it,filtering, and inscription are basically inter-dependent on a local storage.
The overall data rate can be moved among the cloud layer and also the Fog layer depending on the network
pace then more towards local estimation along the gateway is visited throughout its power of processing. So
it can occur in any displacements during transfer time along with computation time, the local storage acts as
a local cache memory to make the data flow reliable. Local storage can also support and save the data when
the internet connection isn’t accessible among gateway and cloud server. When the internet is restored, the
gateways can send saved data into the cloud.
3.1.2. Data Filtration. This is the first step of data processing unit that implements data filtering methods at the edge after receiving it from the sensor grid system. To get a patient’s medical condition, numerous
bio-signals are collected using pertinent fact-finding from devices like electrocardiogram (ECG), electromyography (EMG) and photo plethysmogram (PPG). These bio-signals relatively include difficult shapes along
with tiny amplitude (i.e., millivolts) and accordingly they were dominated by specific unwanted an unreliable
sounds which is misled throughout the health monitoring. The noises that are perceived can be thermal noise,
electromagnetic interference noise etc. Some available light-weight filters at the nodes of the sensors reduce the
assembled noises yet; this may effect in some practical aspects. Thus, the Fog layer containing the data filtering
unit which removes the noise and can boost some features of the signals (e.g., signal-to-noise ratio) by the use
of different filters (e.g., finite impulse response (FIR) filter) earlier than any other local data analysis.
3.1.3. Compressing Data. For decreasing a massive quantity of transferred data throughout the communication network, data could be flattened by lossless or lossy compression methods used. The lost data
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can generate inapt or incomplete disease diagnosis in healthcare IoT applications because lossless compression
is preferred. Even if compression algorithms which are lossless can retrieve indigenous data with precision,
are considered to be complex. Also, the algorithms are not most suited for sensor nodes which are actually
resource-constrained concerning computation, memory capacity also battery capacity. Like for an instance, in
all sorts of sensors lossless ECG compression methods [3, 4, and 5] cannot be used. In particular cases, at
sensor nodes these lossless algorithms can be fortunately employed within it but these can also originate huge
power utilization and latency. Fog computing aids to improve these defaults of the sensors and can be kept
away by diverting all toughes of the sensor nodes towards the gateway and can manipulate these complications
effectively during considerations of the real-time circumstances.
3.1.4. Data Blending. It is a data processing unit which can place sensory data commencing the numerous sources for getting more meaningful and strong information. By avoiding repetitive data and restoring
the latest data this processing unit can completely diminish the volume of sensory facts.The local data analysis
and data transmission gets boosted by the data reduction towards the distant servers.Three separate classes
are categorised in Data fusions interdependent concerted also competitive with others [6]. Firstly, At least two
different details acquired for more extensive knowledge of the Fog layer achieved from dissimilar places when it
mixes with data fusion. For instance, when an ecosystem context data mixes with patient’s health specification
it shows a more complete data about the patient’s state. Secondly,by integrating data which is formulated from
one source with (at least) two other sensors the fierce data binding can regulate the quality of the data along
with system’s decision making capability. For example, utilizing the values taken from an ECG signal also
from a respiration signal further powerful heart rate value is extracted. Lastly, using multiple sensors latest
information can be yielded with relevant data fusion from a particular place. An example of a cooperative data
fusion is the patient’s medical state which uses vital signs (e.g., heart rate and respiration rate).
3.1.5. Analysing Data. In data analysing unit the sensory local data is carried out by the healthcare
system. The quality of the system in this unit and then sent to the cloud servers after diminishing the response
latency and data transmission. For example, when an emergency occurs like patient’s health deprivation the
emergency matter gets triggered and response comes to play quickly and appropriately because in the cloud
instead of getting imparted the local processed data waits for a suitable response. Furthermore, data reliability
as well as the consistency of the system is enhanced by the data analysis unit.Finite bandwidth along with
Connectivity losses during data transportation in the long-term remote health monitoring were like an inevitable
event because the patient may engage in different activities in assorted habitat. Hence,the system’s local
functionality,sensory data as well as the arithmetic can be directed and taken care by the confined edge of the
storage data analysis and also balance the Fog layer after recounting it to the network with a remote cloud.
3.2. Managing Event. A number of major events like change in vital signs, activities or surroundings of
the patient can take place in patient’s audit. In actualize systems with a specified gateway or maybe a shift
in a learned behaviour can be activated by these events. In case of critical condition low latency clarification
which might help in notifying health experts, caretaker and even patients are supplied by Fog computing
technique immediately.The event administration service fortifies on time and with proper signal delivery in case
of medical actions or automatic system actuation when there is a need in quick response. In some medical events
like changing the frequency of nerves stimulation related to heart rate or automatic insulin pump with blood
glucose level which is regulated with the quick response of activators when it is essential. Some requirements
are alerted to the rapid responding team, caretakers or family members of the patient when there is an incident
occurred.
3.3. Resource Effectiveness. Resource proficiency is among the most important factors in healthcare
IoT function, since catastrophe can lead to severe corollary for sensor nodes’ failure to incorrect diagnosis among
diseases in resource management. Expectations of collected data presented at end-user’s terminals essential to
be constantly kept a note of with the energy exhaustion of sensor nodes. They are dealt with in details as
following:
3.3.1. Efficient use of energy of the nodes. Sensor nodes in health observing systems should be
capable to work for a long interval like a whole day or even a few days which are generally small and resource-
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inhibited, such as miniature battery capacity. Sensor nodes should be functioning efficiently in relation to energy
utilization for fulfilling these necessities. For the fulfilment of these tasks many methods contain software and
hardware-based procedures which are useful. For example,the design of sensor node hardware is used for specific
purposes instead of generic tasks. The unnecessary mechanisms or high-power overwhelming components can be
avoided by controlling the energy depletion by this technique. However, customizing the software successively
at the nodes is more stimulating for scheming energy efficient nodes. Specifically, the software is simple in order
to reduce reckoning time and must be able to execute primary errands of the sensor nodes. For example, sensor
nodes in IoT-based plunge recognition systems could intricate the fall detection algorithms by only collecting
digital data and address the data to Fog layer [7]. Dramatically condensation can occur in the sensor nodes’
power depletion.
3.3.2. Latency. Latency produces unsuitable disease enquiry and delays the supervisory procedure in
health monitoring solicitations. Handling and conveying of data both presented latency in IoT for transmitting latency to end-users from sensor nodes via gateways, like Cloud and processing access. In multiple
instances,trade-off relationship is often dealing out and showing latency expectancy. However,reduction of the
total latency is not always occurred buttes ting the handling data latency. Data processing can even surge the
total latency in some circumstances. For some certain sensor nodes and applications a pragmatic differentiable
procedure must be done to minimize the total latency and fulfil the time necessities of real-time health monitoring. In other cases, to remove noise and void data some cleaning methods are used in reducing the latency in
total as well as huge amount of data transmission. For example,Fog can act as an alternative for sensor nodes
to reduce the total latency in an ECG feature withdrawal solicitation; the feature extraction algorithm must be
routed towards it [9].
3.4. Management of System. Device supervising consist many parts of Internet of Things organization.
In this part, the main area of the debate is on device supervising from the fact of observation of locating device
and keeping the connection through in mobility.
3.4.1. Mobility and locating. In the sensor and actuator systems the reserve restriction of devices had
been stated previously. The life time of the battery is very important specifically fora battery motorized devices
which also require actual supervision. Devices must be in sleep mode in a supervised manner whenever they are
about to gain idle condition. Any transmission that takes place when the device is in the sleep condition requires
care for the cover of Fog.The patient,who is trying medical sensors for moving from one location to other in
a healthcare scenario, can adapt the liable gateway that handles transmission. This shows that the sleeping
sensors need to wake up at the sector of various gateways. To locate and effectively handle the sleeping cycle
device discovery service must support other devices that can link to a sleeping sensor node; the full utilization
can be found for this service [10]. The Fog layer service is used to communicate the nearby kept data from one
gateway to other and let it occur without riveting much of the finite resources but also should afford the liberty
of flexibility for the patient. For smoothly pursuing the observation activity at the new place in other gateway
the device must be located in a new situation, the bestowal takes place. A shortened execution of flexibility and
locating device functioning simultaneously is represented in Fog computing [11], These services can be used for
more provinces as well as these facilities too.
3.4.2. Inter-operability. The IoT is generally a bunch of diverse set of transmission protocols, platforms
and data setups. There are multiple regularity try to initiate constantly amongst the various modules. The
present upright subdivisions of presentations require to be joined to simplify the modeling of not just a part
of but the entire of the healthcare applications. Traditionally affinity is facing the dare related to resource
restriction of the most of the end gadgets. The presence of fog figuring layer is to cover end devices and thus
prosper inter operability which caters a vital part in giving amenities gripping. These utilities actually work as
a connector among various transmission protocols, data setups plus platforms. At the Fog layer some work can
be experienced forgiving semantic inter operability to the data obtained via the sensor son the cloud.
3.5. Personification. Various presentations of Fog computing can be setup in trial or through in run
time by behaviour of a machine. This might not bead equate for healthcare structure since users may have hold
in various triggers through assorted surroundings and innumerable medical state. So, a powerful plan for the
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machine is necessary, not only to customize the machine performance in granting to specific user requirements
but also assertive habituation to the machine over time, exceptionally in case of a crisis. In this regard, it
optimizes the energy proficiency and also enhances the local decision making. Various health applications using
rule-based skills and machine learning processes are illustrated by Customized scheme behaviour. According to
the patient’s condition, the proper principles are chosen from the sensor sampling frequency and data transmission rate which are well described. Further, precedence is customized with respect to the medical history of the
patient. Simply putting together, the machine would acquire to give more proper heart associated frameworks
only if a heart failure is diagnosed for a patient throughout the observation.
3.6. Privacy and Security. Overall, safekeeping is very vital for every solicitation in healthcare is important because a single apprehensive part of a machine might endanger a human life. Fore.g, an insulin pump
in an IoT glucose controlling machine can be hacked within 100 feet which is reason for harm [11]. The full
machine which consists of sensor nodes, gateways, Fog and Cloud must be protected adequately for delivering
a secure IoT healthcare machine. The complete system can easily be manipulated by hackers if somehow any
components are hacked. For facts encryption and decryption various like CMAC-AES-128 or AES-128 are used
at sensor nodes and gateways, respectively. For constructing IP tables giving consent to proper transmission
ports IP table provided by Linux can be utilized in the gateways [12]. For securing the whole machine these
techniques can’t be trusted as powerful one because these can modify safety at different levels, whereas, in
many occasions, it provides a high level of security in the literature [13, 14, and 15]. Still, their complicated
cryptographic procedures are not concern to resource-constrained sensor nodes as well as IoT machines. Rahimi
et al. [16, 17] currently launched end-to-end secure parameters for directing the safekeeping troubles in IoT
healthcare machines. The chief parts, comprising of various complicated security algorithms, are executed at
the Fog layer as well as the parameters that can give better verification and approval for Health-Internet of
Things machine.
4. Edge Computing. Edge computing says about an astonishing eyes opening technology that allow
calculating at the extremity of the linkage, on data of downstream or upstream kind. Downstream will come
from cloud services where-as upstream data is organized on the part of IoT services. And now we declare
”edge” as figuring and integrating grid system locality along the way among data obtain ability and cloud data
servers. Like, a smart phone is the border or edge connecting living beings and cloud data, a gateway can be
referred to a smart home. The hypothesis of edge computing is that computation should always take place near
a data source. According to our idea of research, fog computing can be replaced by edge computing [32] but fog
computing marks extra on the substructure side, whereas edge computing stresses mainly on the effective side.
We envisage that edge computing when compared with the cloud computing can possess a large and better
effect on our community. Fig. 4.1 displays the two-way computing rush for edge computing. Edge computing
models, things that acts as data consumers, but can also act as data producers. On the edge, representing the
computing works which is commenced on the cloud but also the possessions,can’t appeal facility and content
from the cloud. Edge computing can conduct data transfer, storing the data, accumulating and handling, as
well as spread appeal and delivering amenity from cloud to user. The edge itself requires to be well planned to
converge the need that can be effective with praise to reliability, security, and isolation protection with all the
kinds of tasks in the network.
In edge computing, the center of attention is on setting the computing attached to the closeness of data
causes. This has various advantages contrast to conventional cloud-form computing paradigm. To illustrate
the probable advantage we use several premature outcomes from the circle. The response time has moved the
computation from cloud to the edge by reducing it from 900 to 169 Ms and the Research workers raised a
proof-of-concept platform to execute face acknowledgment presentation [64]. Ha et al. [33] used the cloudlets
for offloading the computing tasks for wearable cognitive support, and the advancement of reaction time is
between 80 and 200ms when the results get displayed. Furthermore, by use of cloudlet offloading the energy
utilization could also be condensed by 30%-40%. Between the mobile and the cloud with their prototype which
could shrink 20 times the executing time and energy for tested uses can perform merge dividing, relocation with
merging, and the on-demand instantiation in the clone cloud.
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Fig. 4.1. Edge computing architecture.

5. System Architecture, Fog and Edge computing. Figure 5.1 exhibits a complete diagram of a
Health-IoT system that shows how the elements can be systemized in such a scattered way over the three layers
which can be used in smart hospitals. Among these classifications, the implanted sensors note the associated
material of the patient’s health, thus the private monitoring of various variables can be furnished by helping the
patient. This health data can be also boosted by means of date, time, location, temperature, etc. Circumstanceawareness allows identifying a typical design and creates more exact inferences regarding the situations. The
staff like CAT scan, magnetic resonance imaging can be attached with other medical equipment for transferring
information from machine. The machine construction contains following important elements:
• Medical Sensors and Actuators networks: Some omnipresent identification, sensing, and transmission
capability, biomedical and perspective signals are allowed to betaken from the body and surrounding.
Some wireless or wired communication protocols such as Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, networks of intelligent
e-Health helps in transferring the data to the access.
• Gateways: After several geographically scattered intelligent e-Health gateways this layer is constructed,
such as developing a virtual fog. Every gateway, acts as a connection point among a sensor network
along with the local switch/ Internet which helps in different transmission protocols. These higher-level
facilities like data aggregation, filtering and dimensionality depletion can only be accepted if data from
various subnetworks, bearings protocol conversion provided to them.
• Back-End System: A cloud computing programme that executes streaming, data warehouse as well as
data analytic is achieved in this Back-end scheme. At last, it can adjunct the web client exhibition
such as GUI regarding final picture and feedback. A source of large data [36, 37, 63] for statistical and
epidemiological detecting forthcoming epidemic diseases can be constituted by the possessed health and
setting data.
5.1. Properties in addition to features of the smart e-Health gateways. To help several wireless
proprieties and take charge of inter-device transmission are the most significant part of this gateway. According
to this part, we enlarge its particular part which turns out to be fog enabler by (i) establishing the orchestra by
the linkage of gateways and (ii) applying various characteristics like acting as repository to volatile store users’
data with sensors’ and combining them with aggregation,interpretation techniques, and data fusion. For the
local pre-processing of sensors’ data these techniques are essential and can be called as an intelligent e-Health
Gateway.
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Fig. 5.1. Smart e-health monitoring system

5.1.1. Local data processing. Between the several characterised fogs computing has further added edge
of local data handling which is executed to give smartness by which the streaming data is surveyed locally at the
gateway. Agreeing towards the architecture of the machine, fog layer requirements constant approach of a huge
quantity of sensory data in less time and react properly in surrounding to several situations. This task develops
to be more vital in medical cases by allowing the machine to response as quickly as it can in case of medical
crisis [38, 61]. Figure 5.2 explains the usage of a local processing unit for data filtering, data compression, data
fusion, and data analysis with a conceptual architecture of an intelligent gateway.
5.1.2. Data filtering. Accepting data,after number of sensing devices and making it important to use it
properly, early bird processes at the edge previous doing some kind of high-tech processing example data survey
is really important. Bio-signals sucked up from any patient are always major sources of data for evaluating a
patient condition. These generally have complex figures with little voltages and lots-off frequencies. Throughout
the time of gathering information from a patient body, sound is also collected to the bio-signals and twists the
indication standard. Such disturbances in the electromagnetic interference from other electrical machines,
electric power grid, and unsuitable extension of sensors to patient’s body can be built by several resources like
oscillations of ac. These problems can be directed by the smart e-Health gateway at the fog layer in which
it interfaces sensors at straight. By the use of several transmission protocols the fog layer accepts digitalised
signals from sensors. Even though sensors might be executing light-pressures training to eradicate disturbances
to a specific standard at the data receiving unit, additional tough and complicated information filtering at the
fog layer is of primary importance.
5.1.3. Data compression. To minimize transmission waiting and power disbursed throughout transaction; the factors of data transmission, data compression is very essential. Both lossy and lossless data subjected
on the solicitation are squeezed broadly utilizing it in the IoT domain. Computation for executing composite
algorithms more demand than the Lossless data compressed for its short coming. So, for lossless data compression methods are advanced which have the ability and necessities for a processor speed and memory size. Both
lossy and lossless compression technique are appropriate in the system layer of Health-IoT machine. Although,
some restrictions occurs just as battery life time and availability of treating energy in some cases where lossy
data compressing technique is more suitable for resource-constrained sensors. For example, numerous standard
lossless ECG looseness techniques [39-40] don’t suitable to many different kind of sensors like in lossy com-
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Fig. 5.2. Gateway architecture of smart e-health system.

pression techniques, for instance the technique proposed by Yu et al. [41], were practical in hardware demand
with its features. For checking all structures of the signals are remained ensure of with big accuracy which is
presented as in real-time ECG monitoring, has an advantage to have lossless compression. By discharging the
liability from system layer Fog computing supply the required computational energy for systematic directed
towards lossless data compression algorithms with complexities. While consuming lossless data compressing
techniques it can authorize real-time actions.
5.1.4. Data blending. Data blending authorizes to productively lower the capacity of data, and there by
lower the energy necessary for transmitting data. Whereas, Data fusion is actually divided in three different
parts: cooperative,complementary as well as competitive [42]. Corresponding data fusion is applied on the fog
layer to obtain stronger worldwide knowledge. Gathering the temperature dissimilarity between body and the
neighbouring at any occasion is given from two different sensors. Competitive data fusion is also employed
on the edge that data since a distinguished factor is gathered from various resources to refine the precision
and the stability of outcomes in instances of sensors’ collapses. Ultimately, collaborative data fusion too gives
advantages in the edge such that fresh data is gathered in intelligent gateways from the diverse information
which is gathered from different origins. For example, cooperative data fusion provides all-inclusive information
regarding the medical condition of a patient from their important symptoms.
5.1.5. Data analysis. The reactivity of the machine can be enhanced by implementing localized data
examination in the edge. It may help the machine to erase and forecast alarming conditions. For example,
detecting the fall of an aged person, the fog layer could provincially supply detection of falling of a person
regards giving out not only despatching variables to a cloud and resting for the replies. Subsequently, the
machine responds to the alarming condition as fast as possible and is more trust worthy and executes real-time
reactions. In the fog layer,Apart from that the sensitivity of the machine, exploiting facts examination to allow
the machine on the way to lower the latencies along with crucial variables to a maximum limit. Moreover,
localized data examination and local response from the sensory information upgrade the machine dependability
and stability in case of non-avail ability of Internet connectivity. For continuing distant observing of discrete
suffering from persist entitles, Internet disconnection can be recurrent happenings. Fog computing authorizes
to remain all the performance of the machine function close by. Additionally,giving out findings in a localized
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repository in the fog layer as well as feasible to rescue the sensory information after harmonizing them along
with the Cloud and connecting it later when it is back in position and in operation.
5.1.6. Adaptability. Taking into account, the implementation of fog layer in different situation, some
early defined variables (example:sensors to cloud transmission rate) are fixed considering the use case. Nevertheless, this is very important for the fog layer to be customizable as well as adaptable over time, exceptionally
when crucial incident happens. The customization may be vigorously implemented for different assistances
employing progressive ML algorithms like incremental SVM and incremental NN. Data transmission of the fog
layer requires being regularly incremented, which combines data appeal from the sensors and also transmitting
the data taking it as a ratio of the cloud to the fog layer. For example, on continuing observation of a sick person
sustaining cardiovascular disease, the machine must acquire to grow the appeal rates (priority) for heart-related
variables on identifying unusual heart-related issues. Nevertheless, rate of transmission to the cloud is executed
by allocating prime concerns to various services besides parameters. The prime concerned of rate of the cloud
for patients to the transmission of data with critical illness involves is being elevated, while low transmission
rate is required for the patients suffering from chronic diseases. As a conclusion,the performance of machine is
not good as the adaptive fog computing thereby growing sensitiveness with explicitness of crucial limitations
and on dependability of the prime concern the system adapts.
5.1.7. Local storage. To safeguard that the machine is able to recuperate evenly, the data, gateways
must be efficient of keeping the arriving data with the local drive. The OS on the gateway manages the local
repository and also keeping the data inside of a non-volatile storage. Data can be kept in local drive in a
squeezed or protected way depending on the category as well as consequences. Data can be transported into
a medical quality formats like Health Level-7 (HL7) [43] if needed in the repository. For additional purposes
of the gateway storing of data is correspondingly important. As considered before, access will be in charge of
data survey, compressing, filtration as well as encoding; all these tasks may need a local volatile drive. The
pace for transmitting data from the gateway to the cloud is restricted by network transmission capacity, besides
computations were restricted by giving out capacity of the gateway, for the situation of inequality of data
processing and data transmission, constant data drift along with the local drive will act as a cache to appliance
uniformity. When the network is not available but it makes the Data drive on gateways machine dependable
and powerful. The local repository is managed by the database administrative unit shown in Figure 5.2.
5.1.8. Local impulsion. The actuation can be categorized into different configurations in the IoT-based
healthcare system. The actuation can be used in the configuration of data streaming, administrating medical
actuators as well as sensor network reconfiguration. , A foreseeable and fast reaction time is proven in many
situations. Illustrations for fast reaction actuators modify the frequency of electrical nerve which is restored
depending on the heart rate, otherwise altering insulin liberate rate in unmanned pumps based on the additional
key indications and patient blood Glucose. In real-time to regulate panel for medical exception lists is important
for transmission to slow down where at least samples/second rate is required to attain when there is a streaming
in a patient’s medical signals. Utilizing the networking potential along with local processing force the gateways
are capable of streaming real-time signals like ECG and PPG (photo plethysmogram) towards a user machine
(i.e., tablet), on the Internet connectivity separately. For intelligent e-Health gateways at the edge of the
network some statements are required between the notable functions. Health care observing systems frequently
requires notifying and informing care givers, medical teams and the patient about censorious circumstances
that need immediate response. Any miscarriage in the notification utility may cause critical issues for medical
therapy as well as the patient. Differentiate of sending notifications to a cloud server which is capable after
numerous practices, a gateway which has restricted measures only can inform through few fix media. However,
there maybe a lack of cloud server but the gateway-based statements proceed autonomously (e.g., via the local
grid system or GSM) throughout the server, after amplifying the constancy of the machine we must be sure
that users can obtain important reports in time.
5.1.9. Security. In the Health-IoT systems security is regarded as of great importance on the morale that
in secured machine may have dangerous problems. In Linux the gateways like the IP table is exploited when it
is approached by a big level of security as well as operating system level. When Linux kernel firewall supplies IP
tables and IP FW it is also applied for the set of regulations in the network packets configuring the IP packet
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table. At some ports IP tables are constructed for giving privileges to communicate while other ports will be
obstructed meant for obstructs dispensable traffic [44, 60]. Although the gateway behaves as an embedded web
server when the set-up is not available or when it is required, it may convey through secured validate sensor
junctions plus HTTP sustaining the integrity,privacy, and originality of the machine. Even though IP tables
give a few lead, they can’ be reviewed as a powerful appliance for safety. In structured to have a towering
level of safety, IP tables need to be in alliance with extra powerful safety methods. To label these problems,
distinct advance towards have been currently suggested in the compositions [45-47, 59]. Although, cryptanalysis
performance in these advancements are bulky because of the capability of force and processing capability limits
building these illogical for resource-limited system. In a current report cantered on safety, Rahimi et al. [48, 49]
proposed a safe and robust authenticated and authorized proposal for the Health-IoT machines which is required
for few processing power in the edge. More accurately, on the conflict to run safe techniques at resource-limited
sensor nodes, and the proposal utilizes features of an intelligent gateway in the fog computing for high end
security which is related to the workload.
5.1.10. Inter operability and re-configurability. Apart from the uniformities attempts, it was apparent that inter operability has a crucial part for the accomplishment of Health-IoT tools. By alike heterogeneous
mixture of grid system technologies, platform and protocol selection for executing IoT-based framework, implementing these approach is an apparent confrontation. This intelligent e-Health gateway has a crucial part
forgiving inter operability for different sensors attached through distinguished grid system edges. As depicted in
Figure 5.2, the intelligent e-Health Gateway utilising either wireless network or wired connections are attached to
the context sensors plus the health sensors where it implements various grades (e.g., Wi-Fi, ZigBee, Bluetooth,
6LoWPAN,) to interact to the gateway. The cleverness of the gateway arises within the shape of uncomplicated
combination of technologies and standards with these heterogeneous network protocols, soit permits them to
interchange data along with effort easily.
Technical aspect of Inter operability. The different machine parts in the IoT-based machine are developed by
number of sellers, and thereby they implement various grid system standards and interfaces. In this intelligent
e-Health gateway development, technical inter operability can be gained by instructing switched data to the
intelligent e-Health gateway that has various interfaces.
Syntactic Inter operability. The layer for Syntactic inter operability actually depends on the foregoing,
technical inter operability layer. This handles the structure of messages interchanged across the systems.
Semantic Inter operability. To give semantic inter operability in two different types a proposed intelligent eHealth gateway had been developed. The first inter operability represents the information gathered from sensor
nodes when it is concerned with additional systems. On the other hand,Internet plus the human readable data
is attached with the gateway.
5.1.11. Discovering devices and mobility assistance. Usually mobility has two major techniques,
handover and roaming, those are required for loss of data and interruption in services, and to manage the
Quality of Service (QoS). In mobile host, bestowal happens when the connection channel is switched to other
channel during roam occurs while going from one network to other. Macro and micro class are two divisions of
Mobility and they were expressed as mobility inside the various network regions also inside the network region,
commonly [48, 57]. There remain a number off ewer techniques which hold up mobility in edge routers [50,
56, 58]. Nevertheless, substitute technique is not present in this period to wholly represent the toughest the
IoT scenario. For instance, inconsistency with routing which is multi hop, besides the need of NS (Neighbour
Solicitation)/NA (Neighbour Advertisement) interchanges occur among the dualistic real problems inside the
proxy IPv6 mobile. NEMO changes to further complex when various kinds of mobility (micro and macro)
happen at a time.
5.1.12. Energy efficient criteria for sensor nodes. Recently, several approaches [51, 54, 55, 62] are
being focused on giving energy efficient for IoT based Health products. When Gia et al. [53] was utilizing
the short power transmission protocol, Otto et al. [52] executed the authentic signal handling on sensor nodes
towards the sensor nodes conserving the energy of transmission. The appreciable quantity of energy can be
easily stored or kept unused through fog computing by redistributing a few capacities from sensor module to
intelligent gateways.However,those approaches may increase the energy efficiency of the sensor nodes.
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6. Conclusion. The research work presented in this article focuses on retrospection of Edge and Fog
computing applications in healthcare. These jargons are associated with Cloud computing and named according
to their architectural relationship. Various applications can function more effectively using Edge and Fog level
rather than migrating to the Cloud. This is for various factors like nature of client, data locality, grid system
overhead, device and cloud resources and their availability etc. The main intention remains to make the service
available in all types of circumstances. It has been found that various healthcare related applications are
more applicable for execution in Edge and Fog rather than Cloud for its solution to the various constraints
of the various sensors. However, the review depicts that a massive computation which happens in healthcare
applications need to be processed in a layer that exist between the sensor network and the cloud. The articles
reviewed here also show that all the network layers have potential to get involved in computation work. Apart
from this, we also have highlighted the trade-off when allocating computational task to the levels of the network
and discussed the challenges and security issues of fog and edge computing related to healthcare applications.
Though the sensor devices are not powerful enough for performing the computation task, they overcome this
limitation by offloading the computation task. In addition, due to some restrictions, cloud computing is not an
efficient solution for such offloading. But, the flexibility of fog computing allows to induct computation as a
part of the network infrastructure, therefore regarded as a most appropriate solution for healthcare.
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TRIANGULATION RESOURCE PROVISIONING FOR WEB APPLICATIONS
IN CLOUD COMPUTING: A PROFIT-AWARE APPROACH
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Abstract. The elasticity feature of cloud attracts the application providers to host the application in a cloud environment. The
dynamic resource provisioning arranges the resources on-demand according to the application workload. The over-utilization and
under-utilization of resources can be prevented with autonomic resource provisioning. In literature, the Service Level Agreement
(SLA) based, load-aware, resource-aware and user-behavior aware solutions have been proposed. The solutions are rigid for
a particular metric which provides benefit either to end users or to the application providers. In this article, we proposed a
Triangulation Resource Provisioning (TRP) technique with a profit-aware surplus VM selection policy. This policy ensures the fair
resource utilization in hourly billing cycle while giving the Quality of Service (QoS) to the end-users. The proposed technique used
time series workload forecasting, CPU utilization and response time in the analysis phase. The experiment results show that the
TRP resource provisioning technique is a profit-aware approach for the application providers and ensure the QoS to the end-users.
Key words: Cloud computing, autonomic computing, resource provisioning, workload prediction, web applications, autoscaling.
AMS subject classifications. 68M20, 68N19

1. Introduction. Cloud computing paradigm provides the Software as a Service (SaaS), Platform as
a Service (PaaS) and Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) [34]. The Cloud Service Providers (CSPs) provides
the VMs through IaaS with different pricing models such as reserved, on-demand and spot-instances such as
Amazon EC2 [2]. Furthermore, the Application Service Providers (ASPs) rent the VMs from CSPs and host
the applications. These applications provide SaaS such as web applications for job portal. The end users access
web applications through internet and web services [26]. The end users requests are dynamic in nature, and
expecting the Quality of Service (QoS). The careful design of resource provisioning techniques can overcome
the issue of over-provisioning and under-provisioning called resource oscillation [51].
It is crucial to decide the right amount of resources for the cloud applications. The resource estimation is
possible during their execution because it depends upon the incoming workload [41]. The workload fluctuation
is quite often in web applications due to irregular access to web services. The network forensics can find
initial evidence from web access pattern and further investigation carried for the digital forensics [43]. The
over-provisioning state is providing more resources as compared to the required resources, thus lead to high
renting cost to ASP. While, in under provisioning state the deployed resources are less as compare to required
resources, thus cause the Service Level Agreement (SLA) violation [23]. Therefore, the profit-aware resource
provisioning mechanism is required for the less renting cost, while proper utilization of resources in order to
meet SLA requirements.
The above-mentioned problems can be solved with dynamic resource provisioning technique. It is an effective
approach to provide the resources as per historical data of input workload and current resource utilization. The
main goal of ASP is to make maximum profit by minimizing the renting cost and SLA penalty.
In our previous work, the workload prediction model has been developed for the web application workload in
cloud computing [46]. The prediction of workload is an important parameter for the estimation of resources. In
this paper, we devised a triangulation resource provisioning technique for web applications with the combination
of proactive and reactive technique to estimate the resources. The main contribution of this article is as follows:
• The resource provisioning mechanism is designed for ASPs for web applications in the cloud.
• The surplus VM selection algorithm is developed with the profit-aware approach.
• The series of the experiment conducted on real workload weblogs on different metrics.
2. Background. The resource provisioning without human intervention required a self-configuration, selfoptimization, self-healing and self-protective mechanism [29, 19]. Therefore, the autonomic resource provisioning
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Fig. 2.1. MAPE-K based cloud resources management.

is focused on the four phases: Monitoring, Analyzing, Planning and Execution (MAPE) [33] shown in Figure
2.1. The monitoring phase collects the information from the high level and low-level parameters of the cloud
environment [17]. Furthermore, the gathered information is analyzed as per reactive, proactive or hybrid
approach. Afterward, the planning phase decides the scaling action as scale up/down or scale in/out or either
do nothing. Different auto-scaling techniques have been proposed in literature such as threshold rules, fuzzy
logic, time-series based, agent-based, etc. [31].
Monitor. The monitor phase fetches the information from the cloud environment about user behavior,
SLA violations, and resources utilization [21, 40]. The user decides the threshold, monitoring and scaling
intervals, instances bounds, etc. The monitoring performed on the application level, hypervisor level, and VM
management.
Analyze. The information collected from the monitoring phase processed for useful inferences to take scaling
decision. The reactive and proactive auto-scaler developed by many authors. The reactive approach takes scaling
decision on the behalf of current system state. The threshold values are fixed for scale in/out decisions [35].
The predictive approach forecast future CPU utilization or incoming workload, so that the resources could be
prepared before the actual workload. The proactive approach could overcome the delayed VM startup problem
in the reactive approach.
Plan. The planning phase takes the scaling decisions on the basis of analysis phase parameters. The policies
such as resource aware, cost aware, QoS aware, SLA aware and load aware have designed for web application
per tier provisioning [27, 11].
Execution. The execution phase took the scaling decision from the planning phase and processed as per the
upper and lower resources limit. The VM startup delayed discussed with the client at the time of SLA. The
authors [9] designed the executor for web applications in the cloud and, surplus VM selection algorithms have
been designed for the scale down decision.
Knowledge. The knowledge is a common repository to be shared with all the four phases of the MAPE loop.
It contains the historical logs, policies, and information of resources status [52]. The information is utilized by
the autonomic manager.
3. Related Work. In related work section, the brief overview of resource provisioning techniques are
discussed.
Huebscher and MacCann [22] published a survey on MAPE knowledge (MAPE-K) and the autonomic
computing. The application of autonomic computing introduced with motivation and basic concepts. Singh et
al. [47] published a survey and describe the role of cloud in the fog and edge computing. The author mentioned
that fog and edge computing can become more beneficial with the carefully designed resource provisioning
mechanism in cloud computing. The dynamic cloud-provisioning model [42] proposed for two-tier applications
using the MAPE approach. Maurer et al. [32] devised the autonomic control MAPE loop for the adaptive
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resource provisioning technique for cloud infrastructure. This technique foundation is threshold rule-based,
while in our approach time series prediction and reactive rules used for scaling decisions. The control MAPE
loop used to design the adaptive framework to configure the scientific applications in an optimized manner [30].
The author [18] designed the resource provisioning approach with using MAPE-K loop.
The linear regression and neural network applied for analysis of resource utilization. The author also
discussed the resource provisioning issues in cloud computing [24]. The proactive scaling applied using Double
Exponential Smoothing (DES) along with scaling indicator to estimate the utilization of resources [21]. Bankole
and Ajila [1, 10] applied a neural network on the analysis phase. The authors analyze the response time, resource
utilization and throughput. The web usage mining can applied via machine learning and pattern recognition
to find useful inferences [44, 45, 3]. Kaur and Chann [27] designed the analysis and planning phase for resource
provisioning. The decision tree has been proposed in order to filter the effective indicators. Herbst et al.
[35] devised a MAPE cycle based scaling policies with a reactive approach. The problem of reconfiguration
is a challenge in a reactive approach. The author [20] designed the monitoring phase and proactive analysis
phase. The prediction method with minimum error selected on the basis of prediction method categorization
from simple to complex attributes. The clustering is crucial mechanism for data mining and, without this its
becomes difficult to analyze the big data [38]. Singh and Channa [48] performed the workload clustering and
allocation of resources for the different QoS feature for the different kind of workload. De Assun et al. [14]
devised a scheduling and auto-scaling strategies to find the user patience of end-users in terms of response time
to deliver QoS. Toosi et al. [50] devised an auto-scaling algorithm based on threshold-based reactive policy to
utilize renewable energy in a load balancing technique.
A rule-based planning phase designed for resources estimation with 5 scaling rules presented for different
architectures [13]. The planning phase improved with SLA-aware policy [16]. The proposed model designed to
improve the QoS with minimum cost. A planning phase devised using Machine Learning (ML) approach in order
to analyze the resource capacity [40]. Fallah et al. [15] applied ML to learn automata in the planning phase
with a reactive and proactive auto-scaling approach to plan the resource allocation. The hybrid planning phase
designed for auto-scaling with horizontal and vertical scaling techniques. The application cost optimized with
autonomic resource provisioning framework [11]. Molto et al. [37] developed the horizontal and vertical scaling
hybridization approach with live migration and over-subscription techniques. A framework has been proposed
based on the MAPE loop for resource provisioning [5]. The planning phase designed with learning automata
technique for resource utilization forecasting. Aslanpour and Dashti [6] proposed the hybrid technique with the
combination of reactive and proactive auto-scaling technique. The planning phase has a two-sided policy having
one side with SLA violation and the second side is resource utilization. The author [36] analyzed the surplus
VMs decisions with cost and cost-aware policies. Author found the response time and resource utilization are
two important factors need to consider to release the surplus VMs.
The state-of-the-art articles focused on SaaS resource provisioning. The algorithms, models, mechanism,
framework, and architecture have been designed and developed. The resource provisioning technique designed
with two methods: Reactive and Proactive. The reactive approach is providing the resources based on thresholdbased rules. The major concern in reactive approach is VM startup and setup time, which usually varies from
5 to 15 minutes [27, 4, 8]. This elevates the SLA violation. The proactive method estimates the resources and
provides the resources before the incoming workload. Therefore, the proactive technique could decrease the
SLA violation.
In this article, the resource provisioning architecture and technique designed for application providers. The
proposed mechanism is a combination of reactive and proactive approaches.
4. Proposed Approach. In this section, the proposed resource provisioning approach is discussed in
detail. The devised approach followed the IBMs K-MAPE loop and execute the modules at specific scaling
interval. The triangulation approach used a hybrid approach by using proactive and reactive method for
resource provisioning. The proposed model is the trade-off between SLA and cost, thus saving the cost while
giving the desired QoS. The goal of the proposed technique is to give maximum profit to ASP in term of cost.
The cloud architecture for proposed resource provisioning technique is shown in Figure 4.1. The architecture is
considered ASP and CSP as part of a cloud environment.
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Fig. 4.1. The cloud resource provisioning architecture.

4.1. Monitoring Phase. The monitoring phase is generally stored the information about the resource
utilization such as CPU utilization called resource-aware approach [51, 29] and, the technique which stores the
response time usually called SLA-aware approach. The monitoring of resources, SLA and the incoming requests
can take provisioning decision in an effective manner. Figure 4.1 shows the monitoring phase parameters as
CPU utilization, response time and incoming workload in each scaling interval.
4.2. Analysis Phase. The analysis phase gives the scaling decision by analyzing the resources, SLA and
user behavior, this combination name given as triangulation resource provisioning approach. The performance
modeler estimates the number of VMs is working in the analysis phase. The TRP mechanism proposed for
effective utilization of resources while giving the response in desired time as mentioned in SLA agreement with
the user. Otherwise, the ASP has to pay penalty for the delayed services. The TRP model shown in Figure
4.2. The detailed working of each module of proposed TRP model as per following:
4.2.1. Workload prediction. In our previous work, we developed the time series based Technocrat
ARIMA and SVR Model (TASM) [46] for predicting the web application workload. The TASM gives better
accuracy as compare to other state-of-the-art prediction models with higher efficiency. In this paper, we used
the TASM prediction model to predict the incoming workload. The analytical process for workload forecasting
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Fig. 4.2. The proposed triangulation resource provisioning (TRP) approach.

shown in Figure 4.3. The monitoring phase record the arrival rate and store in the repository named historical
workload. Further, the arrival rate is compiled to a discrete time series. The classification on time series
performed to select appropriate LR, ARIMA and SVR model. The non-seasonal and seasonal forecasting
method applied and fetches the predicted value. The article [46] can be referred for more detail working of the
model. In our previous work, short term prediction of 10 minutes is processed. In this work, 1 minute short
term prediction has been used to predict the number of requests for a minute.

Historical Workload

Produce the discrete ti me series

ACF and PACF graph of di fferencing
and actual ti me series

Analyze the trends, irregularity and
seasonality in ti me series

Appl y non-seasonal study

Fig. 4.3. The TASM analytical process for workload forecasting.

4.2.2. CPU utilization. The resource utilization can be observed from the CPU utilization of each VM
deployed for the service of the web application in cloud infrastructure. The average CPU utilization has been
calculated as per Eq. 4.1.
∑OnlineV ms
V Mi CP U utilization
AverageCpuU tilization = i=1
(4.1)
OnlineV M s
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where V Mi utilization is the CPU utilization of V Mi and, OnlineV M s are the total VMs including in-service
VMs and startup VMs.
∑currentcloudlets
j=1

(CloudletP Esj ∗ CloudletLengthj

(4.2)
P E ∗ M IP S
where the number of incoming requests is CurrentCloudlets in the scheduler of VM. The number of processors
required is CloudletP Es and number of instruction in each VM in cloudletLength. The VM processing elements
in number are represented with P E and Million Instruction Per Second (M IP S) is the processing capacity of
each P E.
V Mi CP U utilization =

4.2.3. Response Time. The response time during the last minute is calculated using Eq. 4.3. It is an
important criterion for evaluation of SLA violation. It is further used to select the surplus VM in profit aware
approach.
∑T otalP rocessedCloudlets
ResponseT imei
AverageResponseT ime = i=1
(4.3)
T otalP rocessedCloudlets
where T otalP rocessedCloudlets are the finished cloudlets in past minute. ResponseT imei is the delay in ith
request’s response. The delay is further calculated by using Eq. 4.4.
ResponseT imei = F inishT imei − P rocessT imei − ArrivalT imei

(4.4)

where the ArrivalT imei is cloudlet accepted time to the cloud and, P rocessT imei is the processing time of
the cloudlet. F inishT imei is time recorded from the Clock at finished request.
4.3. Planning Phase. The planning phase applied the rule-based technique to obtain the scaling decision.
The compiled values form analysis phase such as predicted workload in scaling interval, average CPU utilization
and response time is used in this phase. The threshold values are set for CPU utilization e.g. 20% − 80% and
response time 0.2s − 1.0s for lower and upper threshold values respectively.
In the first case, the comparison of the response time and CPU utilization with the defined upper-threshold
values, if any observed value greater than upper-threshold values then again forecast values are compared with
the current workload. If the current number of cloudlets are less as compared to forecast the number of cloudlets
than scale − up.
In the second case, if response time and CPU utilization both are less than lower-threshold values then
further evaluate the current cloudlets with forecast cloudlets. If current cloudlets are greater than scale − down,
otherwise do − nothing.
This decision of scale − up, scale − down and do − nothing further input to the execution phase.
4.4. Execution Phase. This phase takes the scaling decision scale-up, scale-down or do nothing as an
input from the planning phase. The scale-down policy ensure de-provisioning of extra resources in cloud infrastructure. The profit-aware approach for selecting the surplus VM is presented in this paper. The proposed
method designed as per the billing cycle of Amazon EC2 instance, which is providing hourly billing cycle. Algorithm 1, show the detailed working of profit-aware surplus VM selection algorithm. The description of notations
used in the article is present in Table 4.1.
According to the algorithm 1, the load on the VM and pending minutes in current scaling interval have
been considered. The line no. (4 − 11), prepare the onDemandSurplusV M s, which are the potential VMs per
scaling interval that can scale down. In line no. (12 − 13), if there is only 1 VM select that VM for scale down.
In line no. (14 − 15), if there is no VM in the current scaling interval, means every VM having pending service
time in current billing hour more than △s than no VM selected as surplus VM. Furthermore, if the number of
VMs in ondemandSurplusV M s list is greater than 1, than we have to choose that VM for scale down, whose
pending minutes are equals to the processing time required to process the request in the scheduler of that VM.
This result in saving the cost as well give the QoS to the end user. In order to do this, line no. (17 − 29) find
the VM with least workload. The function calcuateP endingST is calculated the service time of each cloudlet
in the scheduler. The line no. (24 − 27) select the VM with least workload. In line no. (30), the algorithm
returns the surplusV M to the resource provisioner in CSP.
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Table 4.1
Description of notations
Parameter
Clock
△s
OnDemandVM
V MP
V MS
OnDemandSurplusV M s
LST
cloudletList
SurplusVM

Description
Timer for Simulation
Scaling Interval
Combined List of in-service and pending VMs
List of VMs about to ready or in ready state
List of VMs in-service
List of potential surplus VMs in scaling interval
VM’s left service time in current billing hour
List of incoming request called cloudlets
In algorithm 1, the VM finally selected for scale down

Algorithm 1 The pseudo code of proposed profit-aware surplus VM selection policy
1: Input: OnDemandVM List (V M S + V M P )
2: Output: surplusVM
3: Variables: availableT ime, remainingT ime, onDemandSurplusV M s ← null, minLST ← anHour
4: for vm in onDemandVmList do
◃ Prepare the VMs list having left service time less than or equals to
scaling interval
5:
LST ← null;
6:
availableT ime ← Clock − V M.getRequestT ime()
7:
LST ← anHour − (availabletime%anHour)
8:
if LST<= △s then
9:
onDemandSurplusVMs.add(vm);
10:
end if
11: end for
12: if onDemandSurplusVMs.legnth() == 1 then
◃ If list containing only 1 VM
13:
surplusV M ← onDemandSurplusV M s.pop()
◃ Select the first VM as surplusVM
14: else if onDemandSurplusVMs.empty() then
◃ If list is empty
15:
surplusVM ← null
16: else
◃ If list containing more than 1 VMs
17:
for vm in onDemandSurplusVMs do
18:
vm.LST ← 0
19:
cloudletList ← vm.getScheduler().getCloudletList()
20:
for cloudlet in cloudletList do
21:
pendingServiceT ime ← calculateP endingST (cloudlet)
22:
vm.LST ← vm.LST − pendingServiceT ime
23:
end for
24:
if abs(vm.LST ) < minLST then
◃ abs stands for absolute value
25:
minLST ← vm.LST
26:
surplusVM ← vm
27:
end if
28:
end for
29: end if
30: return surplusVm;

5. Experiment Evaluation. In this section, the proposed model TRP simulation performed using CloudSim [12], a simulation toolkit for cloud computing infrastructure. R Tool used to implement the prediction
model. Furthermore, R Caller library integrates the R Scripts in the CloudSim.
5.1. Experiment Setup. The ClarkNet [49] weblog has been used in the experiment. The various patterns
are present in the time series to evaluate the performance of the present algorithm in normal and peak workloads.
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Table 5.1
Detail of ClarkNet dataset
Parameter
Log Files
No. of Requests
Duration
Discrete Time series

Value
Aug28log, access1
3,328,587
2 weeks
1 minute

The detail of the workload presented in Table 5.1.
The VMs of bigger size provisioned in case of heavy workload, while small VMs provisioned in case of light
workload. The time taken in VM startup considered as 5 minutes. The time shared scheduling policy has been
applied in the experiment.

ClarkNet Series
User requests

500
400
300

200
100
1
112
223
334
445
556
667
778
889
1000
1111
1222
1333

0

Time (1 min)

Fig. 5.1. ClarkNet workload of the 6th day in week.

5.2. Performance Evaluation. The following metrics calculated for performance evaluation:
Response Time: The delay in answering the request is known as response time. The delay in response
time is agreed at the time of catering the cloud services. The minimum response time recorded in the cloud
environment is 200ms. Some articles [35, 11] have considered the response from 700ms to 1200ms. In our
experiment, we considered the 1000ms to ensure the QoS to the end user. The recorded response time utilized
for scaling decision in the proposed TRP technique.
SLA Violation: The SLA violation is considered as the delay in response time which is mentioned in the
SLA. In our experiments, the desired response time is 1000ms. The percentage of SLA violation calculated to
charge the penalty to ASP.
Cost: The resource provisioning mechanism objective is to reduce the cost of application deployment while
giving the QoS to the end user. The techniques are able to reduce the cost but ASP has to pay the penalty
cost. The sum of rental cost and penalty cost imposed the loss to the ASP. The cost of ASP calculated as the
sum of renting cost and SLA penalty.
5.3. Results and Discussion. The performance and efficiency of the proposed TRP mechanism presented
in this section.
5.3.1. Workload Prediction. The request arrival rate predicted using the TASM [46] prediction approach. In our previous work, TASM has been proposed and find the prediction accuracy of TASM for the web
application is satisfactory as compared to the existing time series prediction model. The TASM is an adaptive
prediction model which is the combination of LR, ARIMA and SVR model. These models are selected based
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on the workload pattern classification. The weblogs first compiled to the discrete time series model, in our
previous work the 10 minutes short time prediction has been performed. In this approach, 1-minute short time
prediction has been performed and further applied in proposed TRP mechanism. The prediction of ClarkNet
series using TASM shown in Figure 5.2.

ClarkNet series workload prediction
Actual

TASM

User Requests

500
400
300
200
100
1
97
193
289
385
481
577
673
769
865
961
1057
1153
1249
1345

0

Time (1 min)
Fig. 5.2. Workload prediction of ClarkNet series using TASM prediction model.
n

1 ∑ actualRequestss − predictedRequestss
M AP E =
× 100%
n s=1
actualRequestss

(5.1)

v
u n
u1 ∑
2
RM SE = t
(actualRequestss − predictedRequestss )
n s=1

(5.2)

The prediction models accuracy has been calculated with Mean-Absolute-Percentage-Error (MAPE) in Eq.
5.1 and Root-Mean-Square-Error (RMSE) in Eq. 5.2. The experiment results show the RMSE is 42.24 and
MAPE as 20.63% of TASM prediction model as compare to LR values are 64.37 and 34.52% and ARMA values
are 51.24 and 32.98% receptively for ClarkNet series.
5.3.2. Triangulation Resource Provisioning Mechanism. The TRP mechanism in detail explained
in section 4.2. and Figure 4.2. The TRP approach consist of three important parameters to perform the
provisioning for web applications in cloud computing. The first approach is related to the resource behavior of
the provisioned VMs (singular approach). The monitoring phase records the average CPU utilization after every
scaling interval. The threshold based techniques are set upper and lower threshold for provisioning of VM e.g.
80% upper threshold for scale up and 20% lower threshold to scale down decision. The second approach (double
approach) add another parameter response time along with CPU utilization. The response time is related
to SLA behavior, with which evaluation of SLA violation would be compiled and necessary actions could be
taken. Furthermore, the response time is also evaluated on the basis of threshold values. The proposed model is
based on the 3-D approach designed by the Aslanpour et al. [8]. The proposed model is known as triangulation
resource provisioning approach (TRP) added the third parameter as user-behavior analysis. The future incoming
workload is forecasted and considered as the third parameter. The LR, ARIMA and SVR models are used in
a TASM prediction model to select the best prediction model based on workload classification. A new profit
aware surplus VM selection policy has been proposed to balance the cost to application provider and QoS to
the end user. The experiment results shows the performance evaluation of singular-double-TRP mechanisms
for resource utilization, QoS and Cost.
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QoS of ClarkNet Series
4
3

2
1
0
Response Time
(Avg)

Singular

Response Time SLA Violation (%)
(SD)

Double

Triangulation

Fig. 5.3. The QoS of singular, double and proposed triangulation mechanism for ClarkNet Series.

Cost for ClarkNet Series

Cost ($)

15
10
5
0
Renting Cost
Singular

SLA Penality

Double

Total Cost

Triangulation

Fig. 5.4. The cost of singular, double and proposed triangulation mechanism for ClarkNet Series.

The Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4 shows the experiment results of Singular, Double and Triangulation resource
provisioning. The response time of singular and double technique response time is greater than 1 second which
is higher than the required SLA parameter. The proposed triangulation technique is giving QoS as per SLA.
The Standard Deviation (SD) of response time depicted by the purposed model assure QoE to the end users
thus reduce overall SLA violation percentage. The cost of provisioning is not only the renting cost, but it also
combined with the SLA penalty. The purposed triangulation resource provisioning with workload prediction
reduces the overall provisioning cost of ClarkNet workload. The proposed TRP model able to reduce the SLA
violation and 20% of overall provisioning cost.
5.3.3. Profit-aware surplus VM selection policy. The execution phase in Amazon EC2 randomly
selects the VM in the scale-down decision. The policy in state-of-the-art are designed and implement such as
Last Up First Down (LUFD) [6], First Up First Down (FUFD) [7], cost-aware and load-aware[9, 8] policies.
The super professional executor has been used in the experiment [9]. A new profit-aware surplus VM selection
policy presented in this paper. The cost-aware policy selects the VM for scale-down having maximum service
time in the current hour regardless the number of requests processed on that VM. If the number of jobs will
not complete in the scaling interval than all the jobs will be failed and thus lead to SLA penalty and lead to
poor QoE to the end user and, ASP has to pay the penalty cost also. The second technique proposed is load
aware policy which selects the VM with the least workload to ensure QoS to the end user. This method can
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Response Time for ClarkNet Series

Response time (s)

Response Time
1
0.95

0.9
0.85
0.8
LUFD

FUFD

Cost-aware Load-aware Profit-aware
(Proposed)

VM Selection Policy

Fig. 5.5. The response time of surplus VM selection policies for ClarkNet Series.

CPU Utilization for ClarkNet Series
CPU Utilization
CPU Utilization (%)

74
73
72
71
70
69
LUFD

FUFD

Cost-aware Load-aware Profit-aware
(Proposed)

VM Selection Policy
Fig. 5.6. The CPU utilization of surplus VM selection policies for ClarkNet Series.

select any machine to de-provision with the least workload may select the VM with maximum minutes pending
in current hourly billing cycle thus lead to a more renting cost to the ASP.
In this paper, the profit-aware approach first shortlists the VMs having pending service time less than or
equal to the scaling interval. For example, if the scaling interval is 10 minutes, then the VMs having pending
service ranges from 0 to 10 minutes has been shortlisted. Afterward, out of the shortlisted VMs, the VM with
minimum workload has been selected for the scale down. This process repeated in every scaling interval. The
experiment results show that the proposed surplus VM selection policy gives the prominent benefit to the ASP
and end user.
We have conducted the experiment with two scenarios on ClarkNet dataset. Both the scenarios are conducted with the proposed TRP mechanism but with the different executors. The first experiment is conducted
with ClarkNet workload. The default techniques LUFD and FUFD have been tested with the simple executor.
The cost-aware, load-aware and proposed profit-aware surplus VM selection policies are tested with superprofessional executor (suprex) [9], which provides the quarantined VM option. The suprex executor will not
immediately de-provision the VM selected for scale down. It moves to the quarantined VM list and de-provision
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Cost for ClarkNet Series
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SLA Penalty
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(Proposed)

VM Selection Policy
Fig. 5.7. The cost of surplus VM selection policies for ClarkNet Series.

when the time period of the hourly billing cycle is complete. In between if VM is required; it can be recalled as
in-service VM.
The Figure 5.5, Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.7 shows the comparison of state-of-the-art and proposed profitaware surplus VM selection policies for response time, CPU utilization and cost metrics respectively. The
load-aware and proposed profit-aware policies response time is minimum as compare to other techniques, thus
gives better QoE to the end-users with quick response. The LUFD and FUFD techniques gives highest CPU
utilization, even the proposed technique gives better CPU utilization from cost-aware and load-aware policies.
The LUFD and FUFD is not supported in super-professional executer, which results higher renting cost even
due to higher CPU utilization. The proposed VM selection policy gives upto 16% of cost benefit as compare
to other surplus VM selection policies. The experiment result shows that the proposed technique gives better
QoS with minimum cost.
5.3.4. Comparison of resource provisioning mechanisms. The proposed approach compared with
the two baseline approaches named as Cost-aware (LRM) [25] presents prediction based dynamic resource
prediction model. The author applied Linear Regression (LR) model for workload forecasting. The second
approach under consideration is cost-aware (ARMA) [39]. The second order autoregressivemoving-average
(ARMA) model applied for workload forecasting. The third approach is the proposed profit-aware (TRP)
resource provisioning model. The TASM prediction model has been used to predict the incoming requests and
TRP mechanism is used for resource provisioning and surplus VMs are selected by the profit-aware approach.
The strategies under consideration are worked on a proactive resource provisioning model under the MAPE
loop.
The CPU utilization of three approaches shown in Figure 5.8 for ClarkNet series at each scaling interval.
The simulation result shows the CPU utilization of cost-aware (LRM), cost-aware (ARMA) and proposed profitaware (TRP). The CPU utilization in some scaling intervals is more than 100%, because the ASP does not have
enough resources to process the incoming requests. These conditions lead to SLA violation due to underprovisioning of resources. The result has shown that no technique is able to give 100% CPU utilization. The
ARMA and LR have more spikes as compare to profit-aware (ARMA), which clearly indicates that proposed
resource provisioning mechanism is successfully overcome the over-provisioning issues for web application in the
cloud computing environment.
The delay in request response is shown in Figure 5.9 for three approaches at every scaling interval. The delay
in response gives poor QoS to the end users and leads to SLA violation. The ASP has to pay penalty for delay
more than decided in SLA agreement. This happens due to under-provisioning and, over-provisioning state
having an extra burden of cost to the ASP. The SLA violation minimizes the profit of ASP. In our experiment,
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Fig. 5.8. The comparison of CPU utilization for ClarkNet Series.

Fig. 5.9. The comparison of response delay for ClarkNet Series.

we consider response time as per SLA as 1s. The Figure 5.9 shows the delay more than 1s. The comparison
result observed the high spikes, which indicates the higher delay in response to the user. The profit-aware
approach average delay is equal to 0, only a few small spikes observed. It strongly indicates that the proposed
profit-aware (TRP) mechanism is able to give QoS to the end users and reduce the SLA violation.
The VM allocations are shown in Figure 5.10 for three mechanisms for ClarkNet time series at each scaling
interval. The cost-aware (LRM) and cost-aware (ARMA) approaches have more under-utilization and overprovisioning states as compare to proposed profit-aware (TRP) approach.
The renting cost and SLA penalty cost of three mechanisms for is shown in Figure 5.11. The renting cost
of profit-aware(TRP) approach is higher than cost-aware (LR) and cost-aware(ARMA) model, but when we
compared with the SLA penalty, it experienced least SLA penalty. The overall provisioning cost would be less
than other provisioning mechanisms. It has been observed that the proposed approach provides the QoS to
end-users and comparatively offer 12% more profit to application providers.
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Fig. 5.10. The comparison of VM allocation for ClarkNet Series.
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Fig. 5.11. The comparison of cost for ClarkNet Series.

6. Conclusion and Future Work. In this article, resource provisioning mechanism presented for web
application in cloud computing. The triangulation resource provisioning (TRP) approach has been designed
using three parameters: Workload prediction, CPU utilization and response time. We also presented the profitaware surplus VM selection policy in the scale-down decision in horizontal scaling. The presented model is
supporting the MAPE control loop. The workload fluctuations are forecast with the TASM prediction model.
The response time, CPU utilization and predicted request are applied in the analysis and planning phase for
scaling decisions. The profit-aware surplus VM selection policy used in the execution phase for select the
appropriate VM for scale-down. The real workload traces ClarkNet weblog used to evaluate the performance
of existing and proposed provisioning mechanisms. CloudSim and R tool used to simulate and obtaining the
comparison results. The result shows that the proposed model for web applications provides fair utilization of
resources with minimum cost, thus provides maximum profit to application provider and QoE to the end users.
In the future, authors can design new prediction models with higher efficiency. The vertical scaling can
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be combined with horizontal scaling to mitigate the VM start-up delay issue. The new surplus VM selection
policies can be designed for a multi-cloud environment.
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ONTOLOGY DRIVEN SOCIAL BIG DATA ANALYTICS FOR
FOG ENABLED SENTIC-SOCIAL GOVERNANCE
AKSHI KUMAR∗ AND ABHILASHA SHARMA†
Abstract. Conventional e-government has many practical infrastructure development and implementation challenges. The
recent surge of SMAC (Social media, Mobile, Analytics, Cloud) technologies re-defines the e-governance ecosystem. Cloud-based
e-governance has numerous operational challenges which range from development to implementation. Moreover, the contemplation
and vocalization of public opinion about any government initiative is quintessential to be cognizant of how citizens perceives and
get benefitted from cloud/fog enabled governance. This research puts forward a semantic knowledge model for investigating public
opinion towards adaption of fog enabled services for governance and comprehending the significance of two s-components (sentic
and social) in aforesaid structure that specifically visualize fog enabled Sentic-Social Governance. The results using conventional
TF-IDF (Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency) feature extraction are empirically compared with ontology driven TF-IDF
feature extraction to find the best opinion mining model with optimal accuracy. The results depict that the implementation of
ontology driven opinion mining for feature extraction in polarity classification outperforms the traditional TF-IDF method validated
over baseline supervised learning algorithms. An average of 7.3% improvement in accuracy and approximately 38% reduction in
features has been reported.
Key words: Fog Computing, Government Intelligence Cloud , Opinion Mining, Feature Selection, Ontology
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1. Introduction. Government-to-Citizen (G2C) is a concept [1] that speaks about the connectivity between public administration organizations and citizens of a country. The relationship specifies ICT (Information
and communication technologies) based solution that streamlines the interaction and association between governing bodies and citizens. The ultimate goal of G2C [2] governance is to serve the society by offering various
ICT services with the use of cutting edge technologies in a more productive and profitable way. It also plays
up to increase people participation in governance both in terms of quantity and quality. G2C interactions
empower citizens by apprising them with the government policies, practices, rules, regulations, strategies and
services. Several countries have developed their respective framework of G2C technology for enhancing public
participation in governmental proceedings.
Digital India [3] is a flagship programme launched by Government of India to transform the nation into a
digitally empowered society and knowledge economy. The objective is to explore innovative ideas and practical
solutions by exploiting digital technologies such as cloud computing, mobile applications, Internet of Things
(IoT) etc. It is a ”citizen-centric” campaign that concentrates on three prime parameters [4]: digital infrastructure as a utility to every citizen, governance and services on demand, and digital empowerment of citizens.
The initiative includes coupling of multiple government ministries and departments with several thoughts and
ideas transforming into a single comprehensive vision but its practical implementation is very demanding and
challenging. Large development and implementation cost, lack of internet accessibility, lack of computing skills
among citizens, insufficient technology requirements, requisite of email addresses, lack of privacy are certain
issues [5] that makes it difficult for governing bodies to reach out citizens. The nine growth pillars of Digital
India [6] that contribute towards the economic and electronic dissemination of government information in public
are represented in figure 1.1. Several policies, schemes, campaigns, and initiatives are undertaken by different
government officials with the purpose to reinforce these growth pillars. Thus, the holistic development of these
growth pillars is the need of the hour.
Electronic governance or e-governance [7], an application of ICT and framework for G2C communication,
plays a significant role in information exchange of government services to citizens. It is an electronic execution
of governance [8] that facilitates a simple, rapid, efficient and highly transparent process of information broadcasting, delivery of government services in order to promote good governance. It signifies the reformation of
government with the implementation of technology in government processes and functions. This technological
revolution in governance can modernize the modus operandi of any society.
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Fig. 1.1. Nine Growth Pillars of Digital India [6]

Fig. 1.2. Evolution of Media, Analytics and Governance with Web

Digital information and communication technologies have come forth as wave maker that can transform an
entire economy, build up smart citizens and realize a well established form of socio-political organizations across
globe. In view of this, convergence of four technologies namely Social media, Mobile, Analytics, Cloud (SMAC
paradigm) [9] is the driving force of governance ecosystem. A voluminous amount of data (big data) has been
generated through various sources of social media and mobile applications that require optimized techniques for
data analytics. Cloud computing characterizes the on-demand delivery of computing services over the internet.
This virtualization technology offers self-service capability, scalability, flexibility, and affordability. The evolving
web has changed the traditional model of governance into digital governance model turning the [10] paradigm
shift from e-governance to s-governance (social governance). It also turns the corners of social media as well as
data analytics. The evolution timeline of all four factors has been depicted in figure 1.2.
Cloud computing [11] makes a big shift from the conventional methods of governance due to various reasons
such as infrastructure cost reduction, quick provision of computing resources, scalability in terms of delivering
right amount of IT services, improves productivity and performance, procuring more secure environment and
much more. It proffers a simple way to access servers, storage, databases and a broad set of application services
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Fig. 1.3. Big Data Processing Layer Stack [13]

over the Internet. Cloud computing, the name is so because information accessed is found in ”the cloud” and
provides user a anywhere, anytime access. Fog computing, dew computing, cloudlet and edge computing are
extended variants that lies at different levels in hierarchy of cloud computing architecture. Figure 1.3 represents
how the [12] storage, accessibility and maintenance of huge amount of data i.e. big data available over web is
being maintained and processed by cloud, fog and edge computing.
Fog computing brings the benefits, services and power of cloud to the edge of the network. It has closer
proximity to end users i.e. performing short term data analytics at the edge and larger geographical distribution.
It acts as an interface between cloud and edge device layers [14] deciding what data needs to be pushed to cloud
and what needs to be analyzed locally at the edge. The goal of fogging is to improve efficiency, reducing data
transportation to cloud, security and compliance. All these factors put accent on the adoption of fog layered
architecture for adapting governance infrastructure. The role and need of cloud/fog based governance has been
studied across literature. Various literary resources are available online which discuss the practical and potential
application of cloud in the governance ecosystem. Certainly, fog enabled governance is the non-trivial buzzword
within the contemporary paradigm for government intelligence. MeghRaj: the national cloud is one such the
government intelligence cloud initiative [15] launched by Government of India.
The contemplation and vocalization of public opinion about any governmental processes or practices is
quintessential as they are entitled to enjoy all the legal rights and privileges granted by the government. It
is equally important to be cognizant of how citizens perceives and get benefitted from cloud/fog enabled governance. Consequently, addition of one more s-factor (sentiment based) in s-governance reforms the existing
model into a sentic-social governance (S-governance) with a view to make it more sustainable. Opinion mining
facilitates this implementation and formalization of the S-governance model. It is referred to as the computational study [16,17] to extract and analyze public opinion/sentiment about any topic, subject, event or entity for
better decision making process by applying various intelligent techniques over a large volume of user generated
data (social big data) over web. The use of different intelligent learning techniques such as machine learning,
lexicon-based, hybrid and concept based has been reported across pertinent literature studies [18] within the
domain. As an attempt to comprehend public opinion on the induction and adoption of cloud-based governance
model, this research put forwards an optimized predictive learning model based on real-time data.
The vital sub-task of the polarity classification (opinion polarity: positive, negative, neutral) process is
feature extraction, which converts the input data (unstructured textual data indicative of opinion), into an
array of representative features. Commonly, the feature extraction task is done using intrinsic filtering methods
which are fast, classifier-independent methods that rank features according to predetermined numerical functions
based on the measure of the importance of the terms. A variety of scoring functions such as, tf-idf, chi-square,
mutual information, information gain, cross-entropy etc., have been used as statistical measures to pick features
with the highest scores [19].The accuracy of the classifier strongly depends on the selection of high quality
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data features that is the training dataset. Moreover, the training sets are typically prepared manually. Past
literature conforms that an optimal feature selection [20] improves the classifier performance (in terms of speed,
predictive power and simplicity of the model), reduces dimensionality, removes noise and helps visualizing the
data for model selection. In feature selection the features are kept intact and n best features are chosen among
them, removing the redundant and co-linear features. This sub-task of selecting the relevant subset of features
and discarding the non-essential ones is computationally challenging and expensive task. Motivated by these
issues, in this research we propose a semantic knowledge based polarity classification process.
An ontology [21,22] which is specification of conceptualization is utilized as a filtering method for finding
important as well as hidden features. Ontologies are primarily tools which can drive the feature engineering
process by:
• Structuring semantic information as concepts, properties, instances and hierarchies for feature identification.
• Extracting explicit features to build the feature space using relationship between concepts.
• Uncover important features using concept hierarchy defined by the ontology.
Hence, to optimize the feature space without sacrificing remarkable classification accuracy in this work,
we put forward an intelligent ontology based data analytics solution for opinion prediction in social big data
concerning fog enabled governance. The proffered solution is put to test for the sentiment classification tasks
on tweets pertaining to ”Meghraj: The National Cloud”, a government intelligence cloud initiative launched by
Government of India. The conventional classification process is done using TF-IDF (Term Frequency-Inverse
Document Frequency) feature extraction method on the cleaned dataset. Five supervised machine learning classifiers namely Nave Bayesian (NB), Support Vector Machines (SVM), Multilayer Perceptron (MLP), k-Nearest
Neighbour (k-NN), and Decision Tree (DT) are empirically compared. Ontology based feature optimization is
then performed to semantically analyze the concept and make rise in reusability, interoperability, knowledge
acquisition and its verification. Thus, the contribution of this research is to build an optimal opinion mining
model as follows:
• To implement five supervised learning algorithms to classify opinion polarity using tf-idf feature extraction: NB, DT, SVM, kNN & MLP
• To build a domain ontology for optimal feature extraction: Domain Ontology for Meghraj (DOM)
• To implement five supervised learning algorithms using ontology guided feature extraction method:
TF-IDF on ontological features
• Performance analysis on the basis of efficacy measures
The objective of this paper is to implement and evaluate an opinion mining model for analysing public opinion
on government cloud initiative. It is characterized as a semantic knowledge (ontology) based model of fog
enabled services offered by government and consequently comprehends the significance of two s-components
(sentic and social) within the Fog enabled Sentic-Social Governance.
The subsequent sections are lined up as follows: Section 2 discusses the background work related to fog
enabled services in governance and ontology driven opinion mining. Section 3 abstracts the information about
Meghraj as a techno typhoon for government prosperity and its scope in the landscape of Indian governance.
Section 4 explicates the proffered model for ontology driven opinion prediction of fog enabled governance It also
illustrates the dataset details and implementation process. Section 5 determines the opinion classification of the
chosen concept as per tweets polarity. It substantiates the ontological model by comparing classifier performance
for optimal feature extraction with baseline supervised learning techniques to analyse public opinion about the
program. At last, section 6 sums up the inferences drawn from the results and discusses the future work as an
open scope of this research work.
2. Related Literature Review of Cloud/Fog enabled Services for Digital Governance. Conventional e-governance faces many challenges in terms of cost, software and hardware requirements, network,
security, business & policy adoption and implementation etc. Recent years have shown cloud computing as a
technology to solve these problems. Pokharel et al. [23] proposed cloud computing as the future solution for
e-governance. Mukherjee et al. [24] put forward a future framework for e-governance based on cloud computing
consisting of three layers. Sharma et al. [25] enlisted the applications of cloud computing in e-governance.
Work done by authors Cellary et al. [26] discussed about cloud computing and service-oriented architecture for
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e-governance. In the research done by Yeh et al. [27], cloud computing has been used in e-governance to change
its function towards service, push forward the green technology and promote industrial upgrading. Author Rastogi [28] proposed a model-based framework to implement cloud computing in e-governance. Tripathi & Parihar
in 2011, Alshomrani & Qamar in 2013 [29,30] analysed cloud computing and its applications in e-governance
and explained how cloud may lead to cost savings.
The term, Opinion Mining, also known as sentiment analysis or sentiment mining, was initially witnessed
in the published work by Dave et al. [31] in 2003 and since then both primary and secondary studies have
been reported across pertinent literature [18,32,33]. As discussed, various techniques have been used to perform
the task of opinion mining namely: machine learning, concept based, lexicon based, and hybrid. Pertinent
literature reveals [18] various application areas of opinion mining namely, business intelligence, information and
security analysis, market intelligence, sub component technology, government intelligence, smart society services
etc. Government intelligence (GI) has been the least explored application area with only few relevant studies
done within the domain, which include GI using concept based opinion mining, lexicon-based opinion mining
, hybrid approach , and opinion mining using machine learning. Recently, Kumar & Sharma [34, 35] proposed
few models/frameworks for opinion mining in the different application area of digital governance. To the best
of our knowledge, no related work on mining public opinion to understand adoption and acceptance process of
a cloud based e-governance initiative has been done.
Feature extraction primarily transforms raw data into features suitable for modelling. For example textual
features include n-grams, word2vec and TF-IDF etc [36]. The training set is high-dimensional and the classifiers
accuracy strongly depends on the quality of hand-crafted features. To deal with the dimensionality of training
feature sets for improved classifier performance, various techniques have been successfully applied. Feature
selection [37] and dimensionality reduction [38] approaches have been used to select features with the highest
”importance”/influence on the target variable, from a set of existing features. The higher the number of
features, more challenging and computationally expensive it gets to visualize the training set. Ontology guided
feature extraction can thus be used as a feasible and to optimize the feature space representative of the training
dataset. Domain ontologies can be used in selection of features for improved feature-based opinion mining.
Pealver-Martnez et al. [39] have discussed the concept of ontological feature based opinion mining based on
recent studies. The two major dimensions were given attention namely, opinion classification and feature based
opinion mining. They reviewed the improvement process of feature level opinion mining by incorporating the
concept of ontology. Also, a proposed approach for ontology-supported polarity mining (OSPM) has been
examined for the sake of enhancing the process of opinion classification.
3. Meghraj: The National Cloud - An Initiative by Indian Government for Proliferation
of Fog/Cloud in Governance. In May 2016, National e-Governance Plan (NeGP) [40] was initiated by
Government of India for better accessibility of all government services to citizens. The vision is to access
these services in the citizens own locality in a cost-effective manner via common service delivery outlets. As a
step towards this different states have placed and setup their respective ICT infrastructure. The deployment
and installation of application software has been done through assistance and funding provided by central
government. Although, the whole process has been outsourced but still the entire endeavour was strapped
for time due to inadequate application development initiatives, detailed and exhaustive procurement process,
shortage of in-house experts for managing large procurements etc. The government was looking forward for
a common shared platform to gain momentum in the implementation process. This infused the need for the
adoption of a government private cloud environment that would expedite the ICT enabled service enrichment
process with an affordable cost in and among various government departments at state or central level. Figure
3.1 represents the hierarchy of adoption of cloud [41] in Indian governmental structure.
Meghraj, the GI cloud initiative [15,42] was launched by Government of India under the Department of
Electronics and Information Technology (DeitY), Ministry of Communications and Information Technology. The
major objective(s) is to (a) accelerate the development and deployment of eGov applications (b) ensure optimal
use of resources and infrastructure (c) make standardized and certified applications available (d) replicate
successful applications in order to reduce effort, time and cost across states and much more. The functional
flow of GI cloud system [42] is illustrated in figure 5. The architecture of GI cloud follows specific standards,
guidelines and a set of protocols issued by Government of India. The task of GI cloud services directory is
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Fig. 3.1. The National Cloud Initiative [41]

Fig. 3.2. GI Cloud System Flow [42]

to publish the services proffered by GI cloud. It comprises of discrete and multiple private cloud computing
environments at national and state levels with a view to provide high level blueprint of ICT enabled government
functions. The architecture allows the state data centres (SDCs) or state clouds of different states to associate
with GI cloud either by acting as independent cloud environments or by lending their IT Infrastructure as
part of GI Cloud but these states can have their own data centres as well that exists outside the GI cloud
environment. All such states are motivated to jump on GI cloud resources as and when they exhausted their
own. SDCs of 21 states have been made operational and running numerous applications such as e-Procurement,
Bhoomi, commercial tax, mandi board etc. SDCs of 4 states are in advanced stage of implementation and cloud
adoption.
National Cloud was launched in February 2014 under Meghraj initiative and implemented by National
Informatics Centre (NIC) [43] offers various services: Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), Platform as a Service
(PaaS), Software as a Service (SaaS) and Storage as a Service (STaaS). Table 3.1 enlists various potential
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Table 3.1
Key drivers and issues of GI cloud
Benefit(s)
Optimal usage of available resources and
infrastructure
Rapid deployment and Reusability
Security, Scalability, Manageability and
Maintainability
Reduced time, effort and
cost in managing technology
Increased standardisation and
user mobility

Hazard(s)
Application design approaches and cloud
standards
Intensive change management and
lack of skilled resources
Vendor lock-in and data
location
Loss of portability and control
Licensing and funding model

Fig. 4.1. System Architecture of Ontology based Opinion Prediction Model

benefits and risks of GI cloud.
There are three adoption phases for the establishment of GI cloud [44] namely, (i) Strategy, policy and
guidelines establishment (ii) Implementation and (iii) Monitoring, management and ongoing improvement.
The first phase focuses over the formation of practices, strategies, rules and guidelines in order to prepare
a development plan. Implementation phase executes the prepared program in a well planned manner and the
last phase monitors the present workings, evaluates the shortfalls and works towards continuous improvements.
In this paper, the evaluation of GI cloud initiative has been done by capturing opinionated response of citizens
for predictive analytics. Domain Ontology has been built to model the feature space and it is optimized using the
conventional statistical feature extraction TF-IDF filter. The proposed framework is proposes in the following
section.
4. Ontology based Opinion Predictive Analytics. The proposed framework comprises of four phases
namely, data collection, data pre-processing, ontology driven optimal feature extraction and classification. Figure 4.1 depicts the system architecture of ontology based opinion prediction model.
4.1. Data Acquisition. Collection of data is the foremost step in the process of opinion mining. Various
social media portals are available for capturing real-time data of public perception about any topic, subject,
event or area of concern. Analysis of real-time data sets relevant to any phenomena provides more accurate
results or evaluation of the system and hence improves the overall performance. Twitter, being the most
popular micro blogging site [45] has been used in this research work to capture the public sentiments about
Meghraj. It is one of the most prominent social media platforms exercised by government for facilitating
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Table 4.1
Weekly record of tweets collected
Duration
Week 1
Week 2
Week 3

Tweet Count
192
194
402

Duration
Week 4
Week 5
Week 6

Tweet Count
328
160
140

Table 4.2
Tweets Distribution based on Polarity
Week
Week 1
Week 2
Week 3
Week 4
Week 5
Week 6
Total

N
29
23
19
11
4
1
87

Nu
14
16
76
65
79
85
335

P
149
155
307
252
77
54
994

Total
192
194
402
328
160
140
1416

direct government citizen interaction. A huge volume of users share their views, ideas, suggestions and update
themselves with the information posted on twitter. The diversity of opinion in various public communities
attributed to their regional, cultural, social, economical and educational backgrounds is considered in order to
obtain a realistic view of the system. Provision of various APIs (Application Program Interfaces) accelerate the
process of tweets extraction over a specific topic using #(hash tag) leading with the topic name(#topicname).
The process of tweet extraction has been done by running scripts using an application developed in python. The
search query comprises and executes with various hash tag words such as #meghraj, #gicloud, #meghrajcloud,
#nationalcloud. A .csv file has been created with the tweets relevant to #topicname as a result of search query.
Tweets associated with hashtags for national cloud have been collected near the launch date of program for a
duration 6 weeks. A count of 1416 tweets have been gathered in this duration in order to figure out the public
inclination about the program. Table 4.1 enlists the weekly status of tweets collected.
The tweets are classified into three polarity categories namely, positive, negative and neutral. Table 4.2
reflects the tweets distribution based on their opinion polarity.
For the selected duration, MeghRaj able to capture a count of 1416 tweets that consists of 950 positive
tweets, 335 neutral tweets and 126 negative tweets. A graphical depiction of the aforesaid stats of weekly
polarity distribution of tweets is represented in figure 4.2. Approximately 70% of tweets were positive, whereas
the percentage of neutral and negative tweets was 23.6% and 6.1% respectively. Deprecation in the count of
positive tweets has been reported after week 3 whereas an average rise of tweet count can be observed in neutral
tweets after week 2. However, there is a continuous deterioration in the frequency of negative tweets. Week
3 was reported as a critical week being the maximum number of positive tweets whereas week 6 reflects the
maximum number of neutral tweets. The percentage of negative tweets was high in the initial phases due to
certain technical limitations in implementing procedure of this scheme. Also, the gradual increase in the neutral
tweets by the time is due to the rapid occurrence of informational tweets posted by government, allied agencies,
and media or civic. This information was all about the campaign features, functionality, latest updates and
future processing’s and hence making the polarity of tweet neutral. Python packages like Scipy, nltk, Numpy,
Scikit-learn etc., machine learning and python scripts (version 3.6) have been used for implementation.
4.2. Pre-processing of data. The outcome of data collection is a .csv file that contains data with a lot
of noise. The second phase, data pre-processing, is another essential step performed in order to transform the
existing file into a new one for feature selection by cleansing the collected data. This conversion of NoisyData.csv
file to CleanData.csv file and the pre-processing procedure includes following steps:
• Removing tweets replication, stop words, number in tweets with placeholders, mentions etc.
• Replacement of URLs.
• Eliminating figures, special characters such as , #.
• Natural Language tool-Kit (NLTK) [46,47] for tokenization.
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Fig. 4.2. Polarity distribution of tweets on weekly basis for Meghraj

• Porter’s stemmer [48,49] for stemming to the root word.
• Removal of non-ASCII English character.
This cleansed data is then utilised for feature extraction. Some keywords for the selected attributes are: projects,
e-services, IT giants, operational, future computing, cloud solution, departments, deployment, infrastructure,
server, administration etc.
4.3. Feature Extraction. Feature extraction is one of the critical and complex tasks in opinion mining.
The objective is to recognize the entity (person, service or an object) that is being referred in opinion. The
automation of the process of feature identification in opinion analysis with the use of NLP (Natural language
processing) techniques makes it harder to comprehend. In this paper, the two methods used for feature extraction
are as follows:
• Conventional Feature Extraction (TF-IDF based)
TF-IDF stands [50,51] for Term Frequency - Inverse Document Frequency. It is a weight statistically
measured to evaluate the importance of a word to a document in a corpus. The importance of a word
increases as its frequency increases in a document but is offset by the frequency of word in corpus. The
Term Frequency, TF(t, d) simply counts the frequency of a term in a document as follows:
(
)
N o. of times term t appears in a document d
T F (t, d) =
T otal no. of terms in the document
The Inverse Document Frequency, IDF (t, D) checks whether the word is rare or common in the corpus
so as to measure how much information is provided by a specific word. It is calculated as follows:
)
(
T otal no. of documents
.
IDF (t, D) = loge
N o. of documents with term t in it
Thus, TF-IDF is calculated as:
T F − IDF (t, d, D) = T F (t, d) ∗ IDF (w, D)
where t denotes the terms; d denotes each document and D denotes the collection of documents.
• Optimal Feature Extraction (Ontology driven TF-IDF)
Ontology is specifically defined as [22,52] a conceptual reference model that describes the semantics of
a system or domain. It represents the relationship between concepts; both in human comprehensible
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Fig. 4.3. Domain Ontology of Meghraj (DOM): An initiative towards fog enabled governance

and machine processable manner. It represents a concept or categories of a particular subject area
that exhibits the characteristics and relationship between them. The ontological representation of the
concept of Meghraj (DOM - an initiative taken by government of India to provide fog enabled services
for a sentic-social facet of governance) is illustrated in figure 4.3 that represents the existing entities, how
they are grouped and related in a hierarchy and sub classified based on their similitude & dissimilarity.
The ontology represents various ministries that come under the umbrella of government of India. Among those,
Ministry of Electronics and Information Technology provides the facility of electronic delivery of services i.e.
e-Governance to facilitate citizens. Various components that comprise e-Governance are policies; projects (such
as e-Kranti) and infrastructure (include programs such as aadhar, services such as digital locker, eTaal, SWAN
etc., schemes). Meghraj, the first Indian GI cloud is one of the prime governmental schemes enhancing the
e-Governance infrastructure. Different sub components that combines to form Meghraj are cloud computing,
secured infrastructure, multi-location cloud, pre-configured server and VM (virtual machine) on demand. The
figure depicts the sub components of cloud computing, elements of services offered by MeghRaj and the interrelationship between these components along with remaining elements of ontology.
4.4. Opinion Polarity Classification. In this phase, polarity of opinion is classified into three pre-defined
categories namely, positive, negative and neutral. The optimal feature set generated in the earlier step are used
to build the training and testing sets of the classifier. In this paper, five supervised learning based classifiers
namely, Support Vector Machine (SVM), Decision Trees (DT), Nave Bayesian (NB), k-Nearest Neighbour (kNN) and Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) have been implemented. All the machine learning techniques are
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Table 4.3
Accuracy obtained using conventional and optimal feature extraction
Technique
Used
NB
DT
SVM
k-NN
MLP

Conventional Approach
(TF-IDF)
Accuracy (%)
82.2
89.8
92.6
91.3
90.2

Optimal Approach
(Ontology + TF-IDF)
Accuracy (%)
91.9
96.6
98.5
97.7
98.3

Increase In
Accuracy (%)
9.7
6.8
5.9
6.4
8.1

Fig. 4.4. Accuracy obtained using conventional and optimal approach

described in detail [34,53] across relevant literature.
4.5. Results and Discussions. This section discusses about the performance of classifiers for selected
machine learning techniques (NB, DT, SVM, kNN & MLP) based on accuracy. It also compares and contrasts the
difference between conventional feature extraction (using TF-IDF) and optimal feature extraction (ontological
TF-IDF) techniques. The results along with percentage increase in accuracy have been listed in Table 4.3.
Result states that the best accuracy with conventional feature extraction over collected data set has been
obtained by Support Vector Machine (SVM) algorithm with 92.6%. Next is k-Nearest Neighbour (kNN) with
a classification accuracy of 91.3% followed by Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) with 90.2% and Decision Trees
(DT) with 89.8. Amongst all, Naive Bayesian (NB) attained the lowest accuracy of 82.2%. The best accuracy
using ontology driven feature extraction is achieved by SVM, i.e. 98.5% followed by MLP with 98.3%. k-NN
and DT have occupied the next level with 97.7% and 96.6% respectively. Amongst all, NB showed the lowest
accuracy of around 91.9%. The graphical comparison is represented in figure 4.4.
The maximum accuracy gain was obtained by NB (9.7%) followed by MLP (8.1%) while SVM, k-NN showed
an appreciable gain in accuracy (approximately 6%). The average accuracy gain is of 7.38%.
The count of features selected in both the approaches is listed in Table 4.4. In conventional approach all the
classification algorithms used the same number of features (866). After applying ontology for feature extraction
the minimum number of features selected was 507 (SVM) which is 58.5% selection and maximum was 574 (NB)
which is 66.2% selection. The Table 4.4 reflects an average of 62.02% features was selected.
5. Conclusion. User-generated big data from online social portals is a goldmine for extracting and analyzing stance and opinion. This knowledge discovery framework within the unstructured web data setting defines
a novel socially aware and sentiment driven governance. Based on this, the work proffered in this research
made two primary contributions to evaluate the response of citizens towards government initiatives, schemes or
policies. Firstly, the role of social media analytics in government intelligence was investigated. Public opinion
in tweets for the national cloud initiative of Government of India was examined. This opinionated information
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Table 4.4
Number of features obtained using conventional and optimal approach
Technique

NB
DT
SVM
k-NN
MLP

Conventional Approach
(TF-IDF)
#Features (%)
866
866
866
866
866

Optimal Approach
(Ontology + TF-IDF)
#Features (%)
574
526
507
547
534

Features
Selected (%)
66.2
60.7
58.5
63.1
61.6

can be an imperative phase in a government stratagem for public policy evaluation. Secondly, the learning
for the predictive model of opinion mining was driven using optimal semantics-driven feature space generation.
Domain ontology for Meghraj (DOM) was built and used for feature extraction with the intrinsic TF-IDF filtering method. The results demonstrated an average accuracy gain of 7.3%. SVM outperformed all the other
classifiers (NB, DT, k-NN, MLP) for both conventional and ontology-drive model training. The use of ontology
also built an optimal feature space automatically with only 62% of the features selected.
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HYBRID BALANCED TASK CLUSTERING ALGORITHM
FOR SCIENTIFIC WORKFLOWS IN CLOUD COMPUTING
AVINASH KAUR ∗, POOJA GUPTA †, AND MANPREET SINGH
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Abstract. Scientiﬁc Workﬂow is a composition of both coarse-grained and ﬁne-grained computational tasks displaying varying
execution requirements. Large-scale data transfer is involved in scientiﬁc workﬂows, so eﬃcient techniques are required to reduce the
makespan of the workﬂow. Task clustering is an eﬃcient technique used in such a scenario that involves combining multiple tasks
with shorter execution time into a single cluster to be executed on a resource. This leads to a reduction of scheduling overheads
in scientiﬁc workﬂows and thus improvement of performance. However available task clustering methods involve clustering the
tasks horizontally without the consideration of the structure of tasks in a workﬂow. We propose hybrid balanced task clustering
algorithm that uses the parameter of impact factor of workﬂows along with the structure of workﬂow. According to this technique,
tasks can be considered for clustering either vertically or horizontally based on the value of the impact factor. This minimizes the
system overheads and the makespan for execution of a workﬂow. A simulation based evaluation is performed on real workﬂows that
shows the proposed algorithm is eﬃcient in recommending clusters. It shows improvement of 5-10% in makespan time of workﬂow
depending on the type of workﬂow used.
Key words: Metadata; Scientiﬁc Data Management; Data Sharing; Data Integration; Computer Supported Collaborative
Work
AMS subject classifications. 68M20, 91C20

1. Introduction. In past years of scientific discovery [16], the computational workflow continues to be
popular among various disciplines of science, including astronomy[36], physics[11], biology [23, 33], seismology
[25], chemistry [45] and others.
A workflow is a series of activities representing business processes or computational science with existing
dependencies between them. These dependencies need to be satisfied for the achievement of a goal. Business
workflow is a control-flow driven activity including constructs for specifying conditions, paths and also involve
human interaction. It implements the company’s services or products. Scientific workflow involves large scale
data and/or complex computations, therefore, utilizes computing resources and storage capacities[32]. It does
not involve control-flow but is data-driven, while there are exceptions such as Askalon [34].
Large amount of data processing is required by scientific workflows that consist of millions of uncommon
tasks[6]. For example, the Cybershake workflow [26] containing 800,000 tasks is executed on TeraGrid [41].
These loosely coupled applications in all represent a significant amount of computation and data [11]. Existing
applications such as Condo r[20] do not consider overheads in system, fault occurrence or restructuring of a
workflow [40, 31].
To improve the scalability of the system and to reduce system overheads, workflow restructuring techniques
such as task clustering is introduced [37, 18, 48]. It is a process where smaller tasks are merged into a larger
job[37] that is the single execution unit in a workflow management system. After application of task clustering
on tasks, the execution units are reduced and in turn, it leads to an increase in application computation, thus
reducing system overheads.
However, various existing methods use trial-and-error approach for optimization of workflow structures. For
example, Horizontal Clustering (HC) [37] merge different tasks at the same level of workflow horizontally. For a
single task, the horizontal level is defined as the largest distance from start task of the Directed Acyclic Graph
(DAG) to this task. The user controls the granularity of clustering that is the number of tasks within a cluster
and defines either the number of jobs clustered per horizontal level or a number of tasks per clustered job. This
kind of techniques ignored the dynamic properties of distributed environments [38].
Many methods are introduced for reducing the system overhead and clustering the tasks either horizontally
or vertically but none of the technique employs both kinds of clustering simultaneously. The structure of the
workflow plays a significant role in clustering of tasks of a workflow.
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The work proposes hybrid balanced clustering algorithm which takes into consideration both the structure of
workflow and number of jobs available for tasks to be clustered. Also, the tasks with the parent-child relationship
are clustered together vertically and tasks without the relationship are considered horizontally. Hence, this helps
in reducing systems overheads and faster execution of tasks and minimum wastage of resources. The important
points considered in proposed work are
• Minimum tasks overheads: The overheads are reduced to the minimum while the tasks with a single
parent-child relationship are clustered into one cluster. Hence, the dependency time of tasks reduces to
a significant level.
• Minimum resource wastage: Algorithm ensures that the dependent tasks are provided with the data
required as early as possible in order to avoid increase in waiting time and wastage of resources.
The rest of the paper is organized in the following way. The overview of related work is outlined in Section
2. Section 3 describes the workflow management system where the clustering techniques are applied. Section 4
describes the proposed algorithm. Section 5 reports the performance evaluation,results of proposed technique
along with available basic clustering techniques. Section 5 ends the manuscript with conclusion and future
scope.
2. Literature Review.
2.1. Load imbalance. Load balancing is a topic of significance in the area of distributed computing. To
balance the computational load dynamically among different resources, transfer of some jobs is required from
one resource to another in a period of time. This is called task reallocation [42]. A reallocation algorithm
is proposed for tuning the parallel jobs submitted to the resource manager [42]. The batch scheduler sends
submission and cancellation requests. The reallocation algorithm in a multi-cluster environment is presented.
To dynamically migrate processes from overloaded computational nodes to less loaded nodes a premptive process
migration method is proposed in [47]. However, it exhibits the limitation to maintain balance only with some
idle nodes. In our case, we consider more tasks then available compute resources. To handle load imbalance, [15]
presented techniques split tasks dynamically and consolidate them to fill idle compute nodes. Similarly, Ying
et al. [46] present a load balancing algorithm based on collaborative task clustering. Level based autonomic
Workflow-and-Platform Aware(WPA) task clustering technique [35] is proposed that considers the factors of
workflow structure and underlying resource set size for task clustering. It aims to reduce the overhead in systems
and wastage of resources.
In comparison to the techniques discussed above, our work merges the tasks based on their runtime distribution also considering the data dependencies. The overheads in our work are not introduced during runtime.
Also, an approach to dynamically select the order of clustering whether vertical or horizontal is proposed.
2.2. Granularity. In scientific workflows, the techniques to control the granularity of tasks is also addressed. A label-based and level-based clustering approach is proposed by Singh et al. [37]. According to
level-based clustering, considering the same horizontal level tasks are clustered. In it user specifies the number
of tasks to be considered in a single cluster. In another approach of label-based clustering, the labeling of tasks
is accomplished manually by the user. This method is more prone to error due to manual interaction. A task
grouping and ungrouping algorithm are proposed, where information of application and resources is not known
in advance [13]. Their work does not consider data dependencies but reduces queuing and scheduling overhead.
An algorithm is proposed by Muthuvelu et al. [29] that group tasks based on their runtime to a resource capacity. Then, they proposed a technique [28] to determine the granularity of task based on CPU time, resource
constraints and task file size. An online scheduling algorithm [27, 30] that cluster tasks based on application
deadline, user’s budget and resource network utilization was introduced. Ang et al.[2] and Ng et al.[21] aimed
to increase the performance in the scheduling of tasks by introducing a factor of bandwidth. Further, Liu and
Liao [24] proposed a technique for executing fine-grained jobs by grouping tasks considering the processing
capacity of available resources and bandwidth. An approach for reusing and repurposing workflow is presented.
It uses the metric of semantic similarity between layer hierarchies of a workflow. It adopted a graph skeleton
based clustering technique for grouping layer hierarchies into clusters. This technique ranked the clusters. The
similarity computation used is dependent on syntactic variations [49].
As there is a large number of processes involved in the execution of a scientific workflow. This may lead to
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high level of failures. A general task failure model is proposed that uses maximum likelihood based estimation
for improving the execution time performance of scientific workflows [7]. This framework fails to take advantage
of the combination of horizontal and vertical clustering.
2.3. Structural similarity. In [22] SFLA technique is proposed for encoding of workflows through workflow representations by exploiting set descriptors. In [50] author proposes a method for reusing and repurposing
of a workflow by calculating the semantic similarity between layers of different workflows.These hierarchies are
grouped into clusters. The author proposed a SimiFlow architecture for supporting clustering of workflows
based on similarity.
2.4. Data dependency. Although the proposed techniques significantly decrease the impact of queuing
time overhead and scheduling, they did not consider the factor of data dependencies. As clustering, the tasks
horizontally increases the problem of dependency imbalance and runtime imbalance. To overcome these problems, three new methods of clustering Horizontal Runtime balancing, Horizontal impact factor balancing and
Horizontal Distance Balancing are proposed in[10]. In these algorithms, only horizontal clustering is performed.
In a workflow, there can be tasks with single parent single child relationship. In these kinds of tasks, vertical
clustering can prove to be more advantageous then horizontal clustering technique. A general task failure model
is proposed that uses maximum likelihood based estimation for improving the execution time performance of
scientific workflows [7]. This framework fails to take advantage of the combination of horizontal and vertical
clustering considering the single parent and child relationship in the nodes of a workflow. The deciding factor
is unexplainable in research so as to choose whether to cluster tasks vertically or horizontally so as to maintain
parallelism.
The existing work suffers from one or the following drawbacks
• The data dependencies between tasks not considered
• The runtime imbalance and dependency imbalance not considered
• The structure of workflow not considered
• The maximum parallelism between tasks not exploited
This work proposes Hybrid balanced task clustering technique to perform clustering while maintaining
the parallelism of the system considering the single parent single child relationships in the nodes of workflow.
Hybridizations of horizontal and vertical clustering technique has been achieved using impact factor based clustering technique. The cluster size is dynamically set as per job runtime to maintain the parallelism. Dependency
variance is calculated using distance metrics. Horizontal and vertical clustering is performed as per the available resources, so that the parallelism is not affected. Hybrid clustering improves the performance of scientific
workflow in cloud computing and a further benefit to data placement.
3. System Architecture.
3.1. Workflow. The Workflow Management Coalition (WfMC) defined a workflow as the automation
of a business process, in whole or part, during which documents, information or tasks are passed from one
participant to another for action, according to a set of procedural rules [17]. By the definition given by WfMC,
the work process is a progression of organized exercises and calculations of a business procedure which is a
unique depiction of the undertakings to be executed in that business process. They are utilized to join a few
diverse computational procedures into a solitary lucid procedure. The business applications can now be seen
as perplexing work processes, which comprise of different changes performed on the information fancied in
accomplishing the goal. Workflows offer awesome points of interest in isolating capacities from applications and
in this manner offering data framework to be segmented based by first arranging them and then incorporating
them.
WfMC introduces its reference model in recognizing the interfaces inside of this structure which empowers
items to operate interactively at an assortment of levels. It characterizes a work management framework and
the most critical interfaces of a system as in Figure 3.1.
• Workflow Engine: A software service that gives the run-time environment with a specific end term
goal to make, oversee and execute work process cases.
• Process Definition: Specifies the information about the process and the workflows related to it.
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Fig. 3.1. WfMC reference model [17]

• Workflow Interoperability: This interface makes interoperability possible between different processes of a workflow.
• Invoked Applications: Interfaces to bolster cooperation with an assortment of IT applications.
• Workflow Client Applications: Interfaces to bolster connection with the client interface.
• Administration and Monitoring: Interfaces to give a framework observing and metric capacities to
encourage the administration of composite work process application situations.
3.2. Workflow model. A workflow application W f =(Vi , Ei ) is represented as a directed acyclic graph
(DAG) where Vi =vi1 ,vi2 ..vin is a set of vertices representing tasks and Ei represents edges control or data
dependencies between them.A dependency eij is the precedence constraint of the form (vi1 ,vj1 ) ,where vi1 ,vj1
∈ Vi and vi1 ̸= vj1 .This refers to that the child task can only complete its execution if the parent task has
completed the execution. An example workflow is shown in Figure 3.2.
3.3. Workflow execution environment. A workflow is submitted to a workflow management system
for execution that resides on a submit hosts which is user interaction machine. The execution machine for a
workflow can be a grid, physical cluster [12], a dedicated parallel system[26], a virtual environment such as
the cloud[4] or it can also be a local machine. Figure 3.3 shows a typical execution environment for scientific
workflows. The components of this environment are listed below:
Workflow Mapper responsible for the generation of an executable workflow on the basis of an abstract
workflow as submitted by a composition system or a user of the workflow. It finds the appropriate computational
resources and data required for execution of a workflow. For optimization of performance, Workflow Mapper also
restructures the workflow and add transformation for provenance information generation and data management.
Workflow Engine is responsible for the execution of jobs as per dependencies defined by the workflow.
It manages the jobs by tracking their status. The jobs whose parent jobs have completed are given to the Job
Scheduler.
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Fig. 3.2. Workflow model

Fig. 3.3. Workflow management system

Local Queue and Job Scheduler manages workflow jobs individually and observer their execution on
remote and local resources. Different scheduling algorithms such as HEFT[43] and MinMin[5] can be applied
to the Job Scheduler and improve the overall runtime of workflow executions.
Job Wrapper unwraps tasks from clustered jobs. Then these are executed at the worker nodes. All of
these components work cooperatively with each other to perform workflow preparation and execution.
4. Hybrid Balanced Task Clustering algorithm. In this, the proposed hybrid balanced clustering
algorithm used for task clustering is discussed which is not dependent on the input of the user. It is able to
cluster the tasks vertically with single parent single child relationship and the tasks horizontally as well. The
system overhead is reduced while involving best utilization of resources. The flowchart of proposed technique
is depicted in Figure 4.1. The symbols used in this work are explained in Table 3.1.
4.1. Background. The two major issues that are undertaken by the clustering algorithms, dependency
imbalance, and runtime imbalance. Runtime imbalance refers to the unequal distribution of runtime of tasks at
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Table 3.1
Explanation of symbols used in this work

Abbreviation
WF
LVL
J
LT
DP
JBi
LC
LST
CT
IF
TLM

Definition
Workflow
Level in a workflow
Number of jobs at a horizontal level
List of tasks at a level
Depth of workflow
Empty Job
Empty list of clustered jobs
Sorted List of jobs
Child Task
Impact Factor
Merged Task List

the same horizontal level. While dependency imbalance refers to clustering tasks at a level without considering
the factor of dependency between tasks. This increases the waiting time for input at the next level and thus
the delay in execution. The problem is also referred to as data locality. Generally, runtime imbalance leads
to dependency imbalance and dependency imbalance leads to runtime imbalance. The structure of workflow
is also an important factor while clustering the tasks. As horizontal clustering is always performed for tasks
that may increase the problems of runtime imbalance and dependency imbalance. So instead of performing task
clustering horizontally at each level of workflow, vertical clustering can also be performed of the tasks where
single parent single child relationship exists between tasks besides performing clustering horizontally. This may
lead to improvement in the execution of workflow while further decreasing the delays. Considering the above
challenges of clustering, the introduced method aims to obtain appropriate hybrid clustering while merging the
tasks vertically with the similar impact factor and remaining tasks horizontally according to number of available
resources. Thus reducing the overall execution time. For the realization of the desired clustering, the proposed
Hybrid balancing algorithm as follows.
Algorithm working: This technique prefers to cluster the tasks with single parent single child relationship.
The problem of dependency imbalance is catered by measuring the impact factor of tasks in the workflow. The
Impact Factor (IF) of task tn is denoted by
IF (tn ) =

∑

ta ⊂child(ta )

IF (ta )
parent(ta )

(4.1)

where child(ta ) denotes a set of child tasks of ta and parent(ta ) denotes set of parent tasks of ta The impact
factor is used to measure the similarity between the tasks or jobs[9].
The proposed algorithm ensures that the tasks with one parent-child relationship are clustered into one
cluster. The remaining tasks are then clustered horizontally. The parent child relationship is depicted by
matching the impact factor of tasks vertically. The tasks with the similar impact factor are grouped into one
cluster. This help in reducing the execution time of workflow. For example figure 4.2 shows a five-level workflow
composed of one task at level one, two tasks at level-two, four tasks at level-three, three tasks at level-four and
one task at level-five.
Algorithm 1 shows the pseudo code of hybrid balancing algorithm that uses the combination of horizontal
distance balancing [10], horizontal runtime balancing [10] and impact factor [10] of tasks. We assume the number
of jobs as an input from the user. This algorithm addresses the problem of load imbalance and also considers
the tasks with asymmetric structure. The algorithm begins with the first level of workflow as in Figure 4.2 by
selecting tasks from each level (Lines 2-3). Tasks are clustered into a job and returned by merge procedure
(Line 4).The merge procedure merges the tasks vertically and horizontally also. In merge procedure, the tasks
are sorted according to decreasing order of runtime (Line 13). Considering the level three of a workflow. There
are four tasks D(30s),E(10s),F(30s),G(20s). The task list LT is maintained as according to decreasing order
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Fig. 4.2. Example workflow

Fig. 4.3. Merging of clusters in a job

of runtime of tasks LT =D, F, G, E. Then horizontal runtime balancing adds the task D to the job with the
shortest runtime as in Figure 4.3.
Step 2: The tasks are arranged as per the minimum distance with the task D. Distance=0(D), 4(F ), 4(G),
2(E). The impact factor of task D included in a job is matched vertically to depict parent-child relationship
exists or not. If the relationship exists then the child task is added to the job where task D resides (Lines 20-22)
as shown in Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5.
Step 3: Now after the clustering of tasks D and H. The tasks in a task list(LT) are task F,G,E. The
horizontal distance balancing is performed on tasks E, F and G. In this jobs J1, J2, J3 are sorted based on
shortest distance between them and targeted task D. The distances are 4,4,2 respectively for tasks F, G, E. The
candidate is selected with minimal distance 2 of task E. Hence impact factor of task E is matched vertically and
if the impact factor matches with the below vertically then both are clustered into another cluster c2 as shown
in Figure 4.6 and merged as a job J2 as shown in Figure 4.7.
Step 4: Now the tasks left in the task list LT are F and G. Similarly the process is repeated for the tasks
F and G. But these tasks do not have a parent child relationship with any task. So they cannot be clustered
vertically. Hence Horizontal clustering is performed for the tasks F, G forming cluster c3 as shown in Figure
4.8 and merging into job J3 as shown in Figure 4.9.
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Fig. 4.4. Clustering to avoid runtime imbalance and dependency imbalance

Fig. 4.5. Merging clusters into a job

Fig. 4.6. Clustering on runtime and dependencies
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Fig. 4.7. Merging clusters into a job

Fig. 4.8. Clustering to avoid runtime imbalance and dependency imbalance

Fig. 4.9. Merging clusters into a job
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4.2. Pseudocode for Hybrid Balanced clustering algorithm (HYB). Algorithm 1 presents it.
Algorithm 2 Hybrid Balanced Clustering algorithm.
Require: W F : workﬂow;J: number of jobs at horizontal level ;LV L:Level of workﬂow;DP :depth of workﬂow
1: procedure HYclustering(W f )
2:
for LV L < DP (W F ) do
3:
LT ← FetchTasksfromLevel(W F, LV L)
◃ Divide W F on the basis of depth
4:
T LM ,LC ← Merge(LT, J)
◃ Group of clustered job returned
5:
W F ← W F − LT + LC − T LM
◃ Dependency merging
6:
end for
7: end procedure
8: procedure Merge(LT, J)
9:
for i < J do
10:
JBi ←{}
◃ NULL JOB
11:
end for
12:
LC ←{}
◃ NULL JOB LIST
13:
Sort LT in descending of runtime
14:
for all task in LT do
15:
LST ← sort list of JBi as per least distance with task
16:
JB ← the job with minimum runtime in LST
17:
JB.add (task)
18:
while IFT = IFCT do
◃ CT is child task
19:
JB.add(CT)
20:
T LM ← T LM + CT
21:
task ← CT
22:
end while
23:
end for
24:
for i < J do
25:
LC.add( JB)
26:
end for
27:
return LC,T LM
28: end procedure

5. Performance Evaluation.
5.1. Scientific workflow applications. Montage [3] is one of the application of astronomy used for
constructing large image mosaics of the sky. In it, the input images are projected onto a sphere and then the
overlap for each input image is calculated. The input images are projected to the accurate orientation while
maintaining the constant emission level of background for all images. At last, reprojected images are added
into a final mosaic. The final resulting image provides a detailed description of the part of the sky under
investigation. Figure 5.1 represents the Montage workflow. The size of the workflow is dependent upon the
number of images used for constructing the desired mosaic of the sky.
Cybershake. CyberShake [14] is an application of seismology that is used for calculating Probabilistic
Seismic Hazard curves for various geographic regions in Southern California. It is used in the identification
of all ruptures within 200KM radius. It also changes rupture into multiple variations of rupture that differ
in hypocenter locations and slip distributions. Then for each rupture variance, synthetic seismograms are
calculated. After that, the peak intensity is extracted and added with the original rupture probability for
production probabilistic hazards for the location. Figure 5.2 shows an illustration of the Cybershake workflow.
Epigenomics. The Epigenomics workflow [44] is a CPU-intensive application. Initially the data is obtained
in the form of DNA sequence lanes from the Illumina-Solexa Genetic Analyzer. Every Solexa machine generates
multiple DNA sequences. Then the mapping of DNA sequences to the accurate locations in a genome is
performed by the workflow. This produces a map showing the density of sequence. A simplified structure of
Epigenomics is shown in Figure 5.3.
SIPHT. The SIPHT workflow [19] is responsible for researching small untranslated RNAs (sRNAs). It
is responsible for regulation of different processes such as virulence or secretion in bacteria. This predict ρindependent transcriptional terminators. A simplified version of SIPHT workflow is depicted in Figure 5.4.
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Fig. 5.1. A simplified visualization of the Montage workflow[3].

Fig. 5.2. A simplified visualization of the CyberShake workflow [14].

LIGO. In Laser Interferometer Gravitational Wave Observatory (LIGO)[1] workflows data is collected by
large-scale interferometers for searching of gravitational wave signatures. The observers aim is to measure and
detect waves as predicted by relativity. It is a data-intensive workflow. Figure 5.5 depict a version of workflow.
In this workflow tasks are separated into different groups where a group consisting of interconnected tasks as
shown in Figure 5.5.
5.2. Balanced Task Clustering algorithms. The task clustering techniques are classified into two
different categories Horizontal clustering and vertical clustering. Further to overcome the limitations of these
techniques, balanced clustering is introduced.
5.3. Description of Baseline Balanced Clustering Algorithms. In order to study the impact of
the proposed clustering technique, the clustering methods considered are: Horizontal Impact Factor Balancing
(HIFB) Horizontal Clustering (HC), Horizontal Distance Balancing (HDB) and Horizontal Runtime balancing
(HRB) [8, 10].
Horizontal Clustering (HC): In this technique tasks at the same horizontal level of workflow is merged
into a job. The horizontal level for a single task is considered as the largest distance from the first task of
workflow starting from the first task. The first task is a task without a parent task.
As shown in Figure 5.6, the tasks t2, t3 and t4 are combined together into a cluster c1, thus creating just
one job j1. The horizontal clustering is performed for the tasks at the same level. Thus reducing the overhead.
Vertical Clustering Clustering (VC): In this algorithm task at the same vertical level of a workflow
are merged and make a single job. In this, the tasks with relationship between one parent and one child are
merged.
As shown in Figure 5.7 the tasks t2, t5, t8 exhibit parent-child relationship as t2 is parent of t5 and further
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Fig. 5.3. Epigenomics workflow with multiple branches [44].

Fig. 5.4. A simplified visualization of the SIPHT workflow [19].

t5 is parent t8. So these tasks are clustered together into a cluster c1, thus creating a job1. Similarly t3, t6,
t9 and t4, t7, t10 are clustered into clusters c2,c3 thus creating combined jobs job2, job3 respectively. The
overheads are also combined into overheads o2, o3 and o4.
Horizontal Runtime Balancing (HRB): In this algorithm runtime of tasks is equally distributed between jobs. The problem of runtime variance is addressed at the same horizontal level. In this greedy method,
the jobs are sorted according to the ascending order of runtime. The new task is joined to the job with a
minimum runtime. This method further raises the dependency imbalance among tasks as the factor of data
dependency is not considered while clustering.
As shown in Figure 5.8, there are four tasks t1, t2 and t3, t4 with runtime 20s and 30s respectively.
According to this clustering method tasks t1, t3 are combined into one cluster and t2, t4 are combined into
another cluster. This balances the runtime among tasks, but leads to dependency imbalance among tasks.
Horizontal Impact Factor Balancing (HIFB): It overcomes the limitation of Horizontal runtime balancing algorithm of dependency imbalance. In this algorithm, the jobs are first sorted by considering the
similarity of impact factor (IF) in increasing order. Then the shortest job is selected using Horizontal Runtime
Balancing. It groups the jobs sharing the same position in the workflow.
As shown in Figure 5.9 the tasks t1, t2 and t3, t4, t5 have same the impact factor. Then using HRB the
tasks t1, t2 and t3, t4 are combined into clusters c1, c2.
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Fig. 5.5. A simplified visualization of the LIGO Inspiral workflow [1].

Fig. 5.6. Horizontal Clustering.

Horizontal Distance Balancing (HDB): In this clustering technique jobs are sorted considering the
distance between them and the target job. After that Horizontal Runtime Balancing method is executed for
selecting the shortest job. The tasks with minimum distance are merged thus reducing data transfer.
As in Figure 5.10 the tasks t1 and t2 are closest as compared to distance between t1, t3 and t1, t4. So t1,
t2 are combined into one cluster and t3, t4 are combined into another cluster.
The performance of above discussed algorithms has been evaluated using workflowsim on various datasets
e.g. Montage, LIGO.
5.4. Experiments and Results.
Experimental setup. The trace based simulation method is adopted for evaluation. The performance of the
proposed technique is compared with the baseline algorithm. Real traces are used for evaluation of algorithms.
In the environment, different system parameters used are a number of virtual machines, system overhead,
different workflows and sizes of data.
For executing applications of workflow, open source workflow simulator, workflowsim is used. It is used for
modeling an execution environment in the cloud. It is an extension of cloudsim. The DAG model of workflow
is executed in it. It performs clustering and scheduling of tasks. It also performs provisioning of resources at
the workflow level.
In the experiment, the simulator WorkflowSim is extended to implement the proposed hybrid balanced task
clustering technique. A virtual machine cluster consisting of 20 single homogeneous core VMs is considered.
This cluster is a quota for a user in some distributed environments such as Amazon EC2. Each VM detains
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Fig. 5.7. Vertical clustering.

Fig. 5.8. A sample of the HRB (Horizontal Runtime Balancing) method.

Fig. 5.9. HIFB (Horizontal Impact Factor Balancing) method.
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Fig. 5.10. HDB (Horizontal Distance Balancing) method.
Table 5.1
Configuration setup for the experiment

Parameter
No. of virtual machines
Memory Capacity
Processing capacity
Network Bandwidth

size
20
512 MB
1000 MIPS
15 MB/s

configuration of 512 MB. The processing capacity for each virtual machine is 1000 MIPS and by default, the
network bandwidth was set to 15 MB/s.
The configuration setup for the experiment is described as in Table 5.1.
An evaluation of the proposed technique was performed for identification of its ability. The method was
evaluated for the improvement in execution time of scientific workflow and reducing the load to minimum
resources. The experiment is conducted on the following variables.
• Execution time of workflow : Total time taken by the workflow application to execute on the
available resources.
• Performance Gain (µ): It is defined as an overall improvement in execution time of workflow by
using the clustering algorithm over the execution of the workflow without clustering of a task. It can
be evaluated using equation as follows:
µ = (time taken without clustering-time taken with clustering)/(time taken without clustering)*100
µ > 0 for a clustering technique signifies that it leads to improvement of the execution time of a workflow
. Whereas µ < 0 refers to negative impact of clustering method. This negative impact lead to increase
of execution time of worklfow.
Different scientific workflow applications are used in the experiments along with the fixed number of tasks
for each as shown in Table 5.2.
5.5. Result and Analysis. Table 5.2 depicts the scientific workflow applications used for the experiment
and the number of tasks considered for each.
Then the makespan time for each scientific application is calculated as depicted in Table 5.3.
Using the makespan time, performance gain of scientific applications cybershake, epigenomics, LIGO, Montage and SIPHT is calculated and compared as evaluated according to different baseline algorithms and proposed
algorithm in Table 5.4.
Three set of experiments are conducted on the scientific workflow applications.
Experiment 1: Improvement in execution time The makespan time of balanced clustering algorithms
on different scientific workflow applications cybershake, epigenomics, LIGO, Montage, SIPHT is obtained from
the experiments performed. The makespan time is depicted in Table 5.3. According to the experimental
evaluations the following results are depicted:
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Table 5.2
Scientific workflow for experiment and number of tasks

Workflow
Cybershake
Epigenomics
Montage
SIPHT
LIGO

Number of tasks
1000
997
1000
1000
1000

Table 5.3
Makespan time of workflow with or without clustering algorithms

Cybershake
Epigenomics
LIGO
Montage
SIPHT

HC
1511.46
238974.2
13188.79
1210
21154.99

HRB
1303.58
218583.8
12768.49
924.71
9537.03

HIFB
1833.68
241833.1
15261.21
936
22778.28

HDB
1445.07
238754
13015.6
947
18539.23

HYB
1352.92
206077.6
11635.49
923.61
9499.07

without clustering
2222.05
253462
17234.23
1927.69
23453.58

• Cybershake Workflow Application: In this application, there is 26% and 10% improvement in
execution time by hybrid balanced clustering algorithm(HYB) then horizontal impact factor balancing(HIFB) and horizontal clustering(HC) respectively.
• Epigenomics workflow application : In this application, there is 14.78%, 13.68%, 13.76% improvement in execution time by Hybrid Balanced Clustering algorithm then horizontal impact factor
balancing(HIFB), Horizontal Distance Balancing(HDB) and Horizontal Clustering(HC) respectively.
• LIGO: In this application there is 23.75%, 11.77% , 10.60% and 8.87% improvement in execution
time by Hybrid Balanced Clustering algorithm then Horizontal impact factor balancing(HIFB), Horizontal clustering(HC), Horizontal Distance balancing(HDB) and Horizontal runtime balancing(HRB)
respectively.
• Montage Workflow Application : In this application there is 23%, 2.46% improvement in execution time of workflow by Hybrid Balanced Clustering algorithm then Horizontal Clustering (HC) and
Horizontal Distance Balancing respectively.
• SIPHT : In this application there is 58%,55% and 48% improvement in execution time by Hybrid Balanced Clustering algorithm then Horizontal Impact Factor Balancing(HIFB),Horizontal Clustering(HC)
and Horizontal Distance Balancing(HDB) respectively.
Hence from the experiment 1, it is concluded that the execution time taken by Hybrid Balanced Task
Clustering algorithm(HYB) is lesser as compared to other baseline algorithms. Proposed technique shows the
overall improvement in execution time.
Experiment 2: Performance Gain In this experiment, the performance gain (µ) of the proposed technique is evaluated with the other clustering algorithms. In this experiment, the proposed technique is evaluated
for identification of the amount to which it impacts the overall execution time of workflow.Figure 5.4 shows the
performance gain µ for different clustering methods obtained by the performed experiment. From the experiments, it is depicted that all the methods of clustering retain a positive gain performance. This further improves
the execution time of different workflow applications. According to obtained results Montage, CyberShake and
SIPHT workflows have better performance gains with a minimum gain of 52%,41% and 59%. In comparison
LIGO and Epigenomics having a minimum performance gain of 32% and 18% respectively. The variation in performance gain is due to the granularity of the average runtime of tasks in workflows. Considering the workflows
the lowest value for the performance gain is for HIFB in SIPHT workflow. In all the scientific workflows, the
technique Horizontal Runtime Balancing(HRB) and proposed Hybrid balanced Task clustering(HYB) method
performs better than the other balancing techniques. The clustering method HDB(Horizontal Distance Balancing) and HIFB(Horizontal Impact Factor Balancing) lack in performance, because there runtime as well as
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Table 5.4
Performance gain for various workflows

HC
HRB
HIFB
HDB
HYB

Cybershake
31.97903
39.11388
17.478
34.96681
41.33435

Epigenomics
5.715961
13.76072
4.588013
5.802842
18.69489

LIGO
23.47329
25.91204
11.44826
24.4782
32.48616

Montage
37.23057
52.03015
51.44447
50.87384
52.08721

SIPHT
9.800593
59.33649
2.879305
20.95352
59.49842

Fig. 5.11. Comparison of performance Gain (µ) for experiment for various clustering methods.

dependency imbalance between tasks. This groups the tasks into a cluster that should execute in parallel leading
to an increase in execution time of workflow. The proposed hybrid balancing clustering method delivers a good
performance since it first checks for parent-child relationship and then clusters the tasks. Thus increasing the
performance gain and decreasing overall execution time of workflow as shown in Figure 5.11.
Experiment 3: Varying virtual machines In experiment 3, the number of virtual machines are varied
while keeping the total number of tasks 1000 MIPS.
First, the experiment is performed by using a horizontal clustering technique while varying the number of
virtual machines (VM) as shown in Figure 5.12.
The same experiment is conducted by using hybrid balanced clustering algorithm and the result is depicted
as shown in Figure 5.13.
While comparing both the results, it is found that horizontal clustering technique performs in a similar
manner inspite of more number virtual machines available. While in the proposed algorithm, the execution
time decreases as the number of virtual machines increases. Hence leading to an increase in performance of
execution of workflow applications. But at an instance the proposed technique performs as similar to baseline
algorithms. This depicts the proposed technique also reaches a stagnation point but after more of the resource
utilization in comparison to baseline algorithms.
As in Figure 5.12 the graph depicts the number of virtual machines increases the execution time decreases
but at an instant the performance is constant and it does not matter on adding more virtual machines. The
proposed technique is performing in a similar manner and adding up the virtual machines decreases the execution
time. But at a point the performance becomes constant.
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Fig. 5.12. Execution time while varying virtual machines in Horizontal Clustering technique.
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Fig. 5.13. Execution time while varying virtual machines in Hybrid Balanced Clustering technique.
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6. Conclusion and Future Scope. The work proposes a hybrid balancing (HYB) task clustering method
that reduces the full time of workflow execution and thus avoids waste of resources. The proposed approach
considers distance variance and merges the tasks with similar impact factor in pipeline. A simulation experiment
is conducted for evaluation of the proposed algorithm in comparison to four clustering methods: Horizontal
Runtime Balancing (HRB), Horizontal Clustering (HC), Horizontal Distance Balancing (HDB) ,and Horizontal
Impact Factor Balancing (HIFB). The experiment aimed to evaluate the execution time improvement. The
results depict that the proposed clustering method is able to perform better than the other methods. Hence it
can be used in different workflow structures.
In near future, it is intended that the size of the resource set can be identified for optimized execution of a
workflow. Also, the proposed approach can be implemented in a workflow engine. So that this approach can
be used for clustering tasks in a real environment.
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GREEN AND SUSTAINABLE HIGH-PERFORMANCE COMPUTING WITH
SMARTPHONE CROWD COMPUTING: BENEFITS, ENABLERS, AND CHALLENGES
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Abstract. The introduction of the Internet of Things (IoT) and Big Data applications have garnered a massive amount of
digital data. Processing and analysing these data demand vast computing resources, proportionately. The major downside of
producing and using computing resources in such volumes is the deterioration of the Earth’s environment. The production process
of the electronic devices involves hazardous and toxic substances which not only harm human and other living beings health but
also contaminate the water and soil. The production and operations of these computers in largescale also results in massive energy
consumption and greenhouse gas generation. Moreover, the low use cycle of these devices produces a huge amount of not-easy-todecompose e-waste. In this outlook, instead of buying new devices, it is advisable to use the existing resources to their fullest, which
will minimize the environmental penalties of production and e-waste. This paper advocates for using smartphones and smartphone
crowd computing (SCC) to ease oﬀ the use of PCs/laptops and centralized high-performance computers (HPCs) such as data centres
and supercomputers. The paper aims to establish SCC as the most feasible computing system solution for sustainable computing.
Detailed comparisons, in terms of environmental eﬀects (e.g., energy consumption, greenhouse gas generation, etc.), between SCC
and supercomputers and other green computing initiatives such as Grid and Cloud Computing, are presented. The key enablers
of SCC are identiﬁed and discussed. One of them is today’s computationally powerful smartphones. A comprehensive statistical
survey of the various commercial CPUs, GPUs, SoCs for smartphones is presented conﬁrming the capability of the SCC as an
alternative to HPC. The challenges involved in realizing SCC are also considered. One of the major challenges is handling the issue
of limited battery in smartphones. The reasons for battery drain are recognized with probable measures. An exhaustive survey
is presented on the present and optimistic future of the continuous improvement and research on diﬀerent aspects of smartphone
battery and other alternative power sources which will allow users to use their smartphones for SCC without worrying about the
battery running out.
Key words: Green computing, Sustainable computing, Mobile computing, Grid computing, Smartphone computing, HPC,
Cloud computing, Data centre, Energy eﬃciency, Smartphone battery, Battery research, Future battery, Non-conventional energy,
Wireless charging, Alternative power source
AMS subject classifications. 68M14, 68W10

1. Introduction. In line with the massive increase in data from innumerable sources, the need for highperformance computing (HPC) has increased enormously. But this has impacted the global environment badly
through various forms such as excessive energy consumption, carbon and greenhouse gas emission, heat generation, use of toxic materials in production, harmful industrial discharge, non-degradable waste generation, etc.
Device production and operations consume huge energy. For example, nearly 30,000 megajoules of energy is
used in the manufacturing of an average computer. The energy consumption demands more energy production,
which increases the carbon footprint [64]. More requirement of computers leads to more productions and more
uses of computers which means more environmental hazards and pollution. The various environmental hazards
caused by the production and operations of computing devices are listed in Fig 1.
To mitigate the environmental hazards due to computing devices, we need to concentrate on green and
sustainable computing. Several computational measures, as shown in Fig 1, are adopted that helps in minimising the energy consumption of the computers. But this is not sufficient for realising sustainable computing
absolutely. One of the strategies to attain sustainable computing to utilise the existing resources optimally
and fully which will minimise the requirement of new devices which ultimately reduce the problems due to the
production process as well as the e-waste. Several approaches have been opted in this regard as mentioned in
Table 1. Among them, Grid and Cloud computing are the most prominent initiatives which have minimised
the requirement of owning personal computer systems considerably. They have also replaced the need for centralised HPC systems such as supercomputers and mainframes to some extent. Though Grid computing intends
to fully utilise the existing resources (desktops), Cloud computing is not that successful in this aspect. Cloud
computing needs additional resources to provide cloud services. The centralised resources such as data centres,
at the cloud service providers end, consumes massive energy, leading to greenhouse gas emission substantially.
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Fig. 1.1. Environmental hazards of the computing devices.

In fact, data centres capture the one-third share of the total energy consumption of ICT. A well-known report
[45] of the year 2010 stated that the electricity consumption by data centres had risen by 56% in five years;
whereas, during the same period, the overall increase in U.S. electricity usage was only 36%. This statistic
reflects the seriousness of the energy requirements of the data centres, which has become more severe in recent
years. If the right measures are not taken in due course, data centres are sure to become a grave threat to
the environment. Many companies and organizations are doing their best to tackle the energy appetite of the
data centres by adopting different measures. For example, Apple has the largest solar installation for powering
its data centre. Facebooks data centre in Iowa uses wind energy to meet the energy requirements of its data
centre. Google has placed its data centre in Hamina, Finland under the sea for cooling, thus curbing the energy
requirements significantly. Google is using AI for optimizing the energy requirements and consumptions in its
data centres.
The problem with Grid computing is that the desktops are losing popularity; in fact, the same for laptops.
Instead, smartphones are gaining huge acceptance as the new computer with the computing power they offer
thanks to the power-packed hardware. The technological progress of smartphones such as powerful SoCs with
multicore CPUs and GPUs has made them favourable as the primary computing device to many people. Industries are also showing interest in this direction. Initiatives such as Microsofts Continuum1 and Samsungs
DeX2 are striving to bring the desktop experience on the smartphone. Microsoft has endeavoured to run its full
version of Windows 10 on the ARM chipsets, the most popular chipset for smartphones.
And the great thing about smartphones is that they have become indispensable to our lifestyle. It is not
feasible to restrain ourselves from using that. So, why dont we use these devices of its optimal potential, i.e.,
for computing purposes as well? If these abundantly available public-owned powerful smartphones are used as
1 https://www.microsoft.com/en-in/windows/continuum
2 https://www.samsung.com/global/galaxy/apps/samsung-dex/
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Fig. 1.2. Measures adopted to minimise energy consumption of the computing devices.

computing resources by forming, like desktop grids, a grid of smartphones, the generated computing power can
well be compared to other HPC systems. We call this computing paradigm as smartphone crowd computing
(SCC). SCC refers to the approach of utilizing the public-owned smartphones (crowd of smartphones) to yield an
HPC facility anywhere and ad hoc basis. A number of powerful smartphone devices, collectively, can offer huge
computing capability. A satisfactory HPC may be achieved by making a grid of smartphones. The cumulative
computing power achieved by such grids of smartphones can tail off the dependency on the data centres and
low-end supercomputers as well [63].
In this paper, we advocate for optimized utilization of smartphones as primary computing devices with the
aim of reducing the two-thirds share of ICT energy consumption on the count of the use of computers and data
centres. The use of smartphones will lessen the environmental hazards because the manufacturing process and
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device operation will be minimized significantly. Due to smaller in size, the less raw material will be used in
production means less exposure to harmful elements and less pollution due to e-waste. If organizations can
avoid buying computing resources, they can save a significant IT investment and operational cost. And less
device in production and operation means a direct benefit to the environment.
Contribution of the paper: This paper offers a fourfold contribution as mentioned below:
• The environmental hazards of the growing computing devices and centralised HPC systems are impeccably identified.
• SCC has been attempted to be established as a better alternative to the existing HPC systems in terms
of sustainable computing.
• A detailed survey is presented on the modern smartphones computing capability, highlighting the
capabilities and specifications of the prominent commercial CPUs, GPUs, and SoCs for mobile devices.
• An exclusive and state-of-the-art survey has been presented on the recent developments (research and
commercial) on different aspects of smartphone batteries.
Organisation of the paper: Section 2 discusses the environmental hazardous factors especially for centralised HPCs, in addition to the usual hazards of computers as mentioned in Fig. 1. Section 3 asserts the
focal essence of this paper. It establishes the role of SCC in sustainable computing. In Section 4, the major
factors that are supposed to make the idea of SCC feasible are identified. To endorse that, a comprehensive
statistical review of todays smartphones processing capability is presented in this section. The major challenges
faced in the successful deployment of SCC are recognized in Section 5. Among others, the foremost challenge is
the battery concern. The major reasons for battery drain are identified in Section 6. In this section, a detailed
survey is projected that covers the continuous research and improvement on different aspects of smartphone
battery which should help users to use their smartphone without worrying about the battery drain. The recent
developments, in different segments, towards enhanced energy sources for smartphones are also discussed. And
finally, Section 7 concludes the paper.
2. Factors Behind Environmental Hazards in Centralized HPC Systems like Cloud, Mainframe, and Supercomputers. Centralized computing facilities such as Cloud services and data centres,
mainframes, and supercomputers have become a real threat to the environment. For instance, the data centres
are responsible for 17% of the global carbon footprint [61]. These large computing systems are notorious for
energy consumption. It is projected that data centres in the US only would be consuming 73 kWh in 2020.
Nearly 30 billion watts of electric power is needed to run the data centres. Among the amount of electricity
consumed by data centres, the servers waste 90% of their total power consumption in keeping the systems
running for the entire day. Besides the operational energy consumption, there are several other factors that are
associated with environmental hazards of the big centralised computing systems, as mentioned below [46]:
Coolant: Computing and allied infrastructures in the data centre produce enormous heat, and this requires
heavy cooling. Most of the air conditioning or cooling system uses coolant for quick and deep cooling. The
coolants used earlier for air conditioning systems are freon/halocarbon or chlorofluorocarbon. These coolants
are mildly toxic in nature and have caused ozone depletion significantly. The new coolants hydrofluorocarbon currently used in all air conditioning system is not risky to the ozone layer, but they significantly cause
atmospheric warming. This coolant traps the heat within the atmosphere and causes global warming.
Batteries: Data centres require huge batteries for power backup. These batteries make sure the power
flow is constant, and provide an electric power supply for a few minutes to hours based on the power cut or
power fluctuation. These batteries have a limited life span of 3 to 4 years. The batteries used more often are
the lead-acid battery. These batteries may cause an adverse effect on human health and the environment. The
fumes emitted from the battery are dangerous to human health. Whereas the lead used in batteries is highly
toxic, and if they are not properly disposed of, they may contaminate the soil and water. Presently, in most
power backup systems, dry batteries are used. These batteries use heavy metals like mercury, nickel, cadmium,
and silver. The metals, mercury, nickel, and cadmium are toxic and have a fatal effect on human health. These
batteries cannot be dumped into the open and need to be properly recycled. It is necessary that the batteries are
properly disposed of. There are multiple companies which recycle UPS batteries. 80% of leading manufacturing
units in the U.S. undergo battery recycling.
Cleaning materials: Dusting and cleaning are important in data centres in order to operate efficiently.
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Table 1.1
Sustainable computing approaches, their advantages and problems in terms of sustainability
Working principles
The unused computing
resources of the connected computers are
used opportunistically
providing a massive
virtual computing facility [62]
Cloud Facilitates a shared
com- pool of conﬁgurable
pucomputing
resources
ting along with quality
services which can
be rapidly provided
on-demand basis [65]

Environmental advantages
Utilising of existing idle resources facilitates less energy consumption and
minimise environmental hazards due to
the manufacturing and operation of the
computing systems required otherwise.

Serverless
computing

Consumers
borrow
a third-party server
when needed; thus,
doing
away
with
purchasing and maintaining own server
exclusively [36].

Using
terminal
servers

The use of terminal
server along with the
thin clients gives users
a feel of computation
being taking place in
the very same terminal,
while the actual computation takesplace in
the terminal server.

Saves the energy requirement for running privately-owned servers.
It also scales down quickly by shutting
resources down when they are not in
use. This saves a lot of energy consumption.
Serverless codes not necessarily be run
in any speciﬁc server.
Hence, the
serverless applications can be deployed
in the edge of the network, i.e., close
to the end users [18]. This will not
only reduce the latency but also saves
a signiﬁcant amount of energy by eliminating the need for unnecessary data
transmission [65].
The processing and storage requirements for client machines are minimal
because a terminal server hosts all the
application logic which also runs on the
server.
The thin client uses up to the 1/8th
amount of energy in comparison to
workstations and thus considerably reduces energy consumption.

Virtualization

A single physical server
is logically partitioned
into multiple virtual
servers or server instances, sharing the
same hardware resources and allows
processing
multiple
applications or jobs
on diﬀerent virtual
servers.

Grid
computing

Eliminates the need for private computers, servers, and data centres which has
signiﬁcantly contributed to energy saving.

Eﬀective resource utilisation leads to
fewer production and less e-wastage.
A single physical server acting as multiple server instances consumes considerably less energy in comparison to separate dedicated servers.
It requires quantitatively less hardware
to run similar application than dedicated systems which leads to fewer device production and less e-wastage.
The absence of the usage of the local
hardware or software cuts the overall
energy consumption.

Problems
Needs fast and reliable LAN and WAN connections.
In the volunteered grid, it is diﬃcult to motivate the
resource owner to lend their resources.
In the case of the non-volunteered grid (e.g., commercial
grids), the services might be costly.
Not only setting up and managing the grid resources
but also accessing them often require expertise.
The data centres, comprising the large servers and computers, and associated cooling systems consume massive
power.
Accessing the cloud service depends on the internet connection. The instability/unreliability and unavailability
of connection hold back accessing the cloud.
Involves security and privacy issues.
It is true that the cloud computing eradicates the big
upfront investment on computing resources but accessing the right service is not that cheap either.
Involves data transfer cost.
Since cloud services are typically generic they lack in
ﬂexibility.
The user/client has minimal control of their own applications as the cloud service infrastructure is entirely
owned, managed and monitored by the service provider.
Switching or migrating to a diﬀerent cloud service
provider is often complex or infeasible.
Not suitable for real-time applications which require low
latencies.
Also, not suitable for applications which need long execution times.
Everything operates in stateless fashion; hence, handling state using stateless functions is a real issue.
After some time of being idle, the function will require
to go through a cold start which not only takes up to a
few seconds but also consumes energy.

Running applications on a remote server always involve
performance issues.
There are chances for terminal servers getting bottlenecked with overloaded requests. Hence, the terminal
server needs to be powerful enough to be able to handle
all connections.
If the terminal server is not backed up, there is a high
risk of downtime due to a single point of failure.
If the communication network is not reliable, the system
will be aﬀected harshly.
The required hardware speciﬁcation (e.g., memory, processor, etc.)is much higher for the same task executed
in a native computer.
Involves complex troubleshooting, in case of failure.
Degraded performance than a physical server.
Suﬀers from availability issue which discourages using
virtual servers for mission-critical applications.
Has major security issues.
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Dusting and cleaning require special material that minimizes static discharge and are safe for electronics.
Varieties of cleaning solution are available, and most of them are toxic as they contain bleach, ammonia, or
chlorine. These toxic cleaning solutions have an adverse effect on human health.
Diesel fuel: Another measure of overcoming power failure is the diesel fuel-based power generator. In a
location where there is a recurrent power failure, the data centres heavily depend upon the power generators for
a constant supply of power. Diesel fuel-based power backup is the primary solution for powering data centres
since battery technology is incapable of producing power for long times. Diesel fuel produces an enormous
amount of CO2 and other chemicals which have an adverse effect on human and does global warming.
Electronic waste: Electronic equipment have a finite lifespan. Even for functional equipment, the performance degrades with time. Conventionally, the IT products in business firms and data centres such as a
server rack, UPS, desktop computers, servers, monitors, hard drives, etc., are replaced after every 3 to 5 years.
Globally, the scrapped IT equipment for the last 20 years are enormously huge, and it is increasing day-by-day.
The e-wastes are harmful to the environment if dumped on the open landfills. The monitor, CPU, UPS, etc.,
are made up of materials which have negative effects on the environment. It is the responsibility of the business
organizations to either reuse or sell/donate the reusable equipment or recycle them properly.
Fire suppression: It is important to have data intact and safe with the service providers. Due to the
fact, the data centres are dealing with high voltage, and hence, there is a chance of short-circuiting and fire. All
data centres carry extensive and fast fire suppression system which may be environmentally negative. Various
chemicals employed for the fire system may be harmful to the environment contributing to effects like ozone
layer depletion and global warming. These chemicals are toxic and may find its way to underground water or
to rivers, thus, contaminating the water resources. However, as these systems are not used or tested regularly,
the chemical harm is minimized.
Packaging: Business organizations like IT firms and data centres import huge IT equipment every year.
Customers and data centres ship equipment and supplies to and from data centres frequently. The equipment
comes with packaging material like boxes, cardboard, plastic bags, foams, thermocols adds huge waste every
year. A large data centre processes literally tons of boxes each year. Packaging materials like cardboard boxes
can be recycled and are biodegradable, but other materials like foams, thermocols, plastic bag, and plastic
support accessories are nonbiodegradable and need proper recycling. Dumping these on the open area may
harm the environment.
Office zones: IT business firm and data centre office area contribute a lot to emissions and wastes. This
includes wastes due to the inappropriate use of electricity and water resources. Running air conditioners, heating
equipment, and lights throughout the office for the entire day, even if it is not required, causes considerable
electricity wastage. Similarly, unmonitored use of water resources in washrooms and kitchen lead to wastage of
water. Besides, daily office chores produce lots of paper, plastics, and packaging wastes. Floor cleaning, glass
pane, computers, and carpets also produce chemical wastes. Even the fluorescent bulbs used by offices also
carry toxic matters like mercury, lead, etc., and may cause environmental and health hazards.
Overall, it can be said that the centralised HPC systems have a negative impact with respect to nature and
natural resources. But as said there is always room for improvement, which may range from minimizing the
toxic chemicals used to practising the policies of reuse-reduce-recycle across wherever possible. As technology
is developing, new products are coming which causes less emission, less environment hazard and lowers the
greenhouse gas emissions.
3. Smartphone Crowd Computing as a Solution Towards Sustainable HPC. Whatsoever the
negative impacts of computers have on the environment, we cannot head them off from our livings. We need
them in every step of our daily life. Actually, we need more and more powerful computers day by day for
various purposes. In view of that, we need to consider seriously to minimize the environmental externalities of
producing and using computers.
On the other hand, smartphones have become a part of our daily life, and they are getting more resourcepacked and hence, computationally more powerful (see Sect. 4.2). So, it is a good idea to use them as computing
devices because smartphones have less adverse effects on the environment compared to desktops and laptops.
Actually, to many people, smartphones have already become the primary computing device [63]. Because of
portability and easy to use, people are fulfilling most of the daily computing needs using smartphones.
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Since the smartphones are getting close to the sophisticated computers in terms of resources and computing
ability, much like desktop Grid Computing, if a number of such smartphones are connected through a network
and make them act as a virtual single unit of computing resources, it can match the power of high-end powerful
computing systems such as supercomputers and data centres. Like volunteer computing, instead of buying
the required number of smartphones, public-owned smartphones are exploited on a need basis. Hence, this
computing paradigm is termed as smartphone crowd computing (SCC) [63, 67].
3.1. Smartphone Crowd Computing. SCC is a distributive computing framework where a large job is
divided and distributed to the peoples smartphones (hence, crowd computing) to be executed. The philosophy of
SCC is to combine computation power of numerous distributed smartphones to escalate the overall computation
power. SCC paradigm shares the CPU cycle of multiple smartphones in a voluntary or involuntary basis to
resolve a high computational task. The concept is to process a computationally big task by segmenting the
task into smaller microtasks, and each micro-task is processed on the smartphones individually. The processing
is typically carried out opportunistically, i.e., whenever the host smartphone is idle, the crowd computing
application installed on the smartphone will assign the task to the smartphone processor (CPU or GPU). Even
though the computation power of smartphone devices is less, the cumulative processing power of smartphones
is quite high enough to execute complex computational jobs. Fig 3.1 lists the highlights of SCC.
In SCC, a designated coordinator, may be fixed (a desktop computer) or mobile (a smartphone), hosts
the crowd computing application. The coordinator is responsible for dividing and distributing the job, finding
suitable resources (smartphones), allocating and scheduling the jobs to the smartphones, monitoring for faulttolerance and collecting the results from each resource. The coordinator keeps microtasks in the job pool, ready
to be dispatched. For distributing the tasks, available crowd devices (smartphones) are searched, and a set of
suitable devices are being selected as crowdworkers (computing resources) for processing the jobs. After the
execution of these tasks, each node submits the completed task with results to a centralized master device,
where all the results are gathered, checked for error to get the final result. It is the job of the master device
(coordinator) to check the error and validity of each task execution.
Since the devices are mobile, the reliability of an available device for a long time is very thin. The coordinator
makes a task group among smartphones which either voluntarily or involuntarily joins the group. SCC provides
quite a flexibility in terms of job allocation and execution as a small task group could be established, comprising
a few available smartphones. Even without an internet connection, the smartphones in the task group can
communicate using Hotspots or Bluetooth. This makes SCC as the ideal alternative of centralised HPCs where
these HPCs are not available or not accessible. The ubiquity and flexibility of SCC is an ideal candidate for
providing the computing facility to applications such as pervasive computing [68] and cognitive IoT [66], where
the data need to be processed near the data source as well as sink.
3.2. How Can Smartphone Crowd Computing Minimize Environmental Hazards?. Objectoriented programming brought the revolution in software development by introducing the concepts of reusability
and polymorphism, which allow software modules to be used multiple times for multiple purposes. This saves a
significant amount of man-hours and cost. The same is true for crowd computing. Already existing devices are
used for computational and other purposes. This reduces the requirement of buying IT infrastructure separately
because the public will buy phones for their own purposes, anyway. Moreover, the utilization of already
existing smartphones to achieve SCC instead of traditional HPC will reduce the requirement for dedicated large
computers.
If smartphones and SCC are employed in a wide-ranging computing requirement, due to the substantial
reuse, the need for new devices will be much lower. That means unnecessary production is avoided which
will, in turn, minimize the environmental externalities of producing computing devices. The reduction in
the production, operation, and degradation of unnecessary devices will reduce the amount of global e-waste
considerably. In addition to that, being much smaller in size, smartphones produce less e-waste.
Using smartphones for computations will curb energy requirements significantly. The smartphone processor
architectures offer far more energy efficiency than those of desktops and laptops. The energy consumption of a
standard smartphones ranges from a few to 10 kWh per year. Therefore, total energy consumption is 10 TWh
per year considering one billion smartphones are in operation worldwide. This is only 1% of the total energy
consumed by ICT which is typically on the order of 1,000 TWh per year [32].
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Fig. 3.1. Highlights of Smartphone Crowd Computing

Hence, it is apparent that smartphones and SCC will significantly help in protecting the environment along
with saving resources and minimized organizational IT expenditure.
3.3. Environment-friendliness of Smartphone Crowd Computing in Comparison to Other
HPC Systems. In line with our argument that SCC is a viable alternative to the costly HPC systems, in
this section, we shall check out how SCC is more environment-friendlier than other HPC systems viz. desktop
Grid Computing, data centre, and supercomputers.
Due to their computing capacity and power, the energy requirements of supercomputers are gigantic and
might well be equivalent to that of a small city. The correct response relates to electricity; specifically, 17.8
megawatts (MW) of power is required to run Tianhe-2, one of the Top500 ranking supercomputer, boasting
33.9-petaflop through 3.12-million processors. An exaflop (1,000 petaflops) computer needs approximately 500
MW, which is equivalent of the total output of an average-size coal plant, and enough electricity to cater the
needs of all the households in a city like San Francisco [35].
In recent years, the computing services offered through Cloud Computing have got tremendous popularity.
People can rent computing resources on usage and requirement basis. The cloud service providers maintain
big data centres to cater to the computing resource need of the clients. A data centre, abstractly, can be
described as an abundant number of computers stacked together. To make the cloud service available 24x7,
these computers are kept ON throughout the day which makes them very hot. As a result, a huge amount
of power is consumed not only to run these computers but also to keep them cool. About 30 billion watts of
electricity is needed to run the data centres (comparable to the electricity generated from 30 nuclear power
plants) which is nearly 17% of the total carbon footprint caused by technology [61]. Data centres consumed
416.2 TWh of electricity in the year 2015 which is roughly 3% of the global electricity supply [9]. A single data
centre can consume more power than an average town. To provide uninterrupted power supply in case of power
failure, the data centres run generators that emit diesel exhaust. Todays data centres cause approximately 0.3%
of overall carbon emissions [43], which is equivalent to the carbon footprint generated by the airline industry
[9]. Of the total global greenhouse gas emissions, the power-hungry data centres account for nearly 2%. This is
putting an immense impact on the environment leading to global warming. The bad news is, every four years,
this energy requirement is getting doubled and the total energy requirement of the data centres, globally, will
increase threefold in the next decade. By 2025, data centres are expected to use 20% of the worlds energy
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[5]. The efficiency of the data centre is measured in terms of Power Usage Effectiveness (PUE). PUE compares
the non-computing energy to the amount of energy to power actual machines. Data centres operate at 70% of
overhead energy. It means another 0.7 units are used behind the infrastructure of the data centres. So, the
total PUE goes up to 1.7 [61]. Typically, the PUE of the common data centres is about 2.0 [43].
As mentioned in Sect. 1, the desktop Grid is an affordable option for sustainable computing. Here, the
existing devices are used as computing resources instead of buying dedicated HPC. This helps the environment
as this will minimize the requirement for producing extra dedicated HPC systems. Grid Computing can lower
the environmental externalities of supercomputers and data centres considerably. SCC promises to minimize it
further.
Due to the much smaller size, smartphones have much less negative environmental impact than desktops
and laptops and obviously than supercomputers and data centres. So, a grid of smartphones (SCC) will be
more environment-friendly. As people will buy smartphones anyway, SCC can use the existing devices without
requiring additional device production. The environmental advantages of SCC can be summarized as follows:
• No need for explicit production of computing devices as people will use smartphones anyway.
• Production of smartphones is much environment-friendly compared to large computers.
• Due to the small size, the e-waste will be lesser and can be handled more efficiently.
• No dedicated cooling systems are required.
• No power backups, such as large batteries and generators are required.
• Smartphone processors are typically energy-efficient. As a result, they consume much less energy than
other computing systems to perform the same operation.
Table 3.1 statistically demonstrates the advantages of smartphones, in terms of environment-friendliness,
compared to desktops and laptops (Grid Computing), data centres, and supercomputers.
The excessive number of smartphones may be advantageous to SCC, but it is really worrisome considering
the amount of e-waste generated. Therefore, it is extremely crucial to opt for the proper disposal of discarded
devices and try to recycle as much as possible. Fig. 3.2 lists the responsibilities of the smartphone user
suggesting what to be done when they discard their smartphones.

Fig. 3.2. Smartphone users’ responsibility towards e-waste management [51].

4. The Enablers of Smartphone Crowd Computing. In this section, we shall look into the key factors
that have helped SCC to be a feasible HPC solution.
4.1. The Mass Adoption of Smartphones. According to the recent research market statistics, globally
smartphone shipments had reached 1.55 billion [75]. It is expected that by 2020, the shipment would reach
6 billion [76, 34]. Fig 4.1 shows the estimation of the number of smartphones that are going to be shipped
globally from 2018 to 2022. Alone in India, in 2017, the number of mobile users had crossed 300 million [38].
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Table 3.1
Environmental externalities comparison of smartphones with data centres, supercomputers, and Grid Computing (desktops
and laptops)

Data centre
Energy
consumption

200 TWh/year [43].

CO2
emission
in
the
manufacturing
process
Other
environmental
hazards
[40, 55,
28]

171,630 kg CO2
[39].
Around 0.3% of overall
carbon emissions [43].

E-waste
generated

Weight
fraction
of
materials
(%) [49]
E-waste
decomposition

Along with the common
hazardous materials such
as Fe, Cu, Al, Ag, Au,
Pt, Pd, Pb, Hg, As,
Cd, Se and hexavalent Cr
and BFRs, other harmful elements such as ethylene/propylene glycol for
cooling systems, diesel
fuel for backup generators, lead-acid batteries
for UPSs, and compressed
gases for ﬁre suppression
makes data centre real
peril to the environment.
32360 metric tons of ewaste in 2018.

Supercomputer
17.8 MW for
Tianhe-2, the
33.9-petaﬂop
supercomputer
with
3.12-million
processors
[35].
0.175
million kg/year
per
supercomputer
(equivalent
capacity
of
1000 PCs).
Same as data
centres.

Desktop

Grid Computing
Laptop

Smartphone

100-150 Watts/hour,
600 kWh/year [25].

60
Watts/hour,
300-150
kWh/year
[25].

1.5-3 Wh. An average
phone needs 2kWh/year.

380 kg/desktop [31].

227 to 270
kg/laptop
[1].

16 kg/year [10]. An
average mobile emits 35
kgs of carbon while manufacturing [2].

The metals contained
in PCs commonly include Al, Ag, As, Au,
Ba, Be, BFR, Cd, Co,
Cr, Cu, Fe, Ga, Hg,
Mn, Pb, Pd, Pt, PVC,
Sb, Se, and Zn. Most
of them are really hazardous and contaminate soil, water, and
air, if not properly disposed of.

Almost
all
the
hazardous
elements of
desktops are
also found in
a laptop, but
the quantity
is less as
laptops are
typically
smaller than
desktops.

The hazardous metals
such as Al, Ag, Au, Cu,
Fe, Pb, Hg,Cd, etc. are
needed in smartphone
manufacturing also, but
in much less quantity
than desktops and laptops.

tons

3230 metric
tons [79].

47.2 Fe, 0.9 Cu, 2.8
plastic, 9.4 PCB.

19.5 Fe, 2.4
Al, 1.0 Cu,
25.8 plastic,
13.7
PCB,
14.4 battery.
The
same
problem, but
moderate
due to less
equipment
as compared
to desktop.

In India, out of 650
million mobile users,
40% have changed their
phones in 2017, generating huge e-waste [52]. In
the USA, yearly, nearly
150
million
mobile
phones are discarded.
0.8 Fe, 0.3 Cu, 37.6 plastic, 30.3 PCB, 20.4 battery.

9.3
million 41698.8
tons/year
[79].
[19].

metric

N.A.3

N.A.??

Decomposing is challenging as a huge volume
of e-waste generated due
to a large scale of components.
Require large
dumping ground; risk of
toxic metals and chemicals; and contamination
risk.
But, since the
data centres are generally owned by big companies/institutes, they are
expected to follow the systematic decomposing and
recycling process.

Same as data As the number of users
centres.
is very large scale, the
proper and systematic
decomposition of ewaste is really diﬃcult.
Most of the computers
are public-owned or
owned by small organizations. Most of
them do not follow
the proper decomposition and recycling
processes.

The continuous growth
in smartphone users
with very brief use-cycles
is a great challenge in
terms of decomposing
and recycling as the
lack of awareness and
eagerness among the
public. But if the civic
authorities take active
roles and are able to
convince people the
necessity
of
proper
disposal of discarded
devices, the problem can
be tackled.
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Fig. 4.1. Worldwide smartphone shipments forecast from 2018 to 2022 [76].

The number of active smartphone connections, worldwide, will reach 6 billion by 2020 [34]. The huge adoption
of smart mobile devices across the world has put a big platform for crowd computing [63, 67].
Factors driving the smartphone market: There is a number of factors influencing the growth of
smartphone use in the global market as mentioned below [34]:
• Rapidly falling price of smartphones has accelerated the customers to move from basic and standard
feature phones to smartphones.
• Developing smartphone technology has a reason for the increase in the sale of low-end smartphones.
• The increasing availability of the highspeed 3G/4G spectrum with increased mobile broadband connections all around the world.
• The availability of highspeed data-centric services and low tariffs have increased the adoption of smartphones in both developed and developing societies. Further, the availability of cheap data tariffs tailored
as per the customers needs has also reasoned for smartphone adoption in developing countries.
• The concept of tailoring the data tariffs for cost-conscious prepaid consumers can be linked with the
selling rate of smartphones.
• Efficient retail channels and supply chain have helped manufacturers to reach customers from every
corner across the globe.
• The government policies in support of the growth of the smartphone and subsidiary industries have a
significant role in price slicing and the growth of mobile networks.
4.2. Powerful Smartphones. Over the last couple of years, the smartphone industry has seen an unprecedented focus on its hardware. Be it CPUs or GPUs or even DSPs, the processing capability of smartphones,
to meet various purposes, has been increased exceptionally. The CPU and memory architectures are designed
and tuned to boost heterogeneous computing. The GPUs are also engineered to enhance general purpose GPU
(GPGPU) computing performance. Advancement on each module, though separately, makes the smartphones,
as a whole unit, a great possibility to become a powerful computing platform. Let us have a run up on the
latest developments on the smartphone hardware.
4.2.1. Powerful CPUs. The first multicore smartphone, announced at the end of 2010, was the LG
Optimus 2X, loaded with the Tegra 2 processor from NVIDIA, with a maximum frequency up to 1.2 GHz
[80, 57]. Since then all smartphone manufacturers have been in a war to load their products with an increasing
number of cores. To buttress this exigence, SoC makers are coming out with more and more powerful smartphone
processors quite regularly.
ARM Processors: ARM is the most popular processor architecture used in smartphones and supported
by most of the major smartphone operating systems. More than 95% of smartphones employ ARM processors
either as main application processors (Cortex processors) or other auxiliary processors such as ARM Embedded
Processors, ARM Embedded Real-time Processors, ARM Secure Processors, etc. [6]. These processors are
particularly preferred in smartphones due to the verity that they yield impressive performance in spite of
consuming significantly less power. High scalability, power efficiency and superior computing performance
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(nearly 30 times better than the smartphones of that period) of ARMv7-A4 based smartphones have resulted in
an increase in smartphone sales colossally since its introduction in 2009 [6]. ARMs latest architecture, ARMv8A5 , having state-of-the-art 64-bit instruction set with superior 64-bit programming model, is the pertinent
extension of its predecessor. It supports the 64-bit general purpose and floating-point registers, each of 32
numbers, promising enhanced performance [6]. ARMs Cortex-A536 and Cortex-A577 are the first ARMv8-A
based big.LITTLE8 pair. As the big processor, Cortex-A57 produces an exceptional degree of performance by
harvesting techniques like out-of-order execution, wide multi-issue capacities with large memories, whereas the
Cortex-A53 focuses on power-efficient operations by means of a simpler pipeline in a smaller configuration while
still delivering handsome performance. In the context of energy efficiency, it is worth mentioning of the CortexA359 which is designed for the next-generation smartwatches and probably has set a new standard in energy
efficiency for mobile processors [36]. In 2015, the ARM came with Cortex-A7210 , based on 64-bit ARMv8-A, to
thrust the performance up for the next generation of phones. The Cortex-A7311 , the smallest ARMv8-A based
processor, has been 30% faster and 20% energy efficient than A72. A7512 came with significantly improved
integer and floating-point performance, and better memory workload management. The latest Cortex-A7613
is designed to deliver laptop-class performance with mobile efficiency. In comparison to the A75, it offers
35% better performance with 40% more power efficiency. The development of ARM processors, in terms of
competence in floating point performance, has made them a serious contender in consideration for a range of
scientific applications. In fact, due to their energy efficiency, the ARM processors are going to be used in the
futures supercomputers also.
4.2.2. Powerful GPUs. In this section, we shall check out some of the latest and most powerful GPUS
for smartphones. Imagination PowerVR: The PowerVR14 Series7XT15 family drives GPU performance of
mobile devices to new heights which can deliver up to 1.6 TFLOPS by employing multiple clusters (2 to 16). All
the GPUs in this family are offered in two modes FP32 and FP16. The significant 8 clustered GT7800 has 256
FP32 ALU cores or 512 FP16 ALU cores. At the clock rate of 800 MHz, the FP32 cores deliver 820 GFLOPS
while the FP16 cores deliver 410 GFLOPS. The highest rung in the series, the GT790016 has 16 clusters either
of 512 FP32 cores that deliver 800 GFLOPS at a clock rate of 800 MHz (for 16nm FinFET+) or of 1024 FP16
cores, capable of delivering an imposing 1.6 TFLOPS at the same clock rate [77]. The company has provided
an optional FP64 ALU for every pipeline that can be added to designs to deal with high-end supercomputing
like applications.
Qualcomm Adreno: Snapdragon 810’s Adreno 43017 GPU has a whopping 288 numbers of shader cores.
It has a clock rate of 600 630 MHz, and it delivers 388.8 408 GFLOPS. The Adreno 53018 packed in Snapdragon
820 and 820A works in the range of 510 - 624 MHz offering 407.4 - 498.5 GFLOPS. It can achieve 588 GFLOPS
working at 736 MHz.
NVIDIA Tegra: Tegra K119 , has 192 Kepler cores running at 850 MHz and delivering 326.4 GFLOPS.
The Tegra X120 features impressive 256 Maxwell cores. Though it has fewer shader cores than Adreno 430, it
outsmarts the latter in ground performance. The clock speed of Tegra X1’s GPU touches 1 GHz, and it delivers
512 GFLOPS.
4 https://developer.arm.com/docs/ddi0406/latest
5 https://developer.arm.com/docs/den0024/latest/armv8-a-architecture-and-processors/armv8-a
6 https://developer.arm.com/products/processors/cortex-a/cortex-a53
7 https://developer.arm.com/products/processors/cortex-a/cortex-a57
8 https://developer.arm.com/technologies/big-little
9 https://developer.arm.com/products/processors/cortex-a/cortex-a35
10 https://developer.arm.com/products/processors/cortex-a/cortex-a72
11 https://developer.arm.com/products/processors/cortex-a/cortex-a73
12 https://developer.arm.com/products/processors/cortex-a/cortex-a75
13 https://developer.arm.com/products/processors/cortex-a/cortex-a76
14 https://www.imgtec.com/graphics-processors/
15 https://www.imgtec.com/graphics-processors/powervr- series7xt/
16 https://www.extremetech.com/gaming/199933-powervr-goes-4k-with-gt7900-for-game- \\consoles
17 https://www.notebookcheck.net/Qualcomm-Adreno-430.146784.0.html
18 https://www.notebookcheck.net/Qualcomm-Adreno-530.156189.0.html
19 https://www.nvidia.com/object/tegra-k1-processor.html
20 https://www.nvidia.com/object/tegra-x1-processor.html
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ARM Mali: The Mali GPUs from ARM are not really well-known for their performance. Though they
work at the higher clock rate, the GFLOPS output from them, comparatively, on the lower side. The Mali-T880
MP4 used in Helio X25 runs at 850 MHz but offers merely 115.6 GFLOPS while the same GPU used in Kirin
950/955 runs at 900 MHz and offers 122.4 GFLOPS [3]. The Mali-T880 MP12 used by Samsung Exynos 8890
clocks at 650 MHz offering 265.2 GFLOPS. The latest of the series, the Mali-G7121 is 50% faster than the
Mali-T880, attributed to 32 shader cores, twice the amount used on the Mali-T880 while at the same time it is
20% more power efficient [4, 37].
4.2.3. Powerful SoCs. In this section, we shall have a glimpse of some of the latest and most powerful
smartphone processors and SoCs.
Qualcomm Snapdragon: Snapdragon22 is a family of mobile SoC processor, architected and marketed
by Qualcomm Technologies. It leapt a significant step in mobile computing by introducing the first 1 GHz
mobile processor ever which featured in Toshiba TG01 in the year 2009 [42]. Since then there is no stopping
from this SoC leader. Qualcomm Snapdragon 800 processor, launched in the year 2013, packed with four Krait
400 CPU cores and providing up to 2.45 GHz clock speed, outperformed all other processors in the mobile
segment [72]. Next in the line, the octa-core Snapdragon 810 follows the big.LITTLE concept from the ARM
and arranged in two clusters of different clock frequencies, providing an overall performance of 2.7 GHz [50].
The performance-oriented cluster of four 64-bit ARM Cortex-A57 runs at 1.958 GHz, and an energy-efficient
cluster of four ARM Cortex-A53 runs at 1.555 GHz [72]. It also has one of the highly powerful GPUs, the
Adreno 430. The Snapdragon 820, a 64-bit CPU that uses the ARMv8-A instruction set has four custom Kryo
cores arranged as two dual-core setups - one for highly demanding tasks and the other for relatively low-profile
tasks [54]. The performance-oriented cluster clocks at up to 2.15 GHz and the energy-saving cluster runs
at 1.6 GHz. The Snapdragon 820 also packs Adreno 530 GPU, the new Hexagon 680 DSP and the 14-bit
Qualcomm Spectra ISP [70]. The integration of these powerful chips is expected to provide high-performance
mobile computing. To reinforce effective heterogeneous computing, the Adreno GPUs are devised to perform
seamlessly with the Snapdragon CPUs, DSPs, and ISPs to accomplish processing-intensive GPGPU compute
tasks. The new Snapdragon 82123 , loaded with the Qualcomm Kryo quad-core CPU, delivers 10% better
performance than the 820, topping speeds up to 2.4 GHz. The Snapdragon 83524 is 35% smaller and uses
25% less power than its predecessors. The Snapdragon 84525 having an Octa-core CPU (Qualcomm Kryo 385)
provides a clock speed of 2.8 GHz. It also incorporates the Qualcomm Adreno 630 GPU. The latest Snapdragon
85526 , built on a 7nm27 technology from Taiwan Semiconductor (TSMC), have an eight-core (one of 2.84 GHz,
three of 2.42 GHz, and four of 1.80 GHz) Qualcomm Kryo 485 CPU and an Adreno 640 GPU.
NVIDIA Tegra: NVIDIA has been the most prominent SoC makers in the market with their powerful
Tegra series. The company has redefined mobile processing with their incredibly advanced SoC, the Tegra
K1, launched in 2014. It encompasses 192 supercomputer-class GPU cores, based on the Kepler architecture
that has accelerated some of the worlds most powerful supercomputers [15]. These prodigious powerful GPUs
generate unbelievable extent of computing potential within an incredibly tiny package with remarkable power
efficiency. As mentioned earlier, NVIDIA compares their latest product the Tegra X1 as yesteryears first teraflop
supercomputer. As part of the CPU, it boasts eight 64-bit ARM cores, divided into two different clusters of
four each to exploit ARM’s HMP scheme. The first cluster is of ARM Cortex-A57 (for enhanced performance)
and the second one of ARM Cortex-A53 (for energy efficiency) cores. At 16-bit floating point operations, the
Tegra X1 nails a peak 1024 GFLOPS. Undoubtedly, the NVIDIA Tegra X1 is the most advanced SoC for any
mobile device by far and considered well ahead of time.
Samsung Exynos: The Exynos series of SoCs is developed by Samsung, indigenously, for their sophisticated high-end smartphones. Samsung Exynos 742028 , the octa-core SoC, features four Cortex-A57 cores at
21 https://developer.arm.com/products/graphics-and-multimedia/mali-gpus/mali-g71-gpu
22 https://www.qualcomm.com/products/mobile-processors
23 https://www.qualcomm.com/products/snapdragon-821-mobile-platform
24 https://www.qualcomm.com/products/snapdragon-835-mobile-platform
25 https://www.qualcomm.com/products/snapdragon-845-mobile-platform
26 https://www.qualcomm.com/products/snapdragon-855-mobile-platform
27 https://www.tsmc.com/english/dedicatedFoundry/technology/7nm.htm
28 https://www.samsung.com/semiconductor/minisite/exynos/products/mobileprocessor/exynos-7-octa-7420/
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2.1 GHz and four Cortex-A53 cores at 1.5 GHz along with the ARM Mali-T760 MP8, at 772 MHz, as a 12
core GPU which delivers 210 GFLOPS [3]. The latest Exynos 889029 , also an octa-core processor, has four
power-efficient A53 running at 1.586 GHz and four Exynos M1 running at 2.29 GHz, the highest in the segment.
If only 1-2 cores are used at a time, the Exynos M1 can peak up to 2.60 GHz [30], which is more than an Intel
Core i5 chip (Intel i5 4302Y30 ) that has a clock speed of 2.3 GHz. As GPU, Exynos 8890 boasts the Mali-T880
MP1231 which has a clock speed of 650 MHz and delivers astonishing 265.2 GFLOPS.
Apple A9x: Apple Inc. also did not want to be behind in the race as they came up with their indigenous
SoCs, the Apple A series. They have showcased their sophisticated product Apple A9X32 , a 64-bit ARMv-8A
based SoC, into their iPad Pro, which was released on November 11, 2015. The A9X features a 2.26 GHz dualcore CPU, called Twister. It boasts PVR 12 cluster Series7 GPU (GT7800 model has 8 cores while GT7900
has 16). The A9X also has the M9 motion coprocessor embedded in it. The Apple A10 is claimed to have
better CPU and GPU performance compared to the Apple A9 by 40% and 50% respectively. The successor
of A10, A11 Bionic33 incorporates six cores; out of which two have 25% better performance than A10 while
the performance of the rest is up to 70% better than A10. Additionally, the three-core GPU offers 30% faster
graphics performance than the A10. In the A12 Bionic34 , out of six cores, the two performance cores are 15%,
and four energy-efficient cores are 50% better than their counterparts in A11. The four-core GPU of A12 is up
to 50% faster than A11s three-core GPU.
MediaTek’s Helio: High performance in the low-budget is the hallmark of the SoCs from this Chinese
company. It has produced the first-ever deca-core SoC, the Helio X2035 which runs at 2.3 GHz, also featuring
Mali-T880 MP4 GPU of 780 MHz that delivers 106 GFLOPS. Helio X2536 has a Mali-T880 MP437 GPU of
8500 MHz, delivering 115.6 GFLOPS. The latest X3038 , also a ten-core chip, is made up of four Cortex-A72
cores at 2.5 GHz, two Cortex-A72 cores at 2.0 GHz, two Cortex-A53 cores at 1.5 GHz and two Cortex-A35
cores with 1.0 GHz.
Huawei HiSilicons Kirin: HiSilicons Kirin 95039 , the first smartphone SoC equipped with ARMs new
Cortex A72 processor is an octa-core 64-bit chip. Following ARM’s big.LITTLE architecture, it boasts four
Cortex-A72, clocking at 2.3 GHz for high performance and four 1.8 GHz Cortex-A53 for power efficiency. The
SoC also bundles a four-core Mali T880MP6 GPU, which is purposefully architectured to process large blocks
of data in parallel. This prodigious GPU runs at 900 MHz, offering 122.4 GFlops. In Kirin 95540 , the clock
rate of A72 processors is increased to 2.5 GHz, though the rest of the architecture in this SoC remains the same
as its predecessor [21]. The latest in the league, Kirin 98041 , claimed as the first commercial SoC built on the
7nm42 (TSMC) and also the first SoC to adopt Cortex-A76, has an eight-core CPU (two A76 of 2.6 GHz, two
A76 of 1.92 GHz, and four A55 of 1.8 GHz). Kirin 980 offers a 75% better performance while being 58% more
energy efficient than its predecessor Kirin 970. Its Mali G76 GPU also performs 76% better than Kirin 970.
Moreover, Huawei claims that the performance of its innovative dual Neural Processing Unit (NPU) which is
capable of processing 4500 pictures per minute, is almost two and three times greater than Snapdragon 845 and
Apple A11 respectively.
4.2.4. Final Verdict. In the foreseeable future, more powerful processors with more cores are anticipated.
With 7nm like technologies, more muscle can be put up in a single core which will enable shoving more computing
capacity without compromising the chip size. The future smartphones loaded with these powerful SoCs will be,
29 https://www.samsung.com/semiconductor/minisite/exynos/products/mobileprocessor/exynos-8-octa-8890/
30 http://cpuboss.com/cpu/Intel-Core-i5-4302Y
31 https://www.notebookcheck.net/ARM-Mali-T880-MP12-Benchmarks.160645.0.html
32 https://www.anandtech.com/show/9766/the-apple-ipad-pro-review/2
33 https://www.apple.com/newsroom/2017/09/iphone-8-and-iphone-8-plus-a-new-generation-of-iphone/
34 https://www.apple.com/iphone-xs/a12-bionic/
35 https://www.mediatek.com/products/smartphones/mt6797-helio-x20
36 https://www.mediatek.com/products/smartphones/mt6797t-helio-x25
37 https://www.notebookcheck.net/ARM-Mali-T880-MP4.159590.0.html
38 https://www.mediatek.com/products/smartphones/mediatek-helio-x30
39 http://www.hisilicon.com/en/Products/ProductList/Kirin
40 https://www.notebookcheck.net/HiSilicon-Kirin-955-Octa-Core-SoC-Benchmarks-and-Specs.163438.0.html
41 https://consumer.huawei.com/en/campaign/kirin980/
42 https://www.tsmc.com/english/dedicatedFoundry/technology/7nm.htm
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in the true sense, the little computing giants.
5. Challenges for Smartphone Crowd Computing. This section describes several challenges that are
faced, in general, in using a smartphone as a computing device. Below, some of the rudimentary issues are
mentioned.
Motivating the crowd: The challenge to motivate the crowd is always the primary concern of the vendors.
As more people are motivated and participate in SCC, the greater will be the benefit. What one can do, one
must do. Contributing to a social cause gives a person to achieve a feeling of self-actualization. One can
perceive a self-satisfaction by doing what he/she can do within his/her capability. In this process, others may
be benefitted. In other words, the implication of this realization of potential philanthropic results in the greater
good.
Adopting a balanced and effective incentive policy: To attract people to actively participate in SCC,
suitable and attractive incentive policies need to be formulated. The incentive policies should be according to
the particular SCC application rather than generalised.
Security and privacy concerns: Mobile devices hold numerous personal information like financial data,
email, location updates, social media information, and other user id and passwords. For using the mobile as
a crowd computing device, it is utmost important that mobile data are secured from tracking, phishing or
destroyed. The user must be given a sense of data security and privacy. It is this concern for which people are
going to volunteer their devices for SCC. The SCC applications for the mobile devices should have a secured
architecture which ensures confidence that the application is in no way sharing or have access to memory location
and services of other apps.
Variable wireless network: With the majority of wireless services having a variety of different rate of
transmission, both the average rate and rate of oscillation are vital metrics to measure the performance. It is
quite challenging to determine the apt rate of oscillation a service can tolerate obtaining a high average rate.
Here the service satisfaction for a smartphone user may be quantified with an increase in the concave utility
function of the instantaneous transmission rate.
Designing middleware: As per consumer/market demand, smartphone companies are launching new
products very regularly. These devices are widely heterogeneous in terms of hardware platform (CPU, GPU,
SoC, no. of cores, signalling module, etc.), system and application software, manufacturer specifications, user
interface, etc. This diverseness poses a great challenge in designing a generalised middleware and client application. The enhancement of interoperability among both the SCC server and the participant smartphones
by incorporating the appropriate middleware that can handle smartphones irrespective of their hardware and
software specification and support efficiently, to be developed and managed.
Maintaining QoS: Alike other distributed and networked computing systems, maintaining the quality of
service (QoS) is challenging in SCC too. It is more challenging in SCC considering the factors such as device
mobility, variable communication quality, diverseness in resources, etc. The criteria of satisfactory QoS have a
vital contribution to the overall success of the SCC applications.
Heat: For smartphones, extreme hot or cold conditions are potentially damaging. The cell phone battery
can be damaged due to excessive heat dissipated. If the CPU is busy for a long time, the phone will be heated.
This may deter users from participating in SCC.
Limited memory: Smartphones have a limited internal memory which cannot be increased or reduced
by the user. They have no additional expansion slots. The external memory option is not present in all the
available smartphones. Therefore, it is vital to use the limited phone memory space intelligently so that it would
not affect the other apps running in memory while importing jobs through SCC.
Battery power: One of the major obstacles in smartphone computing is the limited power of smartphone
batteries. The current batteries are struggling to keep up with users active and ever-increasing smartphone
demands. A whole lot of multiple features, faster processing, high resolution, etc. consume a huge amount of
battery power. In addition to that, SCC will keep busy the smartphone processor which will drain the battery
quickly. This heavily influences the participants willingness to lend their device. To expand the battery lifespan,
the manufacturers are bringing batteries with huge sizes, causing inconvenience to the users. Fortunately, active
research is going on towards solving the battery menace. In the following section, we shall explore some of the
major initiatives.
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6. Future Battery Technologies will Encourage Smartphone Crowd Computing: An Optimistic Study. The most concerning facet regarding smartphone computing is the limitation and fast draining
of battery power. While portable computers, smartphones, wearable computers, and other mobile devices are
growing ever more advanced, both technologically and architecturally, they are still limited by power. The
battery or energy technology has not moved at par in decades, which pulls back the pervasive & ubiquitous
computing revolution. And it is only going to get worse as next-generation 4G networks come online, giving the
phones access to high-speed, always-on connections and torrents of data. The battery is unarguably the biggest
obstacle to smartphone computing. In a recent survey, nearly 70% of respondents stated that battery life is
the single biggest limitation of their mobile phone and most of them are willing to pay more for the phones
which offer extended power [27]. Present smartphone batteries are struggling to keep up with users active and
ever-increasing smartphone usage demands. In spite of several limitations like slow charging, volatility, and
degradation the current Lithium-ion batteries have served us well so far, since its first commercial release by
Sony and Asahi Kasei 25 years ago. But this technology is approaching its limits after which no enhancement
can be made out. According to researchers, potentially it can reach a maximum of 30% above current levels
[23]. Though other classes of battery technologies, especially the lithium-sulphur (Li-S) and the lithium-air
(Li-air) have potential to surpass the lithium-ion, they are not in the mainstream production and uses due to
some fundamental challenges in these technologies.
6.1. Major Battery Drainers. The main reasons for the majority of battery drainage are:
Screen: The major culprit in consuming power in a smartphone is its vibrant screen. The phones are
coming with higher resolutions resulting in more power consumption. Lower-power display technology like
OLED (Organic LED) is expected to take over LCD displays in the coming years, resulting in better battery
life. And as people are more inclined to larger screens (most of the Indians prefer phablets); it indirectly paves
to better battery performance. A larger screen would consume more energy, certainly, but it will allow fitting a
larger battery also. If a phone of the same architecture has a 20% larger screen size, will run 40% longer period
because of the bigger battery.
Power savvy processor: Akin to PCs, the processing capacity of smartphone processors also has increased
consistently by Moors law. But it is not achieved, as it may seem, at the expense of additional battery power.
Actually, improvement in processor technologies has rendered more processing power per watt. For example,
as compared to mid-1980s processors which would consume 100-watt power, todays high-end processors can
carry out more than 100,000 times MIPS, consuming the same amount of watt [56]. So, modern processors
have become not only more powerful but more power-efficient as well. For example, thanks to a proprietary
technology called Asynchronous Multiprocessing (ASMP), Snapdragon processors can dynamically adjust the
voltage and speed of each CPU core independently that leads to decrease in wasted power and heat [6]. Another
major factor which influences power efficiency, especially in mobile devices, is the SoC. SoCs offer smartphones a
better power management capability by making able to put into sleep that particular power-consuming hardware
which is not required at that time; thus, saving a considerable amount of battery power [56].
Signalling module: Similar to processor technology radio/wireless technologies are also improving significantly. Todays 4G network allows users to talk much longer than earlier older mobile networks by disbursing
equal watt. Another basis of reduced battery drain is lesser transmitting distance. As the number of mobile
phone users has grown enormously, the number of cellular network base stations has been greater than before.
That means transmitting signals must travel a shorter distance from phone to base stations; which results in
less power consumption [56]. Alongside mobile devices and mobile networks, the number of Wi-Fi routers also
has escalated, and it should be noted that Wi-Fi connections consume significantly less energy compared to 3G
mobile networks [78] and of course, even more, less than 4G. By eating up the same amount of power, Wi-Fi
can transfer more than twice the volume of data as 3G [44]. This fact should go in favour of our view of that
the smartphones who participate in volunteer computing should use the local wireless network for necessary
message passing (no one would voluntarily offer their data pack balance for the purpose which least bothers
him, at least immediately).
6.2. Other Causes. The various reasons responsible for the battery drain are [11, 17]:
The GPS: The global positioning system (GPS) in a mobile device helps to identify the geographic location
of the mobile user with the help of orbiting GPS satellites. The mobile device picks the GPS satellite signal to
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determine the mobile position on Earth. Since the GPS satellite signal is a week, the processor needs to perform
a hard task to eliminate noise and decoding the signal; this makes the mobile device to consume energy faster.
The energy consumption increases as mobile user travel and could deplete the battery in one or two hours.
Wi-Fi variations: A major source of battery power consumption comes from the Wi-Fi interface. The
power consumption of the mobile device depends upon how signal strength it receives, weaker the signal more
energy it consumes. The receiving Wi-Fi signal strength varies with the distance from Wi-Fi base station and
also gets affected by obstructions like a wall, door, etc., in between the path of the signal.
The constant search for Wi-Fi networks: Constantly searching for a Wi-Fi station and connecting
to the chosen router through the jungle of signals needs more power; this drains the battery significantly. The
energy consumption increase as the person moves and the mobile device constantly searches for Wi-Fi base
station for networking. Switching off the Wi-Fi interface while not in use would significantly increase the
battery life.
LTEs high data rates: Huge battery is consumed when the phone is used for calling or e-mailing using
the GSM, 3G, or LTE (4G). The smartphone hooks on to a single base station at a time, picking the one
that offers the strongest signal and communicates even when the phone is also not being used. Mobile devices
change the communicating base station for an incoming or outgoing call and for data communication while on
the move. The handing over of communication services from one base station to another takes more energy. The
network handover may also happen even in indoor locations. While moving from one room to another, there
may be a loss of signal strength or network communication due to signal obstructions by walls or other things;
this enforces the devices to search and connect to other base station available for communication causing more
energy consumption. In another case, while the mobile device is not communicating directly, but apparently it
is busy in the background for data communication. Many apps loaded in device get updated in the background
by pulling and pushing data from the web. As this data updation happens in the background it does access
data communication lines without the knowledge of the user. This consumes a lot of network data and thus
enforces mobile devices to continually search and connect to various network connections and hence consumes
a lot of energy. One way to restrict this power drain is to disable LTE, 3G, and Wi-Fi communication when
not used and turning off automatic notifications of apps which are not used much.
The screen brightness is set too high: High screen brightness is a major source of battery consumption.
The brightness can be managed easily by changing the screen brightness level as per the surroundings. For indoor
where surrounding light is very less a low screen brightness is sufficient to view. Whereas at outdoors, where
the surrounding luminosity is high, the screen brightness can be changed as per suitability. The other way of
reducing the amount of battery power consumption is shortening the display time and turning off the display
when not used.
Apps are staying busy in the background: One of the major reasons for profuse battery drain in a
smartphone is the apps that run in the background. Mobile applications like memory booster, file cleaning,
Facebook, email, etc., run in the background continually. This keeps draining the battery. The apps such as
email, news and the apps for social media keep refreshing themselves in the background, discharging the battery
automatically. Even the battery saver applications do not help; most of them actually consume more power
than they save. While an application is installed, the background refresh change setting should be changed
from automatic to manual. This will skip the automatic data update or feed every time the application starts
and will improve the mobile battery life.
Using resource-intensive apps: One of the major sources of battery drain is continuously using resourceintensive applications for a long time. Gaming applications which are resource intensive in terms of processor
cycle, display, sound, memory, and network keep continuously consuming energy. Frequent use of heavy apps
such as weather apps and the Google Map which constantly locate users locations causes power leakage. The
same happens in the case of overusing the apps which require GPS. Also, changing the application setting for
refresh and updates frequently, does not help in battery conservation. To save battery life, the resource intensive
application must be constraints for longer use.
Software updating: Updating the OS or application may add updates and fixes or bugs. Updating
software causes connecting to the internet and continuously downloading data. This may contribute to battery
usage.
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The phone has a hardware issue: A phone suffering from hardware glitches is prone to quick battery
drain.
Battery-draining activities: Phones that are over-engaged with battery-drainer activities are bound to
drop battery power quickly. For example, the constant use of hotspot, Wi-Fi, and Bluetooth or continuous
streaming of music and videos are the major reasons for faster batter loss. Also, making phone calls while
travelling needs frequent hands-off, which requires energy. Other battery-losing activities are watching videos
and playing graphics-heavy games for a long duration, using the phone camera frequently, etc.
Automatic syncing of the apps and data: The auto backup of the data (e.g., photos, videos, or
documents) and synchronization of apps account for huge battery drain.
Notifications are going off all day: Constant lighting, vibration, or ringing notification sounds may be
a reason why the battery dies quickly. The constant stream of notification sound is annoying; hence users often
prefer to substitute it by vibration resulting in rapid battery drain.
Charging using a slower charger or a faulty cable: Charging a mobile device using a faulty or cheap
cable or slower charger or a replica charger for a long time could harm the battery. This reduces the charge
retention capability of the battery and could lead to excessive power draining. Therefore, to increase the battery
life, it is required to charge the phone with the original charger or the charger which is shipped with the mobile
device.
Killing recent apps or using task managers to free memory or kill apps: The recent Android
version dynamically allocates memory to all apps running in the background. In these versions, the memory of
apps is managed dynamically. For if the system requires memory, it automatically takes the memory allocated
to apps running in the background without taking too much of the resources. Closing an app which is running in
the background may close some of the system processes with the app. This causes the application to be restarted
again from scratch next time when the application is started. This would cause unnecessary wastage of CPU
resources and thus consumes battery. Hence, it is better to keep the application running in the background
than to restart it again.
Using a ton of widgets, third-party customizations and health trackers: Using a huge number of
widgets on an Android home screen may experience a drain of battery in smartphones. For example, widgets
like step counters, calorie burn calculators, etc. are quite notorious as a battery burner.
Live wallpapers or bright wallpapers on AMOLED displays: Live wallpapers or bright wallpapers
on AMOLED display look amazing, but they consume a great deal of battery power. Using sharp contrast and
vivid coloured wallpapers on the AMOLED screen definitely juice more battery power. LCD, in contrast to
AMOLED, consumes less battery power, no matter what wallpaper is displayed.
Unnecessary push notifications: The push notifications from different corners of the digital world are
being hurled every day, which causes the phone to light up multiple times and make the transceiver antenna
busy which consumes battery.
Replace the original old battery with a nonstandard one: Smartphones older by 2 or 3 years many
often have issues with the battery. The battery either dies out or retains a charge for very less time. Replacing
the old battery with a replica or nonstandard one is often cost-effective but may have serious problems. The
nonstandard battery goes faulty very quickly and does not retain charge much longer; this needs frequent
recharging, causing a lot of power consumption. Replacing the original battery with nonstandard ones is not
an effective solution for the long run and may also cause harm to the mobile device also.
6.3. Advancement in Battery Technologies. It is untoward that the lack of advancement in the field
of battery technologies has prevented smartphones being used as per their potential. But the good news is that
we are on the verge of a power revolution. Research groups in universities and organizations are coming up
with innovative ideas either to extend battery life or to minimize the recharging time and may be to accomplish
both. Some are experimenting with alternate power sources like solar, body heat or air. In this section, we shall
explore some of the promising new developments (present and future) which may encourage users to use their
mobile devices more comprehensively without worrying about power limitation.
6.3.1. Extended Durability. Majority of the researches in battery technology are focusing on to maximise the duration between two charges, i.e., to minimise the charging frequency. The notable endeavours
towards this direction are mentioned below:
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• Intelligent Energy, a British energy technology company, aspires to revolutionize smartphones by replacing traditional lithium-ion batteries with hydrogen fuel cells. They are developing cells based on
embedded fuel cell technology which will keep smartphones powered for more than a week after just a
single charge [26].
• Rechargeable lithium metal batteries offer nearly 10 times of energy capacity than lithium-ion batteries.
A Li-metal anode batterys capacity could be as high as 3,860 mAh/g, whereas a typical Li-ion battery
with graphite on the anode can store around 380 mAh/g [41]. But these batteries could not be used
in mobile devices so far due to safety hazards [29]. Scientists at Cornell University have developed a
new safe way to use rechargeable lithium metal batteries at room temperature, an achievement which
may lead to significantly extended power backup in mobile devices [69].
• The solid-state batteries found by MIT scientists along with Samsung offer more power and last longer.
In these batteries, power density is improved by 20 to 30% which means more power to the device. The
founders claim that the life of these batteries is thousands of cycles before degrading [24].
• Fuji Pigment has come out with their exciting aluminium-air Alfa batteries which have 40 times more
capacity than lithium-ion and can be recharged by simply being topped up with water (with or without
salt) [24]. According to the company, these batteries should last up to 14 days.
• Samsung also has claimed that they may have figured out a way to nearly double the battery life of
smartphones by adding graphene on top of silicon anodes. When paired with a commercial lithium
cobalt oxide cathode, the silicon carbide-free graphene coating allows the full cell to reach volumetric
energy densities of 972 and 700 Wh at first and 200th cycle, respectively, 1.8 and 1.5 times higher than
those of current commercial lithium-ion batteries [73].
• To tackle with the battery consumption by the smartphone screen, the main culprit as battery killer, a
British start-up has come up with smart glass, a unique and innovative technology where the display
will no longer rely on the battery to illuminate the screen, as it will use electrical pulses instead, allowing
a device’s battery life to last for a week [48]. Dr. Peiman Hosseini, founder of Bodle Technologies,
enlightened that the smart glass technology, based on the technology that is used for rewritable DVDs,
uses electrical pulses to create vivid, hi-tech displays that require no power and can be viewed clearly,
even in direct sunlight [14].
6.3.2. Larger Capacity and Longer Battery Life. Larger battery capacity is one way to ensure the
mobile devices run a long time without frequent recharging. Manufacturers are now going for batteries with a
larger capacity which can hold huge power and thus less recharging. Companies are coming up with batteries
with huge capacities. A couple of such examples is given below:
• Oukitel has introduced battery with a capacity of 10000mAh and which is increasingly on the standard
battery capacity of 2000-3000mAh. The Oukitel battery of 10000mAH once charged can go 15 days
without recharging.
• A group of physicists from the University of Missouri has developed a material with a unique structure
(a honeycomb lattice) that are claimed to enable increasing the life of batteries by more than a hundred
times [74].
Batteries with larger capacity are bigger in size and thus making the mobile device bigger in size. Companies
are struggling to keep a balance between battery size and battery power. New battery technology is needed
which seriously increases the battery power without compromising the battery size and thus the mobile design
[7].
6.3.3. Faster Charging. Battery capacities are increasing, but the time it takes for charging makes the
manufacturer and the users frustrating alike. Everybody hates waiting incessantly to charge ones mobile phone.
Who has the time for this pesky task! Contentedly for us, we’re starting to get smartphone batteries that not
only last longer but also recharge awfully fast. Fortunately, the researchers are working and exploring a new
way to charge batteries in faster ways. In the near future, we are going to have a breakthrough in charging
technology.
Some of the efforts being explored by the researcher around the globe are:
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• Quick Charge43 , a new charging technology, introduced by Qualcomm for its next generation of Snapdragon processors, has facilitated users to pull off a considerable amount of battery life with a short
initial burst of charging. The introductory version (Quick Charge 1.0) could charge up to 40% faster
than conventional charging while Quick Charge 2.0 augmented the charge time gain up to 75% [33]. The
company claims the latest version, i.e., Quick Charge 3.0 is four times faster than conventional charging
and 38% more efficient than Quick Charge 2.0. By their laboratory tests, it enables smartphones to
attain from 0 to 80% charge in 35 minutes [22].
• Super VOOC Flash Charge44 , used in latest Oppo smartphones, thanks to the all-new 5V low-voltage
pulse-charge algorithm, can charge an average smartphone battery (2500mAh) up to 100% in just 15
minutes [47].
• Lyte Systems has come up with a portable battery called Lumopack45 that can be loaded in just 6
minutes with enough power to charge an iPhone 6 fully, thanks to its charge rate at 140W.
• A team at Stanford University has developed an ultrafast rechargeable high-performance, a long-lasting
aluminium battery that can be fully charged in one minute and able to withstand more than 7,500 cycles
without any loss of capacity in comparison of 1000 cycles of a typical lithium-ion battery [71].
• A team of scientists at MIT has created nanoparticles based ”yolk and shell” battery with a titanium
dioxide ”shell” and aluminium ”yolk” (anode) [16]. They claim that this battery can be charged from
zero to full in just six minutes. Moreover, according to them, these batteries can hold three times
the capacity of the current lithium-ion batteries and also degrade slower, giving the longer life of the
battery [58].
• Scientists at Rice University have made a breakthrough in micro-supercapacitors using which in batteries
will allow them to charge 50 times faster than current batteries and discharge even slower than current
supercapacitors [60].
• StoreDot46 , a start-up, born from the nanotechnology department at Tel Aviv University developed
a biological semiconductor based superfast charger called StoreDot charger that can charge a mobile
phone battery from empty to full in only thirty seconds.
• Harvard student Eesha Khare developed an award-winning tiny battery. The battery can store plenty
of charge despite its small dimensions. The battery is a supercapacitor energy storage device made
up of carbon fibre and metal oxide. The nanotechnology used in fabrication has made charging faster
than previously possible. It not only charges faster but holds the charge for much longer time. Eesha
is working further to reduce the supercapacitor battery charging time less than a minute [7].
• Kansas based engineer Shawn West claimed to develop a prototype rechargeable AA cell which recharges
fully in 26 seconds, unlike other rechargeable battery which takes 34 hours for full charging. The battery
is a lithium-ion capacitor with a voltage regulator and monitor circuitry attached to it. The circuitry
ensures the correct voltage is being applied for charging and the right voltage is given away as output
supply [7].
6.3.4. Wireless Chargers for Hassle-free Charging. In the near future, wireless chargers will replace
traditional inconvenient wired chargers which require mobile devices are to be connected to a power socket or
USB port. Wireless chargers can make us loose of this binding. The idea can be compared to how mobile
devices access the Internet through Wi-Fi. The user can walk around the room with his phone or can work on
it while it charges over the air, provided it should be in the range of the transmitter. Below some examples are
cited of this kind of initiative:
• A start-up company uBeam47 has discovered a wireless charging technology that allows a phone to be
charged in the air from a transmitter, may be attached to the wall, using ultrasound for transmitting
electricity. The uBeam technology48 is based on the pioneering attempt of turning power into the sound
43 https://www.qualcomm.com/products/snapdragon/quick-charge
44 http://www.oppo.com/en/technology/vooc
45 lytesystems.com
46 https://www.store-dot.com/
47 https://ubeam.com/
48 https://ubeam.com/technology/
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waves to be transmitted and then converted back to power on reaching the device.
• Ukrainian company XE has come up with a wireless charging prototype that can charge mobiles up to 16
feet away from the charging point [13]. One XE charger can charge four mobile devices simultaneously.
• Researchers from KAIST in South Korea have developed a new Dipole Coil Resonant System (DCRS)
that can charge up to 40 smartphones from 5 meters away [8].
• The Cota project from Ossia Inc. enables multiple mobile devices to be charged wirelessly over a
distance of 30 feet [7]. The charging can be done across walls, doors, and clothes.
• Many of todays high-end phones (e.g., Apple iPhone 8 and X series, Samsung Galaxy S7, S8, and S9
series, LG G7 Thinq and V30, Sony Xperia XZ series, Nokia 8 Sirocco and Lumia 735 and above, etc.,
to name a few) incorporate wireless charging facility. Most of them follow the Qi wireless charging
standard which is capable of providing 5-15 watts of power to small personal electronic devices [20].
The technology is still in its early stage. Many issues are to be addressed. For instance, most of the energy
is lost on the way from the charging base to the device. Also, the wirelessly transmitted power is very limited,
unable to charge multiple devices continuously. Nevertheless, wireless chargers are getting popularity among
users. Modern furniture, especially the work desks and coffee tables are incorporating wireless charging pads
inbuilt. This will eventually allow users to get rid of mobile chargers.
6.3.5. Alternative Power Sources for Ease of Charging. Researchers have tried to explore different
non-conventional sources of energy to charge batteries of mobile devices as described below:
Solar charged batteries: Batteries, rechargeable by solar rays are also being experimented by the smartphone makers like Alcatel [53] and Tag Heuer [12] where a transparent solar panel over the screen would let
users charge their phone by simply placing it in the sun or even some artificial light. X-Play5 from Vivo, a
Chinese mobile company, features the solar charging facility.
Batteries charged by human body heat: The idea of charging batteries from human body heat has
been fascinated by the researchers for a long time. Recently a research team at Korea Advanced Institute of
Science and Technology (KAIST) has developed a thin and light thermoelectric generator which collects body
heat and converts it into energy, supplying the gadget (mainly wearables) it is attached to a never-ending stream
of power [59].
Sound energy for charging phone: Nokia in collaboration with British engineers is creating a prototype
phone which gets automatically recharged by background noise [7]. The phone will literally never go out of
power. Further Nokia also has launched a first of its kind a wireless charging trouser. The trouser has an
inductive charging plate which charges the Nokia phone on the move.
6.3.6. Other Innovative Way to Maximise the Battery Life. Other innovative approaches are being
tried by researchers in preserving the battery as long as possible by developing technology for mobile devices
which consumes less battery power. One such example is mentioned below [7]:
The innovative e-ink phone: Smartphone manufacturer Yota Devices has developed dual screen display
for YotaPhone 249 mobiles to extend the mobiles battery life. An extra screen is added to the back side of
the mobile device which works using e-ink technology causing very minimal battery usage. The e-ink screen
like Amazons Kindle notebook is used for reading a text message, SMS, notifications, mail, news, etc.; thus,
avoiding the LED screen usage and saving a huge amount of energy. For viewing video, web page, and managing
a desktop application, the colour LED screen is used. However, it is found that separating the view into two
displays would not much of the difference in overall battery life. A saving of two and a half days is gained in
between charging. It might not be considered enough, but a good initiative to start.
6.4. Final Verdict. It is very unlikely that all the above-mentioned endeavours, towards better power
backup for mobile devices, should go to the production. Many of them are not commercially viable. Some are
not practicable. But considering all the research works going on, with different approaches, we are very much
optimistic that the days are not far when the users will no further be haunted by the horror of low battery.
7. Conclusion. Smartphone crowd computing (SCC) has been seen as an ideal alternative to the existing
high-performance computing (HPC) systems in attaining green and sustainable computing. There will be
49 http://yotaphone.com/gb-en/
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no additional productions because people will be using smartphones anyhow. Due to the smaller size, the
environmental hazards and amount of e-waste will be substantially lesser. For the successful employment of
SCC, several challenges need to be addressed. The most concerning facet regarding using smartphones is the
limitation and fast draining of battery power. Battery technologies have not developed as per with the processor,
memory, and storage technologies. But hopefully, some recent researches promise to solve the battery woos in
smartphone uses. Various technologies such as long-lasting batteries, quick-charging batteries, wireless-charged
batteries, batteries charged through unconventional means such as light or body temperature, etc. are on the
verge of commercial launch. Some of them are already successfully introduced. Provided the challenges are
resolved and with sufficient public awareness, SCC is expected to be as successful as Grid and Cloud computing
as a cost and energy-efficient sustainable HPC paradigm.
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THE SLOW HTTP DISTRIBUTED DENIAL OF SERVICE ATTACK DETECTION IN
CLOUD
A. DHANAPAL∗ AND P. NITHYANANDAM†
Abstract. Cloud computing became popular due to nature as it provides the ﬂexibility to add or remove the resources
on-demand basis. This also reduces the cost of investments for the enterprises signiﬁcantly. The adoption of cloud computing is
very high for enterprises running their online applications. The availability of online services is critical for businesses like ﬁnancial
services, e-commerce applications, etc. Though cloud provides availability, still these applications are having potential threats of
going down due to the slow HTTP Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attack in the cloud. The slow HTTP attacks intention is
to consume all the available server resources and make it unavailable to the real users. The slow HTTP DDoS attack comes with
diﬀerent formats such as slow HTTP headers attacks, slow HTTP body attacks and slow HTTP read attacks. Detecting the slow
HTTP DDoS attacks in the cloud is very crucial to safeguard online cloud applications. This is a very interesting and challenging
topic in DDoS as it mimics the slow network. This paper proposed a novel method to detect slow HTTP DDoS attacks in the
cloud. The solution is implemented using the OpenStack cloud platform. The experiments conducted exhibits the accurate results
on detecting the attacks at the early stages. The slowHTTPTest open source tool is used in this experiment to originate slow
HTTP DDoS attacks.
Key words: DDoS, slowloris, RUDY attacks, slow HTTP attack, OpenStack, Cloud Security, Layer 7 Attack
AMS subject classifications. 68M14, 68M12

1. Introduction.
1.1. Cloud computing and classifications. Cloud computing helps enterprises to minimize the initial
investments and operational cost [1] on the data centres. The enterprises running online applications are moving
to the cloud. National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) defines the cloud computing [2] is a model
for enabling convenient on-demand network access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources such as
networks, servers, storage, applications and services that can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal
management effort or service provider interaction. The benefit of making the services available anywhere and
anytime, adding or removing the resource based on the demands, pay per usage model are the most important
factors for promoting cloud across the enterprises.
Cloud computing broadly classified as shown in Fig. 1.1.
The Service Delivery Model is based on the type of cloud service provided. This model sub-divided [3] as
Software as a Service, Platform as a Service and Infrastructure as a Service. The Deployment Model is based
on cloud deployment. This is further classified as [4] Public cloud, Private cloud and Hybrid cloud.
Cloud computing threats: Cloud computing has many potential threats and generally categorized as shown
in Fig. 1.2.
1.2. Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks . The DDoS attacks are designed to disturb the
service provided and make it unavailable to the real end-users. The DDoS attacks divided into [5] [6] following
types:
• Volumetric-based attacks: The network bandwidth is targeted to bring down the services. Example:
UDP flooding attacks.
• Protocol-based attacks: The resources of the server is consumed to bring the service down. Example:
Ping of death.
• Application Layer attacks: The goal of this attack is to make application un-available to real users.
Example: slow HTTP DDoS attack.
This paper focused on one of the application layer specific HTTP DDoS attack known as the slow HTTP
DDoS attacks. This work proposed a solution to effectively detect such slow HTTP DDoS attacks in cloud
computing.
∗ School of Computing Science and Engineering,
VIT University, Chennai, India (Dhanapal.a2013@vit.ac.in,
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Fig. 1.1. The cloud computing classifications

Fig. 1.2. Cloud computing threats

1.3. The HTTP DDoS Attacks and Types. The HTTP DDoS Attacks are application layer attacks
in the system. These attacks aimed to make the online web services unavailable to the legitimate end users.
The HTTP DDoS attacks type is visualized as in Fig. 1.3.
• HTTP flooding DDoS Attacks: The HTTP flooding attacks is application layer attacks and focused
on flooding with an excessive request to the web server so that to overload and make the web server
unable to process incoming requests. The service will be brought down eventually.
• Slow HTTP DDoS Attacks: This is another form of HTTP DDoS attacks that exploit the HTTP
protocol behaviour and implementation of the application in a legitimate way. This attack consumes
all the available resources in a slow manner. This slow attack aimed to make the web service unavailable
to the real end-users.
2. The slow HTTP DDoS attacks . The slow HTTP attack to the web server can take places in three
different formats. The types of slow HTTP attacks is given in Fig. 2.1.
The detailed explanation of each type is given below. following characteristics create the special needs and
complexities associated with the HTTP flooding detection in the cloud environment.
• Slowloris Attacks (or) Slow HTTP Header Attacks [7]: The HTTP Get requests are usually send with
valid HTTP Header. The web server processes the HTTP Get request upon receiving the complete
header. The attackers make use of this HTTP protocol behaviour to carry out the DDoS attack on the
web server. In this method, the attacker sends incomplete HTTP header to the web server and make
the server to wait for the complete message. The attacker creates many such requests to the server until
the server is unable to process any requests. The valid HTTP Header always ends with consecutive CR
LF CR LF (ASCII Value 0d 0a 0d 0a) as shown in Fig. 2.2. During the attack, the HTTP header has
only one CR LF (ASCII value 0d 0a) to indicate incomplete header to the web server as depicted in
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Fig. 1.3. The HTTP DDoS attacks and types

Fig. 2.1. The slow HTTP DDoS attack classifications

Fig. 2.3.
• RUDY Attacks (or) Slow HTTP Body Attacks [8]: RUDY or slow HTTP body attack is carried out
using the HTTP Post requests. Unlike the slowloris attacks, this attack comes with a valid complete
header in place. The length of the message has a bigger value. The attacker sends HTTP Post request
with very small content size varies from one to few bytes with slow intervals of time. This makes the web
server to wait for a long time to get the complete Post request. The attacker opens many connections
with the server to consume all its resource so that the server will not be available to legitimate users.
During the attack, the HTTP Post request contains an abnormal content-length field when compared
to the normal request. The normal HTTP Post request and abnormal request are covered in Fig 2.4
and Fig. 2.5 respectively.
• Slow HTTP Read Attacks [9]: This is one another method of DDoS attack to the web server. In this
model, the attacker sends the valid header and Get request to the web server, but it delays the read
response from the server. The web client/browser at the attacker side frequently sends a message to
the web server saying that it does not have enough space to receive the message so that to delay the
server response. The TCP window size field is used during the 3-way handshaking method to exchange
the window size between web client and server for agreeing upon the number of messages that they can
handle. After establishing the connection web browser asks for more data, but it says not enough space
to receive it. This makes the server to reserve the allocated resources for that transaction. The multiple
transactions of this type being opened from attacker end to the victim web server to make web server
unable to process any incoming requests. During the attack scenario, the web browser sends multiple
TCP ZeroWindow messages to the web server as depicted in Fig. 2.6.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 3 discussed the related works. Section 4 explained
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Fig. 2.2. Normal HTTP Get Request

Fig. 2.3. The HTTP header during slowloris attack

the details of the proposed solution architecture. Section 5 captured the details on experimentation details and
the results. The conclusion and future direction of research are covered in Sec. 6.
3. Literature Review of the related works. The authors carried out a literature review of a large
number of works related to DDoS detection and this section limits the number of papers very relevant to the
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Fig. 2.4. Normal HTTP POST Request

Fig. 2.5. The HTTP Post request during RUDY Attack

topic of interest slow HTTP DDoS attack detection and mitigation.
Tanishka Shorey et al. [10], This work studied and compared the DDoS attack tools such as slowloris,
GoldenEye and Xerxes. The performance comparison is done based on the three parameters time to launch
attacks successfully, Rate of Traffic and Size of packet. This gives insight into the potential tools used for HTTP
DDoS attacks.
Clifford Kemp et al. [11], proposed a solution to detect slow HTTP Read DDoS attack detection using
the machine learning techniques. The slowHTTPTest tool is used for generating the attack. This proposed
technique works for the standalone environment. It has a scope for improvement to the cloud environment.
Also, the solution has to be extended to address other slow HTTP DDoS attack types such as RUDY and slow
HTTP Read attacks.
Kiwon Hong et al. [12], used the software-defined network method to implement their solution against the
slow HTTP DDoS attacks. The traffic flow between the web server and the web browser via the switch is used
by the defence application for analysis. This work classified the request as attacks, real slow connections and
legitimate requests. This is a general solution proposed and need to be enhanced for cloud computing.
Shunsuke Tayama et al. [13], worked on the slow HTTP Read attack. The important parameter considered
to detect the attack is the bandwidth rate. This work concluded that the browser having the connection limit
equal to the processing capability of the web server and bandwidth greater than 500Kbps is good enough to
carry out successful slow HTTP Read attacks. This work has gaps in analyzing the other types of slow HTTP
DDoS attacks.
Aanshi Bhardwaj et al. [14], used the OpenStack cloud to analyze and evaluate the DDoS attacks. This
work carried out to study DDoS attacks in the cloud using multiple DDoS attack tools. This paper requires an
enhancement of providing the solution to detect the slow HTTP DDoS attacks in the cloud environment.
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Fig. 2.6. The slow HTTP Read attack

A. Dhanapal et al. [15], proposed a cloud testbed model using the OpenStack Infrastructure as a Service
(IaaS) model. The different possible DDoS attack scenarios are explained in the work. This paper discussed
only the framework details of the cloud environment.
Ghafar A. Jaafar et al. [16], reviewed the various work done to detect HTTP DDoS attacks in the time
frame Jan 2014 to Dec 2018 and summarised the different parameters used in the solutions, attack detection
levels, evalution methods, dataset used and performance matrix. This is a review paper helps to understand
currently available solutions.
Trung V. Phan et al. [17], offered a hybrid machine learning model to improve the classifications and
history-base filtering method combined togather to detect the DDoS attacks in SDN-based cloud environment.
This is mainly used for the cloud environment build based on the SDN.
The proposed solution enhanced the OpenStack framework discussed in [15] and implemented the solution
to detect the different type of slow HTTP DDoS attacks in the cloud environment. The slowHTTPTest tool is
used to generate the variants of slow HTTP DDoS attack to the NGINX web server running in the OpenStack
cloud.
The literature review of the numerous work studied and discussed shows that still we have the gaps to
define the effective solution to detect the slow HTTP DDoS attack in the cloud.
4. The Proposed Solution. The proposed solution helps to detect the slow HTTP DDoS attack in
the cloud environment and notifies to the administrator in case of an attack. The system architecture of the
proposed defence model is depicted in Fig. 4.1.
The offered solution captures the multi-tenancy of cloud computing. The multiple tenants are located across
the cloud service provider environment. Each tenant runs their own virtual machines (VM). The cloud has the
following components
• Compute Controller: The cloud controller component contains the web interface to access and control
the cloud environment, metering services used for calculating pay per usages, cloud monitoring services
to look for the health of the systems, and most importantly the cloud scheduler to allocate the resources
to the various tasks. This component is controlled and managed by the cloud service provider.
• Networking Node: This part provides networking services across the different components of the cloud
environment. The important work of the networking node is to provide internal and external IP services
and connectivity to the multiple tenants of the cloud services.
• Cloud Compute Cluster: The compute cluster is the place where each of the cloud users work is carried
out. This component runs the various virtual machines of the tenants. Multiple tenants are kept in
parallel in the cloud compute clusters. The cloud compute cluster has an entry point to access the
virtual machines of the tenants. The proposed DDoS detection solution is implemented in this cloud
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Fig. 4.1. Proposed Solution System Architecture

compute cluster. Every HTTP requests entering the cloud environment is monitored using packet
pre-monitor module to identify the behaviour of the client and the same information is passed to the
zone classifier module. The zone classifier module has two stages known as ALLOWED LIST zone and
BLOCKED LIST zone. The clients are classified into either of the zones in any given point in time
based on their behaviour.
Initially, all the clients requesting to the web server are kept in the ALLOWED LIST zone, and requests
are forwarded to the web server for further processing. The behaviour of the client is continuously monitored by the classifier module. The client exhibits the suspecting activity are moved into BLOCKED
LIST zone.
The client with the following behaviour is put into BLOCKED LIST zone.
• The average network delay to reach the client is calculated by means of sending 5 ping requests to the
client. The average reply response time of those ping request is calculated and considered as network
delay. This helps to identify the client mimicking the slow network.
• The client will be exhibiting the slow network. Whenever the classifier module gets the slow request
continuously, five times the average network delay is compared with the client request interval. If the
time between each of the HTTP request of the client exceeds more than five times of the calculated
network delay, the client is treated as a bot machine and moved into BLOCKED LIST zone. The five
times of the network delay selected by considering the processing required for the application.
• The client sends the HTTP Post request with the abnormal size of data more than three thousand of
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Fig. 4.2. Flowchart of the proposed architecture

the bytes and one or few bytes in the request with slow network behaviour is closely monitored. The
same above calculated network delay is compared with the request interval time of the client. In case
the request interval exceeds more than 5 times of average network delay, it is considered as a bot and
moved into BLOCKED LIST zone.
• The client with a frequent request to the server saying that zero TCP Window size is monitored and
moved into BLOCKED LIST if this behaviour is seen persistently.
• The client sends out an HTTP Post request with one or few bytes or Get request with an incomplete
header in the time interval very close (above 80%) to the connection keep-alive time is treated as an
attack and moved to BLOCKER LIST zone. For example, if the connection keep-alive time is 10
seconds and the client sends a request in the interval only after 8 seconds are suspected.
Whenever the classifier detects the abnormal activity of the client, it moves the client into BLOCKED
LIST zone, and the appropriate information is sent to the admin threat notifier module. The admin
threat notifier is responsible for indicating the cloud administrator about the client’s suspicious activity
and corresponding classifier zone movement. This helps the cloud administrator to take necessary action
against the slow HTTP DDoS attacks.
The flowchart of the proposed architecture is captured in figure Fig. 4.2.
4.1. Implementation Details. The solution discussed is implemented using the OpenStack IaaS cloud
software. The OpenStack is freely available on the internet for anyone. The OpenStack Network Topology look
as shown in Fig. 4.3.
The multiple customers are placed on the OpenStack cloud and each of the customers is associated with separate IP networks. The OpenStack network topology consists of three private networks namely Orange-PrivateNetwork, Green-Private-Network, Private-Network and one Public-Network. Each private network associated
with one customer. Every virtual instance or nodes of the customer is assigned with an internal IP address in
the given address range. The OpenStack cloud provides two IP addresses to each virtual node. The IP address
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Fig. 4.3. The OpenStack network topology
Table 4.1
The OpenStack Virtual Instance Details
Instance Name
Trusty-server
Node-1
Node-2
Node-3
Node-4

Internal/Private IP address
10.0.0.7
10.0.0.8
10.1.0.11
10.2.0.11
10.0.0.10

External/Public IP address
172.24.4.13
172.24.4.4
172.24.4.11
172.24.4.14
172.24.4.12

starting with 10.x.x.x are known as private IP address and used for communication across the virtual nodes
within the cloud environment. Another IP address is known as public or floating IP address. This floating IP
address starts with 172.24.x.x and used for communicating with the outside world through the internet. The
Public-Network has an IP address in this range to communicate to the external world.
The customer-1 on OpenStack runs only one virtual node known as node-3, and the customer is placed on
the Orange-Private-Network with IP address range of 10.2.0.0/24.
The customer-2 is placed on the Green-Private-Network with IP address range of 10.0.0.0/24. This customer
runs three virtual nodes namely node-1, node-4 and trusty-server. The trusty-server node runs the NGINX web
server in the OpenStack cloud.
Similarly, the customer-3 placed on the Private-Network has IP network 10.1.0.0/24. The node-2 is virtual
instance launched for customer-3.
Each of the virtual nodes internal, as well as external IP address details are captured in Table 4.1.
The NGINX web server is running over the trusty-server of the customer-2. The web pages are accessed using
the URL http://172.24.4.13/WebPage.html. The opensource tool named slowHTTPTest is used to generate
three different types of slow HTTP DDoS attacks against the NGINX web server running in the cloud.
5. Experimentations Results and Discussions. Slow HTTP DDoS test carried out using slowHTTPTest tool with following options:
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Fig. 5.1. The detection of slow HTTP DDoS attack

c is number of connections.
H indicates the slowloris Header attack mode, -B for slow HTTP Body attack mode, -X slow HTTP read attack
mode.
g says generate statistics and output with file -o file name.
i time interval between requests.
r number of connections per seconds.
t type of request (GET/POST)
u target URL
l test length in seconds.
The slow HTTP Header DDoS attacks, as well as slow HTTP Read attacks are launched against the web
server URL http://172.24.4.13/products.html
The command used for slow HTTP Header attack:
slowhttptest -c 10000 -H -g -o slowhttpheader -i 10 -r 500 -t GET -u http://172.24.4.13/products.html -l 600
The slow HTTP read attack done using:
slowhttptest -c 10000 -X -g -o slowhttpread -i 10 -r 500 -t GET -u http://172.24.4.13/products.html -l 600
The slow HTTP Body attacks are carried out for the URL http://172.24.4.13/register.html
The command used for slow Body attack is:
slowhttptest -c 10000 -B -g -o slowhttpbody -i 10 -r 50 -t POST -u http://172.24.4.13/register.html -l 600
The proposed DDoS detection model efficiently identify all possible slow HTTP DDoS attacks and classify
the attacking client to BLOCKED LIST zone. Fig. 5.1 shows that notification of the slow HTTP DDoS attack
launched from client 172.24.4.1 is detected and moved to BLOCKED LIST zone from ALLOWED LIST zone.
The common parameters used for generating different slow HTTP DDoS attacks by the slowHTTPTest tool
are:
The total number of connections: 10000;
The content-length of the header: 4096 bytes;
Timeout for probe connection: 5 seconds.
The performance results of the slow HTTP Header attack captured in Fig. 5.2.
The service available line Fig. 5.2 indicates the availability of the web services to the slowHTTPTest tool.
The implemented system detected the attack when the connection request crossed above 4000, and the client is
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Fig. 5.2. The slow HTTP Header attacks result

moved into BLOCKED ZONE list. Any further request from the client is blocked, so the attacker thinks that
the web server is down, but the requests from the attacker are not processed. The pending request from the
attacker is growing in the very high rate as shown in Fig. 5.2.
The slow HTTP Body attack results are shown in Fig. 5.3, and the system detected the attack during when
connection request reached 1̃700. After this point of time, any request from the attacker is not serviced by the
web server. The pending requests are increasing very sharply as displayed in Fig. 5.3.
The performance result of the slow HTTP Read attack is depicted in Fig. 5.4. Figure 5.4 explains that
read attacks are generating frequent zero window size to receive the response from the web server. The same
behaviour has been detected by the system and moving such clients into the BLOCKED LIST zone. The
incoming requests from those clients are not given to the web server for any services. In Fig. 5.4, the slow
HTTP Read DDoS attacks are detected when the number of connection reached 1̃000. The detection happened
sooner because of the clients continuous malfunctioning of reading the response from the server. The pending
requests moved to peak value suddenly 8̃100, due to not serving any request from the client. The total number
of connection accepted throughout the experiment is 2̃000. The efficient and early detection of slow HTTP
Read attacks help the availability of the web server to the legitimate requests.
6. The conclusion and future directions. The authors discussed cloud computing and classification
of cloud computing in details. The DDoS attacks and its types, the important application layer attack of the
HTTP protocol is explained. The variation of HTTP DDoS attacks also captured. The slow HTTP DDoS
attacks and various forms of slow HTTP attacks are described appropriately. The literature survey of related
work and their gaps in addressing the slow HTTP DDoS attacks in the cloud is discussed. The proposed
solution to detect such attacks in the cloud environment defined. The offered solution has been implemented
and integrated into the OpenStack IaaS software. The details of the OpenStack cloud environment have been
explained. The different types of slow HTTP DDoS attacks are carried out to the web server in the OpenStack
using the slowHTTPTest tool. The performance and the result of the implemented solution are captured and
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Fig. 5.3. The slow HTTP Body attacks result

discussed in detail.
The future enhancement of this work is to implement a model to detect, mitigate and prevent any form
of the slow HTTP DDoS attack in the cloud environment. Evaluate the performance of the same against the
multiple tools available on the internet for generating such slow HTTP DDoS attacks.
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STATIC LOAD BALANCING TECHNIQUE
FOR GEOGRAPHICALLY PARTITIONED PUBLIC CLOUD
MANDEEP KAUR∗ AND RAJNI MOHANA†
Abstract. Large number of users are shifting to the cloud system for their diﬀerent kind of needs. Hence the number of
applications on public cloud are increasing day by day. Handling public cloud is becoming unmanageable in comparison to other
counterparts. Though fog technology has reduced the load on centralized cloud resources to a remarkable extent, still load handled
at cloud end is signiﬁcantly high. Geographic partitioning of public cloud can resolve these issues by adding manageability and
eﬃciency in this situation. Dividing public cloud in smaller partitions opens ways to manage resources and requests in a better
way. But, partitioned clouds introduce diﬀerent ends for submission and operations of tasks and virtual machines. We have tried
to handle all these complexities in this paper. Proposed work is focused upon load balancing in the partitioned public cloud
by combining centralized and decentralized approaches, assuming the presence of fog layer. A load balancer entity is used for
decentralized load balancing at partitions and a controller entity is used for centralized level to balance the overall load at various
partitions. In the proposed approach, it is assumed that jobs are segregated ﬁrst. All the jobs which can be handled locally by
fog resources are not forwarded to the cloud layer directly. Those are processed locally by decentralized fog resources. Selection
of an appropriate Virtual Machine (VM) for ﬁltered set of job, which are forwarded to cloud environment, is done in three steps.
Initially, selecting the partition with a maximum available capacity of resources. Then ﬁnding the appropriate node with maximum
available resources, within a selected partition. And ﬁnally, the VM with minimum execution time for a task is chosen. Results
are compared with the results produced in this work with First Come First Serve (FCFS) and Shortest Job First (SJF) algorithms,
implemented in same setup i.e. partitioned cloud. This paper compares the Waiting Time, Finish Time and Actual Run Time of
tasks using these algorithms. After initial experimentation, it is found that in most of the cases, while comparing above parameters,
the proposed approach is producing better results than FCFS algorithm. But results produced by SJF algorithm produce better
results. To reduce the number of unhandled jobs, a new load state is introduced which checks load beyond conventional load states.
Major objective of this approach is to reduce the need of runtime virtual machine migration and to reduce the wastage of resources,
which may be occurring due to predeﬁned values of threshold. The implementation is done using CloudSim.
Key words: Load Balancing, Public Cloud, Cloud Partitioning, Geographically Partitioned Cloud, Static Load Balancing, Overloaded Node Management, Fog Computing, IoT Devices, Fog stratum.
AMS subject classifications. 68M14, 68M20

1. Introduction. Cloud Computing has the potential to affect a large part of IT industry. Nowadays,
developers need not to concern about the over-provisioning or under-provisioning of resources. Elasticity of
resources without spending a large amount of funds is a unique concept of its kind [2]. Basic characteristics of
Cloud Computing as user friendliness, virtualization, automatic adaptation, scalability, resource optimization,
pay-per-use, service SLAs, infrastructure SLAs etc. are attracting users in masses [26]. Cloud Computing
is proving itself so beneficial, but there is a requirement of efforts to maintain performance and efficiency of
services. Handling concurrent jobs, users and processes through such a large set of machines is a very difficult
task. Load balancing is one of the serious concerns in success of cloud computing. Emerging trends like edge
or fog computing are being integrated with cloud computing. These share the load on public cloud by shifting
significant amount of work from centralized public resources to local fog processing units. Fog/Edge computing
is the future of cloud technology. Apart from heavy load challenge, another big concern is of imbalanced
load among servers. Many kinds of troubles occur due to overloaded as well as under loaded servers. Under
loaded servers cause inefficient energy consumption, inefficient use of resources and add-on to the management
overheads. On the other hand, overloaded servers can cause delay in response, low speed of processing, decreased
throughput, increased makespan etc. To handle both these situations it is very important to adopt a load
balancing mechanism which can distribute tasks evenly among all available servers [28]. Recent growth in the
field of IoT has further increased the challenges. As per CISCO cloud traffic is expected to rise upto 14.1 ZB
per year by [27]. Data associated IoT devices are the main cause of this growth. Similarly, Internet of Vehicles
(IoV) is also an emerging concept which is a subclass of IoT. It refers to the network of heterogenous sensors
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installed on vehicles [5]. In all such applications major issue is of latency. To handle these latency issues a new
term fog computing has been introduced. Fog computing is capable to reduce the operational cost of cloud
data centres and helps to avoid revenue loss due to WAN propagation delays [22]. Need of optimal allocation of
jobs to available fog resources has led the researchers towards load balancing in fog networks [21]. In paper [12]
authors have presented an in-depth analysis of principles of Green-IoT. This chapter also highlights different
kind of barriers challenging implementation of Green-IoT in real life. Load balancing can either be dynamic or
static. In dynamic load balancing, load status of nodes is checked while jobs are running. During the execution
process if any node gets overloaded then few of the jobs are shifted to some other node, with lesser load. This
process is known as virtual migration. Static load balancing, efforts are made to distribute tasks equally among
VMs. That means while initially putting tasks in VMs, possible efforts are made to keep task distribution
even. This method of load balancing is very efficient as it will reduce the need of VM migrations. Run time
VM migrations are a kind of interrupt or overhead during the execution period of tasks [17]. In this paper,
we have focused on static load balancing part. Load management becomes even more challenging when we are
considering a large public cloud. A public cloud has numerous nodes, scattered around in various geographic
locations. Huge number of users and large amount of outsourced cloud data makes it very difficult to achieve
the performance requirements and system usability [30]. Cloud Partitioning is one of the popular techniques
used for load management in clouds. In this technique, clouds are divided into small groups of nodes. Small
partitions are more manageable as compared to large, public set of nodes. So handling load will become simple
and efficient by using this technique. This paper is an attempt to implement decentralized load balancing
through cloud partitioning at an initial state of task submission.
Contribution The main contribution of this work is to design and evaluate a decentralized load management
model for public clouds and fog layer in a partitioned environment. It can fully utilize the resources available
with Datacentres. Our objective is to introduce a technique for load balancing in a partitioned cloud. The
proposed approach suggests that in a public cloud, presence of a substantial number of nodes can be used as a
privilege. Static load balancing is done depending upon a threshold value. This value denotes the allowable and
optimal amount of load in a partition at a time. Once the load in a partition has reached at that threshold value,
that node will no more be considered for job allocation until a few of its jobs have been finished. Considering
that we are talking about a public cloud, there must be a scope of remaining resources to handle a few of the
jobs, maybe with minor resource requirements. Hence, while calculating the load state of a partition, keeping
records of load at all nodes under a partition, its available resources and required resources of jobs can be
very helpful. Proposed work implements static load balancing for handling load mismatches during the initial
allocation of virtual machines. Static load balancing gives an overall better performance.
Allocation done with a node with a current maximum capacity of resources will be more reliable and need
of VM migrations during run time can be reduced. Decentralized load calculation and management through is
tremendously capable to reduce execution time to compare, search and allocation process.
Few extra efforts are involved in calculating load status of all the nodes in all partitions. Use of decentralized
approach reduces this overhead. Finally, central controller will be getting details from partition balancers hence
there is very less communication required across the partitions.
Paper Structure In following sections of this paper, a decentralized load management technique is discussed.
Section 2 contains the literature review and existing work done in this area. In Section 3, the proposed approach
is discussed in detail. An experimental, simulation-based evaluation and comparative study of our approach
along with the retrieved measurements are presented and discussed in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes
this paper and identifies paths for future work.
2. Related Work. Many researchers have addressed the load balancing challenges in their work. In [7]
a load balancing technique the cloud public cloud based upon cloud partitioning. They proposed to switch
load balancing technology based upon the situation of load at a time. This algorithm applies game theory to
handle the partitions with high load status. Though this algorithm needed further experiment to determine the
efficient refresh rate and load degree calculation mechanism. The tradeoff was that much testing is required to
guarantee system availability and efficiency.
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Authors in [24] have proposed a system to perform load balancing as well as dynamic cloud partitioning.
Major components of this approach are Partition Manager: responsible for assigning a job to a partition and
Job Distributor: which decides the node to which this task can be allocated. To ensure effective distribution
of load, partitions are created dynamically. This is done with the help of the honey bee algorithm. This paper
left scope to improve the transparency and cloud division beyond geographic limits. They have used game
theory to improve the efficiency in a cloud environment. According to the researcher the network is divided
into cluster using a clustering algorithm. Every node is a part of a cluster. Every cluster has an Inter Cluster
Communication (ICC) node. Clustering is done while initialization of the network.
In work presented by [8], authors have addressed the issues of Service availability and reliability, Lack of
Service Level Agreements, Customer data security and privacy and Government compliance regulation requirements. They have proposed intelligent workload factoring service for proactive workload management with a
fast and frequent data detection mechanism at the core. This mechanism helps not only in factoring requests
on the volume of data, but also on contents of data. Major design goals of this workload refactoring include
avoiding overloading scenario through load redirection, smoothening the workload dynamics in base zone application platform, and making flash cloud zone application platform agile through load decomposition. There are
few improvements required, such as data security management for hybrid platform, handling data replication
and consistency in the flash crowd zone, and load balancing schemes are implemented in two zones.
Authors in [14] have proposed a solution to calculate load degree based upon the turnaround time. This
approach helps load balancer to improve load balancing strategies of a load balancing model in a public cloud.
An idea of preliminary evaluation of a cloud partitioning approach is expressed in [23], which distributes task
execution requests in a volunteer cloud. Validation is done through a simulation-based statistical analysis,
using the Google workload data trace. Evaluations of this model are based on comparison between the results
of purposed approach and the results of an unpartitioned cloud, using same random data sets. This approach
has improvement scope, such as using the bio-inspired solution to add more sophistication. Adding lightweight
performance monitors can help in improving performance. A workload classification mechanism can make
workload management better. User Module submits the VM allocation request to Front-End Module, which is
endowed with best-fit heuristic and random load balancing heuristic. It submits the VM allocation requests to
the Server Manager Module. The Server Manager Module is responsible for balancing the load across hosts and
performs energy-efficient server consolidation. This Module uses two threshold values, load-related migration
threshold and load-related activation threshold to accomplish its job. Authors tried to remove the scheduling
decision from Job’s Critical Path to improving scheduling decision accuracy in [1]. For this, they have used
Schedule First and Manage later approach and job replication. In their proposed model, they suggest replication
of jobs and distributing these replicas to multiple servers. Whichever server will pick this job first will notify
other servers having a copy of the same job. The main goal of this approach is to make task scheduling simple
by removing load balancing tasks from the process of VM allocation. Though, this approach adds a signal
propagation delay in the processing time.
In work expressed in [11], authors have tried to highlight multiple issues such as elasticity, energy efficiency,
and high operational costs etc. For this, they have developed a combination of algorithms for initial VM
placement, partial VM migration, and full VM migration. The initial VM placement algorithm can create or
destroy VMs at any time, based on the current load at that VM. A Partial VM Migration algorithm is used
by over utilized compute nodes to shifts few of the jobs to one or more other compute nodes. Full migration
algorithm is used to shift full load of a compute node if it is underutilized. The purpose of this migration is
to reduce the overall energy consumption of a Datacentre. A star-based partitioning and index algorithm for
Resource Description Framework (RDF) data of robotic systems in [29] has devised a 3-step process. In first
step a start structure is created by using MapReduce and HDFS to construct a coarsened weighted graph. In
second step a balance partitioning algorithm is used to divide this graph. In third step a Compressed and
Linked S-tree index is proposed to improve the query efficiency. In their paper [18] have discussed the need of
fog computing by exploring its taxonomy, applications and various technologies involved in it. This paper has
very well described the difference between cloud computing and fog computing. A mobility and heterogeneityaware partitioning algorithm to support cross-domain resources partitioning, is presented in [9]. In this paper
a service popularity-based smart resources partitioning (SPSRP) scheme is proposed. The basic architecture of
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SPSRP scheme decouples the computing control layer from data processing layer.
In [6] authors have discussed the tradeoff between power consumption and transmission delay in fog cloud
computing. They have proposed an optimal workload allocation between fog and cloud resources. Objective
achieved is to get job done with minimal power consumption and restricted transmission delay. For improving
efficiency and security [15] have proposed a model to authenticate and compare the load status of various Edge
Data Centres (EDCs). SDN-based modified constrained optimization particle swarm optimization (MPSOCO) algorithm proposed by [25] uses the reverse of mutation particles and linear decrease inertia weight to
enhance the performance of constrained optimization particle swarm optimization (PSO-CO). This technique
results in reduced latency and improved QoS in Software Defined Cloud/Fog Networking (SDCFN). Technique
proposed by [10] decouples computing control layer from data procession layer through a service popularitybased smart resource partitioning (SPSRP) controller. Table 2.1 presents the summarized view of research work
done on static load balancing until now. In [16] authors have proposed a model based upon time-based data
driven approach to predict load predictions in various in different utilization sectors. This model is capable to
accurately predict the energy demand in residential and commercial sector of smart device users.
Authors of [4] have discussed about the variants of Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) and its role in solving
discrete problems in various areas of science and engineering discipline, including load balancing. Finding
an appropriate node with sufficient resources is a crucial part of load balancing. One such method to find
efficient sources is a logarithmic spiral based local search strategy, namely logarithmic spiral local search (LSLS),
suggested by [20]. In [19] authors have presented a deep understanding about taxonomy of fog computing, its
differences from cloud computing and edge computing technologies, applications, emerging key technologies and
various challenges involved in fog technology. Authors of [3] have presented an Artificial Bee Colony (ABC)
Optimization algorithm.
As compared to the above approaches, our proposal suggests a combination of centralized and decentralized
load management. It ensures the benefits of unlimited resources of public cloud while removing the complexities
of handling the substantial number of nodes. Proposed model ensures the better utilization of resources in the
partitioned public cloud environment. It also helps in retaining the individual identity of nodes in a partition to
ensure the accessibility to load status information and other details of a node. Initially, the node with maximum
available resource instances is chosen for job allocation. So, chances of dynamic VM migration can be reduced.
The objective is to increase the efficiency of load balancing mechanism lowering the usage and management
costs.
3. Proposed Approach. This section contains the presentation model, task distribution between various
modules and algorithm of our proposed approach for load balancing in public clouds and fog layer. The cloud
is initially partitioned statically based on geographic location. In proposing a model, the primary objective
is to reduce the size of public cloud by dividing it into multiple partitions and to apply a decentralized load
balancing mechanism to ensure optimal utilization of resources. It is assumed that a significant part of total
load is processed at fog layer. These jobs, restricted to reach cloud layer include the latency sensitive and
security sensitive jobs. Fog computing environment is required to be implemented in time critical applications.
In current scenario data is generated by IoT devices and processed in cloud environment. Most operations of
these IoT devices depend upon data transmission to-and-from cloud layer. This is not considered feasible while
keeping in view the time and distance constraints. Similarly, the applications involving sensitive data which
user is not intended to share on public cloud can be shifted from cloud to fog environment.
So, cloud environment is responsible for jobs left unprocessed by fog environment.
As shown in Fig. 3.1, major entities in this model are clients, partitions, nodes, load balancers and controllers. A node is a provider which holds physical cloud resources which a client requires to process his job.
Within that partition, a load balancer is deployed to keep track of load status of the partition. This balancer
collects load-related data of individual nodes, compares it with threshold value to determine in which load
category this partition falls currently. Same information is conveyed to the controller for making a final decision
related to task allocation to a partition and anode. Balancers are local to partitions whereas a centralized
controller is an entity which can keep track about all the partitions through information received from load
balancers.
The proposed model is a composition of three software modules which are Client (CM), Balancer (BM) and
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Table 2.1
Summarized view of research work done on static load balancing
Title
A Load Balancing
Model Based on
Cloud Partitioning
for the Public Cloud
[7]
A novel approach for
Dynamic Cloud Partitioning and Load
Balancing in Cloud
Computing Environment [24]
A
Cluster-Based
Load
Balancing
Algorithm in Cloud
Computing (Surbhi
Kapoor, 2015)
Resource
Allocation
Issues
and
Challenges
in
Cloud
Computing
(S.Thamarai
Selvi, 2014)

Proposed Model
Load balance model for the public cloud based
on the cloud partitioning concept with a switch
mechanism to choose diﬀerent strategies for different situations like high, low, normal load status. This model applies game theory to load balancing strategy to improve the eﬃciency in the
public cloud environment.
The strategic model that performs load balancing as well as dynamic partition of the nodes of
diﬀerent cloud. Game theory is used to load balancing strategy to improve the eﬃciency in the
cloud environment
A distributed algorithm for load balancing in the
master-slave architecture that outperforms the
Closest Datacentre algorithm in terms of task distribution across the system and optimal system
performance
Addressed issues are: 1. Resource Provisioning,
2. Job Scheduling, 3. Resource Overbooking,
4. Scalability, 5. Pricing, 6. Load Balancing, 7.
Multitier applications, 8. Availability, 9. Overheads in Network I/O Workloads, 10. QoS constraints

Limitation
1. Lacks detailed cloud division methodology, 2.
Eﬀectively determining the refresh period, 3. Devising a good algorithm to set Load degree, 4.
Testing is required to compare diﬀerent load balancing strategies, 5. Many tests are to be performed to guarantee system availability and eﬃciency.
1. Need to increase levels of transparency 2. Requires eﬀective technique in updating the status
report. 3. The time intervals are not very well
managed, 4. Dynamic balancing technique could
be made dynamic, 5. Finding alternatives to geographical cloud division methodology.
To evaluate eﬀectiveness of the proposed model
in scenarios where a node belongs to more than
one cluster and we believe that eﬀective load balancing could be achieved in this case as well
1. Lacks elasticity, 2. Need to minimize the costs
and maximize resource utilization, 3. Need to
assure high availability for long running jobs, 4.
Better parallel task scheduling

Proactive Workload
Management in Hybrid Cloud Computing+B17 [8]

Addressed issues are: 1. Service availability and
reliability, 2. Lack of Service Level Agreements,
3. Customer data security and privacy, 4. Government compliance regulation requirements

1. Load balancing schemes are implemented in
two zones, 2. Eﬃcient data replication and consistency management in the ﬂash crowd zone, 3.
Better security management for a hybrid platform

Load Degree Calculation for the Public
Cloud based on the
Cloud
Partitioning Model using
Turnaround
Time
[14]

Solution to calculate Load degree of a node in the
public cloud based on the Turn Around Time

Lacks eﬃciency of algorithms

A Workload-Based
Approach to Partition the Volunteer
Cloud [23]

Replication-based
Load Balancing [1]
Decentralized
and
Energy-Eﬃcient
Workload Management in Enterprise
Clouds [11]
A Partitioning and
Index Algorithm for
RDF Data of Cloudbased Robotic Systems [29]

A preliminary evaluation of a cloud partitioning
approach to distribute task execution requests in
volunteer cloud. Comparison between the results
of the proposed model, i.e. partitioned cloud and
an unpartitioned cloud which uses the same random tasks.
Removing the Scheduling Decision from Jobs
Critical Path, Improving Scheduling Decision Accuracy. Schedule First and Manage later approach is used by implementing Job replication.
An issue addressed: 1. Elasticity, 2. Scalability,
3. High operational costs, 4. Eﬃcient energy
consumption. Three algorithms are introduced
which are: 1. Initial VM Placement, 2. Partial
VM Migration, 3. Full VM Migration,
Considers the 2-hop star structure as the basis
object and proposes a partitioning and index algorithm

1. Requires more sophisticated algorithms such
as bio-inspired solutions, 2. Adding lightweight
performance monitoring, 3. Better workload classiﬁcation mechanisms
1. Presence of signal propagation delay, 2. Devise
single parameter conﬁguration that is optimal for
all systems.
1. Needs decentralized workload manager in an
open-source cloud operating system, such as e.g.,
OpenStack, 2. Can use additional parameters
into load-balancing algorithms,
More orientation towards data structure operations. Output is dependent upon datasets, query
type and strategies for graph operations.
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Fig. 3.1. Architecture of Proposed Model for Load Balancing in Partitioned Cloud

Centralized Controller (CCM). These three modules have pre-assigned roles to play during initial VM allocation
to a task. These modules are capable to interact with each other wherever required. Following three modules
are involved in the overall processing of the proposed approach. These are:
1. Client Module (CM) : Main responsibility of this Module is to filter the jobs to be processed by cloud
environment and to submit those requests to a server node, through a broker. While submitting a
request, the client is responsible to provide details about the resource requirement of that task. These
details are very much important while choosing a node for final job allocation.
2. Balancer Module (BM) : Balancer module is local to partitions. They receive a notification whenever a
client submits a task to a node belonging to that partition. Balancer has overall responsibility to manage
load in a partition. It must keep record of load status of each node in the partition. The balancer is
the accessing point of load status information of a partition, hence a controller always interacts with
this module.
3. Centralized Controller Module (CCM) : This Module works like a centralized entity. It collects information from Balancer of all the partitions and makes decisions based on that information. Controller
module is invoked by a Balancer whenever it finds all its local nodes are fully occupied. The controller
asks all other partitions Balancer for their load status and finally directs job to the partition which
fulfills following criteria.
(a) Maximum amount of available resources.
(b) Enough resources to cater the needs of the job.
In the proposed model, a Client Module (CM) captures the details of the service request being submitted to a
node by a user. These modules prepare an estimate of resources required by the current job. Once the resource
requirement details are ready, a notification is sent to the Balancer (BM) of the partition to which this node is
associated with.
On receiving this notification Balancer (BM) will search resource availability status of that specific node and
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Fig. 3.2. Distribution of Tasks between Fog and Cloud.

will compare it with the resource requirement of the newly submitted job. If BM finds that sufficient number
of resources are available, then it will allocate the job to the same node. Else it will compare jobs resource
requirement with resource availability of other nodes in the same partition. If there exists any node(s) which are
having sufficient resources to serve current job, then job is allocate to that node. If there is more than one such
node, then the best possible allocation is done by allocating jobs to the node which has maximum availability
of resources so that there are least chances of a need of VM migration.
If BM finds no node within partition which can serve job, then it will notify the Central Controller Module
(CCM). CCM has the centralized access to the status of all partitions via their load balancers. Upon receiving
notifications from BM, CCM will ask for fresh status information from all other BMs. On receiving this, first it
will check the load status of all partitions. If it finds a single partition with normal or low load status, then the
next step is to search for a node in that partition which has maximum available resources with it and the job
is assigned to that node. Load status of nodes and the partition is updated in terms of resource availability. If
there are multiple partitions then the one with max availability status is chosen and following same process a
node is chosen in it.
There is a possibility that the load status of all the partitions is high, i.e. all the partitions have number
of nodes with high load status than predefined threshold value. In such situation, resource availability of
individual nodes is checked. Reason behind this step is that may be the percentage of nodes with high work
load is exceeding threshold. But still, in remaining percentage there can be few nodes with low or normal load.
The available resources of these nodes are usually ignored, but can be utilized in a better manner.
In rare situations, CCM would have not find any individual node with low or normal load status. In that
case client module is notified about the non-availability of resources and job is kept unallocated till some of the
running jobs are not complete and resources allocated to them are released. Summarized working of all the 3
modules is described in Table 3.1.
Job Distribution among cloud and fog Layer
It is a crucial decision-making point to distribute the jobs among fog and cloud, which highly depends upon their
contribution in this fabricated system. Cloud services are assumed to provide services as well as data analytics
required in operations of IoT devices. Fog provides various types of data services in IoT environment such as
Data Filtering, segregation, Aggregation, Data Encryption, Catching etc. [13]. Hence it can be concluded that
fog environment will retain all job requests which are short-span and more frequent. On the other hand, cloud
environment will handle jobs which are less frequent, long term and require large amount of resources.
In the proposed model, the load balancing algorithm is being applied on the jobs submitted to cloud.
Evaluating Load Status for Node Allocation
As described earlier the partitions groups certain number of data centers. Each datacenter accommodates one
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Table 3.1
Role of various modules

Stepwise
Central Controller Module
Client Module (CM)
Balancer Module (BM)
Process
(CCM)
Capture details of a service request
Step-1
being submitted by a user.
Based upon pre-deﬁned categories,
segregate the jobs deciding if it is
Step-2
to be processed locally in fog environment or cloud environment.
Send the job to appropriate end,
Step-3
based upon decision made in Step2.
Prepare estimates of required reStep-4
sources.
If the current node is overloaded
Step-5
then notiﬁes the Balancer Module
of the current partition.
Notiﬁed about the new job submission. Receives resource requireStep-6
ment details from Client Module.
Traverse all the nodes in the partition and compares their resource
Step-7
availability status with resource requirement details.
Allocates job to the best suitable
node based upon the resource availability. Or notiﬁes the Central ConStep-8
troller Module if no node is available locally in the partition.
Notiﬁed by the Balancer Module,
collects status information from all
Step-9
the balancer Modules.
Stepwise
Central Controller Module
Client Module (CM)
Balancer Module (BM)
Process
(CCM)
Picks the best suitable partition
Step-10
based upon load status.
Picks the best suitable node in
that partition, based upon resource
Step-11
availability. Notify concerned Balancer Module.
Allocate job to notiﬁed node. Update load status and resource availStep-12
ability details of partition and node
respectively.
If all partitions have a high load
status, then traverse the entire list
Step-13
of individual nodes and pick the one
with maximum available resources.
Compare this nodes resource with
the requirement. If suﬃcient reStep-14
sources are available, Notify concerned Balancer Module.
Allocate job to notiﬁed node. Update load status and resource availStep-15
ability details of partition and node
respectively.
If none of the nodes possess sufﬁcient resources, then notify the
Step-16
client Module.
Get notiﬁcation from Controller
Step-17
Module to wait.
Capture details when the job is processed and the response is sent to
Step-18
the client.
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or more hosts, which are physical instances of resources which a client can request. These hosts can create k
number of VMs as per requirement. Task allocation is done to these Virtual machines (nodes). There is a need
to evaluate the availability at two levels as given below:
1. Determining the partition Pi, to which a job can be assigned.
2. Determining the node Ni, inside partition Pi, to which a job can be assigned.
As partitions do not have any load status of their own, they depend upon the load status S of individual
nodes grouped inside them. Four predefined load states are considered, which are common for partitions and
nodes and are calculated as follows:
1. Idle load state
(a) A node Nj falls under idle state if its available resources R(n)j exceed a threshold t(n)idle . i.e.
Nidle = R(n)j >t(n)idle
where t(n)idle is the threshold at which a node is considered idle. Nidle shows the idle status of
node N.
(b) A Partition Pi falls under idle state if the number of idle nodes in this partition has exceeded a
threshold t(p)idle i.e.
Pidle = Count(Nidle ) > t(p)idle
where t(p)idle is the threshold at which a partition is considered idle. Pidle shows the idle status
of partition P.
2. Normal load state
(a) A node Nj falls under normal state if its available resources R(n)j exceed a threshold t(n)normal .
i.e.
Nnormal = R(n)j >t(n)normal
where t(n)normal is the threshold at which a node is considered normal. Nnormal shows the normal
status of node N.
(b) A Partition Pi falls under normal state if the number of normal nodes in this partition has exceeded
a threshold t(p)normal i.e.
Pnormal = Count(Nnormal ) > t(p)normal
where t(p)normal is the threshold at which a partition is considered normal. Pnormal shows the
normal status of partition P.
3. Overloaded load state
(a) A node Nj falls under ovld state if its available resources R(n)j exceed a threshold t(n)ovld . i.e.
Novld = R(n)j >t(n)ovld
where t(n)ovld is the threshold at which a node is considered ovld. Novld shows the ovld status of
node N.
(b) A Partition Pi falls under ovld state if the number of ovld nodes in this partition has exceeded a
threshold t(p)ovld i.e.
Povld = Count(Novld ) > t(p)ovld
where t(p)ovld is the threshold at which a partition is considered ovld. Povld shows the ovld status
of partition P.
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4. Full load state A Partition Pi falls under full state if the number of full nodes in this partition has
exceeded a threshold t(p)f ull i.e.
Pf ull = Count(Nf ull ) > t(p)f ull
where t(p)full is the threshold at which a partition is considered full. Pfull shows the full status of
partition P.
Task Assignment
The proposed system is focused upon static VM allocation in a partitioned cloud environment or fog environment. Clients of cloud and fog system submit their requests to nodes. If the current node is having sufficient
resources to handle request, then it will process request itself. If no then a suitable node is searched in the
current partition. If none of the nodes has sufficient resources, then search is continued in other partitions. The
complete process is described below.
Whenever a task is submitted to a node Nj in a partition, initially the load state of same node R(n)j is
evaluated. If found that the current node is capable to accept more jobs (i.e. Nidle or Nnormal ) with specified
resource requirements, the task is assigned to it. In addition, the load status of the partition and available
resources will be updated. If found that current node is not capable to accept task (i.e. Novld ), then other
nodes in same partition are evaluated for their load state.
Following possible results can be there after this load state evaluation:
Case-1: If a single node Nj is found with idle or normal load state, assign the task to this node, update the
load status of partition S(p)i and node R(n)j .
Case-2: If multiple nodes can accept the task, create a list of all such capable nodes Ncapable .
Case-3: If no node in current partition is found with idle or normal load state, then let balancer handover
the request to the controller. Now controller will call the balancers of other partitions and will collect the load
status of all partitions by calling searchPartition () method.

Algorithm 3 Partition Selection
1: procedure PartitionSelection(taskId, taskLength, pesN umber, taskF ileSize, taskOutputSize,
utilizationM odelCpu, utilizationM odelRam, utilizationM odelBw)
2:
if partitionstate [ partitionid ] = idle or partitionstate [partitionid ]= normal) then
3:
selectedp artition ← partitionid
4:
if nodestate [ nodeid ] = idle or nodestate [ nodeid ] = normal then
5:
selectedn ode ← nodeid
6:
else
7:
for all nodeid ∈ partitionid do
8:
if nodestate [nodeid ] ← high then
9:
continue
10:
else
11:
selectedn ode ← nodeid
12:
end if
13:
end for
14:
end if
15:
partitionstate [partitionid ] ++
16:
else
17:
searchPartition (partitionstate [ ], nodestate [ ] , nodemem , nodecpu ,memreq , cpureq )
18:
end if
19: end procedure
Controller Module will traverse through all the remaining partitions by invoking their balancers. Wherever
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it finds a partition with Pnormal or Pidle load state, it will add that partitions id in a list of capable partitions
Pcapable .
While traversing all the partitions three cases are possible:
Case-1: If found single partition then assign the task to the balancer Bi of that partition and update its load
status.
Case-2: If multiple partitions are capable to accept the task, create a list of all such capable partitions. Once
this list is complete, we can choose the best possible partition in the context of available resources through
searchPartitionnohigh ().
Case-3: If no partition is found with idle or normal load state, try to find individual nodes in overloaded
partitions Povld . Call searchPartitionhigh () method.

Algorithm 4 Determining Availability of Capable Nodes
procedure SearchPartition(partitionstate [ ] , nodeState [ ], nodemem , nodecpu , memreq , cpureq )
2:
for all partitionid ∈ partitionl ist[] do
if partitionstate [partitionid ] = idle or partitionstate [partitionid ] = normal then
4:
selectedp artition ← partitionid
if nodestate [nodeid ] = idle or nodestate [nodeid ] = normal then
6:
capablei ← partitionid
i++
8:
else
continue
10:
end if
end if
12:
if capablesize > 1 then
searchpartitionNoHigh ()
14:
else
searchpartitionHigh ()
16:
end if
end for
18: end procedure

Algorithm 5 Partition Selection if Available with Normal State
procedure partitionHigh(capable[ ], partitionstate [ ], nodestate [ ], nodemem [ ], nodecpu [ ], reqmem ,
reqcpu )
for all partitionid ∈ capable[ ] do
3:
if maxresource[i] < capacityatpartitionresource[i] () then
maxresource[i] = capacityatpartitionresource[i] ()maxnoderesource[i] = capable[k]
end if
6:
if maxresource[i+1] < capacityatpartitionresource[i+1] () then
maxresource[i+1] = capacityatpartitionresource[i+1] ()
maxnoderesource[i+1] = capable[k]
9:
end if
end for
end procedure
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Algorithm 6 Partition Selection if Not Available with Normal State
procedure partitionNoHigh(capable [ ], partitionstate [ ] , nodestate [ ], nodemem [ ], nodecpu [ ], reqmem ,
reqcpu )
for all partitionid ∈ capable[] do
if maxmem < capacityatnodemem then
4:
maxmem ← capacityatnodemem
maxn odemem ← capable[i]
end if
if maxcpu < capacityatnodecpu then
8:
maxcpu ← capacityatnodecpu
maxnodecpu ← capable[i]
end if
allocation( )
12:
end for
end procedure
Algorithm 7 Calculation of Capacity of a Node
procedure capacityatnoderesource(partitionid, nodestate[ ] , noderesource[ ])
for all nodeid ∈ partitionid do
capacityresource [nodeid ] = noderesource [nodeid ] − nodestate [nodeid ] ∗ consumption
end for
5:
return capacityresource
end procedure

All the nodes are given an amount of various resources. Which node is in an idle, normal or overload state,
is entirely calculated based upon the available (free) amount of these resources. This amount is being said the
capacity of a node for that resource. To calculate the capacity of nodes the amount of resources under use is
deducted from total allocation of that resource in the node.
Algorithm 8 Calculation of Capacity of a Partition
procedure capacityatpartition(partitionid ,nodes tate[ ],noder esource[ ])
for all nodeid ∈ partitionid do
capacityresource [nodeid ] ← noderesource [nodeid ] − nodes tate[nodeid ] ∗ consumption
end for
return capacityresource
6: end procedure
All the nodes are given an amount of distinct resources. Which partition is in an idle, normal, overload
state, is calculated based on the number of nodes in that partition, falling within a category based on a threshold
value for various load states. This load state is being considered as a capacity of a partition for that resource.
To calculate the capacity of partitions, capacity of resources at each node for each resource is used as an input.
Once partitions with maximum capacity of various resources i.e. M ax(S(p)j )resourcex) have been calculated and inside those partition, nodes with maximum capacity i.e. M ax(R(n)j )resourcex) have been identified,
we must select an appropriate node which can cater the requirement of all resources. For example, we can start
with the node, which has maximum available memory. We must check if this node has enough processing units
also. If yes, the task is allocated to this node. If no, then a node with maximum capacity of available CPU
resources will be chosen and will be checked to see if it has enough memory available. A node allocation is
possible only if it has sufficient instances of each resource available as per requirement of tasks. If no such node
is found, then the task allocation is delayed until some partition is not capable to cater all resources requirement;
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Table 3.2
Time and Space Complexity of Algorithms and its Modules
Sr. No. Step
Testing the current node for avail1.
ability of resources
Testing other nodes in the current
2.
partition
Testing other partitions
3.
a) Each partition has same no. of
nodes
b) Partitions have diﬀerent no. of
nodes

Time Complexity

Space Complexity

O (1)

O (1)

O(Count(Pcurrent (N)))

O (1)

O(Count(P)*Count(N)) where
represents the multiplication
partition count and node count
O(Sum(Count(Pi (N)))) where
represents sum of all the nodes
all partitions

N
of
N
in

4.

Testing among multiple capable partitions .

O(Count(Pcapable )) where N represents no. of partitions

5.

Testing
nodes

O(Count(Pcapable(i) (N))) where N
represents no. of nodes in partition
under consideration

among

multiple

capable

O(Count(Pi (N))) where N represents no. of nodes in a partition under consideration.
O(Count(Pi (N))) where N represents no. of nodes in a partition under consideration
O(Count(Pi (N))) where N represents no. of nodes in partition under
consideration
O(Count(Pi (N))) where N represents no. of nodes in partition under
consideration

allocation () function is called for this purpose.
Again in this situation, the decision is made based upon following criteria:
1. Find out the node with maximum availability of resourcex i.e. M ax(R(n)j )resourcex )
2. Check if this node has sufficient availability of all other resources which can be calculated by comparing
the availability with the requirement. i.e.
M ax(R(n)j )resourcex ) >requirementresource(x+1,x+2,..,k)
3. If node Nj satisfies the above said criteria, then select this node and allocate the task. Else evaluate
the node M ax(R(n)j)resourcex +1 ) and repeat these steps.
4. If none of the nodes satisfy above criteria, then balancer notifies the controller to search in other
partitions.
Algorithm 9 Node allocation to a task
procedure
allocation(capacityatnodemem [
],capacityatnodecpu [
],reqmem ,reqcpu ,
maxp artitionmem ,maxp artitioncpu )
if reqmem <= capacityatpartitionmem (minpartitionmem , capacityatnodemem then AND reqcpu <=
capacityatpartitioncpu (maxpartitionmem capacityatnodecpu
selectedp artition ← maxpartitionmem
else if reqmem <= capacityatpartitionmem (maxpartitioncpu , capacityatnodemem then AND reqcpu <=
capacityatpartitioncpu (maxpartitioncpu capacityatnodecpu
selectedp artition ← maxpartitioncpu
else
7:
statement: No allocation possible currently
end if
end procedure
Time and Space Complexity During the entire process, time and space complexity varies as per entities
under consideration. Initially, when the job was submitted at that time only one node availability status is
evaluated. Hence, the complexity at this step is O (1). In all the other cases complexity class O(N) is applicable
and value of N keeps on changing as per the case. Following is the summary of This entire process involves
following steps along with their corresponding complexities.
In Table 3.2, P stands for Partition and N stand for a Node. Overall timIn the above table, P stands for
Partition and N stand for a Node. Overall time and space complexity will be affected by the count of partitions
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Table 4.1
Implementation Setup Parameters
Sr. No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Parameter Name
No. of Partitions
No. of Brokers
No. of Datacenters
No. of Hosts
No. of VMs
No. of tasks

Parameter
2
2
4 (2 Datacenters with each partition)
2 Hosts each Datacenter
6 VMs in each Datacenter
40 tasks with each broker

Fig. 4.1. Average Max Execution Time Comparison

and nodes in partitions. In all the cases linear alternatives are chosen to keep the complexities low.
4. Implementation and Results. This section shows the results of the evaluating the proposed algorithm. The algorithm is implemented in CloudSim by following setup details. The implementation is done on
this small set of attributes for sampling purposes with certain assumptions.
For evaluating the performance of the proposed algorithm, the results have been compared with FCFS and
SJF algorithms within same setup. The experiment is conducted by executing each algorithm 5 times. The
VMs and tasks are heterogenous in their sizes. And the comparison results are shown below.
The results are compared for average of Finish time of tasks, waiting time of tasks and actual run time of
tasks. Further, for all these three evaluation parameters are measured for total, average and maximum time of
tasks. According to generated results proposed algorithm is producing better results when compared to FCFS
algorithm, but the performance of SJF algorithm is better in all the cases. Fig. 4.1 shows the comparison of
Maximum Execution time of a task during simulation. During most of the execution instances, it is found that
the results of the proposed algorithm are better in case of Maximum Actual Run time of tasks. In Fig. 4.2
comparison is made between average total waiting time, average total finish time and average maximum actual
time of all the tasks. It concludes that the proposed algorithm is capable to perform better than the FCFS
algorithm in the same setup. Fig. 4.3 compares the actual run time of the tasks. Like other cases, it too shows
that the proposed algorithm produces better results in comparison of FCFS but SJF algorithm is still better
than this.
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Fig. 4.2. Average Time Comparison

Fig. 4.3. Total Time Comparison

From the experimental results above, it can be seen that in most of the cases the output from SJF algorithm
is better than proposed model. It looks impressive when talking about small scale local applications. But when
we are focusing upon public cloud, the number of submitted jobs can be huge and their length unpredictable.
In such environment, chances of resource starvation increase in manifolds. The consequences can be in terms
of delayed response, longer waiting time for larger jobs, violated SLAs and so many others. In short, SJF
algorithm focuses on jobs on the basis of a single parameter i.e. job length. This approach cannot be considered
very beneficial for huge systems such as public cloud.
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5. Conclusion. In the light of results produced till now the proposed algorithm works better in many
of the cases. Choosing virtual machines on the basis of minimum execution time is helpful in reducing the
waiting time of tasks. Also, adding one more load state will certainly reduce the number of unhandled tasks.
But further work can be done by finding techniques to improve the Makespan, Failure/non-served instances
of tasks and better ways to share the tasks load among available VMs. Better evaluation parameters can
be associated and results can be improved to out-perform more advanced and complicated algorithms. Better
techniques are required for heterogenous tasks and VMs which are a reason to add non-predictive load allocation
requirements. Introduction of fog stratum in this system can further share the load by shifting latency sensitive
jobs to the fog devices. Locally processing a share of jobs at fog layer will prove helpful in reducing bandwidth
congestion, traffic flow over the network and wide area network propagation delays. Fog layer also allows a user
to choose the optimal options in terms of compatibility, minimal geographical distance and decentralized/local
communication and processing. Combining public cloud partitioning and fog computing can produce much
more efficient results. Finally, partitioning technique can be very much useful to handle public clouds.
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ANALYTICAL AVAILABLE BANDWIDTH ESTIMATION IN WIRELESS AD-HOC
NETWORKS CONSIDERING MOBILITY IN 3-DIMENSIONAL SPACE
MUKTA∗ AND NEERAJ GUPTA†
Abstract. Estimation of available bandwidth for ad hoc networks has always been open and active challenge for the researchers.
A lot of literature is proposed in the last 20 years to evaluate the residual bandwidth. The main objective of the work being admission
of new ﬂow in the network with the constraint that any existing current transmission is not aﬀected. One of the prime factors
aﬀecting the estimation process is the collision among packets. These collisions trigger the backoﬀ algorithm that leads to wastage of
the usable bandwidth. Although a lot of state of art solutions were proposed, but they suﬀer from various ﬂaws and shortcoming.
Other factor contributing to the inaccuracy in existing solution is the mobility of nodes. Node mobility leads to instability of
links leading to data losses and delay which impact the bandwidth. The current paper proposes an analytical approach named
Analytical Available Bandwidth Estimation Including Mobility (AABWM) to estimate ABW on a link. The major contributions
of the proposed work are: i) it uses mathematical models based on renewal theory to calculate the collision probability of data
packets which makes the process simple and accurate, ii) consideration of mobility under 3-D space to predict the link failure and
provides an accurate admission control. Extensive simulations in NS-2 are carried out to compare the performance of the proposed
model against the existing solutions.
Key words: QoS, available bandwidth, analytical, collision, mobility, ﬁxed point analysis, 3 dimensions
AMS subject classifications. 68M10, 68M20, 60K05, 60K25

1. Introduction. Recently, the development of multimedia applications like live movies, video on demand,
e-learning etc. has necessitated the provision of QoS in MANETs. All these applications have diversified
requirement in terms of QoS parameters. Some are sensitive to delay while others may demand guaranteed
bandwidth for the smooth flow in the network. Thus, an accurate prediction of the available resources is
required for the QoS flow guarantee. Bandwidth is one of the scarce resources and should be distributed wisely
among the different flows such that admission of new flows doesn’t deteriorate the performance of existing
flows. Therefore, an accurate estimation of its availability is much required for the true admission control.
Imprecise estimation of the ABW leads to false admission control whose bandwidth consumption is more than
the estimated ABW. Some approaches like BRuIT [1], CACP [2], AAC [3] didn’t address the impact of collisions
while estimating the ABW thus provide false admission control, whereas ABE [4] addressed this issue but may
results erroneous estimation. It was observed that estimation errors are mainly due to two reasons: first is the
bad computation of the considered network criteria such as collision and integrating the same in the estimation;
the second is failure to capture each of the network criteria affecting the bandwidth.
ABE [4] focused on few main challenges to evaluate the ABW on a link: idle period synchronization,
collision probability and average backoff period between two transmissions. Authors in [4] utilizes the rate of
exchange of HELLO packets to compute the collision probability. To handle the discrepancy that arises due to
the smaller size of HELLO packets, the resultant is interpolated using Lagrange interpolating polynomial to get
the collision rate of data packets. This leads to followings limitations: i) polynomial is calculated at a node for
a specific scenario and same is applicable for all nodes or for any scenarios, ii) experiment needs to be executed
in advance to calculate the collision probability, iii) HELLO packets that are sent late or lost due to network
congestion or overloaded medium are combined with the computed collision rate which overestimates its impact.
To remove all these limitations, we proposed to use an analytical approach using fixed point analysis based on
renewal theory for the computation of collision probability under heterogeneous network conditions. Most of
the available literature assumed homogeneous condition to simplify the process involved. But real time network
conditions are heterogeneous in nature consisting of nodes having different capabilities and resources such as
transmission rate, battery life, radio range, etc. The major benefits of our proposed solution include: predict
the result set when the network parameters get varied, simple and easy approach to compute the collisions
without using Hello packets.
∗ Computer
† Computer
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Another cause of error is neglecting the important criteria such as mobility which is not addressed in many of
the available literature. Mobility of nodes causes the frequent link breakage and re-construction of links leading
to delay and loss of data packets. To overcome the above issue, the current paper considered the bandwidth
loss due to mobility of nodes under 3-dimensional space and observed its effects on admission control. Results
obtained using our proposed solution is compared with existing solutions which show the improvement done by
our proposed approach.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives an insight into existing available bandwidth estimation
techniques and admission control solutions. Section 3 presents our proposed approach AABWM for the estimation of ABW considering all the network criteria affecting the bandwidth under heterogeneous conditions.
Section 4 introduces the mobility model under 3-dimensional space to predict the link persistent factor for the
improvement in ABW estimation and thus the admission control. Section 5 presents the comparative analysis
of results obtained using our proposed solution with the existing approaches under two cases: stationary nodes
and mobile nodes. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.
2. Related work. The bandwidth estimation techniques can be classified into three main categories:
Active techniques, Passive techniques and Analytical techniques. Active techniques emit probe packets at
multiple rates between sender and receiver node. By measuring the packets inter-arrival time at the receiver
node estimates the end-to-end ABW along a path. The emission rate of these probe packets is increased
gradually by the sender node until the congestion arises in the network. SLoPS [5] and TOPP [6] approaches
come under this category. Active techniques burden the network with probe packets which can lead to network
congestion and consuming precious network resources. Loss of probe packets due to network congestion or
overloaded medium may provide the erroneous measurement. These drawbacks make such techniques inefficient
to be employed in mobile ad hoc networks. To avoid these drawbacks, the passive techniques monitor the radio
channel activities including transmission, reception or idle periods of channel in its vicinity over a certain period
of time. The available bandwidth is determined by evaluating the channel usage ratio of nodes in the network.
These techniques are non-intrusive in nature. Some major solutions that falls in this category includes: BRuIT
[1], CACP [2], AAC [3]. Most of these techniques failed to address the problem associated due to collisions
among the packets. The packet collisions consumes the network resources and adversely affect the ongoing
transmission in the network.
Authors in [4] addressed these challenges and proposed a solution by incorporating the impact of collisions
and time period consumed due to backoff on the bandwidth estimation. To calculate the collision probability
[4] utilizes the HELLO packets. By counting the total number of received HELLO packets in a given interval
of time and comparing this number with the actual number of received HELLO packets provides the collision
probability of HELLO packets. The authors interpolate the resultant using Lagrange interpolating polynomial to
compute the collision probability for the data packets of varying size. This approach suffers from the limitations
as mentioned in Sec. 1 which makes this technique inefficient for ABW estimation. IAB [7] is a similar approach
as that of [4] except that it differentiates the channel busy state due to packet transmission or reception from
that of carrier sensing mechanism. Authors in [8] proposed a solution DLI-ABE for bandwidth estimation by
employing the Distributed Lagrange interpolating polynomial which is to be calculated separately for each node
in any scenario before transmitting the data. All the above-mentioned approaches rely on frequent exchange of
Hello packets for calculating the collision probability which contradicts the non-intrusive nature of the passive
technique. Moreover, the above literature assumes that the position of the node is static, i.e. there is no mobility.
No satisfactory solution is obtained from any of above techniques to estimate the collision probability and their
effect on backoff. Analytical techniques provide the reliable solution for the above problem. These techniques
are having advantage of predicting the result set by varying the network parameters. Different analytical models
available in the literature are based on: i) Bi-dimensional Markov chain, ii.) Means value argument, iii) fixed
point analysis based on renewal theory. Based on the traffic conditions, these networks are further divided
into two sub-categories: saturated and non-saturated networks. In saturated conditions node always has next
packet available to transmit after completing the current transmission; whereas, in non-saturated condition
node’s buffer may be empty some time.
Author in [9] presented the first analytical model based on the bi-dimensional Markov chain to analyze the
performance of IEEE 802.11 DCF under the assumption of saturated and idle channel conditions. The models
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Fig. 3.1. Total overlap of idle time periods.

based on the Markov chain were extended to incorporate various challenges like error-prone channel, nonsaturated environment, heterogeneous traffic conditions and many other. The major work in literature can be
referred in [10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15]. The solution based on Markov chain are complex and mathematical expressions
are computationally extensive. Authors in [16] presented a simple approach using fixed point analysis based
on renewal theory. The results obtained are synchronous with the result of [9]. Authors in [17] extended the
approach of [16] for non-saturated network condition. Most of analytical models didn’t addresses the problem
associated with mobility of nodes. The authors in [18] presented a novel approach named Improved Bandwidth
Estimation through Mobility incorporation (IBEM) for the estimation of ABW on a link by incorporating the
mobility criteria during bandwidth estimation. The authors in [18] ignore the effects of elevation and height
while predicting the link failure due to mobility of nodes. Authors in [19] calculate the collision probability
based on Markov chain under the assumption of saturated condition.
3. AABWM approach for ABW estimation. The main contribution of this paper is to determine the
available bandwidth in mobile ad hoc networks using the analytical models based on renewal theory. To address
the various challenges for predicting ABW in mobile ad hoc networks the work is divided into four sections: i)
idle period synchronization ii) impact of collision probability iii) effect of average backoff period iv) mobility
issues.
3.1. Synchronization of idle time periods between sender and receiver node. For efficient communication to happen, the information about the bandwidth consumption at each node and its neighborhood is
much necessitated. The ABW at a node is evaluated by monitoring the radio channel activities of the node in
its vicinity. A node is considered as busy when it is either transmitting or receiving information on the channel.
Thus, the ABW at a node is evaluated by measuring the idle and busy period of nodes in the network. The
upper bound for estimating ABW can be expressed as [20]:
ABWi =

ti
.Cmax
T

(3.1)

where, ti represents the idle periods sensed by node i during the total measurement duration T and Cmax is
the raw channel capacity.
Let ts and tr represents the idle periods of sender s and receiver r respectively, evaluated using (3.1) during
the measurement period T. Fig. 3.1 and Fig. 3.2 depicts the two extreme cases (full overlap and no overlap) of
node’s overlap period respectively to evaluate the ABW on a link.
Fig. 3.1 represents the case where idle period of both sender node and receiver node completely overlap to
each other. In other words, the channel is idle at both the ends make transmission of packet a successful event.
Thus, the communication is feasible only when the idle periods of sender (ts ) and receiver (tr ) overlap each
other for the period of the transmission as stated in [3]. This type of communication is possible using a precise
clock synchronization mechanism. Thus, the ABW on a link constituting between sender s and receiver r is
given by [3] as:
ABWlink(s,r) = min(

ts tr
, )
T T

(3.2)

Fig. 3.2 represent the case when the idle periods of both nodes (sender and receiver) are never synchronized
to each other despite the medium availability at both sides. Thus, in this scenario no communication is feasible
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Fig. 3.2. No overlap of idle time periods.

and the available bandwidth on a link is counted as null. It can be concluded that the ABW on a link is dependent
on the overlap period of idle time at both sender node and the receiver node for successful communication to
happen.
Authors in [4] propose to incorporate a probabilistic approach and used the average of the idle time periods
of sender and receiver to evaluate the ABW on a link. Thus, the ABW on a link is given as:
ts tr
(3.3)
ABWABE(s,r) = . .Cmax
T T
Where ts and tr represent the idle periods of sender(s) and receiver(r) respectively, during the measurement
period T; Cmax is the maximum channel capacity.
3.2. Collision Probability using Fixed point analysis (FPA). The ABW calculated using (3.3)
provides a conservative solution for estimation of ABW. Collision impacts the bandwidth estimation process
adversely. Collisions can occur due to various reasons including Hidden terminal problem and Exposed terminal
problem. A packet transmitted by a node may collide with the other packet transmitted by other nodes in its
vicinity leading to delay and wastage of bandwidth. Thus, it is imperative to accurately predict the collisions in
the network otherwise the estimation becomes fallacious. The authors in [4] addressed this issue and presented
a mathematical framework for the estimation of ABW on a link on account of the collision. Mathematically
the same can be represented as:
ts tr
ABWABE(s,r) = . .Cmax .(1 − p).(1 − k)
(3.4)
T T
Where p represents the collision probability of data packets, and k represent the proportion of bandwidth
consumed due to backoff mechanism in the event of the collision.
To calculate the collision probability the authors in [4] make use of the HELLO packets. A counter was
deployed at the receiver end to count the number of HELLO packets that are received at the destination in real
time. The collision probability of HELLO packets is calculated by dividing the value of the above counter by
the actual number of the HELLO packets that should have been received in idealized conditions. Since the size
of the HELLO packets is small in comparison to the data packets the above results are interpolated to predict
the collision probability of data packets. However, there are several drawbacks attached to this process. It can
be observed from Fig. 3.3 that the estimated values of data packet collisions are far away from the real values of
data packets collisions measured using NS2. This over-evaluation is because HELLO packets which are delayed
or lost due to network congestion or overloaded medium are combined with the collision rate of HELLO packets
and further interpolating the same overvalued its effect. This revealed the abortive behavior of [4] approach for
the computation of collision probability.
To overcome the computation failure existing due to passive technique proposed in [4], our work uses an
analytical approach using fixed-point analysis (FPA) based on renewal theory for the calculation of collision
probability. The proposed solution is influenced by [17]. The main assumption being ideal channel conditions.
The only reason for the unsuccessful packet transmission is the collision of packets. It is also assumed that all
stations use the different backoff parameter thus having different collision probability (pl ) and attempt rate (or
transmission probability) (τl ) where l=1, 2... n. Let n be the number of contending nodes, the attempt by lth
node is successful if all other contending nodes are silent. Mathematically, it can be written as:
∏
(1 − τj ); f orj, l = 1, 2, ..., n
(3.5)
1 − pl =
j̸=l
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Fig. 3.3. Estimated results of collision probabilities of packets.

Let q denotes the probability of a non-empty buffer, i.e. at least one packet is available for transmission after
transmitting the current one. According to [17] the attempt rate of a node in non-saturated network condition
can be obtained by scaling down the attempt rate of a node in saturated condition with the probability of
non-empty buffer. Thus, we have
τl = q.τls

(3.6)

where τls represent the lth node’s attempt rate (or probability) under saturated network conditions. To solve
the fixed-point equation given by (3.5) and (3.6), there is a need to express τl i.e. q and τls ) in terms of collision
probability (pl ).
The attempt rate of a node in saturated condition (τls ) is defined as the ratio of average number of attempts
to the average number of backoff time (in slots) spent by a node till the successful transmission of the packet.
According to [16], we have:
τls = f (p) =

E[attempts]
E[backof f ]

(3.7)

where the average attempt rate is given as:
E[attempts] = 1 + pl + pl 2 + ... + pl m

(3.8)

According to IEEE 802.11 standard whenever a packet suffers collision, the exponential backoff mechanism is
triggered; the backoff associated with the initial transmission attempt by a node is b0 and it is doubled after
every unsuccessful attempt till the maximum limit m is reached. The average backoff time per packet is given
as:
′

′

′

E[backof f ] = b0 + pl (2b0 ) + ... + pl m (2m b0 ) + ... + pl m (2m b0 )

(3.9)

where
b0 =

CW0 + 1
2

(3.10)
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CW0 is the minimum contention window size = 31 slots. And, m′ represent a constant where contention window
size reaches its maximum value CWmax , represented as:
′

CWmax = 2m CW0

(3.11)

Thus, using (3.5) and (3.6) we get,
τl =

q.(1 + pl + pl 2 + ... + pl m )
b0 + pl (2b0 ) + ... + pl m′ (2m′ b0 ) + ... + pl m (2m′ b0 )

(3.12)

For simplicity of expression we assumed Poisson traffic arrival rate, however the solution is equally applicable
to other traffic arrival types also such as Constant Bit Rate (CBR), exponential on/off traffic and Pareto on/off
traffic. Using queuing theory, the traffic intensity ρ is given as:
ρ = ρ(λ, p) = λ.ST

(3.13)

where λ is packet arrival rate, ST is a mean service time of a packet which is dependent on the average backoff
time i.e. E[backoff] waiting till the successful transmission of the packet and the average slot time Es depending
on the channel activity i.e. idle slot time, successful attempt and collision occurrence. Thus, (3.13) can be
re-written as:
ρ = λ.E[backof f ].Es

(3.14)

The average time Es spent per slot is given as:
Es = (1 − Ptr )σ + Ptr Psi Tsi + Ptr (1 − Psi )Tci

(3.15)

where Ptr represent the probability that at least one transmission going on in the network; σ is the slot time
and Psi represents the probability that the transmission by ith station is successful.
Ptr = 1 −

n
∏

Psi = τi

i=1

∏

(1 − τj )

(1 − τj )

(3.16)

(3.17)

j̸=1

Tsi and Tci represent the expected time for successful transmission and unsuccessful transmission respectively.
These transmission times are governed by the access mechanism employed i.e. Basic access mechanism and
RTS/CTS access mechanism.
= DIF S + T(H+DAT A) + SIF S + TACK
Tsbasic
i

(3.18)

Tcbasic
= DIF S + T(H+DAT A) + ACK timeout
i

(3.19)

S/CT S
TsRT
= DIF S + TRT S + SIF S + TCT S + SIF S
i
+ T(H+DAT A) + SIF S + TACK

(3.20)

S/CT S
= DIF S + TRT S + CT S timeout
TcRT
i

(3.21)

where DIFS is Distributed Inter-Frame Space time; SIFS is Short Inter-Frame Space time; TRT S , TCT S , and
TACK are the time required for RTS, CTS, and ACK control packet transmission respectively; T(H+DAT A) is the
time required for the transmission of DATA packet along with the PHY header and MAC header. CT Stimeout
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and ACKtimeout are the waiting time required before declaring unsuccessful transmission for RTS and DATA
packet respectively.
To solve (3.12), the value of q needs to be determined. The probability of non-empty buffer is dependent
on the node’s buffer size as well as offered load. We have taken two extreme cases of buffer sizes to evaluate the
value of q; one for small buffer and another for infinite buffer. This is expressed by [17] as:
q =1 − e−ρ ; for small buffer model
min(1, ρ); for infinite buffer model

(3.22)

Substituting the value of q from (3.22) in (3.12), we get the following equations under two different cases
as considered:
Case-I: Small Buffer case
τl =

(1 − e−ρ ).(1 + pl + pl 2 + ... + pl m )
b0 + pl (2b0 ) + ... + pl m′ (2m′ b0 ) + ... + pl m (2m′ b0 )

(3.23)

τl =

(min(1, ρ)).(1 + pl + pl 2 + ... + pl m )
b0 + pl (2b0 ) + ... + pl m′ (2m′ b0 ) + ... + pl m (2m′ b0 )

(3.24)

Case-II: Infinite Buffer case

Solving the coupled nonlinear equations (3.5) and (3.23) provide the precise estimation of collision probability
pl and the attempt rate τl of the lth node.
3.3. Special case for Homogeneous Network Model. Consider homogeneous network conditions
where all stations are having same backoff parameters. Let n be the number of stations in the network, then
average attempt rate τ and collision probability p of each station are same. Under the decoupling approximation,
the probability of collision p of an attempt by a node is obtained by reducing the equations mentioned in Sec.
3.2 as:
1 − p = (1 − τ )

n−1

(3.25)

The expected time spent per state reduces to:
Es = (1 − Ptr )σ + nPs Ts + (Ptr − nPs )Tc

(3.26)

where, the probability of successful transmission Ps of any sending station is given by:
n−1

Ps = τ (1 − τ )

(3.27)

The probability Ptr that at least one transmission is going on in the network reduces to:
Ptr = 1 − (1 − τ )

n

(3.28)

The probability of non-empty buffer under homogeneous network condition is obtained by re-writing (3.23) and
(3.24). Thus, we have:
Case-I: Small Buffer case
τ=

(1 − e−ρ ).(1 + p + p2 + ... + pm )
b0 + p(2b0 ) + ... + pm′ (2m′ b0 ) + ... + pm (2m′ b0 )

(3.29)

τ=

(min(1, ρ)).(1 + p + p2 + ... + pm )
b0 + p(2b0 ) + ... + pm′ (2m′ b0 ) + ... + pm (2m′ b0 )

(3.30)

Case-II: Infinite Buffer case

Solving the coupled nonlinear equations (3.25) and (3.29) provide the estimation of collision probability p and
the average attempt rate (or transmission probability) τ of the node. We calculated the collision probability
using (3.25) for the simplicity reasons and plotted the same in Fig. 3.3 under same simulation scenario. It can be
clearly seen that the computed values using our fixed-point approach (3.25) closely match with the real values
of collision probability measured using NS2 which proves the accurate calculation of collisions in the network.
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3.4. Bandwidth consumed due to backoff mechanism . Whenever a packet transmission occurs
between sender and receiver node, the packets may suffer collision at sender s or receiver node r. In both
cases the exponential backoff mechanism is triggered at sender node. The time lost due to backoff mechanism
is not used for transmitting the packet, even if the medium is idle. Thus, a proportion of idle time wasted
due to backoff mechanism having a significant impact on the ABW. The average backoff time associated with
the collision probability pl is obtained using (3.9). Thus, the loss of local ABW of sender node due to backoff
mechanism can be mathematically represented as given in [19]:
LocalABW s =

(ts − E[backof f ])
Cmax
T

(3.31)

where ts is the idle time of sender(s) obtained using (3.1) and E[backoff] is the average backoff time calculated
using (3.9) and Cmax is the raw channel capacity.
3.5. Link Prediction Factor in 3-Dimensional space . Mobility causes the frequent link breakage
and re-construction leading to delay and data losses which eventually impact the ABW. Limited literature is
available on the issue of mobility while calculating the available bandwidth. Most of the work addressing the
mobility has considered two dimensional space only. The current work predicts the link expiration caused due
to mobility of nodes under 3-dimensional space. The approach is equally applicable to all channel environments.
Fig. 3.4 represents the 3-dimensional mobility model for the movement of sender and receiver nodes. Let
the initial position of sender station and receiver station be (Xs , Ys , Zs ) and (Xr , Yr , Zr ) respectively. Sender
station is moving in 3-dimensional world with velocity Vs making an angle γ with z-direction and angle α with
x-direction. As Vs is making an angle of γ in z-direction, the vector component of Vs in X-Y plane is Vs . cos γ
and vector component of Vs in z-axis is Vs . sin γ. Further, as the angle with respect to x-direction is α, the
vector component of Vs . cos γ in x-axis is Vs . cos γ. cos α and in y-axis is Vs . cos γ. sin α.
Receiver station is moving in 3-dimensional world with velocity Vr making an angle δ with z-direction and
angle β with x-direction. As Vr is making an angle of δ in z-direction, the vector component of Vr in X-Y
plane will be Vr . cos δ and vector component of Vr in z-axis is Vr . sin δ. Further, as the angle with respect to
x-direction is β, the vector component of Vs . cos δ in x-axis is Vs . cos δ. cos β and in y-axis is Vs . cos δ. sin β.
After time t let the coordinates of sender station and receiver station are (X s , Y s , Z s ) and (X r , Y r , Z r )
respectively. The new coordinates of the sender and receiver station can be mathematically written as:
X ′ s = Xs + tVs cos γ cos α

(3.32)

Y ′ s = Ys + tVs cos γ sin α

(3.33)

Z ′ s = Zs + tVs sin γ

(3.34)

X ′ r = Xr + tVr cos δ cos β

(3.35)

Y ′ r = Yr + tVr cos δ sin β

(3.36)

Z ′ r = Zr + tVr sin δ

(3.37)

Therefore, the distance between sender and receiver after time t in X, Y and Z directions can be determined as:
X ′ s − X ′ r = (Xs − Xr ) + t(Vs cos γ cos α − Vr cos δ cos β)

(3.38)

Y ′ s − Y ′ r = (Ys − Yr ) + t(Vs cos γ sin α − Vr cos δ sin β)

(3.39)
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Fig. 3.4. 3-Dimensional reference model.

Z ′ s − Z ′ r = (Zs − Zr ) + t(Vs sin γ − Vr sin δ)

(3.40)

Let the vector distance between sender and receiver after time t be D. Then, using Pythagoras Theorem the
D can be calculated as:
2

2

2

D2 = (X ′ s − X ′ r ) + (Y ′ s − Y ′ r ) + (Z ′ s − Z ′ r )

(3.41)

Substituting the values from (3.38), (3.39) and (3.40) in (3.41), we get
2

D2 = = ((Xs − Xr ) + t(Vs cos γ cos α − Vr cos δ cos β))
2

+ ((Ys − Yr ) + t(Vs cos γ sin α − Vr cos δ sin β))
2

+ ((Zs − Zr ) + t(Vs sin γ − Vr sin δ))

(3.42)

This can be re-written as:
2

2

D2 = (a + tf ) + (b + tg) + (c + th)

2

(3.43)

where a = Xs −Xr , b = Ys −Yr and c = Zs −Zr are the initial distance between sender and receiver station in X, Y
and Z directions respectively. The relative velocity component between the two in X, Y and Z directions respectively can be mathematically expressed as f = Vs . cos γ. cos αVr . cos δ. cos β, g = Vs . cos γ. sin αVr . cos δ. sin β;
and h = Vs . sin γVr . sin δ. Solving (3.43) for the value of time t, we get:
√
2
2
2
−(af + bg + ch) ± (f 2 + g 2 + h2 ).D2 − (ag − bf ) − (bh − gc) − (ah − cf )
t=
(3.44)
(f 2 + g 2 + h2 )
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Global positioning system in [21] facilitates the coordinate’s information. With each Hello packet, station
broadcasts starting and terminus coordinates along with its velocity. The sender station, receiving the hello
packet from receiver station evaluates the link availability time duration t and thereby the mobility factor M M .
MM =

t
T

(3.45)

where T is the measurement period, t is the duration for which the sender-receiver stations are within communication range.
The final ABW on a link(s,r) constituting between sender s and receiver r is computed by combining all
the major factors discussed in the sub-sections of the current section (i.e. Sec. 3) of this paper. The final ABW
estimated on link(s,r) is given as:
ABW AABW M = (

ts − E[backof f ] tr
. .Cmax )(1 − pl )(M M )
T
T

(3.46)

where ts and tr represent the sum of idle times sensed at sender and receiver node respectively computed using
(3.1) during measurement period T ; E[backoff] represent the local ABW wasted at the sender node as given by
(3.9); Cmax is the maximum channel capacity; pl represents the collision probability of data packets as driven
in Sec. 3.2 obtained by solving (3.5) and (3.23) or (3.24); and a M M link persistence factor representing the
mobility effect of nodes in 3-dimensional space is given in (3.46).
3.6. Throughput efficiency (S). Saturation throughput of a system is defined as the maximum data
that the system can transfer successfully under steady state conditions. Mathematically, the throughput S of a
system can be expressed as the summation of each individual source station’s throughput efficiency.
∑n
S=
Si
(3.47)
i=1

where Si represents the throughput efficiency of ith source station, i ∈ [1, n] and n is the total number of source
stations in the network. The throughput efficiency of the individual source station can be calculated as the
fraction of the time used by source station for successfully transferring the payload information and is expressed
as:
Si =

Ps i Li
Es

(3.48)

where Psi represents the probability that the transmission by ith station is successful and is derived in (3.17);
Li is the time taken to transmit payload data by ith source station; and Es is the expected time spent per state
as derived in (3.15).
3.7. Protocol Design. To provide comparative analysis and visualizing the impact of mobility factor in
(3.46), our proposed approach AABWM employs AODV [22] as routing protocol. Assuming a node having data
to transmit. It first determines it’s local ABW using (3.1) based on idle/busy periods sensed by the node by
monitoring the radio channel activities. If it’s local ABW is enough for the flow transmission, it broadcasts a
route request packet (RREQ) consisting of the required bandwidth for its flow. All the nodes within its range
receive this RREQ packet, and perform admission control by comparing the required bandwidth within the
RREQ packet with the computed ABW using (3.46) on the link composed with its fore goer node. If bandwidth
is enough, then node combines its own information with the fore goer and forwards the RREQ packet otherwise
drop the packet. When the intended destination node receives the packet, it reverts with the uni-cast RREP
(route reply packet) packet to the initiator along with the reverse path.
If the bandwidth estimation is done after admitting the flow and link has no enough bandwidth then the
node sends a route error packet (RERR) to the initiator. On receiving the RRER packet, the initiator takes
immediate action to prevent the losses and stops the ongoing transmission.
4. Validation and Simulations. In this section a comparative analysis is done between the AODV
protocol, ABE [4], IAB [7], IBEM [18] and our proposed approach AABWM incorporated in AODV [22] protocol.
The results are obtained through simulations in NS-2.
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Table 4.1
Simulation parameters values for comparative analysis
Raw channel capacity
Topology size
Routing protocol
Medium access protocol
Packet size
Transmission range
Carrier sensing range
Simulation time
Flow-1 CBR
Flow-2 CBR
Flow-3 CBR
Flow-4 CBR
Flow-5 CBR
Flow-6 CBR
Minimum contention window (CWmin )
Maximum contention window (CWmax )
Maximum retry limit (m)

2 Mbps
700x700x700 meter
AODV
CSMA
1000 Bytes
250 m
550 m
100 seconds
250 kbps
500 kbps
400 kbps
550 kbps
450 kbps
300 kbps
31 slot
1023 slot
6

Fig. 4.1. Throughput of flows using AODV [22] without any admission control.

4.1. Simulation Scenario. A network consists of 48 nodes randomly distributed over a small area (700m
x 700m x 700m) is considered. Six CBR single-hop flow connections (Flow-1 to Flow-6) are established. Each
flow is having a different transmission rate to make the network heterogeneous. The parameters used for
simulation are derived from IEEE 802.11b and are listed in Table 4.1.
4.2. Simulation results and Comparative Analysis. The comparative analysis is split into two cases:
a) Case-I, consists of stationary nodes to evaluate the accuracy of our proposed approach AABWM with the
traditional approaches; and b) Case-II, consists of mobile nodes which are free to move in 3-dimensional space,
thereby giving us an opportunity to visualize its effect on link persistence and thus on the admission control.
Case-I: Considering no mobility of nodes
Flows 1 to 6 are generated at an interval of 10 seconds starting from t = 5 second. Fig. 4.1 to Fig. 4.5 plots
the throughput of six flows obtained when AODV [22], ABE [4], IAB [7], IBEM [18] and AABWM approaches
are activated respectively.
In AODV [22], all flows are admitted as no admission control is employed. However, with the introduction of
flow-4(550kbps) at a time, t=35s channel capacity is reached; the performance of existing flows gets deteriorated.
The throughput further got worse by the introduction of flow-5(450kbps) and flow-6(300kbps).
When ABE [4] is used, due to the underestimation of ABW, flow-4 (550kbps) and flow-5 (450kbps) are
rejected. However, flow-6 (300kbps) got admission at t=55s as it was accommodated under ABW estimated by
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Fig. 4.2. Throughput of flows using ABE [4] for admission control.

Fig. 4.3. Throughput of flows using IAB [7] for admission control.

ABE [4]. The system resources are not optimally utilized, the total system throughput is far below maximum
channel capacity. This underestimation of ABW is due to the bad computation of collision probability and
assimilates the same in bandwidth estimation.
In IAB [7], over-estimation of ABW takes place, thereby allowing flow-4(550kbps) which leads the channel
congestion and all existing flows got suffered in terms of throughput performance. Due to collisions arising from
network congestion, a lot of bandwidth got wasted; thereby degrading overall system performance. However,
flow-5(450kbps) and flow-6(300kbps) are rejected as ABW estimated using IAB [7] is not enough for these flows.
Fig. 4.4 represent the throughput of six flows along the simulation duration when IBEM approach is enabled.
To calculate the collision probability IBEM assumed the saturated condition as in [19] and ignore the empty
state of nodes buffer. Thus, overestimating the impact of collisions leading to underestimate the ABW; thereby
admission of flows (flow-4 and flow-5) is not permitted. Further, Flow-6(300kbps) is accepted as ABW estimated
using IBEM is enough for this flow.
The throughput of all six flows is shown in Fig. 4.5 for proposed approach AABWM is enabled. Due to the
more precise estimation of ABW, at t=35s. flow-4 (550kbps) is rejected due to unavailability of ABW, however
at t=45s flow-5(450kbps) is allowed by the admission control protocol as its required bandwidth is below the
estimated ABW obtained using (3.46). Further, at t=55s, flow-6 (300kbps) is rejected as no enough bandwidth
left for allowing this flow admission. We can observe that all admitted flows exhibit a stable throughput
performance. Moreover, the network resources are optimally utilized as clearly seen by the safe admission of
flow-5 (550kbps) instead of flow-6 (300kbps).
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Fig. 4.4. Throughput of flows using IBEM [18] for admission control.

Fig. 4.5. Throughput of flows using proposed AABWM for admission control.

Case-II: Considering the 3-Dimensional mobility of nodes
To visualize the impact of mobility of nodes, the Random way point mobility model is used in the 3dimensional space to assign random movement to the nodes with random direction and velocity. Initially the
flows 1 to 6 are generated at random time interval. The start and stop of flows are automated by the admission
control protocol depending on the ABW estimation technique employed. The simulation results obtained using
AODV [22], ABE [4], IAB [7], IBEM [18] and AABWM under the influence of 3-dimensional movement of nodes
is represented in Fig. 4.6 to Fig. 4.10.
Fig. 4.6 represents the throughput of all flows when the AODV [22] routing protocol is enabled. Absence of
any admission control in AODV [22], all flows are admitted leading to high network congestion and increased
collisions. There is no QoS guarantee given to any flow, even the flows having a shorter duration of link existence
(Flow-4 and Flow-5) is allowed causing a lot of bandwidth and data loss.
Fig. 4.7 depicts the throughput of all six flows when ABE [4] approach is activated. Inability of ABE [4]
to predict link failure caused due to mobility permit the admission of short persisted flow-4(550kbps) at time
t=10s and flow-5(450kbps) at t=15s. Although the admitted flows are less in ABE [4] as compared to AODV
[22] and flow’s throughput are also stable, but still due to false admission of flows (Flow-4 and Flow-5) the
network resource is not adequately utilized. Incomplete transmission due to link failure causes loss of data and
thus the bandwidth.
Fig. 4.8 depicts the case of IAB [7], where an overestimation of ABW is observed. It is also inefficient in
predicting the link expiration due to absence of mobility criteria in the ABW estimation. This leads to serious
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Fig. 4.6. Throughput of flows using AODV [22] without any admission control.

Fig. 4.7. Throughput of flows using ABE [4] for admission control.

network congestion by allowing short lived flows such as flow-4(550kbps) at t=25s and flow-5(450kbps) at t=55s
despite of non-availability of enough ABW leading to performance degradation of existing flows. We observed
poor individual flow’s throughput performance and a lot of data packets loss in this scenario due to higher
collisions.
Fig. 4.9 depicts the throughput of the flows when IBEM [18] approach is enabled. IBEM restricted its study
to 2-dimensional plane only and ignored the movement of nodes under 3-dimensional space. Thus, it predicts
the link failure of flow-5(450kbps) at t=15s and not allowed it to admit at this instance. IBEM admitted short
lived flows (flow-4 at t=10s and flow-5 at t=85s) due to the inability to predict link failure at 3-dimension
leading to data losses. Moreover, the admission of flow-3(400kbps) is delayed and started at t=25s due to false
admission of flow-4(550kbps). IBEM performed better than earlier approaches, but still admission control is
severe in this due to ignoring the effects of elevation and height while predicting the link failure.
Fig. 4.10 shows the received throughput when AABWM is enabled. Short lived flow-4 at (t=10s and
t=25s) is rejected by admission control protocol due to the prediction of link failure. Similarly, flow-5 at (t=15s
and t=85s) is also not permitted due to identification of link failure under 3-dimension. Rest all other flows
(flow-1, 2, 3 and 6) are admitted and fitted well in the network gaining stable throughput. The proposed
solution AABWM is more accurate in estimating the ABW. The approach AABWM also computes the collision
probability analytically without stressing the network and can work well during the dynamic environment.
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Fig. 4.8. Throughput of flows using IAB [7] for admission control.

Fig. 4.9. Throughput of flows using IBEM [18] for admission control.

4.3. Packet Loss Ratio. The packet loss ratio is defined as the ratio of the number of data packets lost to
the number of data packets sent by the sender. The number of lost data packets is calculated as the difference of
the number of packets sent by the sender and the number of packets received at receiver node. Mathematically,
this can be written as:
Packet Loss ratio =

number of sent packets − number of received packets
number of sent packets by the sender

(4.1)

Fig. 4.11 depicts the packet loss ratio measured under the effect of mobility in the above experiment using
NS2. We observe the packet loss ratio is negligible for all flows when AABWM is incorporated in admission
control protocol. Whereas, other techniques resulting in an elevated packet loss ratio for flow 1 to 6.
4.4. Data Packets Delivery. The data packets delivery is calculated as the total number of data packets
received at receiver node. The data packets delivery does not necessarily mean the useful data, rather it
represents the total number of data packets delivered irrespective of the communication is completed. Fig. 4.12
represents the data packets delivery under the influence of node’s mobility.
5. Conclusion. The current paper presents an analytical approach for estimating the available bandwidth
in mobile adhoc network. The introduction of analytical models overcomes the disadvantages associated with
active and passive approaches as discussed in the literature. The proposed analytical model is based on fixed
point analysis based on renewal theory which helps in reducing the computations in comparison to Markov
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Fig. 4.10. Throughput of flows using proposed AABWM approach for admission control.

Fig. 4.11. Packet loss ratio.

Fig. 4.12. Data packet delivery.
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Chain based solutions. The link failure due to mobility of nodes leads to wastage of bandwidth resources and
needs to be addressed while evaluating the available bandwidth. We incorporate the mobility issue and observed
that link failure due to mobile nodes adversely affect the bandwidth estimation efforts. The proposed model is
compared against the existing approaches in terms of bandwidth consumption and admission control solution
using ns-2 simulations. The results indicate that in both static environment and dynamic environment the
proposed model has most stable performance. The packet loss ratio is found to be least in comparison to other
algorithms. The increased value of packet delivery ratio indicates the improvement in terms of delivery and
throughput achieved by the proposed solution.
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PLACEMENT STRATEGY FOR INTERCOMMUNICATING TASKS OF AN ELASTIC
REQUEST IN FOG-CLOUD ENVIRONMENT
R. SRIDHARAN∗ AND S. DOMNIC

†

Abstract. Cloud computing hosts large number of modern day applications using the virtualization concept. However, end-toend network latencies are detrimental to the performance of IoT (Internet of Things) applications like video surveillance and health
monitoring. Although edge/fog computing alleviates the latency concerns to some extent, it is still not suitable for applications
having intercommunicating tasks. Further, these applications can be elastic in nature and demand more tasks during their life-time.
To address this gap, in this paper a network aware co-allocation strategy for the tasks of an individual applications is proposed. After
modelling the problem using bin packing approach with additional constraints, the authors propose a novel heuristic IcAPER,(Intercommunication Aware Placement for Elastic Requests) algorithm. The proposed algorithm uses the network neighborhood machine
for placement, once current resource is fully utilized by the application. Using CloudsimPlus simulator the performance IcAPER
algorithm is compared with First Come First Serve (FCFS), Random and First Fit Decreasing (FFD) algorithms for the parameters
(a) resource utilization (b) resource fragmentation and (c) Number of requests having intercommunicating tasks placed on to same
PM. Extensive simulation results shows IcAPER maps 34% more tasks on to the same PM and also increase the resource utilization
by 13% while decreasing the resource fragmentation by 37.8% when compared to other algorithms in our consideration.
Key words: Fog computing, Cloud computing, Elasticity, VM placement, Intercommunicating task, Network latency, Autoscaling
AMS subject classifications. 68M14, 68M20

1. Introduction. Due to proliferation of Internet-of-Things (IoT), lot of smart devices utilize information
from sensors attached to them and applications of IoT devices have become more personalized, automatized,
and intelligent. These devices can adapt to their surroundings, and communicate with other devices to create
new forms of smart, intelligent, and autonomous services. Generally smart devices have inadequate computation
power, storage and bandwidth. Therefore, new forms of services are backed by cloud resources as cloud provides
virtualized elastic resource at low cost using pay-per-use model in their huge computing and storage resources.
However applications, such as video surveillance, real time gaming, real time streaming and augmented
reality are too sensitive towards reliability and latency. Since cloud data centers are located near the core
network, the information transmitted from/to the end devices of these applications from/to cloud leads to
unacceptable latency besides the problems like location-awareness and geo-distribution of IoT applications.
Fog computing paradigm ensures low-latency, high-bandwidth and location-awareness to the IoT applications.This paradigm pushes the elastic resources of cloud namely, computing and storage to the network edges,
i.e. near to the data generation point. As and when resources of fog servers are exhausted, naturally computation and storage are pushed back to cloud resource. Combined resources of fog-cloud environment is referred
as fog Cloud Datacenter (fogCDC) in this paper. Fog computing comprises of micro-clouds (fog nodes) that
are placed at the edge of data originator.These micro-clouds have the mechanism for processing the data before
going on to the network. Hence, fog computing structure is useful in big IoT data analytics [1]. High level
overview of fog platforms and architecture is presented in [2] along with implementation of Virtual Machines
migration in fog computing. Since fog computing cooperates with cloud computing for its resource demand,
together with IoT edge devices, a three layered service delivery model as shown in Fig. 1.1, is adopted for fog
computing. Both cloudlet [3,4] that was built before the emergence of fog computing, but inherently coincides
with fog and ParaDrop [5] that uses gateway (WiFi access point or home set-top box) for fog implementation,
essentially highlight the role of virtualization in a fog architecture. It is to be noted that cloudlet is nothing
but a task that is mapped on to an auto-destroyable VM, once the task completes its execution. Hence task
and VM are interchangeably used in this paper. Group of VMs launched in the distributed fog-cloud servers
working together for a specific surveillance task is demonstrated in [6]. Currently majority of the IoT systems
and software are built on top of open Web-based technologies [7]. Authors of [8], review the current efforts in realizing big IoT data analytics on fog networking. Therefore, we can easily conclude that majority of application
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Fig. 1.1. Three layered architecture of Fog Computing

Fig. 1.2. Placement of sample Tasks using Load balancing FCFS

types can use VM based Fog-cloud environment for their processing.
Some of the VMs of these application need inter-communication. For example VMs hosting database task
and hosting application task need inter communication in a three-tier web applications. Similarly VMs that
hosts object tracker task in a video surveillance system that uses multiple cameras covering multiple areas, need
inter-task communication. As these applications request sporadic resources, they depend heavily on elastic
capability of the fog-cloud paradigm. Elasticity can be classified as two types: horizontal and vertical. In
horizontal elasticity, dynamically the number of VMs are adjusted, whereas the resources (CPU, storage and
Memory) of a VM are dynamically adjusted in vertical elasticity [9]. In such a scenario mapping of tasks to the
suitable Physical Machine (PM)1 , called Virtual Machine Placement (VMP), is a challenging cloud problem.
To summarize, a cloud request can be classified as those having inter-communicating VMs and those not
having inter-communicating VMs, which can be further classified as needing elasticity and not. Authors, confines
this work to find suitable placement for application tasks that need inter-communication and horizontal elasticity
as well, hereafter called as simply elastic request. Other requests are referred as non-elastic requests, which
may or may not have inter-communicating VMs. Applications having inter-communicating VMs, gives better
performance, when they are placed together on to the same PM [10] as there will not be any network latency
between these VMs. But general VM placement schemes fail to recognize this and place the VMs on to PMs in
an arbitrary manner.
Consider an example of five requests that are currently(time t0 ) executing in a datacenter. Let the first
(ncT1 ) and third (ncT2 ) requests, having one tasks each, does not require inter-communication. Let the second
1 PM

denotes fog server as well as the servers of cloud Datacenter
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request having two task (cT1 and cT2 )needs inter-communication. Assume that the fourth ( ncT3 and fifth
(cT3 ) are newly (time t1 ) arrived requests. While the forth request is non-intercommunicating type, the fifth
request is an additional task of second request that needs inter communication with (cT1 and cT2 ). Further,
these tasks follow the communication pattern represented by arrows, as shown in Fig. 1.2(a). Assuming that
we have two PMs to place these tasks. Using the widely used VM placement algorithm First Come First Serve
(FCFS) along with load balancing, placements of tasks at t0 resembles to that of Fig. 1.2(b). Placement of tasks
at t1 is shown Fig. 1.2(c). If all the tasks are placed onto single PM itself, the other PM could be switched off to
reduce the overall power consumption. Else placing all the inter-communicating tasks (cT1 , cT2 and cT3 ) on to
the same physical machine reduces the power consumption used for communication, as network latency among
these tasks is nil. Since fog computing uses the cloud resources once their resources are fully utilized, placements
for inter-communication task of a single request can happen both at fog resources and cloud resources as well.
Particularly, when elastic requirements of this request have to be addressed, placements using both fog and
cloud resources in unavoidable.
Motivated by this observation, in this paper, after formulating Inter-communication Aware Task Placement
of Elastic Request (IcAPER) problem, we describe in detail, the proposed IcAPER algorithm that improves the
resource management of fogCDC. Performance of individual fog applications is also bound to improve using this
algorithm, as it implements co-allocation for tasks of these applications. Co-allocation is also adhered in cloud
resources once fog server is fully utilized. This is achieved by maintaining the identity of tasks with reference
to its application across fogCDC. In summary, contributions of this paper are as follows:
• A mathematical modeling of Inter-communication Aware Task Placement of an Elastic Request (IcAPER) problem. This model considers requests of individual IoT application having one or more tasks
along with its communication pattern and elastic needs during their lifetime for placement instead of
individual tasks, a widely followed practice is presented.
• Guided by IcAPER model, IcAPER algorithm that minimize the network latency and improves the
datacenter efficiency is proposed.
• Effectiveness of the proposed algorithm is demonstrated in a simulation environment via (a) reduced VM
migrations, (b) resource fragmentation, (c) improved resource utilization and (d) Number of requests
having intercommunicating tasks placed on to same PM.
Rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the available literature related to the problem.
While Section 3 describes the problem formulation and its modeling, Section 4 describes details the proposed
IcAPER algorithm along with illustration of IcAPER placement for the sample task described in Fig. 1.2(a).
Section 5 presents the implementation and analysis of IcAPER and Section 6 concludes this work.
2. Related Works. Fog computing, relatively a new distributed computing paradigm, extends the cloud
service to the edge of the network [11]. Fog device, any element in the network capable of hosting application
modules, include resource-rich servers and resource-poor devices such as gateways, mobile, smart vehicles,
smart cameras etc. As both fog resource and cloud resources can host VMs, this work reviews the general VM
placement, a multi-parameter optimization problem in this section. Simulation environments [12,13,14] have
been used in evaluating the solutions for this problem .
Multi-dimensional bin-packing problem is used to model the VMP, where PMs are considered as bins and
VMs are considered as items, with the goal of finding minimum number of bins to hold all the items. Since binpacking is a NP-hard problem, heuristic based approximation algorithms are proposed for VMP. First Fit (FF)
algorithm [15], a greedy method is the most popular algorithm used for solving bin-packing problem. FF keeps
filling the current bin until the PM could not hold the new VM. Even though this approach is time-effective, it
usually occupies more PM, than that of an optimal solution. Modified version of FF is proposed by Panigrahy
et al. [16] where VMs are sorted in decreasing order before applying FF on the sorted items. This is called
First Fit Decreasing (FFD) algorithm which ensures that large items are placed first.
Authors of [17] proposed a dynamic mapping between new VMs and the PMs using probability theory,
and demonstrate that the energy consumption of DC is minimal. While authors of [18] proposed the VMP
solution for a balanced PMs interms of load in a DC, others [19, 20] tried to minimize the power consumption of
DC by employing consolidation techniques to ensure that active PMs are always minimal by maximizing their
utilization. Mahfuzur et al., [21], proposed static initial VM placement where, VMs are co-placed based on
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their resource requirement compatibility. In this approach, PMs and VMs are differentiated as resource critical
and non-critical based on their historical usage. But they have not considered the elastic requirements of an
application hosted by these VMs. To minimize the power consumption, a decentralized decision based VMP
is proposed by Feller et al., [22], in which, a peer-peer (P2P) communication model is proposed among PMs.
Deploying this communication model, periodic consolidations of VMs are accomplished by using cost-aware Ant
Colony Optimization (ACO) techniques. Cui et al., [23] brought out the importance of policy and network
awareness before considering VM migrations. The authors demonstrated an efficient VM management scheme
which reduces the communication cost while considering PMs to migrate the VMs.
Further, some contributions have explored two-stage approach as well for VMP problem. Beloglazove et al.,
[24] proposed two stages for the VMP: (i) initial placement of VMs and (ii) optimizing the current placement.
In this, using CPU utilization of the VMs, a Modified Best Fit Decreasing (MBFD) algorithm is used for initial
placement and the second phase is triggered whenever an overloaded or an under-loaded PM is detected as a
result of a well-defined CPU threshold. Without considering elasticity, Zheng et al., [25] subdivided the VMP
as two sub-problems. A Best Fit (BF) algorithm, used for incremental placements acts as first step followed
by another step in which, periodical trigger of VM consolidation focusing on reducing power consumption and
minimization of resource wastage.
An interesting two-phase online VMP is proposed by Shi et al., [26] where PMs and VM requests are
represented as vectors. During the first phase, based on cosine similarity of the vectors, PM types are assigned to
VM requests and based on resource request, VMs are categorized for each PM type. Using utilization thresholds
of PMs, reconfiguration of VMs is triggered in the second phase. Like [24] here also authors have not taken
into account elasticity at all. Another two phase approached for VMP proposed by Fabio et al., [27] considers
complex IaaS environment including elasticity but did not consider the intercommunication patterns while
placing the additional VM of an elastic requests. Mishra et al., [28] proposed algorithm to map the task onto VM
and the VMs to PM. This algorithm minimizes the makespan and task rejection rate while reducing the energy
consumption by reducing the active number PMs. The reviewed works, except [21,27,10,23] solve VMP problem
as simple placement strategy using the current PM resource utilization for new VM placement, consolidation
and energy consumption. Authors [21,27] include the elasticity in their works but not intercommunication
whereas, authors of [10, 23] include network awareness but not elasticity.
As explained in Section 1, tasks placement accomplished after considering both the network awareness
and intercommunicating needs of the tasks, together with the knowledge of prior placement of tasks from this
application is bound to increase the application performance. Hence, this work propose to use prior tasks
placement knowledge of an intercommunicating elastic application, for the placement of its additional tasks,
while ensuring reduced overhead of fogCDC and also increased application performance.
3. Problem Statement and Proposed Model. This section explain the problem that is addressed
through this work and its mathematical programming model followed tasks placements using IcAPER for the
sample tasks described in Section 1.
3.1. Problem statement. The focus of this work is to improve task placement of an elastic IoT application
requests for overall betterment of fogCDC management. By and large, and also by design, only volume of data
generated by an IoT application can change over period of time and hence need more processing power to
arrive timely decisions, which can be addressed by elasticity of fogCDC. These tasks requests can be classified
into three types, namely (a) new VM requests, (b) migrating VMs requests and (c) incremental VM requests.
Requests wanting elasticity service are expected to give the minimum number of VMs (VMmin) that needs to
be running permanently during the lifetime of those applications. They are also expected to give maximum
number of VMs (VMmax) that can be allocated at any given point of time to cater to the application fleets. In
effect, the number of VMs dedicated to these applications at any time shall be between VMmin and VMmax.
This requirement is in consistent with popular cloud service providers like Google and Amazon. In addition
users are also expected specify need of intercommunication to their tasks. Since, application logic remains same
for the life-time of an IoT applications, using the historical data, the service providers can also easily identify
inter-communication needs of these tasks.
Therefore, we can assign application driven unique identifier for these tasks. Using this identifier we can
easily influence the task scheduler for a desired resource mapping for these tasks. Efficiently placed VMmin and
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incremental VMs of these requests can give various benefits to both user and fog-cloud service provider. These
incremental VM requests, when solved as a fixed placement problem result in cascading benefits. Firstly, inter
VM communication latency is reduced as network is not involved, which is bound to increase the application
performance. Secondly, placing VMmin VMs together reduces the potential migrations during cloud server
consolidation. This reduced migration and network latency leads to minimal power consumption in fogCDC.
Thirdly, as individual PMs are balanced with the placement of VMs, serving both communication depend
applications and applications made up of non-communicating tasks, SLA violations are bound to be minimal
with respect to inter-communicating tasks.
3.2. Proposed Model. The proposed work consider the communication pattern of the tasks of a request
and also the elastic needs of requests as additional constraints for the general VMP problem (GVMP), to
formulate the IcAPER problem. IcAPER can be viewed as a bin packing problem where PMs are treated as
bins and VMs are treated as items. This is an optimization problem in which number of PMs (bins) used to
place the VMs (items) are to be minimized. This work segregate the requests into three types: (a) requests for
e
placing group of tasks having inter-communication along with elastic needs (rcomu
), (b)without elasticity but
needs inter-communication (rcomu ) and (c)all other requests (r).
To formalize the problem we make the following assumptions:
• Let r1 , r2 , rα be the requests defined by a four-tuple rk = {u, V Mtype , V Mmin , V Mmax }, 1 ≤ k ≤ α
where V Mmin and V Mmax are number of VMs, V Mtype = {micro, small, medium, large, xlarge} and
e
u= {rcomu
, rcomu , r}.
• p = {p1 , p2 , pn } and v = {v1 , v2 , vm } as the identifier of PMs and VMs respectively
• Both PMs and VMs are constrained with D-dimensional resource vectors R (number of CPUs, memory
size, storage space, bandwidth speed etc.).
• n represents total number of PMs, m represents total number of requests and N represents V Mmin ,
Then from the above assumptions we have,
rk =

VM
min
∑

vi

(3.1)

i=1

Hence,
m=

α
∑

rk

(3.2)

k=1

Let us introduce a function ϕ to indicate the placement schema ϕ(rk ) = p if VMs of rk th request are
placed on the pth PM. The objective of GVMP is, given a request sequence S, and PMs p, 1 ≤ p ≤ n
with capacity C, find a placement function ϕ such that
minimize

n
∑

pi

(3.3)

i=1

subject to the following two constraints.
• Resource constraints: During the placement of VMs belonging to rk requests, the PMs identified to
host these VMs are subject to primary resource constraints:
∀1 ≤ p ≤ n, 1 ≤ d ≤ D

rk
m ∑
∑

rk =1 v=1

where R{vd (1 ≤ d ≤ D) is the resource demand of v th VM and
1,
Xvp =
0, otherwise

Xvp ∗ Rvd ≤ C

(3.4)
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• Placement constraints: Each VM of user request r has to be placed to run on a single PM
∀1 ≤ p ≤ n,

rk
m ∑
∑

Xvp = 1

(3.5)

rk =1 v=1

Each item has resource vector Ri = {Ri1 , Ri2 , .Rid } and each dimension l ∈ [1, .., d], denotes resource
demand size Ril which is normalized 0..1 and capacity of each PM is also normalized to 1, then we have
Xvp ∈ {0, 1}

and n ∈ {0, 1}

(3.6)

Next IcAPER is formulated by adding three more constraints, as described below.
e
• Same-PM constraint: In any request having inter-communication tasks (rcomu
), let VMs v1 and v2
have co-allocation requirement and are required to be co-allocated onto same PM p ∈ [1n] then we can
combine VM v1 and v2 to one group and form a new VM vnew . For each resource dimension d, the size
of the group VM is denoted by sum of VM v1 and v2 .
i.e.Rvdnew =

Rvd1 + Rvd2

(3.7)

Hence the following constraint is added to GVMP:
∀p ∈ [1n], {∀v1 , v2 ∈ [1..V Mmin ]} ∈ rk
rk ∈

e
{rcomu
, rcomu },

&

Xv1 p = Xv2 p

(3.8)

• Fixed-PM constraint: Let us define matrix Aij , where i, j ∈ {1m}, to denote the request relation
among individual tasks. As explained in previous section, we also set the individual element of this matrix with rk , the application driven request identifier, to which the current tasks belongs.This identifier
′
is uniquely identifiable across fogCDC. Assume that rk denotes the elastic requirements of request rk ,
then for each tasks of an inter-communication needed elastic task group, we add the following fixed-PM
constraint:
e
∀rk ∈ rcomu
, ∀1 ≤ k ≤ α,

′

xvp = rk = rk

(3.9)

Comment: All the above explained constraints are suitable for cloud resources only. This is because, in
normal circumstances, there will be only a single resource rich fog server will be available per area to which
all IoT applications send the data. Fog architecture depends solely on cloud resource for computation-heavy
tasks. Hence the objective Eq. 3.3 with constraints of cf. Eqs. 3.4, 3.5, and 3.8 are to be solved for an effective initial VMP of an individual request while the objective cf. Eq. 3.3 with constraints of Eqs. 3.4 and 3.5
and Eqs. 3.4 and 3.9 to be satisfied during the additional VM requests of an intercommunicating elastic request.
Claim: IcAPER is NP-Complete.
e
Proof: As per constraint Eq. 3.8, resource demand vectors of all the tasks specified by VMmin rcomu
and rcomu are combined to form a new VM having higher resource demand vector. Characteristics of VM, an
equivalent to item in a bin-packing problem are not altered by adhering to this constraint. As stated in Eq. 3.6
we can equate the normalized IcAPER problem to that of normalized GVMP by dividing VM sizes with the
corresponding resource capacities of PMs. Hence similar to GVMP, IcAPER is also NP-Complete.
Since minimization problem of IcAPER is NP-Complete, we cannot get the optimal placement solutions in
polynomial time unless P=NP [29]. Hence we propose a algorithmic based solution in this paper.
4. Proposed IcAPER Algorithm. In this section, we present a VMP scheme guided by IcAPER problem
e
, rcomu and r rather than V Mtype for optimal operations of fogDC. This
modelling based on request type rcomu
scheme recognizes inter-communication needs of the requests for tasks placements. Initial placement focuses on
placing the tasks of individual requests efficiently so that future migrations are minimal. This also ensures that
the network overheads and overheads incurred for identifying suitable VMs and PMs that are candidates for these
migrations, are also reduced. Subsequently, placement of elastic needs of requests having inter-communication
are confined to the individual PM resulting in better application performance due to nil network latency. To
develop such an algorithm, we make some simplifying assumptions as follows:
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Fig. 4.1. Flow chart of the proposed Algorithm

• fogCDC has enough capacity to serve all the requests.
• VM request can be initiated by user or cloud service. In case of elasticity, cloud service monitor shall
initiate the event associated with increase and or decrease of VMs.
• Without loss of generality, we assume that by minimizing cross-traffics, overall IoT application performance will be improved.
In this paper, VM placement patterns are formulated in two steps. During the first step initial VMP
is achieved subject to constraints Eqs. 3.4, 3.5, 3.8 and Eq. 3.9. Fixed placement pattern that includes
e
network neighborhood machines, is adopted for the additional VMs of request type rcomu
as the final step. We
symbolize Ct for total (original) capacity and Cu for current utilization of active PM which is in consideration
for placement, while resource demand of VM that needs to be placed, is defined by Cr . Note that all these
parameters are defined in terms of resource vectors (number of CPUs, memory size, storage space, bandwidth
speed etc.).
The Inter-communication Aware placement for tasks of an Elastic Request (IcAPER) algorithm, after
extracting the VM details from the individual request, assemble the VMs according to various constraints listed
in Section 3, and sends them to Allocate function along with candidate PM. Allocate function performs the
actual allocation of VMs to given PM. Upon non-availability of enough resources in the PM, it initiates new
PM and places the VMs. Flow chat of IcAPER algorithm and Allocate sub-function is presented in Fig. 4.1(a).
The detailed description of the same follows.
4.1. IcAPER Algorithm Description. As a first step IcAPER algorithm collects individual requests,
both from cloud service and users onto a batch B. Additional VM of elastic requests emanating from cloud
services are also queued to the same batch. Note that each request is defined by four-tuple {u, V Mtype , V Mmin ,
V Mmax }. Components of this four-tuple are already explained in Section 3. However if the request is emanated
from cloud service, then combination of information indicating whether the request is to scale-up or scale-down
the VM, and a unique request identifier through which the four-tuples can be extracted, defines the request.
At fixed time interval, the m requests are differentiated as fresh and additional request. After extracting
e
VM details from V Mtype of each request in m, they are segregated as rcomu
,rcomu and r. In adherence to
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Algorithm 10 IcAPER Algorithm
Require : request, active number of PM n
Result : tasks placement
\* Refer Sect. 3 for description of symbols *\
1 fetch user requests m
2 while m != NULL do
3
rk ← m.k
4
for k = 1 to α
5
Cr = X.Rd
6
if rk for deletion
7
process scale-down of VM
8
else if rk for addition
′
\* adherence to fixed-PM constraint *\
9
Allocate (X, rk , pn )
e
10
else if u ∈ rcomu
or u ∈ rcomu
11
X ← V Mmin .Rvd (V Mtype )
\* adherence to same-PM constraint*\
12
Cu = Allocate(X, u, Pn )
13
else if u ∈ r
14
X ← N.Rvd (V Mtype )
15
Cu = Allocate(X, u, Pn )
16
end for
17
Ca ← (Ct − Cu )
18 end while
same-PM constraint of the proposed IcAPER, the demand resource vectors of all the tasks, given by N , of new
e
rcomu
request and new rcomu are combined individually to form a new task and considered as single placement
e
[line 10]. If the request is for scale-up or scale-down of VM from an existing rcomu
type requests, then PM
details are extracted from the request identifier and processed accordingly [lines 5-9]so as to adhere to fixed-Pm
constraints. After the formulation of VMs, sub-function Allocate is called with the candidate PM [lines 12,15].
Before addressing the next request available capacity of the PM is re-calculated. [line 17]. Description of the
Allocate function is presented next.
Algorithm 11 Allocate Sub-function
Input : X (VM to be placed), request rk , pn (PM to be used for mapping)
return : utilization of PM
\* Refer Sect. 3 for description of symbols *\
1 extract u from rk
2 Ca ← (Ct − Cu ) and Cr = X.Rd
e
3 if u ∈ rcommu
and X is an additional VM
4
if Ca > Cr ) map X onto pn
′
5
else if (pn ∃X .Rd ∈ rcomm ≥ Cr )
′
6
migrate X from pn using FirstFit
7
map X onto pn
8
else map X onto network neighborhood machine by repeating step 4-8
9
else if (Ca > Cr ) map X onto pn
10 else map X onto new PM
11 return Cu
4.1.1. Allocate function description. For Allocate function, request type along with the VM to be
placed and candidate PM are given as input. After calculating available Ca and extracting resource demand
vector Cr of current VM in consideration for placement [line 3] function proceeds to map the VM onto candidate
e
PM given as the input. If the request is for an additional VM of rcomu
, on availability of enough capacity, the
request Cr is directly mapped on to the PM [line 5] else, migrate suitable VM or combination of VMs belonging to
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Fig. 4.2. Placement of sample Tasks using IcAPER
Table 5.1
Host configuration used in simulation
Core
16

RAM
64 GB

VMM
Xen

Storage
1 TB

MIPS
100,000

r from that PM using First Fit algorithm and map the additional VM [lines 6-8]. Upon unsuccessful placement
suitable PM from the network neighborhood is identified and repeats steps 6-8 until successful placement
e
e
and r), then on availability of enough resources, we directly
happens. If the request is new one ( rcomu
,rcomu
map the VM onto the given PM, failing which new PM is initiated and mapping of VM is done[lines 10-11].
Finally the current utilization of the PM used for the latest placement process is returned to the Algorithm 1.
4.2. Cost Analysis of IcAPER Algorithm. Number of VM requests m in the batch queue will be a
modest constant. For example, if scan interval of a batch is 5 minutes and on an average 50 VM requests get
queued up, then Algorithm 1 needs to scan [lines 3-16] these 50 requests only and hence the cost is O(m). Cost
of sorting the segregated batch B is O(m log m) [line 17, 18]. Since eList and neList lists are of size O(m/2),
the following loop[lines 19 - 28] will also execute O(m) times, implying that Allocate, will also be called O(m)
times. The inner loop having break [line 26] will execute once sufficient non-elastic VMs are placed matching to
that of an elastic VM. As the number of VMs in a PM is bounded by a constant, the cost of inner loop is O(1).
Last loop [line 29-31] that places the leftover VMs also has a cost of O(m). Let n be the number of candidate
PM in Allocate sub-function, then packing the VMs onto PM, results in cost of O(n). Hence O(m log m) +
O(n) is the total cost of IcAPER, which is asymptotic to FFD and FCFS algorithms.
4.3. IcAPER for sample VMs. Let us look at the changes that the balanced FCFS VM placement
scheme described in cf. Sect. 1, for the sample VMs as depicted in Fig. 1.2 (a) goes through during initial
VMP (T0 ) and subsequently T1 , according to IcAPER. IcAPER scheme for these VMs is depicted in Fig. 4.2.
As per IcAPER, at time T0 the initial requests of elastic user are placed together on to the same PM as shown
in Fig. 4.2(a), whereas at time T1 , the VM placements resembles to Fig. 4.2(b), in which ncT1 is migrated
to second PM so that additional request cT2 can be placed on to the first PM itself. This clearly reduces the
cross PM communications and hence the network traffic resulting in conservation of energy. Here the trade
off is between the cost incurred to migrate ncT1 and expected application performance. We will explain the
experimental setup and the analysis of results in the subsequent sections.
5. Implementation. Efficiency of any VMP algorithm, needs to be evaluated in a large-scale cloud platform. However, it is difficult to conduct the repeatable VMP experiments in a real production cloud platform.
Hence, the proposed IcAPER algorithm is simulated using CloudSimPlus [30] simulator. The algorithms were
implemented as an extension to SimpleVmAllocationPolicy, which determines how VMs are assigned to the host.
Since our focus in this work is to improve VMP that is common to both fog and cloud resources, we carried
out the experiments using CloudSimPlus simulator having Xen as the virtual machine monitor (hypervisor). The
proposed, Inter-communication Aware Elastic Request Placement (IcAPER) algorithm, written in Java, is tested
on a Dell workstation with Intel Xeon 3.30Ghz and 16Gb memory, having x64 architecture. The simulation is
performed over a datacenter made up of twenty homogeneous physical machines whose configuration is presented
in Table 5.1. VM configuration of popular service provider Amazon EC2 [31] is adopted and the same is shown
in Table 5.2.
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Table 5.2
Virtual Machine configuration used in simulation
resource
vCPU
RAM (GB)

Micro
1
1

Small
1
2

Medium
2
4

Large
2
8

Xlarge
4
16

Table 5.3
Characteristics of requests in a batch
Characteristic
Number of Request
e
Requests type rcomu
Requests type rcomu
Requests type r
e
New VM requests by type rcomu
New VM requests by type rcomu
New VM requests by type r
Requests for additional VM
Requests for delete VM

Number
40
12
10
18
22
32
45
7
3

Since we are addressing the application elasticity along with inter-communication of its tasks in this work,
for each experiment, we created three bunches of randomly generated requests in the ratio of 2:1:1 for time slot
T1 , T2 and T3 .The total resource requirement of these requests is approximately equal to the capacity of our
datacenter. Note that each request is represented by a four-tuple as explained in Section 3. Characteristic of
requests for single experiment is presented in Table 5.3. Column 8 is valid only for the request belonging to time
T1 onwards whereas, column 9 is valid for the request belonging to time T2 onwards only. As explained in Section
1, each VM is attached with a cloudlet whose input file size is 1000 bytes. We have compared the proposed
IcAPER algorithm with FCFS, Random and FFD algorithms for an experiment. To avoid transient anomalies we
conducted ten such experiments and collected the statistics for evaluation parameters: (a) resource utilization,
(b) resource fragmentation, (c) reduced VM migrations and (d) Number of requests having intercommunicating
tasks placed on to same PM.
The results presented in Figs. 5.1 – 5.4 demonstrate that IcAPER algorithm is preferred one when compared
with other algorithms which are considered for the comparison. From Fig. 5.1, we can find out that resource
utilization by IcAPER increase when more requests are served than other algorithms. When individual PMs
may have enough resources in one dimension (CPU, memory etc.) but not in all dimensions and hence requests
cannot be placed on to it, resulting in resource fragmentation. The increase in resource fragmentation, over a
period of time, implies scope for improvement in fogCDC management. As shown in Fig. 5.2 IcAPER algorithm
e
perform best when compared with other algorithms. This work proposes to host all the tasks of rcomu
and rcomu
type requests, along with its additional(elastic) tasks on the same PM. When compared all the algorithm for
this parameter, as depicted in Fig. 5.3, IcAPER outperforms all other algorithms.
Next evaluation parameter is potential migration needed in all algorithms that are in our consideration to
ensure nil network latency. It is to be noted that as by design, IcAPER has to place maximum possible tasks on
the same PM at T1 . However, from T2 onwards all algorithm makes placement decision based on the availability
of resource on PM and individual algorithmic constraints. For example, IcAPER forces the migration of tasks
e
belongs to rcomu and r type request, so that co-allocation constraint for elastic needs of rcomu
type requests
can be adhered. As shown in Figure 5.4 IcAPER consistently outperforms other algorithms over multiple time
slot. It is also to be noted that the application performance and cost of migration are directly proportional to
the number of additional tasks requested by elastic request when fogCDC is deployed with IcAPER algorithm.
6. Conclusions. In this paper, after formulating Inter-communication Aware Elastic Request Placement
(IcAPER) problem, pertaining to a fog-cloud environment, authors propose an efficient IcAPER algorithm to
improve the resource utilization of fog-cloud datacenter. IcAPER considers individual request encompassing one
or more VMs as a whole for placement along, with the life-time of the request rather than individual VMs. This
proposed algorithm places all the tasks of requests needing intercommunication and elasticity, on to same PM
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Fig. 5.1. Physical Machine Utilization

Fig. 5.2. Physical Machine Fragmentation

Fig. 5.3. Number requests needing intercommunicating tasks mapped to same PM

and/or on to network neighborhood PMs by implementing same-PM, fixed-PM and balanced-PM constraints
for task placements. These constraints are adhered by maintaining the identity of tasks with reference to its
application across fogCDC resulting in improved performance of fog application.
Performance of IcAPER is compared with FFD, FCFS and Random, well-known placement algorithms for
metrics resource utilization, resource fragmentation, migrations needed to maintain minimal network latency
and number of requests having intercommunicating tasks placed on to same PM for evaluation. Based on
average taken out of ten experiments, the simulation results shows proposed technique is attractive compared
to other algorithms that are in authors consideration. Studying the performance impact of IcAPER algorithm
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Fig. 5.4. Potential Migration needed to minimize the latency

to a real time video surveillance application using distributed camera will be of future interest. Pan-tilt-zoom
(PTZ) parameters of multiple cameras requires low-latency communication between the cameras for which we
can use the fog resources. Whereas, for processing the captured video frames and for long-term processing
(analysis) of control strategy to obtain the optimal PTZ parameter cloud resource can be used.
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TRUST FACTOR BASED KEY DISTRIBUTION PROTOCOL
IN HYBRID CLOUD ENVIRONMENT
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Abstract. In the Hybrid cloud deployment model, security is essential to restrict access while using resources such as virtual
machine, platform, and application. Many protocols were developed to provide security via the cryptography technique, but these
protocols rarely considered the trust factor which is an essential factor for cloud security. The existing Elliptic Curve Cryptography
and Diﬃe Hellman key distribution mechanism failed to stress the trust factor, and further, they have provided not only higher
complexity but also lower security and reliability. The proposed method comprised two stages: ﬁrst stage, Group Creation using
the trust factor and develop key distribution security protocol. It performs the communication process among the virtual machine
communication nodes. Creating several groups based on the cluster and trust factors methods. The second stage, the ECC (Elliptic
Curve Cryptography) based distribution security protocol is developed. The proposed Trust Factor Based Key Distribution Protocol
reduced error rate, improve the key computation time and maximize resource utilization.
Key words: Cloud Computing, Elliptic Curve Cryptography, Clustering, Trust Factors, Key Distribution
AMS subject classifications. 94A60, 68M14

1. Introduction. Cloud computing has emerged as a pivoted new field, differentiated from conventional
computing by its focus on software as services, platform as services and infrastructure as services, these services
are implemented by Cloud deployment models such as public cloud, private cloud or hybrid cloud. Cloud
computing has added to the advances in computational and correspondence innovations - making financially
achievable the combination of various clusters of heterogeneous network resources and services which, thus, have
prompted the improvement of extensive large scale distributed system. A group key exchange protocol permits
a set of people to agree upon a shared secret session key over an internet network [1, 2].
Cloud computing virtual resource can be characterized into three types such as compute, storage and
network. Compute resource permit you to start virtual machines on cloud infrastructure. The main challenges
of task scheduling in compute clouds are its highly dynamic environment, where the computing resources
have their availability, access policies, security, reliability, etc. [3, 4]. Cloud computing has often jointly
supported collaborative computing projects on the internet. Maximum of these projects have stringent security
requirements. The capabilities for cloud systems and networks, such as broadband capabilities and distributed
intelligence can greatly enrich reliability and efficiency, but they might also create much vulnerability if not
deployed with the appropriate security controls. Providing security for such a large system may seem an
unfathomable task, and if done incorrectly, can leave utilities open to cyber-attacks [5, 6].
Communicate among the group of members in securely and tried to reduce the complexity of informing
the group key. The secure communications in the group or large group are more complex than Peer-to-peer
communication because of the adaptability issue of the group key. Specifically, the expense of key establishment
and renovating are generally pertinent to the size of the group and consequently turns into a performance
bottleneck in attain scalability. To address this issue, our proposed approach named as the trust factor based
key distribution protocol that combines the features of ECC key exchange protocol with the trust factor. ECC
and Diffie Hellman key exchange protocols do not consider the trust factor in that which is relating to a ”firm
belief ” with a treat like trustworthiness, reliability, and ability of the element for multicast communication in
distributed computing [7, 8].
The primary goal of a cloud environment is increasing the domain to domain interactions, a secure environment and to ensuring the confidentiality of others. To achieve this ”trust,” notion needs to be considered so
that the trustworthiness makes the geographically distributed method more reliable and attractive. The trust
∗ Department of Computer Science and Engineering, CMR Institute of Technology, Hyderabad - 501401, Telangana, India
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factor is an essential factor for cloud security. The above issues were resolved by using our proposed method of
trust-based cloud security. In our proposed method has considered the priority of trust factor for enhancing the
parameters of reliability and security. Hence to reduce this drawback in the existing protocols like ECC and
Diffie Hellman key exchange, the trust factor based distribution security protocol using ECC is proposed, these
trust factors based on key distribution security protocol, have been utilized to select the group leader among
the communication nodes.
After that, the ECC method has been exploited in the secure communication process among group members.
When compared to ECC and Diffie Hellman key exchange, the proposed method has given high performance in
security. The proposed system provides improved scalability due to the trust factor Key Computation [9, 10].
Main contributions of this research work are summarized below:
• Trust Factor Based key distribution protocol is designed that helps the decision making during the key
distribution.
• Trust Factor Based key distribution protocol performances are evaluated based on the theoretical analysis and experimental analysis.
• The objective of the research work is to minimize the error rate and computation time and maximize
the resource utilization using Trust Factor Based key distribution protocol
The remainders of the paper are structured as follows, in section 2 crucial secure exchange protocol are
reviewed. Section 3 we discussed the proposed system and implementation. In Section 4, we analyze and prove
the correctness and safety of the proposed protocol and comparative study also reported in this section. Finally,
we conclude the paper in Section 5.
2. Related Works. This section provides various recent related works regarding the secure key exchange
protocol are reviewed. Wei et al. proposed a compiler which changes over secure group key exchange protocol
into a secure passive keyless entry protocol. This method uses the labeled signature, public key encryption, the
hash function. The proposed compiler is the main provably secure compiler without irregular prophets. As far
as efficiency, the proposed protocol simply improved the two rounds of communications to the unique group key
exchange protocol, which suggests that the derived password-authenticated group key exchange protocol is a
static-round protocol as long as the secret group key exchange protocol is a static-round protocol [11]. Gonzales
et al. proposed the model of security assessment for Infrastructure as a Service; this plan is confined to the
single cloud service model, infrastructure as a service. The layers of the software stack underneath the guest
operating system are coming under the control of the Infrastructures as service cloud service providers, key
exchange security important in the software as service cloud service model [12].
Li et al. [13] introduced the blockchain based security model for centralized cloud storage. They found that
the model has been contrasted with other two existing traditional model in respect of network transmission delay
and security. Moreover, the system performance of conventional cloud design has been enhanced by the modified
evolutionary algorithm which decreases the expenses on transmitting and replicas scheduling. Additionally, the
proposed architecture has lower transmission delay compare with the genetic algorithm. Recently various
exchange protocol proposed in a cloud environment concerning the healthcare environment. Challa et al.
introduced a novelty of Secure Authentication Scheme (SAS) for healthcare in wireless sensor networks. To
figure out the drawbacks in the LiuChung’s existing method [14], the proposed framework enables a lawful
client to modify/update the biometrics and password without prior communicating the trusted third party
authority. Besides, it also permits a revocation scheme for disobeying nodes in the wireless sensor network.
The proposed system uses BurrowsAbadiNeedham logic as well as the random oracle model. Additionally, the
proposed scheme prevents replay attacks with the help of the widely-used AVISPA tool. The low communication
costs and computation and along with high security make the proposed method fit for an extensive range of
healthcare projects [15, 16].
Barman et al. designed a basic session-based exchange protocol that was worked like as biometric information of two conveying parties are pooled together to fabricate a cryptographic architecture are called a mutual
locker. [17]. Zhou et al. have reported the key exchange challenges of k-nearest neighbors query over the
encoded database in cloud services vendor. The revealed plan to accomplish secure outsourcing storage and
k-nearest neighbors question in the cloud, where they utilized to improve dot product protocol and combined
it into secure k-nearest neighbor’s querying system. This technique also can counter-attack the assailant know-
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ing the information that cloud data owner shares with query cloud client notwithstanding the encoded data
[18]. Trapero et al. [19] have described sec Service Level Agreement (SLA) model created on defining a set
of measurements for each security metric with which the cloud service providers can evaluate the strength of
guaranteed service level objectives. For each service level objective, they have recognized a set of violations and
detectable alerts, and they considered not only how to forecast, prevent, and eradicate secSLA violations, but
also how to handle remedial and responsive activities in order to get-out producing more destruction, In the
proposed secSLA trust factor is not included in the cloud consumers viewpoints. Kerberos is an authentication
server whose main function is to authenticate client to server and server to client, the main security challenge in
Kerberos is a key exchange between client and server. Talkhaby et al. proposed a new protocol with the powerful Diffie Hellman-DSA Key Exchange algorithm and the client’s unique fingerprint impression tests. Biometric
information utilized in the scheme comprehends the confinement of password-based authentication. In this
work, using strong Diffie Hellman-DSA Key Exchange were performed as a Hard Key Exchange (HKE) mechanism with mutual authentication helped them to tackle the password predicting attack weakness in Kerberos
version 5 protocols [20]. Nicanfar et al. proposed a Multilayer Consensus ECC-Based Password Authenticated
Key-Exchange (MCEPAK) protocol, which allows secure communications between different layers of the smart
grid control system and a home appliance. This method takes benefit of elliptic curve cryptography to provide a
high-security level with a small key size while directing the possible resource limitations in the devices connected
and they showed that proposed method decreases the security burden while giving elasticity against most of
the attacks. Related to the X.1035 protocol, MCEPAK gains a lower load for the generation of the required
passwords and hash function [21].
Hafizul et al. mentioned that ECC-based improves the security of key exchange of Peyravian-Zunic’s
secret key authentication method as well as expels the security defects Zhu et al.’s [22] method like clock
synchronization issue and Identification and prevention of impersonation attack, etc. In this work, the proposed
method enriches the computation of the symmetric key. It is used for private interchange of plaintext utilizing
a symmetric key encryption algorithm. The performance examines of the proposed method is endorsed that
the protection of data against impersonation attacks [23]. Murali et al. proposed a framework based on both
traditional and quantum cryptography for cloud computing. This proposed method simplifies both the quantum
channel and data channel for exchanging key and information correspondingly. The security framework based on
quantum cryptography key distribution. The framework aims to support vital Quantum essential distribution
communications with the cloud. This method is not suitable for the real cloud environment since the error rate
is not an acceptable level of the cloud services providers [24].
Kumar et al. proposed a protocol that is based upon an RSA key distribution named as efficient centralized
group key distribution protocol which is helpful from multiple points of view. It drastically decreases the
computation load of the critical server by reducing the number of arithmetic operations needs to perform
during crucial exchange and updating. However, the proposed method is not trusted for the cloud environment
since it is considering the trust factor of cloud service providers [25].
Table 2.1 shows the merits and demerits of different key exchange protocol. Based on these the following
conclusions have been made, the related works in the literature failed to incorporate certain factors such as Reliability and Recommendation which are identified as important aspects of key distribution in the hybrid cloud.
We combined the features of ECC key exchange protocol using trust factor we introduced the method called
Trust Factor Based Key Distribution Protocol (TFBKD); the proposed technique enables reduced computation
and well-organized and secure group communication. It additionally ensured efficient rekeying for every communication session. Mehta and Singh talked about a few issues identified with exhibitions, security, and data
transfer capacity issues in ASP .NET sites [26]. Singh et al. proposed technocrat ARIMA and SVR demonstrate
(TASM), which gives a superior comprehension of the remaining burden and help to pick the estimating model.
The gauging model additionally examined remaining testing for parameter setup of the models. Anyway, the
proposed model works just in the web application situation [27]. Singh et al. present an Object-based Accountability Framework for data partaking in distributed computing. This structure provides responsibility to any
client who is utilizing the cloud administrations utilizing a progressively particular and granular way utilizing
article situated methodology. By utilizing this system, the client becomes more acquainted with that who can
or who had gotten to his private data and when. This furnishes the client with a dependable choice to the client
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Table 2.1
Comparison of the different key exchange protocol

Ref
[11]

Year
2018

Technique
Group key exchange
protocol
key exchange security

Advantage
High Efficiency

[12]

2015

[13]
[14]

2018
2017

Blockchain-based security
Secure Authentication
Scheme (SAS)

Lower Transmission delay
High Efficiency

[15][16]
[17]

2018
2017

Low communication cost
Efficiency and Reliability

[19]

2017

Biometric key authentication
Crucial session based
key exchange protocol
Service Level Agreement
(SLA)

[20]

2016

Strong Diffie-Hellman
Key Exchange

Efficiency and Reliability

[21]

2013

MCEPAK

Transmission delay

[22][23]

2009
2013

Peyravian-Zunic’s password
authentication

Efficiency

[24]

2016

Quantum cryptography key
distribution

Low communication cost

[25]

2018

Centralized group key
distribution protocol

Efficiency and Reliability

Efficiency and Reliability

The strength of guaranteed
service level objectives

Disadvantage
Protocol simply improved
the two rounds of communications
Security provides only a single
cloud service model
Infrastructure as a service (IaaS)
It increases the computational load
The Biometrics and password
without prior communicating
the trusted third party authority
It prevents only replay attacks
Increases the computational load
The error rate is not
an acceptable level of the
cloud services cloud consumers
Mutual authentication helped
them to tackle for password
predicting attack only.
The trust factor is
not included in the
cloud consumers viewpoints.
Clock synchronization issue and
Identification and prevention
of impersonation attack
The error rate is not an
acceptable level of the
cloud services providers
The trust factor is not
included in the cloud
consumers’s viewpoints.

to follow the exercises occurring over his private information [28].
3. Trust Factor Based Key Distribution Protocol. Cloud users submit a security demand(SD) to
the resource broker to find the trust index (TI) of a cloud service providers, and resource brokers collect the
truthfulness value from the cloud service providers, The resource Brokers map the task to the cloud service
providers only if satisfies the following conditions (T I >= SD). The first difficulty in the group key communication is that interoperability between private cloud and public cloud. Data are passed across a multiple
cloud deployment model. The second difficulty is establishing the trust relationship between the different cloud
deployment models. To build a trust relationship between public cloud and private cloud, we introduced the
method called Trust Factor Based Key Distribution Protocol (TFKD).
Our proposed method develops a trust factor based group key distribution security protocol to improve
the security in the hybrid cloud deployment model. The security process is improved by considering the trust
factors and ECC method. The proposed system mainly comprised of two stages namely, (i) Group Creation
using the trust factor and (ii) Develop a hierarchy key distribution security protocol using ECC. These two
stages are consecutively performed, and the security is increased more effectively and is discussed in section
3.1 and 3.2 respectively. The structure of our proposed Trust Factor Based Key Distribution Protocol using
ECC method is illustrated in Fig. 3.1. We have designed a cloud service providers with the number of virtual
machines communication nodes C = {c1 , c2 , c3 , ..., ci }1 ≤ i ≤ N and each virtual machine communication node
has varied number the jobs J. The virtual machine communication nodes jobs have the execution time also and
it is represented as et. Moreover, the cloud service providers have the M number of resources, and it is denoted
as R = {R1 , R2 , R3 , ..., Ri }1 ≤ i ≤ M and each resource has the processing time pt . Before the grouping process,
the virtual machine communications nodes want to allocate resources to complete their operations. During the
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Fig. 3.1. Structure of Trust Factor Based Key Distribution Protocol

resource allocation, we have checked two conditions as stated below:
1. J(et ) < Rj (pt )
2. J(et ) > Rj (pt )
The jobs execution time, less than the corresponding allocated resource processing time means that we
can avoid the job failure otherwise the job will be failed before it completes the operation. If condition (1)
is satisfied, we can allocate the resources to the similar jobs. If the condition (2) is satisfied, we cannot do
the resource allocation and go for other resources. Based on both the conditions (1) and (2) we allocate the
resources to the jobs.
3.1. Group Creation Using Trust Factor. To perform the time-based clustering, we can create a
database D, which contains joining time and the identification number of the communication node. Based on
the time in the database, the virtual machine communication nodes are clustered. The clustered communication
nodes are presented as L = {l1 , l2 , l3 , ..., lg } where g is a number of clustered groups and each cluster group lg
has a number of communication nodes.
{
c , ci (jt ) > tg
(3.1)
Ig = i
0, Otherwise
In Eq. 3.1, ci is the virtual machine communication node, ci (jt ) is the joining time of the virtual machine
communication node ci and tg is the time threshold value of the group g.
Trust factors: In cluster group lg a leader node is selected based on three trust factors. Here we have
considered three trust factors namely: (RU), (RE), (RC).
1. Resource Utilization (RU): Resource utilization is calculated by checking the virtual machine communication node resource utilization time, i.e., which virtual machine communication node has utilized
the maximum resource time.
2. Reliability (RE): Reliability factor is computed at different time slots, i.e. the virtual machine node
which maintains the stable completion time at different slots.
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Fig. 3.2. Cluster Model

3. Recommendation (RC): the job completion time is calculated for all virtual machine communication
nodes. The computed value is utilized as a node recommendation value.
Thus the created cluster group model with the group leader and members is shown in Fig. 3.2. The leader
node is selected by averaging three trust factor values as,
l

l

aig =
l

l

l

l

RUi g + REig + RCi g
i = 1 to n
3

(3.2)

l

where RUi g , REig and RCi g are the resource utilization, reliability, and recommendation of the virtual machine
l
communication node, i from the cluster group lg and aig represent the average value of the virtual machine
communication node i. Based on these above mentioned three trust factors and the computed average value,
a leader node is to be selected from each cluster group. Next, the secure communication process is performed
within the group members, and key distribution process is also explained in the next section.
3.2. Developing Trust Factor Based Key Distribution Protocol using ECC. We have utilized an
ECC method for creating a private and public key for the group members. Based on the created public key,
the group key is also generated for all cluster groups by the leader. The generated group key is updated when
the new group member joins or leaves from the cluster group. The group members private and public keys are
produced by the ECC method makes communication among the group’s members more secure and also the
generated keys are robust.
3.2.1. Key Generation by ECC. We generate keys to the group members by the elliptic curve cryptography. Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) is also called public key cryptography, where each user or the
device participating in the communication usually has a couple of keys: a public key and a private key, and
these keys are used do the cryptographic function. Small key size is the main advantage of ECC.
The function of the ECC method is defined over two finite fields: Binary field and Prime field. The field is
selected with a finite number of points for cryptographic algorithm function. Here, we used prime field function
by picking a prime number P , and finitely enormous numbers of points are created on the elliptic curve, such
that the created points b are between 0 to K. Then, we have arbitrarily chosen one basic point P0 (x0 , y0 ) for
key exchange function and this point satisfies the equation of the elliptic curve on a prime field, which is defined
as
y 2 mod P = x3 + ax + b mod P

(3.3)

In Eq. 3.3, a and b are the parameters that define the curve and x and y are the coordinate values of
the generated point b. We randomly select one basic point P0 that satisfies the above-mentioned Eq. 3.1. To
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complete the key exchange process, we need to select a private key Pv on the sender side, which is a randomly
selected integer less than P and generate a public key Pu = Pv ∗ P0 . Now each cluster group lg members has
individual private Pv and public keys Pu . By using these public keys, a group key is to be generated for each
cluster group by the leader which is explained in the following subsection.
Group Key Creation: Secure communication is established within or between the group members we
need a key identification and a secure key among the members. The group members are communicated with
each other by their private Pv and public Pu keys and also exchange the information. Within the cluster group
lg , a group key is created for providing authentication between/within the group members. Thus the created
group key is updated when any of the single members leaves or joins from or within the group and group
members leave or join from or within the group.
Group Key: Each cluster group has the group leader and group members. The group key is created by
using the group members public keys. The group key formation equation is stated as,
(Gk )lg = nlg

n
∑

(pui )lg

(3.4)

i=1

where (Gk )lg is denoted as group key of a cluster group lg , n is the total number of communication nodes
(members) in the group lg and (pui )lg is the public key of the ith virtual machine communication node in
cluster group lg .
Updating Group Key: The created group key is updated when a new member joins or leaves from the group.
The process of key updating is given below,
(i) A single member joins into the cluster group lg it means the group key is updated by using the equation as
described as,
lg
(Gk )new
= (Gk )lg + (n ∗ pui+1 )

(3.5)

(ii) When a single member leaves from the cluster group lg it means the group key is updated by using the
equation as stated below,
lg
= (Gk )lg − (n ∗ pui−1 )
(Gk )new

(3.6)

By using these, a group, private and public keys, the communication process is performed among group
members. The public and the private keys created by the ECC technique make our proposed technique attain
more secured communication and also the group key is used to authenticate the members within the groups.
The Fig. 3.3 depict the Process of Trust Factor Based Key Distribution Protocol.
Encryption and Decryption: Subsequently the communication process is carried between the group members
and the leader nodes by using the ECC technique. The leader node encrypts the messages by using ECC and
sends that encrypted message to their group members.
The encrypted plain text is sent in the form of,
e = (Me , Cj )

(3.7)

Me = M0 ∗ p0

(3.8)

Cj = (x, y) + M0 ∗ (S(pv ) ∗ p0 )

(3.9)

In Eq. 3.7, Me is encrypted plain text which is computed by an Eq. 3.8 i.e., the multiplication of the
original message M0 with the basic point p0 and Cj is evaluated by an Eq. 3.9. In Eq. 3.9, S(pv ) is the private
key of the sender. This message e is sent to the receiver. The receiver receives the message e and decrypts the
message by the following formula,
d = Me − (R(pv ) ∗ Cj )
where R(pv ) is the private key of the receiver.

(3.10)
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Fig. 3.3. Process of Trust Factor Based Key Distribution Protocol

3.3. Implementation of Trust Factor Based Key Distribution Protocol. The proposed protocol
is implemented by using Open Nebula. Open Nebula is open source software for building cloud computing
infrastructures and services. Open Nebula can be used to build public, hybrid and private cloud deployment
model, and open nebula supports to integrate the existing cloud infrastructures [29] [30] [31]. Implementation
of hardware and software details is listed in Table 3.1.
We have created two virtual datacenters using open nebula and public cloud deployment model using
Amazon EC2. We integrated public cloud to existing open nebula private cloud environment which is depicted
in Fig. 3.4. Users use the user interface which is written in Java and submit a job to the virtual machine
present in the hybrid cloud. The submitted job is an interdependent job, and one job wants to communicate
with another job running on the different virtual and different cloud environment model. If virtual machine
securely intends to exchange the data between two different virtual machine, we need group key that should be
transferred to all the virtual machine that is present in the hybrid cloud, so proposed Trust Factor Based Key
Distribution Protocol is incorporated, and the job is communicated securely in the virtual data center. There
are four crucial components in the implemented Hybrid Cloud deployment model such as Job Modeling Agent
(JMA), Job Result status agent (JRSA), Trust server (TS) and Trust agent (TA) [32] [33].
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Table 3.1
Implementation of hardware and software details

S.No
1
2

Hardware or Software
Operating System
Hypervisor

3

Networking

4
5
6
7
8

Storage
Authentication
RAM
CPU
BUS

9

Amazon EC2 Public
Cloud

Details
Supported host OS (CentOS, Ubuntu or RHEL) on all hosts
Kernel-based Virtual Machine
CISCO SG-300 28 Port Managed Switch, The redundant 10Gbps
storage network, Three 1Gb NIC interfaces ,1Gbps or 10Gbps
network shared by service network, public and private virtual
networks
IBM storage servers: iSCSI (40TB )
X509
512 GB RAM
40 CPU Core (80 logical CPUs)
500-800MHz FSB
#Instances Instance Type vCPU RAM(GB) OS
4 c3.2smal 8 4 Windows
1 m3.xlarge 4 15 Windows
2 c3.2xlarge 8 15 Windows
2 r3.2xlarge 8 32 Centos
1 r3.xlarge 4 32 Windows
1 m3.xlarge 4 15 Windows
2 m3.xlarge 4 15 Windows

Fig. 3.4. Integrated Key Distribution Protocol in Hybrid Cloud

Job molding agent main function is to create a job; cloud consumers can specify the job completion time and
the trust demand for their jobs. Their job can be scheduled for virtual machines according to their trust demand.
Job result status agent obtains the results from the virtual machine. If the job execution is not completed in
the virtual machines, then Job result status agent notify the failed job to the users by sending the failures
notification message. A Trust server (TS) permits cloud consumers to maintain a trust relationship between
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Fig. 3.5. Open Nebula user account types

the private cloud and public cloud to ensure cloud consumers can access virtual machines in the hybrid cloud.
Trust agent collects the job success rate, virtual machine utilization, response capabilities, Reliability from the
private cloud or public cloud and the transferred cumulative information to the Trust server to calculate the
trust factor. If any virtual machine goes down, Trust agent generates the alarm signal and sent it to the Trust
server for necessary action to be performed.
The Open Nebula and cloud interface permits a single point of entry to the hybrid cloud which consists
of a trust agent and Datacenter. It secures authentication and authorization to the user. After authenticating
the users private key, the server passes the job to the virtual machine communication node in the data center.
Datacenter consists of Network Task Manager (NTM) and Target Method Interface (TMI). NTM receives job
and starts to execute it. In the interim, NTM sends a response to JMA. After this, the cloud consumer can leave
the system or surrender to another job. Throughout the execution, a Virtual space is formed to store all the
information, including those wanted for execution and the files created by Abstract Job. NTM translates the
Abstract Job into a collection of instructions that can be executed by Target Method Interface (TMI). For the
duration of this conversion method, conversion tables in the incarnation database are used to map the abstract
demonstrations to real instructions. TMI accepts incarnated job mechanisms from the NTM, and permits them
to the confined batch schemes for execution. When the work is completed the virtual space is deleted.
The Open Nebula supports three types of account. All the account function is summarized below. The
account interaction is illustrated in Fig. 3.5.
One admin: Special administrative account.
User: An OpenNebula user account.
Group: A group of Users.
4. Results and Discussion. The performance of the Trust Factor Based Key Distribution protocol is
compared with the existing ECC and Diffie Hellman key exchange technique. In cloud hybrid cloud model;
initially, we allocate the resources to each virtual machine communication nodes to complete their operations.
The resource allocation and their job completion performance are evaluated under three different number
of communication nodes. The results that are obtained under these different job dataset sizes are given in Table
4.1.
After the resource allocation from the cloud system, the communication nodes are clustered by using their
times. In our proposed method, we have taken the cluster limit as 8. The clustering result from our proposed
technique is given in Table 4.2.
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Table 4.1
Different Communication Nodes Job Completion Time with varying communication nodes

Virtual machine
Communication nodes
10
20
30

Number of Jobs
allocation respectively
4,5,10,10,8,8,10,4,6,5
2,2,6,4,2,2,5,1,9,3,3,3,4,1,2,5,4,5,6,2
1,3,3,2,1,5,2,3,4,3,4,3,1,4,1,4,3,2,3,1,1,1,3,1,2,3,4

Job completion
time in seconds
38
18
13

Table 4.2
Time Based Clustering Results

Virtual machine
Communication
Nodes
10
20
30

1
{2,3,7}
{12,13,3,6,8,1}
{14,21,27,28,11,8,13}

Clustered Results
2
{4,8}
{11,7,2,15}
{0,4,12,17,20,24,15,23}

3
{9,1}
{4,9,14,18}
{3,6,10,19,22,25,29 }

4
{5,6,10}
{5,10,17,20}
{1,2,7,9,11,16}

In each cluster group, a leader node is selected based on the trust factors namely, (i) Resource utilization
(RU) (ii) Recommendation (RE) and (iii) Reliability (RC). These three trust factors are calculated for all cluster
group communication nodes. The sample calculated trust factors for the three cluster group results are given
in Table 4.3.
Subsequently, in each cluster group, private keys and public key are generated by using the ECC technique
whereas the group key is calculated by using these generated public keys and the private key of the group
members. The security between the communications nodes is evaluated by creating random keys and measuring
the security performances within the cluster group. The proposed and the existing methods error rate for the
cluster groups is illustrated in above Table 4.4. The error rate is computed by the following formula:
ErrorRate =

An
X100
Tn

(4.1)

where An is number of bits received and Tn is total number of bits in the original message. As it is seen from
Fig. 4.1, our proposed technique has given a lower error rate than the ECC and Diffie Hellman algorithm. The
existing algorithm obtains 40% average error rate performance in the communication within the cluster groups.
Fig. 4.2 depict the rate of precision for man-in middle attack. The outcomes reveal that on categorization the
information set with all the characteristics the average rate of error 89%, 83%, 79%, 66%,67%,97%,77% and
73% is acquired for ECC. Based on the usage of Diffe Hellman the error rate is increased. The error rate is
decreased in Trust Factor Based Key Distribution Protocol is described during the usage of cluster formation
with hybrid trust factor scheme.
From the Fig. 4.3, we can infer that key Renewal Computation time of proposed method provides 50
percentage lesser than the ECC and Diffie Hellman algorithm, this is because since the node is trusted, the
computation virtual machine need not wait to assign new value while generating the key. Hence it is proved
that our proposed technique provides more secure communication between the communication nodes than the
existing method. Fig. 4.4 depict the Comparison of Key Renewal Computation time with different cluster size.
Fig. 4.5 depicts the comparison of Response time. The x-axis represents the different protocol and y-axis
represents the response time in seconds. Response time is the length of time taken for a communication node
to react to a given request or another communication node that is present in the different clusters. From Fig.
4.5, we can understand that the proposed method takes very less response time than ECC and Diffie Hellman
protocol. This result is due to the management of the trust. The proposed approach enables efficient group
communication.
Fig. 4.6 shows Resource utilization different method. The proposed method malicious node is not attacked
by the trusted node, so it achieves the 91% resource utilization. In ECC and Diffie Hellman malicious node
utilize the virtual machine resource this is due to ECC is not detecting the malicious node while they are
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Fig. 4.1. Radar chart Representation of the Proposed and Existing Methods Performance in terms of Error Rate

Fig. 4.2. Error Rate for Man-in-Middle attack

Fig. 4.3. Comparison of Key Renewal Computation time
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Table 4.3
Trust Factors for Three Cluster Groups Communication Nodes and their Leader Nodes

Clusters

1
2
3

4

Virtual Machine
Communication
Nodes
2
3
7
4
8
9
1
5
6
10

Resource
Utilization

Recommendation

Reliability

1
0
1
3
3
0
1
0
3
3

24
34
45
36
57
52
28
31
39
75

13.33
9.88
15.22
7.77
10.33
11.44
12.11
11.66
18.0
15.33

Table 4.4
Performance of Proposed and existing techniques Error Rate within the Cluster Groups

Cluster
Groups
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Trust Factor Based
Key Distribution
42.857
47.8
50
57
40
42.5
62
46

Error Rate (in %)
ECC

Diffie Hellman

75
100
80
83.3
83.3
100
85.7
85.7

77
97
84
96
88
84
89
74

communicating with each other in the clusters.
Fig. 4.7 shows the communication overhead evaluation of Trust Factor Based Key Distribution Protocol
with ECC and Diffie helman algorithm. Communication overhead time comparison, we consider that the user
identity, virtual machine communication node identity, timestamp info, nonce , hash digest and Elliptic Curve
Cryptography point P = (Px , Py ) are 256 bits, 128 bits, 64 bits, 32 bits correspondingly. Proposed method
reduce commutation time between requester and virtual machine communication node compared to ECC and
Diffie Hellman method. The reducing in the communication overhead time is suitable as the security is enhanced
to an excessive point in the Trust Factor Based Key Distribution Protocol. The over-all investigational results
confirm that the proposed protocol is efficient in terms of Communication overhead.
5. Conclusion and Future Work. We have proposed a Trust Factor Based Key Distribution protocol.
The communication nodes were clustered using time-based clustering, and the leader was selected from among
communication nodes by exploiting the trust factors. The ECC technique established the communication
between the group members. The experimental results proved that our proposed Trust Factor Based Key
Distribution protocol has reduced the error rate. Moreover, the comparative study shows that our proposed
security protocols has given more secure communication and increase the resource utilization than the ECC and
Diffie Hellman key exchange technique in the Hybrid cloud. Finally, the proposed method can be extended to
allocate the job to the virtual machines by including defense capacity parameters such as intrusion detection,
firewall, and antivirus capacity.
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Fig. 4.4. Comparison of Key Renewal Computation time with different cluster size

Fig. 4.5. Comparison of Response Times
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INFLUENCE OF MONTORING: FOG AND EDGE COMPUTING
VIVEK KUMAR PRASAD, MADHURI BHAVSAR AND SUDEEP TANWAR∗
Abstract. The evolution of the Internet of Things (IoT) has augmented the necessity for Cloud, edge and fog platforms. The
chief beneﬁt of cloud-based schemes is they allow data to be collected from numerous services and sites, which is reachable from
any place of the world. The organizations will be beneﬁted by merging the cloud platform with the on-site fog networks and edge
devices and as result, this will increase the utilization of the IoT devices and end users too. The network traﬃc will reduce as data
will be distributed and this will also improve the operational eﬃciency. The impact of monitoring in edge and fog computing can
play an important role to eﬃciently utilize the resources available at these layers. This paper discusses various techniques involved
for monitoring for edge and fog computing and its advantages. The paper ends with a case study to demonstarte the need of
monitoring in fog and edge in the healthcare system.
Key words: IoT,Cloud Computing, Fog Computing, Edge Compuitng, Monitoring.
AMS subject classifications. 68M20, 68M14

1. Introduction. Cloud Computing [1] is an important platform for the industries. The establishments
which trust heavily on data are progressively likely to make use of cloud, edge, and fog computing infrastructure.
The aforementioned architecture will allow the organizations to take advantages of a variety of computing and
data storage resources such as Industrial Internet of things(IIoT) and have their different layers with respect to
cloud,fog, and edge [2]. The edge computing allows processing to be done locally at numerous decision points
for the determination of dropping the network traffic flow. Fog computing and edge computing seem similar
since they together include carrying intellect and processing nearer to the formation of information. However,
the difference between the two lies in where the place of intelligence and compute power is positioned. A fog
environment homes intelligence at the local area network (LAN). This architecture communicates data from
endpoints to a gateway, then this is conveyed to sources for processing and yield transmission. Whereas the
edge computing chairs processing power and intelligence in devices like embedded automation controllers.
The Fog and edge computing’s main goal are to gather, process and analyze the data from the resources
more efficiently as compared to the architecture of the outmoded cloud with similar objectives [3]; which are
listed below:
• To decrease the volume of data directed towards the cloud
• To reduce the internet and network latency
• To progress system reply time in isolated mission-critical submissions(tasks).
The key variance between the dual theories is that both fog computing as well as the edge computing include
the transfer of processing and intelligence abilities down nearer to where the information instigate; i.e. at the
network edge [4]. Hence the main difference between the two constructions is exactly where the computing
power and intelligence are kept and has been discussed here.
• Fog computing drives intelligence down to the local area network (LAN) level of network design and
architecture, processing data in a fog node ( or the gateway of IoT).
• Edge computing shoves the processing power, intelligence, and communication capabilities of an edge
appliance or gateway directly into devices such as PACs (Programmable Automation Controllers).
In both the cases, the data will be generated from the source such as physical assets like sensors, pumps etc
These devices achieve a task in the physical world like pumping water or sensing the biosphere around them;
which are called as things that results into the (IoTs) Internet of Things.
The cloud is the base for edge and fog computing which has been depicted in Fig 1.1 where the cloud
is used as the center for data analytics and business intelligence [5] and below cloud fog will be present and
does analysis in the local network and after that, another layer is present which is called edge layer, where the
computation is performed on the distributed devices (or nodes) itself, such as edge devices or smart devices as
to disparate to mainly taking place in a integrated cloud environment.Even the response time too will change
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Fig. 1.1. Data processing layer stack in cloud, fog and edge computing

as we move from bottom to top, as the load itself will be distributed. The advent of technologies such as the
Internet of Thing(IoT), Mobile edge computing (MEC) [6], software-defined networks [7] and network function virtualization (NFV) [8] are strongly challenging the cloud model for distributing its services among these
technologies, even the prognostication regarding the number of connected applications and devices which will
munch the cloud resources and will also generate massive volumes of data is a severe challenge for the current
model for cloud computing. Hence there is a requirement for the advance of appropriate management systems
which will enable an operator to aggregate, give description the availability of the distributed resources and implementing different kinds of services which will be managed by the operators itself. Nevertheless designing and
architecting the compatible management system is a challenging task because of the Fog/Edge infrastructure;
that is significantly differs from the traditional cloud with respect to dynamicity, heterogeneity and impending
enormous distribution of the resources and networking environments. In this paper, the focus is on the various
aspects of monitoring the services which are the key elements to any of the management systems of distributed
computing environments. Several solutions has been proposed for the cloud, grid and clusters however none of
them are well suited for the Fog/Edge Computing and the goal of this paper is to pave the way towards the
monitoring systems which are well suited for Fod/Edge computing. The multilayer architecture depicted in Fig.
1.1 offers the following improvements over the classical cloud computing technique are as follow:
• The Network Traffic will reduce: Edge computer layer are able to filter needless data and significantly
consolidate only important information that must be flowed into the cloud Computing and then received,
processed and stored.
• Applications Performance will Increase: As latency will be reduced because the data processing is
happening at the local edge nodes which are placed after to end-devices or end-users instead of the
centralized cloud.
• Facilitating load balancing for the approaches used: Scaling the power of computation locally on the
edge nodes instead of running entirely on the cloud.
• Minimizing the consumption of energy: The jobs can be offloaded from the end devices to edge nodes
instead of cloud which are situated faraway. This will decrease the energy consumption of the end nodes
or devices.
The contribution of the paper are listed below:
• To identify the various monitoring requirements in the dynamic environs for edge and fog computing
• The Qualitative study of major solutions which are prevailing
• To gather the influence of the deployment policy of functions for monitoring services for functional and
non functional properties of edge and fog computing.
The rest of the article has been organized as follows: section 2 presents the problem statement and the key
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Fig. 2.1. Characteristics of the Fog/Edge Computing

properties of the monitoring services and its associated metrics. Section 3 deliberates the study of the taxonomy
of monitoring services in edge and fog computing.Section 4 highlights the perspective of the paper,than in section
5 various open issues has been described.Section 6 describes a case study on healthcare monitoring system,
finally followed by the conclusion in section 7. We trust that this paper delivers contributions of interest for
the research communal, analyzing the literature and shedding light on the present and forthcoming research
matters on fog/edge computing monitoring and prediction.
2. Monitoring Properties and Metrics. As this has been discussed previously that Fog/Edge computing differs from cloud computing with respect to the certain characteristic as shown in Fig. 2.1, such as
its distributed infrastructure, heterogeneous and highly dynamicity. These essential features complicate its
management [9] and has been discussed below:
• Large and Massively Distributed Infrastructure [10]: The Fog/Edge machinists infrastructure is deployed across manifold sites. There can be distances among these resources and the connections can
be in terms of wired (fiber or copper etc.) and wireless (wifi or microwave etc.) links. Here again, the
distance and the type of link can affect the latency as well as the bandwidth too.
• Heterogeneous [11]: The Infrastructure is collection of many heterogeneous resources such as
– Server Storage
– Various Routers
– Switches: General Purpose
– Gateways, network links devised
– Computer Servers
• Dynamicity [12]: The tasks which have small lifecycles are often migrated and instantiated. The same
is with respect to the Software-defined network capabilities where the modifications of the network will
happen and can be changed on the fly. This also happens in the lower level too, where Edge Devices
(EDs) may join or leave the network permanently as per the service usages, policies , failures, and
operations of the maintenance.
These resources have different characteristics in terms of capacity, usages, and reliability. The virtualization
introduces another level of heterogeneity as the operated resources can be physical or virtual.
The monitoring facility on a Fog/Edge [13] with good availability must satisfy the following criteria: The
services must be able to oversee a large number of resources. This should hold a instant growth of load or
this should able to adapt to an increase of request rate from the perspective of different management systems.
The system monitoring can be intended to allow its adaptation to any resource elimination or in the context
of virtualized settings where the resources are of fewer consistent. Monitoring services rely on the network to
observe the resources available on remote locations, in other words, this should ensure the retransmission of the
signals in case of network let-downs. The monitoring levels for fog/edge computing can be classified as:
• Infrastructure or VMs computational resources.
• Dockers Containers
• Networks
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Table 2.1
Metrics used for VM Usages

Goal
Federated clouds Monitoring Mechanism
Modeling resource usages of cloud tasks
IaaS cloud monitoring
IaaS cloud monitoring
Provisioning Intelligent resource

Measured metrics (VM-level)
Memory,CPU,Network
usage Disk, etc
Disk,CPU, Network usage
Disk, CPU, Memory
Memory, CPU
Memory, CPU

Table 2.2
Common set of parameters of container table

Container level metrics
rx bytes
rx packets
tx bytes
tx packets
Memory usage
io service bytes write

Salient aspects
Bytes identified by the container
Packets identified by the container
Bytes transferred by the container
Packets transferred by the container
%memory usage of the container
Bytes written to block device by the container

• Measurement of application specific parameters.
Each one of the above has been described below:
• Infrastructure or VMs Computational Resources:VM level monitoring:To have well-organized resource utility and avert any issues in monitoring and virtualized resources of
the VMs used in the cloud infrastructure and edge nodes are serious issue. Performance optimization
can be best attained by efficiently monitoring the utilization of the virtualized resources. Competences
for monitoring such resources comprise of resources such as the usage of CPU, memory, storage, and
network as shown in Table 2.1 along with their metrics.
– Usage of CPU indicates the quantity of actively used CPU as a fraction of total obtainable CPU
in a VM.
– Usage of memory specifies the quantity of memory that is utilized on the designated Infrastructure.
– Disk usage denotes to the quantity of data read or inscribed by a VM. Or this may also designate
the percentage of used drive space.
– Network usage is the capacity of traffic on a target network
• In contrast with VMs, the usage of containers which does not involve an Operating System (OS) to boot
up to an additional method of server virtualization is swiftly growing in acceptance. An another reason
for the same is the container images have a tiny size as compared to VM full images. The example
for the container based virtualization platforms such as Container of Google (GKE) and Amazon EC2
container service (ECS) can be used as alternatives to the hypervisor-oriented approach. This is tranquil
to pull container images of the application components across the nodes in the cloud. Even the agility is
required as the migration technique is the best tool for numerous determinations such as load balancing,
reallocating resources (scalability) and dealing with failures due to hardware etc.The the main intention
here should be to reduce the downtime in the cloud. Table 2.2 and Table 2.3 indicates the common set
of container level policies which can be monitored and useful with respect to the content of the task’s
adaptation.
• Network
The Network infrastructures [14]conditions tend to change every time and hence the big challenge is to
keep the performance of the network high. Even the end to end link quality also depends on the entire
communication passing through the edge computing framework regardless of the fact that hat network
technologies are being used by the network. The edge paradigm have four forms of connections of the
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Table 2.3
Different container level system for monitoring

Goal
Time critical tasks:Cloud application
Performance Assessment of virtualization technology
I/O bound application: Performance Assessment
of virtualization technology
Bandwidth - intensive application: support application QoS

Measured Metrics of container level
Network Usage,disk,memory,CPU
Network Usage,disk,memory,CPU
Disk
Usage of Network

Table 2.4
Netork:Link quality monitoring systems

Goal
Audio/Video streaming Service: Support Application QoS
Gaming System Cloud: Support Application QoS
Communication Services: Support Application QoS
Multimedia Services: QoE to the users
Real time streaming services: Support Application QoS

Network Level Measured Metrics
Delay
Packet Loss,Delay,Throughput
Throughput, Packet Loss, Delay
Jitter, Packet Loss, Delay, Throughput
Jitter, Packet Loss, Delay, Throughput

network among the application mechanisms and has been described below
– Communications amongst an edge node and cloud datacentre.
– Communications among any edge nodes itself.
– Communications amongst edge nodes and IoT users/objects.
– Communications amongst/within the cloud data centers.
Table 2.4 indicates the monitoring aspects for the network parameters as well as the metrics.
• The framework for the edge computing is used for any of the undecided dedicated application for any
type of software purpose. As every application is running in the cloud requires to be extended to embrace
the application level monitoring abilities to measure metrics to identify the current information about
the performance and its services status. Table 2.5 summarizes the various works to monitor metrics of
application level.
3. Major Monitoring services. Fig. 3.1 indicates the taxonomy for the edge computing monitoring
requirements [15] and each branches for the same has been discussed below.
3.1. Edge Computing framework: Monitoring Requirements.
1. End to end quality link level [16]
• Identify the end to end network QoS parameters: Certain parameters such as jitter, loss of packet,
delay and throughput needs to be monitored for its quality level measurement (QoS) in regard
with the end to end network statistics.
• Assist for On-demand network configuration:To manage and control the virtual network resources
dynamically the computing framework should provision programmable networks. Which will enhance the monitoring solutions within the edge computing framework.
2. Container level
• Independent from the specific cloud infrastructure provider:The job will be easier if the monitoring
solution will be designed for the specific cloud platform, the challenges arise when the generic
monitoring solution will be required which may work with multiple providers cloud infrastructure.
• Support dynamic resource management:The monitoring solution will deal with the collection and
detection of the dynamic cloud environment. As compared with the centralized data center the
edge computing requires agile monitoring approach, as here the end devices are often accessible
and unreachable, the mobile devices will be there or they always keep on changing their states.
• Assits for different kind of monitoring hardware visualization: The monitoring solution should be
able to make available to the federated clouds in addition to the virtualized hardware.
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Table 2.5
Application level monitoring systems

Goal
Twitter:Cloud Application
SLA violation detection: Cloud Application
Web application: Cloud
Audio and video services: Cloud Application
Live video streaming services: QoE to the users

Application level measured metrics
Application throughput(data-items/ second),
Response Time(time/ data item)
Application throughput, response time
Application throughput, response time
Response time
Application throughput,video quality and
dropped frame

3. Common terms
• Muti-tenant cloud environment: This is used for identifying different types of users view and their
rights to make use of the systems, for example, the scenarios where the different users will be
sharing the same hardware resources and application instances, different users should be able to
identify their measurable parameters and gain access to the data which are meant for them only.
• Support desired monitoring time interval:The span of the interval for monitoring is needed to
safeguard reliability and avoid overhead in the environment of the systems.
• Assit for long term storage o measured data: The monitoring data should be optimally stored and
can be used for the future perspective or deal with future adaptation tactics.
• Support for scalability adaptation policies: The scalable monitoring solution is needed for elastic
management of the infrastructure, which also support policies for scaling the monitoring solutions.
As these techniques may be useful for autonomic self configuration of the system.
• Assist to setup for automated alerts:The alerts indicate the management aspects of the resources.
As an example, the monitoring technique should be able to generate alerts if the operational
policies or metrics reaches its threshold value.
• Customized based on monitoring requirements: This is the requirement of every monitoring techniques to changes its policies extension to allow other metrics to be generated/ invoked as and
when the conditions of the specific cloud environs change.
4. Application level
• Support application topology and reconfiguration: The monitoring system should be responsive
to the different topologies and reconfiguration of the cloud-based environs in order to identify the
analytics and operational policies collections for better response of the monitoring scheme.
• Effective measurement of application performance:The small measurement intervals may destructively affect the invasiveness of monitoring tools and on the other aspect, the slow sampling rates
will damage the accuracy of monitoring data. Hence the intervals must be determined optimally.
• Support multi tier application:The monitoring system must be able to collect data from multi-tier
applications and also should be able to cooperate with the other tier.
• Adaptation to time varying applications:The solutions for the monitoring systems should be adaptable and should change over time ( upgrades), as new definitions of tasks response time matters.
3.2. Fog Computing: Monitoring Requirement. Are summarized in Figure 3.2.
4. Perspectives of the Monitoring Approach. The fog computing [17] is acting like a connexion
between the cloud, storage services, and IoT devices, fog computing is a part of cloud computing archetype
which makes the cloud closer to the edge network. This delivers a virtualized computational model , networking
of the resources and the storage in between clouds datacentre and the end devices. .The properties of fog
computing is described in Table 4.1
• Assist to fog nodes configuration:The computational nodes with varied design and formations which
are proficient to deliver infrastructure for fog computing at the edge of the network.Such as Vehicular
network, cloudlets, servers,base stations and networking devices.These aforementioned environs are
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Fig. 3.1. Edge Computing and Monitoring Needs
Table 4.1
Properties of fog computing

Properties
Latency
Infrastructure
Server nodes location
Client and server distance
Security Measures
Attack on information
Deployment
Awareness about the location

Fog Computing
Less
Limited computing and storage
Edge of the local network
One hop
Hard to identify
Maximum Probability
Distributed
Yes
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Fig. 3.2. Fog Computing and Monitoring Needs

highly dynamic in nature and monitoring these environs plays an important role for maintaining QoS.
• Service Level objectives:The service level objectives [18] can be reached by developing fog computing
as an transitional layer between end devices and cloud data centers and consists of
– Application Management like offloading and scaling.
– Management of network: connectivity,virtualization and congestion
– Computation Management: resource estimation and workload allocation.
Most of the SLOs are administration concerned and cover the issues as latency,resources,cost, power ,
application and data.
• Support for nodal collaboration:The techniques that are available for nodal collaboration [19] in fog
computing has been specified and they are as follow:
– Cluster
– Peer to peer
– Master-slave
The cluster-based association is found to be better in certain cases where the advantage of several
Fog nodes work simultaneously.The network overhead plays an important role here.In case of peer to
peer(P2P),The access and reliability related issues are prime with respect to P2P nodal association. In
master-slave partnership, the master fog node controls processing loads, resource management, control
functionalities of the corresponding slave nodes.
• Identification of resources or metrics: Metrics or operational policies can be in terms of
– Cost Execution, deployment and networking.
– Time:communication time,computational time, deadline time etc.
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Table 4.2
Cloud Monitoring aspects and functional requirements

Tool

Open
Source

Monitoring
of the
container

Quality
Monitoring
of end to
end link

Monitoring
of the
application

Tower
4Clouds

Yes

No

No

Yes

Jcatascopia

Yes

No

No

Yes

Lattice

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

DARGOS

Yes

No

No

Yes

PCMONS

Yes

No

No

No

OpenNebula

Yes

No

No

No

Nagios

Yes

No

Yes

No

Zabbix

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Ganglia

Yes

No

No

Yes

Zenoss

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Methods for
data storage
Graphite,
Influx DB
Apache
Cassandra,
MySQL
Distributed
hash table
Neutron DBs
and Nova
MySQL and
Flat file
Apache
Cassandra,
MySQL
SQlite
MySQL ,
Flat file
SQLite,
MySQL,
Oracle
RRDtool
ZODB,
Hbase,
MySQL

GUI
facility
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

– Data flow time
In Fog computing model, time is well-thought-out as one of the vital features for service provisioning
and effectual resource.
There are various open source monitoring tools that are available for cloud computing and the same can be
used to monitor the edge and fog computing environment [20], the same has been depicted in Table 4.2 where
these tools are analyzed with the functional requirement (container monitoring, application monitoring, quality
monitoring of end to end, methods for data storage and GUI facility) which has been discussed earlier.
5. Suggestions for developing new monitoring approaches . New monitoring approaches can be
established in the track of refining the prevailing methods. The new directions for the researchers to develop
new methods to the monitoring of edge/fog computing are as described below:
• Management of movement:- The application QoS can decrease and increase rapidly as per the movement
of the client device and due to the changing network parameters of the connection between the edge
node and the end-users such as bandwidth, delay, and jitter etc. There should be some enhancements to
the dynamic service migration methods so that it will be easy to predict the future services(in advance).
The nodes should be able to house the growing demand for the service distribution and growing network
traffic volume. The edge node should ensure the availability of the services.
• Monitoring data management: For large scale environs, the monitoring investigations will generate
massive amount to data collection. Which has to be aggregated, processed and stored afterward.A
certain mechanism has to built to reduce these data as they will also consume the bandwidth of the
network.
• Decentralization Co-ordination: -The biggest challenge for building decentralized systems is to guar-
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Fig. 6.1. Fog and edge based health monitoring system

antee that dissimilar application components jointly move the whole systems towards to a common
approach/goal.
• Peak resource scheduling: the scheduling approach should be intelligent enough to identify the responses
upon the uncertainties of the runtime environs as in the case of varying workload, users mobility and
network conditions.
• Peak resource scheduling: the scheduling approach should be intelligent enough to identify the responses
upon the uncertainties of the runtime environs as in the case of varying workload, users mobility and
network conditions.
• Service Replication: With respect the edge/fog computing, the services can be replicated in cloud
infrastructure in multi-zone/geographical locations. Replication of the machines has issues such as
inconsistencies which need to be handled carefully and when to do replication is an important factor
which needs to identify to save time and performance.
The other non functional aspects for monitoring of edge computing are Robustness,interoperability, nonintrusiveness, scalability and live migration suport, used for handling the applications which are running into
the corresponding infrastructure of the edge.
6. Case study: Fog and edge computing for IoT based health monitoring systems. Internet
of Things is accepted for any organization who wants to make their systems intelligent in real time scenario
and its implementation in medical healthcare [21] is proved to be worthy. The architecture for the same has
been depicted in Figure 6.1. The gateway is situated at the edge network and this performs the basic necessity
function like translating between the protocols. This normally acts as a hub between the cloud service and the
ubiquitous devices such as sensor stratum and proved to be performing better in medical healthcare systems
[22]. Where this can perform certain important functions such as identifying the location and mobility of
the end users. The valuable features can be reinforced in the edge or gateway such as involving intelligence,
empowering networking and connect with the adequate power supply. Fog computing in design and architecture
of healthcare
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The architecture consists of four components and has been discussed below
• Sensor data related to the medical field and action network: The ubiquitous devices sense and perform
the corresponding action by communicating signals from patients body to the control room via the
certain usages of the protocols such as 6LowPAN [23], wifi [24], and Zigbee [25].
• Smart e-health network gateway [26]: This results from the different geographically distributed gateways
of intelligent gateways, and forming the fog. This receives the data from different networks, usages
protocols and provide other higher level of detailed services like reduction in the dimensions, data
aggregation, and filtering.
• Systems backend: This includes the platform for cloud computing which implements Dataware housing
and analytics of the data collected. These data later can be used for taking important decisions and
for medical research epidemiology.
• Features and properties for smart e-health at fog level [27]: In this case, the local pre-processing of the
sensors data will be done to do interpretations with respect to medical healthcare and leads to smart
e-health gateway.The other important and supportive featues aspects related to the fog are:
– Processing of the local information
– Filtering of the information
– Compression of the information
– Information fusion
– Information Analysis
– Adaptability
– Local storage
– Actuation at the local level
– Security
– Reconfigurability and technical interoperability
– Syntactic and semantic interoperability
7. Conclusion. To simplify the process of self-adaptive and decision-making mechanism in the edge/fog
computing environs, monitoring clarifications gather information from diverse levels. In addition to monitoring
the virtual resources such as disk, memory, and CPU, it is also important to consider the supplementary levels
of monitoring together with the container, network quality, and tasks requirement. The functional and nonfunctional monitoring requirements need to be analyzed for adaptive application for edge/fog computing.The
paper also discussed the open challenges for monitoring in edge and fog. The paper ended with the case study
of monitoring fog and edge computing with respect to e-health systems and shows that monitoring resources
will manage the tasks associated to the health-care data properly or optimally as this includes the various data
flow from the processes,data acquisition of sensor nodes and the cloud with the end users.
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DATA PLACEMENT IN ERA OF CLOUD COMPUTING: A SURVEY,
TAXONOMY AND OPEN RESEARCH ISSUES
AVINASH KAUR ∗, POOJA GUPTA †, MANPREET SINGH ‡, AND ANAND NAYYAR

§

Abstract. In cloud computing, data placement is a critical operation performed as part of workﬂow management and aims
to ﬁnd the best physical machine to place the data. It has direct impact on performance, cost and execution time of workﬂows.
Number of data placement algorithms is designed in cloud computing environment that aimed to improve various factors aﬀecting
the workﬂows and their execution including the movement of data among data centers. This paper provides a complete survey
and analyses of existing data placement schemes proposed in literature for cloud computing. Further, it classiﬁes data placement
schemes based on their assess capabilities and objectives. Further objectives and properties of data placement schemes are compared.
Finally future research directions are provided with concluding remarks.
Key words: Data placement, Cloud computing, workﬂow, replication
AMS subject classifications. 68M14, 68M20

1. Introduction. With the increase in involvement of data in scientific workflows , the need for high
end computing and large amount of storage increses. The processing of data is a very complex task.For a
scientific workflow relatively tremendous data is to be stored in different data centers [1]. Data centers are
facing unpredictable amount of visitors with the generation of data and development of Internet.This leads to
the explosive increase in storage capacity [2]. The large amount of scientific data is accumulated by various fields
of research such as meteorology, astronomy and bio-informatics. Processing of large scale data and obtaining
valuable scientific discoveries is a tedious job.This lead to the rising need of high performance computing. [3].
This high performance computing,also known as cloud computing entails the need of mass storage resources.
The prime process in a cloud computing environment is during the implementation and execution of data
intensive applications for meeting the demand of large volumes of data and storing the data at appropriate data
center .This case arises the need of data placement strategy [4]. Data placement includes all activities related
to movement such as replication,staging,transfer, space de-allocation and space allocation, unregistering and
registering meta data, retrieving and locating the data.
There arises a question how the data placement is performed on cloud computing as in Figure 1.1.
The clients work on a data, evaluates it and passes it to the server.The server processes the request of the
client.This is to and fro operation and at the end final output is to be stored on the storage device.This storage
of output onto a storage device is decided by the data placement strategy.
1.1. Data Placement in cloud. In the cloud computing era ,storage of data achieves terabytes magnitude
scale ,diverse and complex data structures, high requirement of type and level of service have induced great
pressure to data management.Cloud systems work on two kinds of applications ,data-intensive and compute
intensive .These are handled concurrently in the systems and generates massive ammount of output/intermediate
data.The cloud architecure that handles data and workflows is as in Figure 1.1.
The cloud architecture is classified into four layer architecture as shown in Figure 1.1.
• Application layer: In this layer the workflows are constructed and requirements are submitted by
graphical and textual user interfaces to the system. The re-usability and flexibility of cloud service components and local resource component is provided by modular programming. The workflows are then
changed to predefined mathematical models.These models are used in the next layer. This layer makes
available many visualizations and presentation functions for calculating the results of applications.
• Service Layer: The scientific workflows are executed in this layer. For proper functioning of workflow
management system , it deals with the fault tolerance and monitoring of workflows. The requirements
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Fig. 1.1. Workflow management system.

are received from application layer.Then, the scheduling information is obtained from management
layer. The separation of execution of the workflow from the task scheduling and task acquisition leads
to the improvement in scalability and stability of the management system.
• Management Layer: It is the bridge of workflow execution and physical resources. The major part of
this layer is module of scheduling the scientific workflows that determines which scheduling algorithm
to use and it also provided different strategies for scheduling. It is responsible in optimizing the task
procedures and parallelizing the processing of data. Before planning the scheduling it obtains the
resources and application information about the available services of system. The movement of data
is also involved during the scheduling process which is then needed to be handled by efficient data
management module.
• Infrastructure Layer: It is responsible for expansion of forgoing services platform which is designed by
adding local resources based on the cloud environment. If the local resources are used more ,then it
saves the costs. Each computing environment includes network,storage, computing, etc. [5]
1.2. Need of Data Placement.
• Management of budget for storage: Some scientists perform their task without considering the budget
whereas there are some that consider budget as one of the QoS parameter.So, it depends upon vendor
to vendor.These kinds of vendors prefer the cloud service providers that adhere to the QoS parameters
provided by them [6, 7].
• Effective distribution of data onto a storage device: There is a large variety of storge devices available
with different parameters like storage capacity,transmission speed etc. So making the data evenly and
considerably distributed among these storage devices is also an important task [4].
• Data placement of data intensive jobs is major challenge in cloud environment. Improper data placement
policy increases data movement in the data centre which leads to increased cost and delayed services.
• Placement of runtime datasets is still a challenge in complex scientific workflow. Storage and computation capacity is bottleneck at some situations while transferring the intermediate datasets.
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• At best of my knowledge and as per the literature review done, no placement policy considers the
cached dataset (e.g. fixed position datasets) which affects the performance at significant level.
1.3. Related surveys. The two researchers [8] and [9] have done an inventive review of literature in the
field of data placement. Still in the field of data placement research is persistently growing. For the integration
and evaluation of existing research present in the data placement field there lies a need of a methodical survey
of literature. This paper presents a survey in methodical form for discovering and evaluating research challenges
on the basis of existing research in the field of data placement.
2. Background. With the drastic increase in data , requirements for both commercial and scientific
applications are expected to reach several million terabytes scales. The matter of concern is about the increasing
I/O needs and also about number of users accessing the same dataset.In various fields like genomics and
biomedical more people will be accessing more datasets.The movement of large amount of data for replication
and processing becomes the necessity.This brings a problem of reliable and efficient data placement.There is
requirement of locating the data,moving the data to the place where it is required ,replicating and staging the
data.Then allocating and de-allocating the storage and at the end cleaning up everything is required. As the
scheduling and managing of computational and network resources is an important task ,similarly scheduling the
data placement activities is also crucial.
2.1. Introduction to Cloud Computing. In 1960 , John McCarthy imagined that computation in
certain time would be given as a utility . The acknowledgement of this is Cloud computing.The path of a cloud
computing environment is being laid by technologies such as Web Services,Hardware Virtualization,Service
Oriented Architecture and Mashups [31].
Cloud computing has emerged from various computing paradigms of distributed computing over the growth
of both hardware and internet technology. Seamlessly using the power of virtualization and distribution, cloud
today provides the use of applications and services over the internet as if they are being used on the local
machine. A cloud computing stage is made out of broadly disseminated set of equipment stage, which is
arranged and running assorted software services [32].
Most of us are unaware of the use of cloud, the use of e-mails as in gmail, social networking sites as when
a picture is uploaded on facebook we use the services offered by or hosted on a cloud. Users do not need to
have any information about the background services and can make a communication with many servers at the
same time and also there is communication among servers themselves also. Cloud computing aims in providing
services to the users that hosts documents on the internet, to outsource the IT infrastructure.
2.2. Workflow. The Workflow Management Coalition (WfMC) defined workflow as : The automation
of a business process, in whole or part during which documents, information or tasks are passed from one
participant to another for action, according to a set of procedural rules [33]. By the definition given by WfMC,
work processes is a progression of organized exercises and calculations of a business procedure which is a
unique depiction of the undertakings to be executed in that business process. They are utilized to join a few
diverse computational procedures into a solitary lucid procedure. The business applications can now be seen
as perplexing work processes, which comprise of different changes performed on the information fancied in
accomplishing the goal.Workflows offer awesome points of interest in isolating capacities from applications and
in this manner offering data framework to be segmented based by first arranging them and then incorporating
them.
WfMC introduces its reference model in recognizing the interfaces inside of this structure which empower
items to operate interactively at an assortment of levels. It characterizes a work management framework and
the most critical interfaces of system (see Figure 2.1).
• Workflow Engine: A software service that gives the run-time environment with a specific end term
goal to make, oversee and execute work process cases.
• Process Definition: Specifies the information about the process and the workflows related to it.
• Workflow Interoperability: This interface makes interoperability possible between different processes of workflow.
• Invoked Applications: Interfaces to bolster cooperation with an assortment of IT applications.
• Workflow Client Applications: Interfaces to bolster connection with the client interface.
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Fig. 2.1. WfMC reference model.

• Administration and Monitoring: Interfaces to give a framework observing and metric capacities to
encourage the administration of composite work process application situations.
Work process has developed from the idea appropriated programming and with a specific end goal to suite
different programming styles and complex shell scripts. Numerous work process frameworks have been created
for and productively sent on distributed computing infrastructures that offer high performances such as peer
to peer computing,cluster computing and grid computing. Because of the a lot of calculation and information
included, the force of the disseminated figuring is required to execute these work processes effectively.
Workflows have found their use in scientific applications,analysis of complex applications and optimization
of the execution time for similar applications. In specific conditions researcher might do not have the earlier
learning to execute and run the applications, or they do not have the required asset frameworks. The accessibility
of the assets and their heterogeneity makes it perplexing and hard to be taken care of by an experimental
application.Such application workflows require high performance computing infrastructures for executing data
and compute intensive activities. To accommodate such requests large, expensive computing infrastructure are
bought and installed. Their integration and maintenance involves huge costs, still the scalability of the resources
is a bigger problem as the resources might not be available during the peak hours and they cannot be utilized
by others during the off peak periods.
Such issues are not covered by cluster and grid computing paradigms, but is handled effectively by Clouds.
Cloud offers a resource pool which can dynamically scaled and managed for delivering high computing power and
performance. The services are provided on demand of the users over the internet depending on their deployed
applications.
2.3. Workflow lifecycle. The phases in the life cycle of workflow are design, partitioning or clustering
,mapping and enactmentas shown in Figure 2.2.
In the design phase of workflow scientific or business workflows are designed by executable languages. In
the initial stage of creation of workflow with the definition of goals, high level workflow model is designed. In
a decentralized architecture model is deployed and process of clustering or partitioning is defined. The method
of partitioning creates fragments of workflow by grouping elements such as control flows,data flows,activities
etc. In clustering, the different tasks are clustered together at the same level, horizontal level or vertical level.
In the mapping phase, these clustered or partitioned tasks are deployed in virtual machines or the engines of
workflow. The enactment phase of workflow us responsible for implementation of clustered tasks or partitions.
In this research, the focus is on mapping phase of workflow.
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Fig. 2.2. Workflow lifecycle.

2.3.1. Workflow design phase. It is one of the important phase of the lifecycle of workflow. It is divided
into Workflow model composition ,application type and interdependency model as in Figure 2.3.
Workflow Model composition. This is responsible to enable user of workflow provide the dependencies and
steps in the workflow. The tasks or jobs in the workflow are defined as different steps and the order in which
these steps can be executed is defined as dependency. The model composition of workflow can be accomplished
using either graph based or language based modeling [55]. Extensible markup language(XML) is used to express
the workflow in language based modeling. The control flow is defined by using block structures similar as in C
language, such as while and if.So memorizing the syntax of language is required.It becomes tedious task for the
users to express complex or large workflow manually using language based modeling.
The control flow of process in graph based modeling is defined using explicit control links between activities.
In this workflow is defined graphically using some graph elements.As the graphical representation is easier ,so
it is mostly used by the users.The graph based modeling can be further categorized in non-directed acyclic
graph(NDAG) or directed acyclic graph(DAG) [56]. In a DAG, the workflow is specified as
W = (T a, E) where T a = ta1 , ta2 , ..., tan

(2.1)

is a finite set of tasks specified by the vertices’s in DAG and E specifies its existing edges. The dependency
of data and communication is represented by an edge [57].In a DAG based workflow ,control patterns are
complemented by nonD AG iteration structure that initializes cycle or loop. The scientific application comprises
the iteration structure and it requires cyclic execution of tasks. There are different workflow models [55].
Workflow Application Types.
1. Data/Computation intensive workflows: Scientific workflows are responsible for the visualization of
complex scientific computations.These are commonly used in e-science technology and applications.
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Fig. 2.3. Workflow design phase.

Various computing resources are involved in scientific workflows in de-centralized environments that is
used in various areas of bioinformatics,astronomy etc. [58]
2. Instance-Intensive Business Workflow: The models of workflow are applied in business also. Business
workflow composes of documented processes taking place in the routine business of an organization. A
new workflow is introduced upon further detailing e-business and e-science application ,that is instance
intensive workflow. For example, e-business is one of the example of instance intensive workflows
[59].The instance of workflow requires parallel execution [61]. The various examples of e-business are
insurance claim, bank check etc. [60]
The basis for instance intensive workflow is data or computation intensive workflow.For example, scientific workflow for weather forecast can be used as commercial weather forecasting product .
Interdependency Model. The type of dependencies existing in the partitions of workflows is defined as
interdependency. Data dependency and control dependency are both used for defining different types of dependencies.The control transfer between the tasks or partitions is defined by a link that is applicable to control
structures such as conditionals, loops and sequences. Data flows or dependencies supports data-intensive applications. The data transfer between tasks is specified by data dependency. Hybrid models combines both the
data and control dependencies for better management of models of workflow [62].
2.3.2. Workflow partitioning. After the workflow is designed in the life cycle of workflow ,then the
workflow is partitioned or clustered into number of partitons. These clustered or partiotioned tasks are further
sent to the mapping phase of the workflow.
2.3.3. Workflow Mapping. Workflow mapping is responsible for creation of executable instance of workflow that uses suitable resources as in Figure 2.4. Resource in a workflow is defined as agent/service/computer/
person that can execute task or fragment of workflow.
The mapping of workflow is performed either by the user manually or by a workflow system automatically.In
the mapping done by the user each partition is assigned to one execution engine.Kepler and Taverna workflow
systems are examples of these kinds of mapping The other kind of mapping is assigning the available resources
to partitions/tasks using the internal schedulers. The workflow systems employing this type of mapping are
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Workflow Mapping

Mapping by user

Mapping by scheduler

Fig. 2.4. Workflow Mapping Phase.

Triana ,Karajan and Pegasus [64]. The grid application toolkit (GAT) is used by Triana for choosing resources
at runtime [65]. This research focuses on data placement so it described further in complete detail.
2.3.4. Workflow Enactment. In this phase the fragments or partitions are enacted in Grid or Cloud environment as on figure 6.It is described as a service responsible for executing and managing workflows ,also maintaining coordination between resources and management tools required for execution of workflow [33].The workflow engine is kind of software service that provide executable environment for instance of workflow.Workflow
enactment is classified into further two categories Business workflow engines and scientific workflow engines as
depicted in Figure 2.5.

Workflow Enactment

Business Workflow Engines

Scientific Workflow Engines

Fig. 2.5. Workflow Enactment Phase.

The emergence of Cloud computing introduced economy specific pay-per-use model . The Cloud is the
biggest pool of virtual resources such as platform, services and hardware , making workflow management
cheaper,easier and faster.There exists many kinds of workflow enactment engines. The enactment engines used
in business workflow domain are NINOS [66] , SwinDeW-C(Swinburne decentralized workflow for cloud) [61],
etc. and the workflow engines for scientific workflows are Kepler, Taverna etc.
2.4. Data Placement Process. In the computing systems,data placement process is defined as movement
of input data of data intensive applications from remote site to the execution site, then a movement of output
data from execution to another remote site or same site.To prevent the risk of disk full at the execution site,
there is a requirement to allocate space and deallocating the space when job is done.
The data placement steps are presented as DAG (Directed Acyclic Graphs) and dependencies between them
are represented by arc. The steps of data placement are as shown in Figure 2.6.
2.4.1. Data Placement Stages.
• Stage-in : This data placement stage is also known as build-time data placement.This involves getting
the provenance information of the dataset and pre-clustering the similar data items before uploading
the data to the appropriate data center. [13]
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Fig. 2.6. Data Placement Process.

• Stage-out: This data placement stage is also known as runtime data placement.During the execution
of workflows intermediate data is generated .This data may be the input for the subsequent tasks,so
placing and managing this kind of data is again a complicated task. [13]
3. Data Placement Algorithms. The data placement algorithms are classified into different categories
of algorithms as shown in Figure 3.1.
3.1. Coorelation Based data placement. A Data placement scheduler ,Stork provides an ability to
queue,schedule,manage and monitor the data placement jobs.It also applies the technique of checkpointing the
jobs.This approach provides a complete automation for processing the data. The proposed system automate
the data transfer fully automatically between the hetrogenous systems.It possesses the ability to recover from
network,software and storage system failures without human intervention.It performs dynamic adaption of data
placement jobs at the execution time to system environment [34]
The author presents a filecule grouping technique for managing data in science Grids while saving the time
for locating the data and grouping the file based on size.Also LRU-bundle an algorithm for file staging is proposed
[35]. [36] introduced a BitDew programming interface for data management operations as replication,placement
and fault tolerance.This architecture relies on independent services to transfer ,store and schedule the data.
In [29] the investigator proposed an algorithm for run time as well as for build time stage.In the initial
stage dependency between all the data sets is calculated and dependency matrix is built.For the partitioning
and clustering of data sets BEA(Bond energy algorithm) is used.These partitions are shared among different
data centers.These data centers are partitioned using k means algorithm.After the generation of intermediate
data ,the newly proposed clustering algorithm deals with new datasets.The dependencies for each data center
are judged and then accordingly data is moved.The factors of data movement and gathering of data at one
point is covered up.Two algorithms proposed are as follows:
1. Build-Time Stage Algorithm:In this stage dependencies between the tasks is calculated and dependency
matrix is built.For the transformation of dependency matrix to clustered dependency matrix ,BEA is
used.Global measure(GM) for clustered dependency matrix is defined
GM =

n ∑
n
∑

DMij (DMi,j−1 + DMi,j+1 )

(3.1)

i=1 j=1

Then further partiotined datasets are mapped to data center using binary partiotining algorithm as per
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equation

PM =

p ∑
p
∑
i=1 j=1

CMij ∗

n
∑

n
∑

i=p+1 j=p+1



CMij − 

p
n
∑
∑

i=1 j=p+1

2

CMij 

(3.2)

This process continues recursively.
2. Run-Time Stage Algorithm: In this stage , newly generated datasets are clustered to the data center on
the basis of dependency between them using K means algorithm.The dependency for all datasets with
all data centers is calculated.At last the dataset placement is performed depending on the maximum
dependency on a data center.
In [9] author proposed DCCP(Dynamic Computation correlation placement) as a data placement technique
based on dynamic computation correlation.The data sets with highly dynamic correlation are placed at same
data center.The factors considered are capacity load and Input/Output load of data centers.During the execution
of computations ,data sets processed are stored on local data centers thus leading to the reduction of execution
time.This leads to Input/Output and statistical load balancing.
3.2. Genetic Algorithm based data placement. In [30] author proposed algorithm for reduction of
movement of data among data centers leading to load balancing in data centers.The heuristic and genetic are
combined together for improving the ability to local search and reducing the search time.The heuristic idea
is implemented in gene operations and initial population selection.The integer encoding rules are applied and
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Table 3.1
Objectives of correlation based data placement schemes

Schemes Energy Cost Resource Application Factors
aware aware aware
aware
[35]
[36]
[34]
[29]
[9]

-

X
X
X
X
X

X
-

X
X
-

Data
Data
Data
Data
Load

dependency,File Size
Transfer
dependency
dependency ,Data Movemement, Execution Time
balance ,Execution Time

Table 3.2
Properties of coorelation based data placement schemes

Schemes SLA
support
[35]
X
[36]
X
[34]
X
[29]
X
[9]
-

Security Cloud/
Grid
Grid
Grid
Grid
Cloud
Cloud

Algorithm

Clustering
Algorithm
Greedy Request Value Information Dispersal Bond Energy
K means
DCCP
-

Tool/Programming
Language
Java
Java
Stock Server
SwinDeW-C
cloud computing application
platform (CApp)

placement process is represented by a gene.The ineffective fragments of genes that cannot be coded at data
centers is determined by the encoding rule.Fitness function depicts the advantages and disadvantages of genetic
individuals.It depicts degree of dependency between data sets and load balance of centers.Dd c is the total degree
of data dependency in a data center dc , which is defined as:
∑
Ddc =
Dij
(3.3)
dsi ,dsj indc

The fitness function is defined as
1
f itness =
|DCu |

(

∑

dcϵDCu

Ddc

)

(3.4)

where DCu is data centers set which consist of at least one data set.Larger the value depicts better gene. The
overloading of data centers are adjusted by non normal chromosome.If the gene is found to be invalid ,it refers
to overloading of data centers.So this gene is to be neglected.If the invalidity is depicted at initial stage then
the new gene should be generated.If this occurs at cross stage then genes to be re-crossed and if it occurs
at mutation stage then genes to be re-mutated.Optimization of genes is performed for reducing movement of
data.If the data set is fixed location data set then calculate the dependency of each data set with data center
as per formula .If the size of data set is more then the storage capacity of data center then data set is moved
to next data center.
In [28] investigator proposed a mathematical data placement technique on the basis of genetic algorithm.The
crossover rate(Pc ), size of population (G) and mutation rate(Pm ) is determined.After the generation of initial
population BG , fitness value for of each individual is obtained. Fitness value of is denoted by F = 1/Γ(Bt ).
At last individuals are selected using roulette wheel selection [25].Crossover and mutation are performed on the
selected matrix. [26, 27]. The individuals not adhering to the requirements of storage capacity are abandoned.
[37] also introduced technique of data placement based on a genetic algorithm for reducing the time as well
as the cost of data scheduling between centers.
Authors considered the factors of dependency among slices of data and distributed cost of transaction for
the placement of data using genetic algorithm.It minimizes the transaction cost while balancing the load.Author
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Table 3.3
Objectives of Genetic Algorithm energy based data placement schemes

Schemes

Energy
aware

Cost
aware

Resource
aware

Application
aware

Factors

[30]
[28]
[37]

-

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
-

Data movement,Load balance
Storage Capacity,Data Transfer
Data dependency,Data movement,Cost

Table 3.4
Properties of Genetic algorithm energy based data placement schemes

Schemes
[30]
[28]
[37]

SLA
support
X
-

Security
-

Cloud/
Grid
Cloud
Cloud
Cloud

Algorithm
Heuristic genetic
Optimal genetic
Hashing

Clustering
Algorithm
K-Means

used roulette wheel for realization model.The fitness function is represented as
∑
Cij
F itness = DCTn
|DCT |

Tool/Programming
Language
Cloudsim
-

(3.5)

Where |DCT | are number of data center, DCTn the data center numbered n and Cji is the total cooperation
cost between data sets j and i
3.3. Energy Efficient data placement. In [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] many authors proposed energy saving
methods but at hardware level such as processor speed adjustment,voltage settings,enlarging memory, etc.But
these methods are unable to reach maximum energy optimization as saving of energy by these methods is
comparitively less then turning the computer off.These methods are only limited to a single PC or computer.
In [21]author proposes heuristic algorithm for data placement and two node scheduling techniques in order
to save consumption of energy during execution of tasks.In the proposed algorithm data blocks are kept rational
for finding minimum set of nodes containing the collection of blocks of data.The goal of energy saving is achieved
by turning on minimum nodes required covering the maximum data blocks.Greedy algorithm is employed for
covering data block with computing node.The author addresses two goals in it .First is the power consumption
upper bound is known,accordingly execution time of task requests by node scheduling is minimized.Second
,the execution time of tasks is known, accordingly execution time of task requests by node scheduling is minimized.This optimization of batch scheduling achieves energy saving effect by providing a solution for time
constrained and power restrained issues in the platform of cloud.Each node sϵS ,in node s, q is the number of
data blocks , p is the number of data blocks which meet the job requests , so node cover rate
γ(s) =

p
q

(3.6)

If node s and node st have the same data block replica, then node s and node st are data-exchangeable.
The formula used to compute resource utilization of nodes is
U = e.Ucpu + (1 − e).Udisk

(3.7)

where Ucpu stands for utilization of cpu ,udisk stands for utilization of disk and e is scale factor. [21]
In [43] investigator proposes Popular Data Concentration (PDC) algorithm .It dynamically migrated mostly
used data on the disk to different subset of disks in an array.The purpose is to transfer the load to few disks
so that other disks can be sent to mode of energy saving.In [44] author addresses conservation fo energy for
cluster of nodes that execute Map Reduce jobs.Reconfiguration of clusters is performed on the basis of current
workload.When the average utilization rises, clusters are turned on or off.
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Table 3.5
Objectives of Energy efficient based data placement schemes

Schemes

Energy
aware

Cost
aware

Resource
aware

Application
aware

Factors

[21]
[43]
[44]
[45]

X
X
X
X

X
X

X
-

X

power consumption,Execution time
File characterstics,workfload characterstics
power consumption,cost
Execution cost,power consumption

Table 3.6
Properties of Energy efficient based data placement schemes

Schemes SLA
Security Cloud/ Algorithm
support
Grid
[21]
X
Cloud
Dynamic Algorithm
[43]
File server Popular data concentration

Clustering
Algorithm
-

[44]
[45]

-

-

-

Grid
Cloud

Cluster reconfiguration
EnCloud algorithm

Tool/Programming
Language
Cloudsim
Execution Driven
simulator
Gridsim
iVIC with Phython

In [44] author proposed energy saving algorithms that switch off some number of nodes for saving energy.In
[45] investigator proposed EnaClous approach that enables dynamic live application placement considering
the energy efficieny.In this approach ,virtual machine is used for encapsuation of an application that perform
scheduling of an application and live migration of an application for saving energy.Bin packing algorithm is used
for apllication placement.The author proposes energy aware heuristic algorithm.For dealing with the varying
resource demands ,investigator presented an over provision technique.
In this [46] author proposed an architectural framework based on resource allocation and principles for
energy efficient Green cloud computing.It introducesa virtual node placement scheme and decides to turn on
some physical nodes of the active virtual nodes, but data placement problem is not considered.
3.4. PSO based data placement. In [?] near optimal assignment of tasks in reasonable time is obtained
using proposed hybrid particle swarm optimization approach.PSO based algorithm is presented for conquering
TAP(Task Assignment Problem).PSO iteration is embedded with hill climbing heuristic for convergence.The
factors considered are execution and communication costs.
In [7] author proposed an algorithm based on particle swarm optimization that leads to reduction of cost and
execution time of transferring.The investigator works on on-demand method as standard for computing.This
refers to paying per on per hour basis with no long term commitments.According to charging standard of
Amazon.Poutk is defined as pricing of data center from DCk . pint as pricing of data transfer to DCl . Pk is
the processing pricing of standard on-demand and Tp is the execution time of tasks.The i represents a task
executing on data center k.Cost of data processing is given by
Cp = Tp × Pk

(3.8)

Cost of data transfer is represented as
Ct =

n ∑
n ∑
m ∑
∑

xik × xjl × (DTij × Poutk + DTij × Pinl )

(3.9)

i=1 j=1 k=1 l̸=k

Fitness function is sum of cost of data transfer and processing represented as
C = Cp + Ct
According to the best fitness value ,data is placed at the data center.

(3.10)
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Table 3.7
Objectives of PSO based data placement schemes

Schemes
[?]
[7]

Energy
aware
-

Cost
aware
X
X

Resource
aware
-

Application
aware
-

[22]
[17]
[48]
[8]

-

X
X
X
X

X
X
-

-

Factors
Execution and Communication cost
processing time, transferring time,
processing cost, transferring cost
Data dependency ,Data Transmission Cost
Execution time,Transferring time,Cost
Execution cost,Communication cost
Data dependency ,Data Movement

Table 3.8
Properties of PSO based data placement schemes

Schemes
[?]
[7]
[22]
[17]
[48]
[8]

SLA
support
X
X
X
X
X
-

Security
-

Cloud/
Grid
Cloud
Cloud
Cloud
Cloud
Cloud

Algorithm
Hybrid-PSO
PSO
PSO
PSO-SPV
PSO
PSO

Clustering
Algorithm
Bond Energy(BEA)

Tool/Programming
Language
Matlab
Cloudsim
Visual Studio 2010

In [22] author proposed cost effective data placement scheme for multi data centers.During the execution
of workflows , the data sets get transferred from one data center to another.So mapping of these data sets to
an appropriate data center is the issue addressed by the author. The focus is on reducing the cost of data
transfer by considering multiple workflows.Let DC = ∪i=1,2,...|DC| dci be data center set. Gi is a single workflow.
Datasets of multiple workflow(MWS) are represented as DS = ∪i=1,2,...n dsi Data placement of multiple workflow
M W S = ∪i=1,2,..n Gi is represented by
Mmulti = ∪i,j=1,2,....,|DS| di → dcj

(3.11)

where dcj ϵDC∀di ϵDS,di is stored in unique data center in Mm ulti.
In [17] investigator introduced Particle swarm optimization based algorithm embed in SPV(Small Position
value) [47].The aim is to optimize task scheduling in cloud computing for minimization of processing cost.The
algorithm is based on a small position value.The focus is on reducing execution and transferring time.The fitness
function for an algorithm is taken as combination of cost and time CT = T + C [7].
In [48] article investigator presents particle swarm optimization(PSO) based heuristic for scheduling applications to resources of cloud.The factors of data transmission cost and computation cost is considered.The
mapping of tasks to resources is performed by varying the computation and communication costs.
In [8] investigator clustered datasets on the basis of dependency using proposed hierarchical clustering
based technique.A new factor as size of dataset is introduced.This leads to reduction in data movement ,In the
partitioning matrix improved dichotomy algorithm is used.For mapping between data groups and servers PSO
based algorithm is used.
3.5. ACO based data placement. In [67], author presents data placement scheme for intermediate
data placement by considering the factor of security.The security of data is based on aspects of data integrity,authentication access and data confidentiality. A model of security quantitatively measures services
of security provided by data center.Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) based technique is used for dynamic selection of data center.In this the datasets are divided into flexible location and fixed location data sets according
to location of stored data.For the evaluation of security services, DDSD (Degree of data security deficiency) is
proposed.
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Table 3.9
Objectives of ACO based data placement schemes

Schemes
[67]
[22]
[17]
[48]

Energy
aware
-

Cost
aware
X
X
X

Resource
aware
X
X
X
-

Application
aware
-

Factors
data security,data transfer time
Data dependency ,Data Transmission Cost
Execution time,Transferring time,Cost
Execution cost,Communication cost

Table 3.10
Properties of ACO based data placement schemes

Schemes
[67]
[22]
[17]
[48]

SLA
support
X
X
X
X

Security
X
-

Cloud/
Grid
Cloud
Cloud
Cloud
Cloud

Algorithm
ACO
PSO
PSO-SPV
PSO

Clustering
Algorithm
-

Tool/Programming
Language
Cloudsim
Cloudsim
-

3.6. Optimization based data placement. In the [49] proposed system considers the factors of WAN
bandwidth ,data center capacity limit,data interdependency,user mobility and application changes.The proposed
approach analyzes the logs submitted by the data centers.It uses iterative optimization algorithm based on access
patters of data ,locations of clients.Further ,it outputs recommendations of migration back to cloud service.For
scaling large volume of data of data logs ,this technique works in SCOPE [14]. This algorithm works in three
phases.Mapping of each client to a set of geographical candidates is performed using weighted spherical mean
calculation as per equation
)
(
wn
N −1
∑
,
⃗
x
,
wsm(w
,
⃗
x
)
(3.12)
)
=
interp
wsm((wi , ⃗xi )N
N
i
i i=1
i=1
wi

It handles the complexities of data inter-dependencies and shared data.In the second phase ,improvement
in the placement is done by applying proposed approach .In the third phase, mapping of data to data center is
performed by considering the factor of storage capacity of the data center.
In [68] author aims to place data files into and assigning tasks to the sites of execution for reducing the
cost while considering weights.To accomplish this , workflow is modelled as a hypergraph.A heuristic based on
hyper-graph partitioning is proposed for generating appropriate placement of data and assignment of task .
According to the proposed technique, computational and storage loads are distributed evenly according to some
pre-decided ratios.The hypergraph partitioner is implemented by modifying PaToH [15].
In multilevel framework,net costs are incorporated to PaToH in three phases. In the first phase of coarsening
of net costs if performed.In the phase of initial partitioning the algorithm modification of GHGP [15] is performed
to be used with target weights and net costs.In the last phase of refinement ,heuristic FM [16] is modified for
accurate calculation of the vertex move gains and cutsize.
In [29] investigator proposed an algorithm for each build time and run time stage.In the initial stage,
dependency between all the data sets is calculated and dependency matrix is built.For the partitioning and
clustering of data sets BEA(Bond Energy Algorithm) is used.These partitions are distributed among different
data centers.The data centers are partitioned using k means algorithm.After the generation of intermediate data
,the newly proposed clustering algorithm deals with new datasets.The dependencies for each data center are
judged and then accordingly data is moved.The factors of data movement and gathering of data at one point is
covered up.This strategy allocate application data among data centers automatically and reduces the movement
of data.
In [50] the investigator propose non linear programming model(NLP) for minimization of retrieval of data
and execution cost of workflows.The proposed technique aims at minimizing the computation cost and data
transfer cost on the compute resource.For case study,intrusion detection application is considered.While using
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Table 3.11
Objectives of optimization based data placement schemes

Schemes
[49]

Energy
aware
-

Cost
aware
-

Resource
aware
X

Application
aware
-

[68]
[29]
[48]
[50]
[?]

-

X
X
X
X
X

X
X

-

Factors
storage capacity, data interdependency,
WAN bandwidth, IP address
Communication cost
Data dependency,Cost
Execution cost,Communication cost
execution cost
execution cost, execution time, data dependency

Table 3.12
Properties of Optimization based data placement schemes

Schemes
[49]
[68]
[29]
[48]
[50]

SLA
support
X
X
X
X

Security
-

Cloud/
Grid
Cloud
Cloud
Cloud
Cloud
Cloud

Algorithm
iterative optimization
combinatorial algorithm
Bond Energy
PSO
NLP

Clustering
Algorithm
Cloud
K-Means
-

Tool/Programming
Language
C programming language
SwinDeW-C
Amazon CloudFront

the storage and compute resources ,NLP model is applied on intrusion detection application.
3.7. Fault tolerance based data placement. In [19] investigator proposed the strategy based on clustering algorithm of consistent hashing and minimum distance.The data is clustered efficiently by the clustering
algorithm by placing item based and user based data .For addressing effect of outliers and noises ,cluster centers and threshold is updated.CBR strategy [18] and item based algorithm CF is used to fill sparse matrix of
users.Consistent hashing algorithm is used for improving fault toleration and scalability.
A Data placement scheduler ,Stork provide an ability to queue,schedule,manage and monitor the data
placement jobs.It also applies the technique of checkpointing the jobs.This approach provides a complete automation for processing the data. The proposed system automate the data transfer fully automatically between
the heterogenous systems.It possessess the ability to recover from network,software and stoarge system failures
without human intervention.It performs dynamic adaption of data placement jobs at the execution time to
system environment [34]
3.8. Replication based data placement. In [51] investigator present a heuristic based on ordering
jobs cleaned up in workflow and reduce time taken for execution.Also genetic algorithm based approach vary
the amount of storage and number of processors for generating schedules with low cost.Tightly coupled data
staging approach is used.As per the model introduced DPS and workflow manager work together for fulfilling
the requirements of data management.
In [53] investigator proposed CDRM(Cost effective dynamic replication management) that captures the
relations between replica number and availability.It aim to increase availability of data for storage system of
cloud for balancing load and improving performance while considering failures.CDRM instincts proposed model
for maintaining minimum number of replicas according to requirement availability.Placement of replica is on the
basis blocking capacity and probbiility of data nodes.CDRM dynamically redistributes according to changing
workload and capacity of node.CDRM is implemented in Hadoop Distributed File System(HDFS).
In [52] author proposed two-level DHT (TDHT) approach for applying Lazy update and minimize communication cost.At first level, trade off on security and availability between TDHT and conventional pure data
partitioning approach is performed.This approach is integrated with DHT and is called GDHT(Global DHT) .
[6] The investigator used the replication strategy for achieving availability,reliability and appropriate utilization of network bandwidth.PC cluster system is used for implementation of cloud storage system.
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Table 3.13
Objectives of Fault tolerant based data placement schemes

Schemes
[19]
[34]

Energy
aware
-

Cost
aware
X
X

Resource
aware
X
-

Application
aware
X

Factors
Fault tolerance,Execution Time
Data dependency,Fault tolerance

Table 3.14
Properties of Fault tolerant based data placement schemes

Schemes
[19]
[34]

SLA
support
X
X

Security
-

Cloud/
Grid
Cloud
Grid

Algorithm
Consistent Hashing
-

Clustering
Algorithm
K means
-

Tool/Programming
Language
VMware
Stock Server

Author proposed new interconnection network MyHeawood for cost effective data placement.It is based on
different hashing functions.It is a hierarchical network.It is composed of small switch and dual NIC server.Data
placement strategy is based on the hashing function composed of different hash functions. Hash functions are
composed of hash key for computing server address for master replica. After that, on the basis of address of
master replica ,remaining replicas are allocated in different layer.Three replicas are used for solving overhead of
storage caused by multiple replicas.This solves the issue of reliability in cloud. [24]
Further work on replication is improved by [54].
In [23] author introduced a Balanced and file Reuse-Replication Scheduling (BaRRS) algorithm for cloud
computing.This algorithm divides the scientific workflow into multiple workflows for balance utilization through
parallelization. It deals with reuse of data and different replication techniques for optimization of transferable
data.It considers execution time of task,patterns of dependency among tasks and size of files for adapting to
current techniques of replication and data reuse.At last it selects the optimal solution on basis of monetary cost
and execution time.
4. Results. The main motivation of this research work is to find all the available research in data placement of scientific workflows . In all, 64 research articles are published in prominent journals, symposiums,
workshops and in foremost conferences on cloud computing. Most of the research articles on data placement
algorithms are published in comprehensive variety of journals and conference proceedings.We perceived that
conferences like IEEE/ACM , Future Generation Computer systems, Proceedings of the 4th generation workshop on workflows in support of large-scalescience, Encyclopedia of parallel computing: Springer , Proceedings
of fourth international workshop on data intensive distributed computing, Proceedings of VLDB Endowment,
Parallel and Distributed Computing international symposium, Cluster Computing and Grid 8th IEEE international symposium, Proceedings of 17th international symposium on high performance distributed computing,
Grid computing environments workshop, International Conference on cloud computing 2009, Future Information
Technology : Springer, International Journal of High Performance Computing Applications, Procedia Environmental Sciences, The Computer Journal, Cloud Computing and Distributed System Laboratory, International
Conference on Super Computing, Computing in science and Engineering, Journal of Grid Computing, Computer standardsand interfaces, Journal of Electrical and Computer Engineering, Chinese Journal of Computers
contribute significantly to our review area. Figure 8 shows the percentage of research paper discussing different data placement algorithms (Coorelation, genetic, Energy Efficient, PSO based, ACO based, Optimization
Based, Fault Tolerance based, Replication Based) from year 2008 to 2017. Summary table for comparison of
data placement algorithms is shown in Table 4.1.
Figure 4.2 depicts the maximum research in Replication based(17%) and PSO based(17%) data placement
while very few research in fault tolerance based data placement(6%) and genetic based data placement(9%).
Coorelation based and Optimization based contributes 14% each while Energy Efficient, ACO based and Genetic
based contributes 12%, 11% and 9% respectively.
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Table 3.15
Objectives of Replication based data placement schemes

Schemes
[51]
[34]
[53]

Energy
aware
-

Cost
aware
X
X
X

Resource
aware
-

Application
aware
X
-

[52]
[24]
[23]

-

X
X
X

-

X
X

Factors
Makespan,execution cost,storage limit
Data dependency, Fault tolerance
CPU power, memory capacity, network
bandwidth, access latency, load balance
Response Latency,Cost
Cost
Execution time,Data dependency,Task Size

Table 3.16
Properties of Replication based data placement schemes

Schemes

Security

[51]

SLA
support
-

-

Cloud/
Grid
Grid

Algorithm

[34]
[53]
[52]

X
X
X

X

Grid
Cloud
cloud

Coarse and fine grained
genetic algorithm
CDRM
uTLA

[24]
[23]

-

-

Cloud
Cloud

Hashing
BaaRS

Clustering
Algorithm
-

Tool/Programming
Language
Cluster viz16

-

Stock Server
PlanetLab (Plab)
platforms
Cloudsim
VMware-ESXi-based
(version)

-

4.1. Data Placement implication platforms. For the implementation of the data placement algorithms
as in figure 4.2 , 79% of the algorithms are implemented on cloud while 17% on Grid and 4% on file servers.
For the simulation of cloud environment, the tools used are in Figure 4.2.
5. Conclusion and Future Directions. Cloud computing is an emerging computing platform that
presents different schemes for the large amount of data arising from scientific workflow application.Data placement is one of the necessary schemes that make cloud computing possible.Recenetly data placement problem
has become a hot topic in the area of cloud computing while considering the scientific workflow applications
because it can greatly reduce the execution time of workflows and increase the efficiency of data centers.
This paper presents a comprehensive survey and analysis of the data placement schemes proposed for
cloud computing.For this purpose, first the definition of data placement schemes are provided, and then the
classification of data placement schemes is presented based on the type of placement.Then various proposed data
placement schemes are described and factors of data placement in each scheme are investigated to illuminate
the advantages, limitations and properties of each placement scheme in detail. Moreover, complete comparative
comparisons of the data placement schemes are presented which highlight the items that should be considered
in future studies and researches. As specified in these comparisons, most data placement schemes are aimed
to improve the performance and execution related issues in data centers.There is less focus on security related
issues in data placement.But with the ever increasing security attacks on services of cloud,providing security in
the cloud environment has become a critical issue. As a result, security is one of the crucial issue which should
be considered in the future data placement.
As per the literature survey there is scope of further improvement in data placement in cloud.Following
section describes further improvements in this field.
1. For improving the inter data center traffic ,identification of nearby sites can be pursued that leads to
improved latency and costs.The location of data center can be provided as an input.In future more
placement factors can be considered such as computation capacity of each server and load balancing.Replicating the used data can also be used for performance in terms of system response time and
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Table 4.1
Comparison of different data placement algorithms on placement criteria

X
-
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X
-
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-

-
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X
-

X
X
X
-

X
X
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X
-

-

X
-

-

X
X
X
-

X
X
X

-

reliability.
2. The data sets are of two types fixed location and variable location data sets. The fixed location
datasets are the one that are located in a predetermined locations in the cloud environment and are
non transferable whereas the variable location datasets can be moved from one place to another. There
are works listing the use of variable location datasets, but for enhancement fixed location datasets can
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Fig. 4.1. Data Placement Algorithms in Cloud.

Fig. 4.2. Platform for Algorithms.

also be considered for further improvement of cost,price etc.
3. The system performance of cloud can also be improved further by detailing the characteristics of
tasks that can further be used for improvement of scheduling mechanism in a heterogeneous environment.Further policies can be implemented on the basis of characteristics of tasks and system with
different policy schemes can be implemented.
4. The cost of running the workflow and the energy consumption can be analyzed .The further investigation
is required on the issue for the minimization of power consumption that will lead to improvement of performance in scientific workflows.The data placement can be explored by considering the energy/power
efficiency and power/performance trade-offs.
5. In future more placement factors can be considered such as computation capacity of each server and
load balancing.Replicating the used data can also be used for better performance in terms of system
reliability and response time.
6. Different methods of genetic selection affect the performance of the algorithm which requires further
study.Fuzzy strategies are not outlined.The granularization approach most suitable for the entire work-
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load and optimal storage location of each of the resulting granular,sub workloads can be determined.
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RESEARCH ON AUTO-SCALING OF WEB APPLICATIONS IN CLOUD:
SURVEY, TRENDS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
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Abstract. Cloud computing emerging environment attracts many applications providers to deploy web applications on cloud
data centers. The primary area of attraction is elasticity, which allows to auto-scale the resources on-demand. However, web
applications usually have dynamic workload and hard to predict. Cloud service providers and researchers are working to reduce
the cost while maintaining the Quality of Service (QoS). One of the key challenges for web application in cloud computing is autoscaling. The auto-scaling in cloud computing is still in infancy and required detail investigation of taxonomy, approach and types
of resources mapped to the current research. In this article, we presented the literature survey for auto-scaling techniques of web
applications in cloud computing. This survey supports the research community to ﬁnd the requirements in auto-scaling techniques.
We present a taxonomy of reviewed articles with parameters such as auto-scaling techniques, approach, resources, monitoring tool,
experiment, workload, and metric, etc. Based on the analysis, we proposed the new areas of research in this direction.
Key words: Cloud computing, resource provisioning, web applications, auto scaling, resource estimation
AMS subject classifications. 68M14, 91C15

1. Introduction. Cloud computing is emerging technology, which provides processing, bandwidth, and
storage as a service. Elasticity is the main characteristic of cloud computing. This technique allocated and
de-allocated the resources from the processes as per increment or decrement in requirement. The resource
pools are seeming unlimited for the users and can acquire or release the resources anytime [5, 96]. Regular
monitoring of giving services is required to ensure the Quality of Service (QoS) and need to fulfill the Service
Level Agreements (SLAs). SLA violation leads to the penalty to cloud providers. It is a big challenge for the
cloud service providers to provide services within budget and raise profit from datacenters. QoS assures that
the behavior of cloud services towards reliability, availability, elasticity, cost, time, etc. [75]. The infrastructure
providers offer different pricing policies, companies such as Amazon [131] provides resources for a fixed price
per hour. Thus, the application providers should decide the resources for processes, while maintaining the
SLAs. In auto-scaling, decision-making techniques to allocate the number of resources to different processes are
categorized as reactive and proactive. The reactive technique regularly watches events such as CPU, workload,
queue, etc., and performs the elastic operation for resources as per threshold. Proactive forecasting methods
used to predict the traffic from the past workload. So far none of the technique is splendid in all the cases
[84]. The reasons for ambiguity and diffusion in resource allocation for cloud environment are heterogeneity
of resources, dynamic application requirements, and failures. As for now, none of the technique can tackle
previously mentioned issues. Autonomic cloud computing can contribute the self-optimization, self-protecting,
self-healing, and self-configuration scaling [68].
1.1. Motivation for Research.
• Auto-scaling techniques for cloud application applied to estimate the required resources to process the
input requests. Web applications workload is dynamic with sudden burst due to flash workload. This
study focused on various auto-scaling techniques for web applications in cloud computing.
• We have recognized the need for detailed survey specifically for the web applications. A methodological
survey has been carried out for auto-scaling techniques for web applications. Hence, we summarized
the present research challenges and future scope in this area.
1.2. Contribution of the Study.
• A detail investigation has done to study various existing auto-scaling techniques in cloud computing.
• The mentioned techniques classification has been done as per the common characteristics.
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• Future research direction in the area of auto-scaling is presented.
1.3. Related Surveys. Earlier surveys have been conducted by the authors [49, 88, 85, 54, 28, 107, 23,
109], but the regular updates in cloud infrastructure and persistent research yielding the new research areas.
There is a need to explore the present challenges and new research area in this field. This survey augments the
existing studies and recent research articles to describe the research challenges for web applications in cloud
computing.
2. Auto Scaling. Auto-scaling is a technique to dynamically adjusts the resources allocated to elastic
applications as per the incoming workloads. Auto-scaler in the cloud environment is generic while some are
application specific to meet the SLA, QoS and minimizing the cost of scaling. The auto-scaling challenge for
the web applications is to dynamically grow or shrink the resources to meet fluctuated workload requirement.
Autonomous scaling techniques work without human intervention. Autonomic systems are self-(configuringoptimizing-protecting-healing) [67]. The auto-scaling following the MAPE loop (Figure 2.1): Monitoring (M),
Analysis (A), Planning (P) and Execution (E) [92].
• Monitoring: The monitoring system collects the information from a cloud environment about the compliance of user expectations, resource status, and SLA violation. It provides the state of infrastructure
to the cloud provider, and users get to know about application status with expected SLA. Auto-scaling
protocols are decided on the basis of performance metrics for web applications. The author suggested
parameters such as resize numbers, operating interval, decision duration, decision threshold, refractory
period and instance bounds [45]. Generally metrics provided by cloud providers are related to VM
management; otherwise, it will be taken from the operating system. The proxy metrics are used to
reduce the complexity of metrics such as hypervisor level and application level (e.g., CPU utilization,
workload).
• Analysis: The collected information is further processed in the analysis phase. It gathers all information from metrics and current system utilization and prediction information of future workload. Some
auto-scaler are working on a reactive approach. The decision is taken after analyzing the current system state. The threshold values are fixed to scale in/out decisions, while others are using a reactive
approach or both. Reactive is a sophisticated approach because it’s always a delay between the settings
of resources for scaling decision. The VM startup time varies from 350 to 400 seconds [90]. Flash crowd
and events are still a challenge with the reactive approach.
• Planning: Analysis phase evaluates the present state, now the planning phase has to decide to scale
up/down or scale in/out to compliance with SLA and profit trade-off.
• Execution : Execution phase is already decided in the planning phase. Cloud providers API is
responsible for the execution of planning. The client is unaware of the issues in the execution phase.
VMs are available to users for a certain period, the startup time of VM takes some time, and these
delays have been already discussed with the user in resource SLA.
Auto-scaling techniques have the following research challenges:
Under-provisioning: The application has not sufficient resources to serve all incoming requests from the
servers. It may happen due to flash crowd or events, or poor auto-scaling algorithm. This situation leads to
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Fig. 3.1. The taxonomy of web application in cloud computing

SLAs violation and providers have to pay the penalty to the users, and reliability of the providers also effects.
The servers take some time to be back in the normal state.
Over-provisioning: In this situation, the number of resources to process the application is more than the
required resources. Service provider’s reliability is increased in this case. SLAs violation is minimum in over
provisioning and up to a certain level beneficial to handle the fluctuated workload. It affects the profit of the
service provider, and on-demand services become costly for the clients. No perfect solution exists either in
automatic or autonomous scaling.
Oscillation: It is a pack of both unwanted situations. Rapid resources scaling is taking place without
considering the effect on application performance. The condition can be avoided using static and dynamic
threshold value fixed for the VMs scaling. A cooling down period is another approach used to handle the
oscillation [71].
3. Taxonomy of Auto-scaling. The proposed taxonomy for web application in cloud environment is
shown in Figure 3.1. The existing research classified based on the parameters mention in the taxonomy. The
taxonomy covered the following points:
• Type: Auto-scaler is a crucial component in cloud computing. Auto-scalers are grouped into two
categories: Reactive and Proactive. The reactive approaches took the scaling decision by analyzing the
current state of the system. Proactive technique analysis the historical data and take scaling decision.
Many article formed the new techniques using hybridization of these methods.
• Policy: Cloud service providers widely use horizontal scaling as elasticity feature. Cloud providers are
providing a fix and customizable resources where the user can configure VMs by specifying memory,
cores, bandwidth, etc. Some articles developed the auto-scaling techniques using vertical scaling, where
the user can re-configure the VMs resources such as CPU, memory and network bandwidth as per the
requirement change. The Centurylink service provider gives the service to scale the CPU cores without
vertical downtime.
• Auto-scaling techniques: The researcher in the cloud computing used various techniques for analysis
and planning phase in MAPE loop to automate the scaling process. In literature, widely used techniques
classified in 7 major techniques such as Threshold rules, fuzzy rules, application profiling,machine
learning, queuing theory, control theory and time series analysis.
• Approach: The newly added feature in the taxonomy is the approach of the investigator on above of
the techniques to auto-scale. In the literature, the investigator vision to improve one or more factors
such as cost, resource optimization, QoS, SLA violation, etc. Further, the researcher get clear idea
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about the articles which improve the specific objectives.
• Monitoring Tools: It act as performance indicators. It helps to determine the scaling decisions.
Monitoring interval defines the performance of auto-scaler. Balanced performance can be achieved by
selecting the right monitoring interval according to the application. Amazon cloudwatch monitoring
used by many articles whether some are using custom monitoring tool.
• Service Level Agreement (SLA): The service providers need to know the expectations of the
customers. It is the master service agreement between the customer and service providers related
to various performance outage issues. This document describes the responsibilities of the customer and
service providers. It helps the customer to compare the performance among different service providers.
The commonly consider performance metrics in SLA related to auto-scaling are response time, budget,
cost, throughput, etc.
• Performance metrics: It is an essential tool to enhance the reliability of the users moving their
applications to the cloud. Difference articles are using various metrics to check the performance of their
model such as response time, CPU usage, input request rate, etc.
• Pricing Model: Cloud providers are categories the cloud resources in three different pricing models:
on-demand, reserved and spot-instances. On-demand resources give performance guarantee to the
target application. The number of resources grows or shrink as per the workload change. The reserved
resources are a fixed number of resources. Amazon provides the spot instances relatively cheaper than
the on-demand resources. Spare capacity instances sell through auction mechanism and user acquire
the resources by submitting the bid. Single cloud and multi-cloud resource estimation challenges are
different for web applications.
• Experiment: The experiment part describes the experiment evaluation in the various articles. The
researcher used real time workload or synthetic workload to input the user requests. The benchmarking
application are also widely used in the research article for the multi-tier web application. Experiment
characteristics considered for the implementation of the model has been reviewed in the taxonomy of
auto-scaling. Synthetic and real workload used by an article for the analysis of the model. Cloudsim
simulator used by many articles, while some manuscripts used real testbed for the study of the model.
4. Elastic Applications. The elastic applications are dynamic in nature towards change in workload
and variables. The load balancer is responsible for the management of elastic applications. Cloud computing
applications are managed on VMs, and VMs are managed by the servers. Auto-scaler is a decision maker for the
scaling of resources. The system is said to be autonomous because human intervention is not required. Many
cloud applications (e.g., Video streaming, web applications) are elastic in nature [85]. Most of the papers about
elastic applications considered the web applications as compared to other elastic applications. Web applications
consist of three tiers: Presentation, Application, and Database. Most of the articles focused on the application
or business tier scaling. The major issue with auto-scaling is to scale the small running jobs, while long-running
jobs are coming under the scheduling problem.
4.1. Web Applications Architectures. Earlier single tier architecture has used the dedicated server
for each tier such as a web server (load balancer), application server and database server. The load balancer
transfers the load among other instances of single layer architecture. This architecture is not suitable according
to the elasticity and scalability features of cloud computing.
Most of the companies are now using multi-tier architecture (e.g., Amazon), where each tier in architecture
serves a specific purpose as shown in Figure 4.1. The most important benefit of multi-tier architecture is to
manage the scalability and elasticity features. Resource management of multi-tier applications is still a challenge
due to higher interdependencies between the different layers [31]. Web tier, application tier, and database tier
are deployed on the web server, application server, and database server. The responsibilities of the servers are:
• Web server: It accepts or rejects the incoming client request. Another important work of web server is
to serve the static content. It also passes the request to the application server. The response is delivered
back to the user.
• Application Server: It receives the request from the web server. The literature survey is biased towards
the scaling of VMs for the application server. Business logic is processed by this tier. It requests the
database for the required data. Optimization of queries can be done at this level also. After processing
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Fig. 4.1. 3-tier Web Architecture [31].

data again send back to the web servers in the desired format.
• Database Server: Database management system is working at this level. Single tenant and multi-tenant
databases compatible with the cloud architecture (e.g. Oracle 12c). Structured and unstructured relational database management system is used to store the data and pass the required data to application
servers.
Another type of applications is service-based web applications such as Facebook and e-commerce website
of Amazon. Each service represented as the node is connected with another service through directed edges
and whole system abstracted as a directed graph. The application further classified in Micro-services and
Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA). Our article is mainly focusing on multi-tier web applications.
5. Survey on Auto-scaling Techniques. This literature survey is focusing on auto-scaling techniques
specifically for web applications in cloud computing. To the best of our knowledge, there is no survey specifically
focuses on web applications auto-scaling for analysis and planning phase. Auto-scaling of cloud computing has
a large number of articles published. We put the papers in the associated category by identifying the approach,
algorithms used in the research paper for a better understanding. We again revised the models, metrics,
monitoring tools, etc., from the articles and create tables according to the classification of techniques. The
symbol ’-’ in tables represent the lack of information in the article.
Author [49] have done a survey of Internet applications deployed on dedicated or shared data centers. It
focuses on the web server’s admission control issue. This service is related to the SaaS layer of the cloud
architecture. The elastic nature of web applications is more relevant with auto-scaling and can be done in two
ways: horizontal or vertical. Identification has done on the basis of approach reactive or proactive. The metric
used by the technique is identified in the survey. Workload used in the analysis of the approach is also discussed
along with the experimental setups. SLA parameter has to check the validity of the model, so SLA parameters
are collected from the papers.
Resources are the major factor in auto-scaling. To the best of our knowledge, no existing survey has identified
all types of resources used in a cloud environment. Existing surveys considered only on-demand resources in
cloud infrastructure. In this paper, the authors have identified other type of resources (e.g. Spot-instances,
reserve and on-demand), for application tier elastic layer.
Another important survey done by the authors [88] on resource management in the cloud, but little attention
has given to auto-scaling. Author [85] focused on the elastic application including web application. This
article classifies the technique and very useful literature survey, but the survey did not focus on the type of
resources such as on-demand, reserve and spot instances. Many new emerging fields such as fog computing,
edge computing, dew computing takes the support from the cloud computing for elastic services [124].
We have carried out a very diverse survey by including these surveys with specifically to web applications
auto-scaling techniques. A survey has done on the basis of auto-scaling technique. Author [85] has used the
classification technique and we have added more approaches along with mentioned former groups. This section
covers the literature survey on auto-scaling techniques. Each article is reviewed on the basis of auto-scaling
taxonomy. The classification of auto-scaling techniques are:
1. Application Profiling (AP)
2. Threshold-based Rules (TR)
3. Fuzzy Rules (FR)
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5.1. Application Profiling. Application profiling is a process of finding the peak point of resource utilization while running an application workload. The workload used for profiling can be real or synthetic. The
test can be both online and offline for application profiling. It is one of the simplest ways to find the desired
resources at a different point of time.
Profiling of job through an offline process gives resource requirements at different levels of workload. The
produced resources requirements help auto-scaler to monitor the resource provisioning task in a precise manner. Author [119] applied the integer linear programming (ILP). Authors [39, 43, 108] used workload profiling
technique. The profiling cons are to reproduce requirements manually after every update in applications.
To overcome the offline profiling issues, online profiling comes in rescue. The fine grain tasks need the
VMs immediately to cater to the flash workload. Author [132] devised the technique to profile the application
workload with the further classification of application signatures. The classification has been carried out on the
basis of a number of machines required at different time stamps of application workload. The trained decision
tree update every time when the new application profiled according to its characteristics. Author [98] applied
the online technique to estimate the resources of each tier while estimating specific tier other tiers gained ample
resources. This process continues for each tier and gets the model for every tier. Author [30] designed a rapid
profiling approach for multi-tier web applications. Analysis of resources requirement correlation with each tier
of the web application inhomogeneous environment and profile the VM for a specific tier. This approach can
estimate the performance of VM without running on each tier. So it helps to put the newly added VM rapidly
into the service. Author [128] presented the architecture for the self management of the application in cloud
infrastructure. In this article, the author performed the application profiling using micro services. [83] designed
the approach using application profiling.
The method to find the critical point of utilization of resources while running of application workload (real
or synthetic). It is further classified into two categories (Figure 5.1):
• Off-line Application Profiling: This method of profiling is performed in a detailed manner in resource
provisioning of tasks at different stages of workload. The advantage of offline profiling is to perform
profiling manually after the applications are updated. The different methods of offline application
profiling are:
– Integer Linear Programming (ILP): It is a mathematical optimization problem. In this partial or
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all variables are integer. The constraints and objective function is linear [119].
– Workload Profiling Technique (WPT): This technique gather the workload information. The
workload modeling performed to estimate the performance under the stressed conditions. The
workload profiling done with various types of testing techniques such as limit finding, soak testing,
etc. [39, 43, 108].
• Online Application Profiling: This method of profiling is dynamic in nature and fulfill the needs of
the fine grained tasks that immediately require working virtual machines with different workloads.The
different techniques of online application profiling are:
– Application Signatures (AS): This technique identifies a small set of classes of workload and classifies them according to workloads. The resource allocation of workload is cached at runtime
[132, 120].
– Elastic distributed resource scaling (AGILE): In this technique, wavelets are used for fulfilling the
resource demand prediction with much large time for the applications servers to start up before
falling short of performance [98].
– Rapid Profiling (RP): In this technique, the individual performance of the virtual machine instance
is profiled after it is obtained from the cloud. This technique helps to judge the best tier for the
profiled instance of virtual machine [30].
The cloud is providing resources on-demand. Spot instances can be used with fault tolerance for cloud
applications. Maximum techniques are considering the on-demand resources in the auto-scaling decision. Author
[108] used the heterogeneous spot instances with on-demand resources which could minimize the cost to a great
extent. Spot instances are up to 90% cheaper than on-demand and reserve resources. Spot instances have an
out-of-bid issue, but can be useful for flash crowd and event challenges. It will provide the cost benefit to cloud
providers.
Table 5.1 shows the taxonomy of reviewed articles in this section.
5.2. Threshold-based Rules. Threshold based techniques are simple to implement and very popular.
For deciding the threshold value requires a deep understanding of all the parameters of the corresponding
environment and workload. Amazon EC2 [4] and RightScale [113] are using threshold-based technique. The
threshold based rule technique is purely related to planning. The number of resources allocated to the application
in the form of VM according to a set of rules. There are two types of scaling decision: Scaling up/down vertically
increase or decrease the capacity of the working node. Scaling in/out refers to horizontally increasing or decrease
the VM capacity. The scaling up/out and scaling down/in is working on the principle in Algorithm 12.
Algorithm 12 The algorithm of threshold rule based auto-scaling
1: if x1 > tU1 and/or x2 > tU2 and/or ... then
2:
if Clock % dU == 0 then
3:
n=n+r
4:
else if Clock % iU == 0 then
5:
do − nothing
6:
end if
7: end if
8: if x1 < tL1 and/or x2 < tL2 and/or ... then
9:
if Clock % dL == 0 then
10:
n=n−r
11:
else if Clock % iL == 0 then
12:
do − nothing
13:
end if
14: end if

◃ tUi is upper threshold
◃ dU is upper duration
◃ Scale-out or Scale-up
◃ iU is upper cool down period

◃ tLi is upper threshold
◃ dL is lower duration
◃ Scale-in or Scale-down
◃ iL is lower cool down period

There are two parts of Algorithm 12: condition and action. The Clock is a system clock, x1 and x2 are
performance metrics (e.g. Number of requests, response time, budget, CPU load, etc.), tU and tL are the upper
and lower threshold values of the performance metrics. Threshold conditions checked with upper duration dU
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Table 5.1
Taxonomy on application profiling based reviewed literature
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and lower duration dL, which considered in the seconds. If certain conditions are met, the action will be taken.
The manager should decide resources r acquired or released during the action performed from the total resources
n. During horizontal scaling r is the number of VMs and during vertical scaling r is CPU or RAM. The lower
and upper cool down period is set as iL and iU , during this time auto-scaler do nothing.
It is easy to deploy a threshold-based technique in a cloud environment. Defining rules are a difficult
task, it requires input from the client on different QoS metrics. QoS parameters have performance trade-off.
Application manager has to give threshold value of performance metrics parameters. The experiment carried
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out by the authors [70], they define the performance benefits of the application-oriented metrics than system
specific metrics. The threshold needs to be carefully decided otherwise it can cause the oscillation problem [33].
To handle the oscillation issue, certain techniques such as cool down, calm and inertia periods are set, so no
scaling decision can take place in these time slots.
Most of the techniques are using one or maximum two performance metrics. Commonly used performance
metrics are input request rate, CPU load time and average response time of application. Some of the authors
are taking application response time as a performance metric [33, 51] while few focused on the system level
metrics such as storage, network, and CPU [52]. Author [87] considered the scaling overhead and SLA violation.
Due to the introduction of a new type of resources [108] evaluate the availability metrics along with response
time.
The number of threshold values also varies with different techniques. Most of the providers are using two
threshold values: Upper and the lower threshold value. Author [52] used four threshold values. In this technique
along with upper threshold (T hrU ), the author defines T hrbU , which is marginally lower than T hrU and T hroL
is pretty above than the lower threshold (T hrL). The significance of setting such a threshold is to determine
the trends. Scaling action could be taken as per the trends.
Metrics are fetched from the monitoring tool. Collecting the run-time data from the monitor and taking
action as per the rules is a reactive approach.
RightScale [113] voting system is combined with the reactive approach. If most of VMs agree to scale
up/out or down/in decisions, then scaling action will be performed. Threshold needs to set by the application
manager. Several authors are using the RightScale technique [123, 71, 45, 25]. Author [25] working on the
scalability of web applications by defining the set of rules for the active sessions, further extend his work [24]
using RightScale. The rules are decided as per the upper and lower threshold value of the sessions. If the
sessions are going upper or lower scaling decision will be taken.
RightScale is working on the voting system, but it is highly dependent on the threshold values set by the
application-manager and the nature of the application workload. Author [71] compare the RightScale with
another technique and concluded the disadvantages of RightScale. Researcher [123] attempted to overcome
this issue using the strategy tree. The regression-based model has been used for three types of scaling policies.
Strategy tree follows the parent as per the workload trend.
The threshold rule-based technique is popular due to its simplicity and the client can easily understand.
Reactive nature of TR technique is a major challenge. Another issue in the TR technique is to set appropriate
performance metrics. In a cloud environment, the approximate startup time of the VM is 5 to 10 minutes, so
to ready, the machine in a reactive manner put a delay in service, which leads to performance degradation. To
resolve this issue to some extent, an author [86] suggested the dynamic threshold values. The initial values of
the threshold are static and later dynamic threshold values set as per the SLAs violation.
Multi-cloud scaling is another issue in the auto-scaling. Auto-scaling for three-tier application has been
developed [48]. The rule-based technique has been devised to take scaling decision for multiple data center.
Along with the on-demand resources, spot-instances are used for web application provisioning. The spot
instances are 90% cheaper than on-demand resources. So effective scaling strategy can provide significant benefit
to the clients as well as a service provider to reduce the SLA violation. Author [108] provided a reliable solution
to use spot instances for web application provisioning. Spot-instances have a potential for fault tolerance and
tackling of web application’s flash crowds or flash events workload.
Smart kill [20] is an important idea used to reduce the cost. Most of the service provider charge hourly
basis. It can further improve the system performance to avoid VM starting and shutdown time. It can reduce
the SLAs violation.
It is easy to implement the rule-based auto-scaling of the particular application. If the workload and nature
of application can forecast easily than rule-based technique can be used. Application with an unpredictable
pattern should choose other suitable scaling strategies.
Table 5.2 shows the taxonomy of reviewed articles in this section.
5.3. Fuzzy Rules. One of the rule-based technique for an auto-scaling approach is fuzzy rules. In this
technique, rules are defined using if-else conditions. The major advantage of fuzzy based auto-scaler over the
threshold based rule-based approach is linguistic terms e.g. low, medium, high. It uses the control system as
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Table 5.2
Taxonomy on threshold rules based reviewed literature
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Fig. 5.2. Categories of control system

a performance model for estimating the required resources (output variable) for the workload (input variable).
Fuzzy sets are formed from the input and output variables, the membership function defines this process
between the (0, 1) interval. Fuzzification is the process of transforming input variables into fuzzy sets. The
inverse transformation of single numeric values to best inferred fuzzy value is known as defuzzification.
The fuzzy rule-based model used to construct the auto-scaler. This auto-scaler is not able to handle the
dynamic workload because most the components of the fuzzy controller are fixed at the design time (e.g. Rule
set, membership function). Regular update in the fuzzy controller with on-line monitoring can make the system
of adaptive nature, can better handle the dynamic workload [136, 140]. Author [140] proposed a model to apply
the fuzzy-controller at the application tier, and forecast the resources required input workload. Author [136] use
the same method for the database tier. Predict the required resources rt+1 for the time step t+1, considering no
flash workload during that time step. Author [47] developed a dynamic approach for horizontal scale-out for the
N
∑
m
. Here, metric observation represented
dynamic workload. Author proposed a fitness function: Fk =
ai Ri,k
i
i

by mi,k and Ri at k sample time ai ϵ [0, 1]. The model works well under the failure of VMs, and robust for
different workloads.
Author [13] designed a fuzzy controller for scaling of scientific applications. The vertical scaling policy
developed based on threads in the application and load on the VM. In future, proactive policy can be combined
with this technique to reduce the waiting time in VM setup.
Many research articles extend the work with the neural fuzzy controller. Four-layer neural network uses
to represent the fuzzy model [74]. The first layer belongs to the input node. The second layer represents each
input variable membership to the fuzzy set. Layer three determines the precondition part of fuzzy rules. Final
layer act as a defuzzifier, which used to convert the layer 3 in numeric output. The rules and membership of
nodes are formed on-line with the help of parameters and structure learning.
Table 5.3 shows the taxonomy of reviewed articles in this section.

5.4. Control Theory. This method is used in two phases analysis and planning of the MAPE loop. It
automates the processing systems such as data centers, storage systems, and web server systems. The main goal
is to automate the scaling process. The controller maintains the controlled variable y and manipulated variable
yref matches to the desired level. Manipulated variable act as an input to the target system, the output is
measured by the sensor.
The different categories of control systems are (Figure 5.2):
• Open-loop: It is also called the non-feedback method. In this method, feedback is not considered for
validating the desired goal. The output is calculated using the present state of the system.
• Closed-loop: The closed loop systems are further categorized into two categories:
– Feed-back: The monitoring of the output and also a deviation from the goal is monitored by the
feedback controller.
– feed-forward: The anticipation of any kind of error in output is performed by the feed forward
method. The action is performed in it after considering the type of error in the system.
Feedback controller is mostly used in the reviewed articles (Figure 5.3). It further divided into several
categories [104] (Figure 5.4):
• Fixed gain controllers: The simplest of all the available controllers. The different types of fixed gain
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Table 5.3
Taxonomy on fuzzy rules based reviewed literature

Ref Type
[140]Reactive

Policy
Horizontal

Technique Approach Monitor
SLA
FR
Workload
Custom tool Throughput
aware/ SLA
aware

Metric
Pricing
CPU alloca- Reserved
tion, Arrival containers
rate

[73] Proactive

Horizontal

FR

QoS based

-

[136]Proactive

Vertical

FR

Qos Based

Xentop.
seconds

[74] Proactive

Vertical

FR + ANN Workload
aware

[40] Reactive

Horizontal

FR

Number
of on-demand
servers
per
tier
CPU
load, on-demand
No.
of
queries,
disk
I/O
bandwidth
Number
of on-demand
requests,
resource
usage
Arrival rate on-demand

[59] Proactive

Horizontal

[47] Proactive

Horizontal

[80] Reactive

Horizontal

[13] Proactive

Vertical

End-to-end
delay
10 Response
time,
throughput

Custom tool. End-to-end
3 minutes
delay

SLA based

Custom tool Response
time
FR
Load aware Custom tool Number
of RMSE
On-demand
hits
FR + PID QoS based Amazon
CPU usage, CPU
load on-demand
controller
cloudwatch NETIN,
and network
NETOUT
usage
FR
Resource
Amazon
Response
Arrival rate, On-demand
aware
Cloudwatch time. 200 ms VM allocation
Fuzzy rules Parallel ap- Custom tool Response
Thread in ap- on demand
+
CPU plications
time
plication and
controller
aware
load on VM

Experiment
Custom
testbed
+
applications
(Java
Pet
Store)
Simulation

Custom
setup. Xen +
(RUBiS and
TPC-H)
Simulation

Custom simulator
Microsoft
Azure Cloud
Real setup:
Amazon EC2
Amazon EC2

Simulation
with
CloudSim.

Disturbance
SYSTEM

Output

FEEDBACK

Fig. 5.3. Working of Feedback control system

controllers are PID(Proportional-Integral-Derivative), PI(Proportional-Integral) and I(Integral). In it,
Proportional Integral Derivate (PID) is most common controller, with following control algorithm:
uk = Kp ek + Ki

k
∑

ej + Kd (ek − ek−1 )

(5.1)

j=1

Manipulated variable is represented by uk (e.g. New number of VM); ek difference between set point
yref and yk output; ki , kp and kd are the integral, proportional and derivative gain parameters, which
further adjust as per the target system.
The authors of [77, 76] use the I controller to manage the required VMs on average CPU utilization.
Park and the author [103] deploy PI controller to adjust the resources for batch jobs and used their
execution process. kp and ki (gain factors) adjust manually according to trail-and-error [77] basis or
target application model. Authors [142] adjusted a PID controller derivative term using the RIL agent.
The agent learns to reduce the sum of squared error of control variables without affecting budget and
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Feedback Control
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Fixed Gain Controller

Adaptive Controller

Model Predictive
Controller

Fig. 5.4. Categories of Feedback control system

time constraints over time.
• Adaptive controllers: These controllers are the adaptive controllers that work as per the online data
made available by target systems. It is incapable of handling the flash load. It is further classified into
three categories
– Self-Tuning PID controller(SPID)
– Self-tuning regulator(STR)
– Gain scheduling(GS)
The adaptive controller is also used in the literature. For example, the author [2] used the two models,
adaptive and proactive controllers for scaling-down, based on the input workload and dynamic gain
parameters. Scaling-up is done using a reactive approach. Author also devised proportional controller
using proactive technique [1]. Author [102] introduced an adaptive PID controller for MIMO and used
second-order ARMA for non-linear relationships between performance and resource allocation. The
controller can fit the disk I/O usage and CPU. Author [14] used smoothing splines with gain. A gainscheduling adaptive controller applied to estimate the number of servers for input workload. Author
[62] combine the Kalman filter with controllers (SISO and MIMO) for CPU allocation to VMs. Author
[41] predicted job completion using kriging model. The master node enqueued all the incoming request.
• Model predictive controllers (MPC): It is proactive in nature that considers the present output
and also this model forecasts the future behavior of the system. One of its categories is Look-ahead
controller [114]. An optimization problem is solved by considering the cost function. These types of
controllers come under the proactive approach. Author [114] devised workload forecasting model using
the ARMA model and look-ahead controller. Fuzzy Model Predictive Controller developed using the
fuzzy model [136].
Author [38] devised the auto-scaling technique for vertical memory. The application performance and
resource utilization considered in developing the hybrid controller. The objective is to consume less
memory for the task, and achieve the highest memory utilization. The author achieved 83% memory
utilization. This work can further extend to increase memory utilization and considered the cache
memory in vertical scaling.
The auto-scaling task is highly dependent on the design of the controller and the target application.
The controller main objective is to add and remove the resources in the auto-scaling process is very
effective. The problem still persists, when the workload is dynamic and non-linear. General auto-scaling
model is required, that can be an adaptive controller with MPCs.
As discussed earlier, the controller has to tune the input variable (number of VMs) to calculate the output
variable (CPU load). In order to achieve this goal, a model has been devised to represent the formal relationship,
which determines how input parameters affect the output variables. This relationship is known as a transfer
function in control theory. PID controller represents with a linear equation, there is also the possibility to define
with a non-linear equation. Simple PID controller Single-Input-Single-Output(SISO) is used, but there is also
a provision to use Multiple-Input-Multiple-Output(MIMO). Following performance models have been used in
literature:
• ARMA(X) [102]: ARMA (Auto-regressive Moving Average) model is used to define the characteristics
of time series and draw future predictions. ARMAX (ARMA with eXogenous input) devised the
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Fig. 5.5. A simple queuing model with one server [26].

relationship between two-time series.
• Kalman filter [62]: It is used to make a prediction of time series. It is a recursive algorithm.
• Smoothing splines [14]: It is a polynomial function used to smooth the curves to avoid the noisy
observations.
• Kriging model or Gaussian Process Regression [41]: Statistical framework combined with linear regression to predict future values. Unsampled data have been used to perform the forecasting with a
confidence measure.
• Fuzzy model [74, 136, 140]: Fuzzy models are used with fuzzy rules. Set of membership elements
assigned a degree of value between 0 and 1 (Boolean logic).
Author [101] devised a RIL based controller. This system does not assure the performance in all type
of conditions. The work carried specifically for business logic tier. The proposed solution able to handle
the controller failures. Author [129] designed a hybrid technique for auto-scaling of cloud applications. SDN
controller applied to control the activities of the environment. The proposed model able to reduce the SLA
violation upto 0.03% only.
Tables 5.4 and 5.5 show the taxonomy of reviewed articles in this section.
5.5. Queuing Theory. It is one of the widely used for modeling Internet applications. It is used in
the analysis phase of the auto-scaling process. It estimates the performance metrics and waiting time for the
requests. Queuing theory is a field of applied probability to solve the queuing problem. Queuing issue is quite
common in many fields such as telephone exchange, petrol station, supermarket, etc. The structure of the model
is shown in Figure 5.5. The requests arrive at the server at mean arrival rate λ and remain in queue till the
processing. One or more servers are available to process the requests at the mean process rate µ.
Author Kendall [65] represents the standard notation for queuing model known as kendall’s notation. It
describe the queue as A/B/C/K/N /D.
• A: Arrival process.
• B: Service time distribution.
• C: Number of servers.
• K: Capacity of system. The number of places in the system.
• N : Calling population. Size of users from where the request comes. Open population has an infinite
number of customers and closed model is a finite number of customers.
• D: Queue’s discipline. It represents the priority of jobs.
K, N , D elements are optional, by default variables are considered as K = ∞, N = ∞ and D = F IF O.
FIFO (First In First Out) is mostly used, which served the request as they come. Another important one is PS
(Process sharing). M (Markovian) refers to a Poisson process characterized by λ, which indicates the number
of arrival request per time unit. D stands for deterministic also refers constantly. G is also used commonly
known as general distribution.
Multi-tier applications are complex in nature and the queuing network can be useful. The load balancer is
represented by a single queue and distribute the coming requests to the VMs.
Queuing theory is useful for stationary nature systems. It can work with both proactive and reactive kind
of environment. The main objective of the cloud-based system is to develop a model on the basis of some known
parameters (e.g. Arrival rate λ). Performance metrics measured as the mean response time, and the average
waiting time in the queue. The web application workload is dynamic, it requires the timely recalculation of
queuing model and metrics.
The queuing model can be used in two ways: simulation and analytical method. The analytical approach
can be used with simple models. M/M/1 and G/G/1 are the well-known methods used to define the arrival
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Table 5.4
Taxonomy on control theory based reviewed literature
Ref Type
Policy
[103]Reactive Vertical

Technique
PI controller

Approach
Cost-aware

[77] Reactive HorizontalPI controller (Proportional
thresholding)
and ES
[102]ProactiveVertical MIMO adap- SLO based
tive controller

Monitor
SLA
Metric
Sensor library Job’s deadline Job progress

Pricing
On-demand

Experiment
Custom setup.
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,
OpenLB, ADCIRC, WRF,
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applications
on HyperV
(Xen) Hyperic CPU load, re- On-demand Custom setup.
HQ
quest rate
Simple
web
service + Xen
+ ORCA
Xen + custom Response time CPU
usage, On- demand Custom
tool. 20 secdisk
I/O,
testbed. Xen
onds
response time
+ 3 applications (RUBiS,
TPC-W, media
server)
+
ARMA
(performance
model)
20 seconds
Response time No. of servers on-demand Real provider.
and requests,
Amazon EC2
response time
+ CloudStone
benchmark

[14] ProactiveHorizontalCTH: Linear ResourceRegression + aware
Gain-scheduler
(adaptive) +
Smoothing
splines
+
(performance
model)
[62] ProactiveVertical CTH: Adap- ResourceCustom tool. Response time CPU load
on-demand
tive
SISO aware
5-10 seconds
and
MIMO
controllers +
Kalman ﬁlter
[76] Reactive HorizontalCTH:
PI SLO
based/ Hyperic
CPU load, re- on-demand
controller
Workload
SIGAR.
10
quest rate
(Proportional based
second
thresholding)
[2]

Hybrid

HorizontalCTH: QTH + SLA Based
Adaptive controllers
[1] Hybrid HorizontalCTH: Adap- Load Aware
tive,
Proportional
controller
+
QTH
[41] ProactiveHorizontalCTH:
Self- QoS aware
adaptive
controller
+
Kriging model
(performance
model)
[53] ProactiveHorizontalCTH:
fuzzy Workload
controller
+ Aware
TS
[36] ProactiveHorizontalCTH: Learning SLA Aware
automata

Simulated

No. of request Service
rate, on-demand
not handled No. of requests

Custom
testbed. Xen
+
RUBiS
application
Custom
Setup.
Xen
+
Modiﬁed
cloudStone
(Hadoop)
Custom simulator in Python

1 minute simu- lated.

Custom simulator (using
Python)

-

Service
rate, on-demand
Total no.
of
requests and
pending
in
buﬀer
Execution timeNumber
of on-demand
incoming and
enqueued requests, number
of VMs

Custom setup.
Private cloud
+ Sun Grid
Engine (SGE)

Custom
tool Response time Number
of on-demand
(Fuzzy
conhits, RMSE
troller)
Custom tool. 5 Response time Scaling over- on-demand
minutes
head

Custom
testbed. Azure
Small VM
Cloudsim
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Table 5.5
Taxonomy on control theory based reviewed literature (continuation)

Ref Type
Policy
[38] ProactiveVertical

Technique Approach
Monitor
SLA
Metric
CTH: Hybrid Application Control
in- Response time CPU
Controller + and Resource terval
using
memory
TS
aware
/proc/ memlization
info

[105]ProactiveHorizontalCTH:
PID Resource
controller
+ aware
Fuzzy logic

[138]Hybrid

Amazon
Cloudwatch

-

CTH:
Soft- Security awareware deﬁned
network
(SDN)
controller
[101]ProactiveHorizontalCTH:
Re- Application 6 minutes
inforcement aware
learning
[129]Hybrid Both
Software
Resource
Simulated.
deﬁned
net- aware
minute
work
(SDN)
controller

Pricing
and on-demand
uti-

CPU
uti- Scheduling
on-demand
lization,
gain,
VM
sensitivity
failure
analysis

DDoS attack Arrival rate
prevention

Containers

Experiment
Custom
testbed. Xen
hypervisor
(RUBBoS
application)
Custom tested
and
Amazon
EC2.
Wikipedia,
FIFA
world
cup workload
Simulated

Response time Cost and SLA on-demand
violation

RUBiS applicatoin.
Custom testbed.
1 Response time CPU capacity, On-demand
Simulate with
bandwidth
VMs or Con- CloudSimSDN
tainers

and service process. Simulation can be used for the complex system to obtain the desired metrics.
M/M/1 (Poisson-based) is a basic queuing model. Exponential distribution is followed by both the arrival
1
times and the service times. The mean response time R of M/M/1 model can be calculated as R =
.
µ−λ
Arrival rate is represented by λ and µ shows the service time respectively. G/G/1 is another simple method.
Inter arrival time and service time are controlled by general distributions with prior information of mean and
variance. G/G/1 system is represented by the following equation:
σ 2 + σb2
λ≥ s+ a
2(R − s)
[

]−1

(5.2)

R is the mean response time and s is average service time. The variance of inter-arrival time is σa2 , σb2 .
Little’s Law [64] is also used in many queuing scenarios. It states that the average number of requests E[C]
in the system is same as the average customer arrival rate λ multiplied by the average time of each customer in
the system E[T ] : E[C] = λ × E[T ].
Simple and complex queuing used in the research articles for analysis of the performance of applications
and system.
Author [1, 2] used a G/G/n queue to model a cloud application, and n represents the number of servers.
The model used to calculate the required resources to process the hosted application workload λ, the response
time according to the configuration of servers.
An elastic cloud application can be represented using the queuing network, considered each VM as a separate
queue. Author [130] devised a technique using G/G/1 queues. Histogram used to predict the peak workload.
The number of servers calculated as per the queuing model and peak workload in specific time step. The reactive
approach further used to correct the value. The deficiency of the technique is the under-utilization of resources.
Multi-tier applications can be deployed in a cloud environment and assigned one or more queues for a
specific tier. Author [141] proposed a closed system with a network of queues, which handles a limited number
of users. Author [50] deploy the multi-tier application as an open system. G/G/n queues have been used and
considered one queue per each tier. Author [8] used the queuing model for a three-tier web application. It
computes the response time per each tier. Author [10] proposed a hybrid auto-scaling technique. The queuing
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theory clubbed with the time series analysis technique. The prediction error and prediction interval can be
reduce with appropriate selection of the model using classification technique.
The models discussed are considered the analysis part of the MAPE loop. Some techniques are used to
implement the planning phase using optimization algorithm and predictive controller [2] in order to maximize
the revenue for the datacenters [134]. On-line monitoring captures the number of requests, which further input
to the queuing model to estimate the number of VMs required for the processing of application workload
[50, 130]. Author [141] proposed a model using regression technique to approximate estimate the number of
CPU by calculating the quantity of a client requests at each tier (e.g. Browsing, ordering or shopping). Author
[44] proved the importance of parallelization of workload in multi-core system. The model can be improved
with the generic design which can implemented in Hadoop, edge and other environments for vertical scaling.
Application of the queuing model is for cloud application and system modeling. It defines the static
architecture and required an update in parameters or structure of the model. Simulation and the analytical
tool can be used to solve the model. Any change in the number of input request or a number of resources
needs to update the model, which is not cost-efficient. Most of the articles used CloudSim simulator [18], and
some authors [135] developed a new simulation tool specifically for the auto-scaling. It includes the trace file of
widely used workloads.
Queuing model is a component in auto-scaler. The model works quite efficiently with linear parametrized
applications, and not fit for the applications with a non-linear workload. The queuing model requires more
efforts to work with multi-tier application because of complex nature and non-linear relationships.
Table 5.6 shows the taxonomy of reviewed articles in this section.
5.6. Machine Learning. Machine learning is a technique that is used on online learning for the constructing dynamic approach for the estimation of resources. It is a self-adaptive technique as per the workload
pattern available [3]. The machine learning algorithms reclassified into various categories. The review is made
for the different categories used in this particular literature.
• Reinforcement Learning (RIL): It is one of the widely used machine learning approaches. The agent
performs an action as per the received environmental state. As in a cloud environment, auto-scaler acts
as an agent. An agent works on the principle of trial and error method. It gets a response or reward
for each action performed [126]. The optimal scaling decision is taken by sensing the current state,
performance metric, and type of application. The auto-scalar or agent works to yield more rewards.
The main objective of machine learning is to control the data. The purpose of the agent is to fetch
appropriate action of each states.
Rt = rt+1 + γrt+2 + γ 2 rt+3 + ... =

∞
∑

γ k rt+k+1

(5.3)

0

At time t+1 the rewards gained are Rt+1 , the γ factor is the discount factor. The value function Q(s, a)
known as Q-value function defines the policy. The Q(s, a) values evaluates the cumulative rewards for
each state s by execution action a.
}
{∞
∑
(5.4)
Q(s, a) = Eπ
γ k rt+k+1|St = s, at = a
k=0

This proactive learning method makes the decision with the state of application about the future
reward(e.g. response time). The result is generated after the complete execution of the application on
the cloud. The phases analyze and plan of MAPE process are covered by RIL techniques.Firstly, data
about the application and rewards are taken from the lookup table (or any other structure) for later
use (analyze phase).In the planning phase, the data is used to take the scaling action.
To apply RIL to auto-scaling, some basic elements need to define: first, the action set A, the state
space S, and the reward function R. The first two depend upon the type of scaling: horizontal and
vertical. Reward function depends upon the cost to acquire the resources (VMs, network bandwidth,
etc.), and SLA violation penalty cost. While considering the horizontal scaling, the state defines as
input workload and the number of VMs.
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Table 5.6
Taxonomy on queuing theory based reviewed literature

Ref Type
Policy
Technique
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Researcher [127] devised using (w, ut−1 , ut ), where w is the the total number of user requests observed
per time period; ut and ut−1 are the number of VMs allocated to the application in the current time
step, and the previous time step, respectively;
Authors [32] followed the definition of the state as (w, u, p), where w is the total number of requests
and u is considered as the number of VMs allocated and p as performance in the contract of average
response time. Horizontal scaling has been done on the basis of three decisions: append the new VM,
deallocate the VM and do nothing.
On the other hand, the resources assigned to each VM (CPU, RAM) for vertical scaling are considered
in state definition. Authors Authors [112, 139] devised the state definition as (mem1 , time1 , vcpu1 ,....,
memu , timeu , vcpuu ), where memi , timei and vcpui are the ith VM’s memory size, scheduler credit
and number of virtual CPUs. The possible operations for three variables can be increased, decrease or
no-operation. The RIL defines the task as a combination of each variable operation. Rao et al. again
proposed a technique, where RIL agent learned per VM [111]. State definition is configured as CPU,
bandwidth, memory, and swap.
RIL learning is also very useful for tasks that are very closely related to auto-scaling problems, for
example, the configuration of application parameters [16, 139]. Author [139] include the RIL agent
with ANN to configure the parameters as per the application and VM performance, such as Session
timeout, MinSpareServers, Keepalive timeout, Maxclient.
RIL can also be combined with control theory. Authors [142] combine the RIL agent with a PID
controller. Application parameters are guided by the controller to meet the Service Level Objectives
(SLO). The resources are dynamically provisioned according to the parameters. The author [95] estimated the future prediction problems with anomaly detection technique. The isolation unsupervised
tree is applied for the upgrading the model. The local and global level auto-scaler design is proposed.
The author consider the containerized resources in cloud infrastructure. In real environment, there is
more complex anomalies are presented. So, more number of anomalies need to detect to design the
robust solution.
RIL algorithms are important to gain the best management policy for cloud applications without any
initial knowledge. It is an online approach to learn and adapt as per the workload, application or system
change. RIL technique could be a better approach to handle the auto-scaling for general applications,
but the RIL approach is not mature enough to deal with the real cloud environment. This is an open
research field and efforts are required to handle the flash workload and rapidly change of state and
actions.
• Hidden Markov Model (HMM) : This is modeled with a hidden Markov chain with the hidden
states. In the hidden Markov chain technique, the state is known to the observers whereas in HMM
it is invisible to observers. For example, two friends Sam and Rick are communicating on the phone.
Sam describes his activities (eating, drinking) and Rick estimated the weather condition from his
activities. The estimation is performed on the basis of the maximum likelihood estimation technique.
The parameters of HMM are x defines the states in the model, y is the total observations under
consideration and state transition probability defined with a and b the output probability shown in
Figure 5.6.
An HMM model usually require fewer observations as compare to basic Markov chain models [99, 100].
The system condition needs to observed minutely and input to the model. The author used the Weka
data mining tool for implementing the HMM model, 2 states used with 0.01 iteration cutoff and spherical
covariance. As per an author, model given 97% accuracy in the auto-scaling decision. Database tier is
not considered in this work.
• Support Vector Machine (SVM): It is also used in some articles. It is one of the supervised learning
technique that is a combination of two techniques: classification and regression. It can be applied to
non-linear workload [97]. The classification is done on the basis of clusters formed and generates the
classes for data under specific region. Linear SVM can be used for classifying the web workload.
Researcher [78] proposed an adaptive technique with SVM and Linear Regression (LR). Characterization
has done on the basis of priority of the job and workload pattern. The generic model has been developed
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Fig. 5.6. Hidden Markov Model (HMM) [110].

for cloud applications. The model can be extended further considering the different QoS parameters
according to the SLA and application.
• Q-learning: It is the most used algorithm in auto-scaling by extending it with various techniques.
Author [127] used the SARSA [126] approach. Some articles [112, 139, 111, 16] did not specify which
machine learning approach used in their research, but problem definition and update function resemble
the SARSA. There are many problems in Q-learning and SARSA addressed various ways as following
[9, 33, 32, 139, 127]:
– Initial performance is bad and required a large training period. On-line performance is poor before
the best solution is found. It requires the exploration of different states and actions.
– The curse of dimensionality problem in Q-learning. The number of state variables grows the state
exponentially. States are stored in lookup tables. As the table grows, it takes time to search for
the possible state from the lookup table.
– The environmental condition has a great impact on the performance of the RIL algorithms. As
the conditions change the best optimal solution degrades the performance. RIL need to design to
work with application behavior or environmental conditions.
Tables 5.7 and 5.8 show the taxonomy of reviewed articles in this section.
5.7. Time Series Analysis. Time series analysis is a very popular model and has applications in many
areas including economics, bioinformatics, finance, engineering, etc., to predict the measurement for future time
steps. An example, the number of requests that reach the server for an application at one-minute intervals.
The time series is used in the analysis phase to forecast future workload.
Performance metrics (input workload, CPU load) sampled at fixed time intervals (e.g. 5 minutes). The
predicted series X gained from the sequence of observation w.
X = xt , xt−1 , xt−2 , ..., xt−w+1

(5.5)

Time series applied in auto-scaling to forecast the future workload or resources required. Predefined rules
are designed in planning phase [66], and optimize the resource allocation [114].
As discussed earlier, the main objective of time series analysis is to predict the future workload, on q
observation from historical workload known as a history window or input workload (where q ≤ w). Time series
analysis classified in two categories: direct prediction and identification of a pattern in time series. The first
category, direct prediction contains auto-regression, moving average, ARMA, ARIMA, exponential smoothing,
and machine learning approaches:
• Moving average (MA): A widely used to smooth a time series to filter noise from random fluctuation
and to make predictions. General formula of MA is as follows:
x̂t+r = a1 xt + a2 xt−1 + ... + aq xt−q+1

(5.6)

x̂t+r is a forecast value from last q observations with weighted average. Prediction interval denotes
by r, and typically sets to 1. Equal or different weight factors are assigned to the values denoted
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Table 5.7
Taxonomy on machine learning based reviewed literature
Ref Type
Policy
Technique
Approach
[127]ProactiveHorizontalRIL+
ANN- Resource
SARSA
+ aware
Queuing model

[112]ProactiveVertical

RIL+ANN

[33] ProactiveHorizontalTR + RIL

[142]ProactiveVertical

[111]ProactiveVertical

Monitor
-

SLA
Metric
Pricing
Response time Arrival
rate, on-demand
previous number of VMs

VM
perfor- Custom tool
mance

Resource
aware

Throughput, CPU
and on-demand
response time memory usage

Custom tool. Response time Request rate, on-demand
20 seconds)
response time,
number
of
VMs
Application- Application
on-demand
related beneﬁt adaptive
pafunction
rameters CPU
and memory

CT- PID con- QoS based
troller + RIL
+
ARMAX
model + SVM
regression
RIL + CMAC SLA
based/ Custom
Capacity based (Script)

tool Response time CPU,
I/O, on-demand
memory, swap

[32] ProactiveHorizontalRIL

Resourceaware

-

Response time, Number of user on-demand
cost
requests, number of VMs, response time

[139]ProactiveVertical

Budget
aware/QoS
based

Custom tool

Response time CPU
and on-demand
memory usage

Workload
aware

Simulated

[9]

RIL + ANN

ProactiveHorizontalRIL

[16] ProactiveVertical

RIL + SimplexResource
aware

[99] Reactive HorizontalHMM

SLA aware

[78] Reactive HorizontalLR(Linear
Workload
regression) + based
SVM
[60] Reactive HorizontalRIL: Fuzzy Q- Workload
learning
aware

Response time, Number of user on-demand
cost
requests, number of VMs, response time
Custom tool Response time, CPU, memory, on-demand
throughput
application parameters
CostNumber of re- on-demand
Performance quest, MAPE,
RMSE
Custom tool. CostPrediction
on-demand
(1, 10 and 60 Performance time (ms)
minutes)
Custom.
Response time No. of VMs
On-demand

Experiment
Custom
testbed
(shared
data
center).
Trade3
application
(a
realistic
simulation
of an electronic trading
platform)
Custom
testbed. Xen
+ 3 applications (TPC-C,
TPC-W,
SpecWeb)
-

-

Custom
testbed. Xen
+ 3 applications (TPC-C,
TPC-W,
SpecWeb)
Custom
testbed. Olio
application
+
Custom
decision agent
(VirtRL)
Custom
testbed. Xen
+ 3 applications (TPC-C,
TPC-W,
SpecWeb)
Custom simulator (Matlab)

-

-

Simulation

Simulated
and
Custom
testbed.
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Table 5.8
Taxonomy on machine learning based reviewed literature (continuation)

Ref Type
Policy
Technique
[12] ProactiveHorizontalRIL

[137]Reactive HorizontalRIL:
learning
[95] ProactiveVertical

Approach
Resourceaware

Q- Workload
aware

Unsupervised Resource
learning: Iso- aware
lation
based
tree

[63] ProactiveHorizontalHMM: Multi Datalayered
streaming
applications

Monitor
Custom

Custom.
hour.
Custom

Custom.

SLA
Metric
Pricing
Response time CPU
usage, On-demand
throughput,
Mean Q-value

Experiment
Custom
testbed
and
CloudRL matlab simulation.
Benchmarking
applications
(RUBiS,
RUBBoS and
Olio)
1Arrival
rate reserved, on- Custom
and rewards demand and testbed. Matspot instances lab.
Response time CPU utiliza- Reserved and CloudSim.
tion, response on-demand
Custom
time, no. of
testbed.
failed sessions
RUBiS benchmarking
application.
CPU
usage, on-demand
Custom
Prediction
testbed.
time, RMSE,
Hadoop
for
MAPE
data streaming.

by a1 , a2 , a3 , ..., aq . There are types of MA’s are Simple Moving Average (SMA) and the Weighted
Moving Average (WMA). Moving average performs in various forms, but the objective of MA is the
same. In simple moving average’s general formula is considering the arithmetic mean of previous q
values. It considers the same weight of all the observations. WMA considers the different weight for
each observation. The highest weight assigned to new observation, while less weight is given to previous
observations.
• Exponential Smoothing (ES): In contrast to the moving average, the weighted average of previous
observation is also calculated, but the ES considers all the observation of time series (w values) from
past history. The new parameter α, the smoothing factor has very less influence on the predicted value,
because exponentially decreasing weight assigned to the new observations. There are many versions
of ES such as simple ES and Brown’s double ES [15]. The smoothed value st is calculated from the
present observation and past smoothed value based on recursive formula: st = αxt + (1 − α)st−1 . Time
series with fewer trends can be forecast using simple ES. Brown’s double ES is suitable for linear trend
time series. Two smoothing series are required to calculate as:
s1t = αxt + (1 − α)s1t−1
s2t = αs1t + (1 − α)s2t−1

(5.7)

s2t is calculated from simple ES to s1t . The trend dt and level ct is obtained from s1t and st2 smoothed
values. The forecast value x̂t+r is obtained from following formula:
x̂t+r = ct + rdt
ct = 2s1t − s1t
α 1
dt =
s − s2t
1−α t

(5.8)

• Auto-regression AR(p): The future value is forecast using the linear weighted sum of previous observation p in the time series:
xt+1 = b1 xt + b2 xt−1 + ... + bp xt−p+1 + ϵt

(5.9)
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p represent the number of observations in the AR equation, which could be different from history
window w length. White noise ϵt is added in the formula. AR coefficients are calculated using different
methods such as maximum likelihood or least squares. The widely used technique in the literature is
Yule-Walker equations and auto-correlation coefficient. The formula of auto-correlations as follows for
xt to xt−k , where k = 1, 2, 3...:
rk =

covariance(xt , xt−k )
E[(xt − µ)(xt−k − µ)]
=
var(xt )
var(xt )

(5.10)

• Auto-Regressive Moving Average, ARMA(p,q): This model is the hybridization of both AR of order p
and MA of order q. ARMA model is described as:
xt = b1 xt−1 + ... + bp xt−p + ϵt + a1 ϵt−1 + ... + aq ϵt−q

(5.11)

ARMA model can be used either purely as AR or MA model using ARMA(p, 0) and ARMA(0, q)
respectively. ARMA is best suitable for stationary time series.
The extension of the ARMA model is Auto-Regressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA) model is
suitable for non-stationary time series. If ϵ (white noise) shows no pattern, then ARIMA(p, d, q) used
where d represents the degree of difference.
• Machine learning techniques: Analysis of time series was carried out by many authors using machine
learning-based techniques.
Regression-based techniques are based on statistical methods to form a polynomial function, that find
the nearest points from the history window w. Linear regression is ordered 1 polynomial expression.
The distance of points should be as less as possible. Multiple Linear Regression is used when there is
more than one variable in the expression.
Neural Network is a group of interconnected artificial neurons put on multiple layers. Multiple inputs
are put in the hidden layer, which further given an output. In time series one output against one input
from the history window. Random weights are assigned to the input vector during the training phase.
The weights are adapted to the optimized output has not achieved.
• Pattern Recognition: Time series data is a combination of seasonal and non-seasonal data. The time
series has patterned with a specific time period (e.g. hours, day, month, year, or season) on the basis
of short term and long term workload. It finds the matching pattern in the history that relates to the
current pattern. It is very similar to the string matching technique [27].
• Signal Processing Techniques: This technique is based on harmonic analysis to decompose a time series
signal into different frequencies. Fast Fourier Transformation and spectral density estimation filter the
noise and estimating the signal value.
• Auto-correlation: In the linear regression errors are independent, the auto-correlation function is used
to deal with the dependent error pattern. The input workload from the history window is shifted
recursively, and further compared with the original time series.
The histogram is used to represent the time series. It splits the time series values into equal size bins, and
each bin represents the frequency. In literature, it is used to represent the forecast values, resource distribution,
and usage pattern.
5.7.1. Review of Articles. Time series analysis for multi-tier applications is most frequently used in the
literature. A simple moving average model yields poor results, so that the MA used to remove time-series noise
[76, 103]. The resource prediction model of Author [55] was developed using double exponential smoothing and
a simple medium and Weighted Moving Average (WMA) applied. Because of w history records, ES significantly
provides better results. Author [94] used the Dual ES of Brown to predict the load of work and obtain good
results with a small error in the HTTP workload. Author [72] applied neural network and differential evolution
for workload prediction. The back propagation method give adequate accuracy. Furthermore, the accuracy of
the model can be improved with the pattern classification technique.
The auto-regression models applied for [21, 22, 46, 71, 114] workload and resource forecast. The author
taking three previous observations used the AR model to estimate workload [114]. Estimated additional response
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time from the forecast values. A resource allocation optimization controller applied, taking SLA violation costs,
reconfiguration, and leasing resources into account. In order to forecast requests per second, Author [71] used
AR(order 1) and concluded that its performance is very much based on many manager-determined parameters
(e.g. history window, adaptation window, size, and monitoring interval). The forecast is based on short and
long term trends, depending heavily on the size of the history window. Further, the model extension determines
the adjustment window.
The ARMA Model foresees the future workload (number of requests) is simple and efficient. The usage of
VMs on the CPU is predicted by Author [37]. In different article [117, 17, 93], the ARIMA model is applied. The
historic workload was required in ARIMA. The model’s performance depends greatly on its history. ARIMA
is ideal for dynamic workload applications such as web applications. The horizontal and vertical scaling was
applied to increase the cost-benefit [117]. The classification given is: increasing, stable, seasonally and on/off,
used by the authors [89] VMs were repacked (or reconfigured) to provide certain capacities, and workloadbased application repacking was performed. The approach then finds the ideal package of VMs. The approach
proposed can save 7% to 60% for the use of the resource. With additional QoS parameters, the container based
approach can be further optimized. For workload forecasts and evaluate impacts on various QoS-parameters,
investigator [17] used ARIMA model. The workload of the web application is dynamic and includes seasonal
information. For non-seasonal data, the model provides 91% accuracy but is not suited for a highly non-seasonal
workload. This work can be further extended by means of an adaptive approach for working load classification
and the heuristic design for ARIMA fit for various classes. As mentioned above, an author [93] presented the
GA-based approach to time-series prediction do not fit in for all types of workload. The prediction model has
been assessed using traces of real workload. A new metric, describing solution optimization, was introduced in
the article called the Elasticity Index (EI). The EI range varies between 0 to 1, with a value of almost 1 the
solution is good. Compared to other models, the model gives less error. This approach takes longer to predict
the incoming request, even hourly prediction. In addition, the mapping of only few prediction techniques with
a particular application pattern and workload pattern can be enlarged. In particular, GA models can design
cost, energy, resource sharing, and parameters.
Author [125] performed the workload prediction using classification technique. The historical workload took
under consideration of sliding window. The past 5 lags has considered for to fit the model and predict the future
request. On the behalf of peak-to-mean-ratio and l2 − norm used to calculate the scale of time series. The
model gave sufficient accuracy in terms of RMSE and MAPE for web application workload. There is no existing
model which can capture all types of pattern. The error rate is still more than 10%. The model accuracy can
be improved with application profiling. Author [69] designed the CloudInsight approach using regression, time
series and machine learning techniques. The predictor pool has built and select the prediction model according
to the testing phase output.
The precise of neural networks [58, 106] are highly dependent on the size of the input in the history window
in several regression equations [14, 106, 71]. Author [58] have used more than one historical value and achieved a
better result. The need for a balanced size of the input history window is defined by the author [71]. Regression
of different window sizes used to locate forecast values. Another important factor is the r prediction interval.
The size of the interval window is examined and found 12 minutes at the right point due to the startup time of
VM being between 5 and 15 minutes. The neural network applied to 2 minutes to forecast the gaming load by
the author [106]. The neural network in terms of accuracy, however, is better than MA and ES.
The literary authors also focused on horizontal and vertical scaling. It can be taken individually or in a
hybrid manner. The researcher [34] investigated that horizontal scaling costs are higher than vertical scaling,
but also relatively high throughput. The author prefers to scale horizontally. Model of regression to estimate
the future workload. The author [37] concentrated on the flash crowd’s horizontal scaling (CPU and memory),
while regular changes are made with vertical scaling.
Proactive time series forecasting and a reactive approach can be combined. The author uses a reactive
strategy for scale-up and scale-down scale model and developed a model of hybrids that can be self-sized [57].
Polynomial regression is used to determine the number of instances of application and database VMs.
Some authors have also applied a pattern identification method on time series analysis [19, 46, 122]. FFTbased techniques for identifying patterns matching the use of resources (RAM, CPU, I/O, and network) are
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proposed [46]. The comparison is done using auto-correlation, histogram, and auto-regression. The authors [19]
have developed the algorithm with more parameters and poor performance.
The use of application resources in some articles is also estimated by the use of the mean distribution [21]
and, the highest frequency with simple histogram [46]. The current usage and historical data [29], the dynamic
load balancer is introduced by the Holt’s technique. This can be used with web workloads and able to give
efficiency in prediction. This can solve problems with load balancing.
Techniques for time series analysis can predict future web applications workload. Moreover, resource requirements can be predicted through this information. This approach is very attractive because the auto-scaler
is known to be able to prepare the VMs in advance. The inconvenience of techniques is precision depending on
workload, selection of historical windows, measurements, the interval of prevision and the target application.
The time series forecasting exists no best solution for all types of pattern. The future scope of the adaptive or
GA-based time series forecast for a specific application, taking QoS parameters into account. Tables 5.9 and
5.10 show the taxonomy of reviewed articles in this section.
6. Future Directions. As per the literature survey, still, there is scope for further improvement in the
present auto-scaling solutions for the multi-tier web applications. The following sections describe important
future directions in this field.
6.1. Monitoring Tools. Multi-tier web applications are installed on the servers. Cost effective monitoring
tools are required to implement, which explore the hidden parameters such as cache memory, service time and
type of request (e.g. Compute intensive and data intensive). Application and workload-specific monitoring
interval can further improve the auto-scaler results.
6.2. Pricing Model. Companies such as Amazon, Google and Microsoft have their different pricing
model. Most of the researchers consider auto-scaling techniques on on-demand resources while considering the
unlimited resources. Other types of model are also introduced, for example, Spot instances by the Amazon.
The cost of such resources is very less as compare to on-demand resources. Very few authors start working on
a spot instance, so the area is very immature and have different research challenges. Auto-scaling technique for
spot-instances using reactive and proactive techniques give benefit to cloud providers and clients.
6.3. Resource Allocation. While allocating the resource for input workload, the information of data
center resources is also required. Some parameters such as CPU, RAM, Disk are well-known factors considered,
but some parameters such as cache memory, network bandwidth, and fault tolerance are least considered in the
literature. VMs for input workload for different tiers of the web application is the future scope of many articles.
SLA base resource allocation with different QoS parameters need improvements. It can be further improved by
extending the queuing network model.
6.4. Horizontal and vertical Scaling. Horizontal scaling is used in most of the articles. Operating
system and cloud architecture support horizontal scaling. The vertical scaling is easier in cloud infrastructure
and gives better cost benefit. Hypervisors and operating system support could be enhanced for the vertical
scaling. Energy and cost-effective VMs allocation, and consolidated migration are future areas for research.
6.5. Workload Predictor. The existing workload predictors are considering the historical workload.
Flash workload is hard to predict from the past workload. As growth in the online data mining and deep
learning techniques, real-time data can be used to avoid the sudden burst condition in the data center. Web
applications face this problem due to any hackers attack (DDOS) or flash event. Categorization of application
will be more helpful to handle the flash crowd. Spot instances can be more effective in terms of cost optimization
to serve flash workload.
6.6. Multi-cloud Auto-scaling. Multiple cloud providers are supporting multi-tier web architecture.
Cloud providers individually proving the reliability of their services. Multi-cloud architecture for web applications needs to work upon. The cloud provider can be selected by considering the application feature as the
type of application, input workload, geographical area, etc. The reliability-aware auto-scaling in the multi-cloud
environment by factorizing the various parameters.
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Table 5.9
Taxonomy on time-series analysis based reviewed literature

Ref Type
Policy
Technique
Approach
[21] ProactiveHorizontalTSA:
AR(1) Resource
and Histogram Aware
+ QTH
[22] ProactiveHorizontalTSA:

TSA:
TR

Experiment
Custom simulator + algorithms in Matlab
Service
not Login
rate, On- demand Simulator
available (lo- number
of
gin),
energy active connecconsumption tions,
CPU
load
Prediction ac- Number of en- On- demand Simulator
of
curacy
tities (players)
a MMORPG
game

AR
Energy Simulated
Aware

[106]ProactiveHorizontalTSA: ML Neu- QoS based
ral
Network
(compared to
MA, last value
and
simple
ES)
[46] ProactiveVertical TSA:
FFT SLO based
and
Discrete Markov
Chains.
Compared
with
autoregression,
autocorrelation,
histogram,
max and min.
[94] ProactiveTSA: Brown’s Performance
double ES
based
[66] ProactiveBoth

Monitor
SLA
Metric
Pricing
Simulated. 1, Response time Request rate On- demand
5, 10 and 20
and
service
minutes
demand

AR

+ Resource
Aware

[19] ProactiveHorizontalTSA: Pattern Workload
matching
Aware
[122]Hybrid

Vertical

TSA: FFT and SLO Aware
Discrete-time
Markov Chain
[114]ProactiveHorizontalTSA: AR
QOS Aware

[57] Hybrid

HorizontalTR (scale out) SLA based
+ TSA, polynomial regression (scale in)

[37] ProactiveBoth

TSA: ARMA SLA based

[55] Proactive-

TSA: Brown’s Cost-Aware
double
ES.
Compared
with WMA

2 minutes

Libxenstat
library.
minute

10 minutes

Response time CPU load
1

-

On- demand Custom
testbed. Xen
+ RUBiS +
part of Google
Cluster Data
trace for CPU
usage

Number of re- On- demand Custom
quests per VM
testbed. TPCW
Zabbix
Number of re- On- demand Hybrid: Amaquests
zon
EC2
+
Custom
testbed (Xen
+ Eucalyptus
+ PhpCollab
application)
100 seconds
Number of ser- Total number On- demand Analytical
viced requests, of CPUs
models
cost
Libxenstat li- Response time, CPU
load, On- demand brary. 1 sec- job progress memory usage
ond
Response
Number
of On- demand No experimentime, VM cost, users in the
tation on sysapplication re- system
tems
conﬁguration
cost
1 minute
Response time CPU
load On- demand (scale
out),
number
of
requests, number of VMs
(scale in)
Prediction ac- Number
of On- demand Custom
curacy
requests, CPU
testbed. Xen
load
and KVM
Simulated
Prediction ac- CPU
load, On- demand Custom
curacy
memory usage
testbed. TPCW
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Table 5.10
Taxonomy on time-series analysis based reviewed literature (continuation)
Ref Type
Policy
Technique
Approach
[58] ProactiveHorizontalTSA: ML Neu- Resource
ral
Network Aware
and (Multiple)
LR + Sliding
window

Monitor
SLA
Metric
Pricing
Amazon
Prediction ac- CPU load (ag- On- demand
CloudWatch. curacy
gregated value
1 minute
for all VMs)

Experiment
Real provider.
Amazon EC2
and
TPC-W
application to
generate
the
dataset
and
R-Project.
[34] ProactiveBoth
TSA: Polyno- Resource/
Custom tool. 1 Response time, Number of re- On- demand Custom
mial regression Cost Aware
minute
cost for VM, quests
testbed. KVM
application li+ Olio
cense and reconﬁguration
[117]Hybrid Both
TSA: ARIMA Cost-Aware
4 and 20 min- Response time Number of re- On- demand Custom simu+ Repacking
utes
quest, cost
lator
[39] Hybrid HorizontalTSA + ProﬁlerQoS Aware
5 minutes
Response time Number
of On- demand request, CPU
usage
and
throughput
[17] ProactiveHorizontalTSA: ARIMA QoS aware
simulated
Response time Request rate, On- demand CloudSim
RMSE
toolkit
[93] ProactiveHorizontalTSA: ARIMA Resource
simulated
Response time, Request rate, On- demand Custom
+ GA
Aware
Cost
Bootstrap,
testbed
in
Mean
Elascloud
ticity
Index
(MEI), RMSE,
MSE
[29] ProactiveHorizontalTSA:
Holt Load Balance controlled en- Execution
Average
and On- demand Custom
model + Re- aware
vironment
time, Number standard error
testbed using
verse
trend
of migrations and
Breaktwo
clusters
(RT) + GA +
down
with
Globus
Fuzzy logic
toolkit
[6] ProactiveHorizontalTSA: Double Cost aware
Custom
Resources and Number of re- On- demand CloudSim
Exponential
SLA
quests
Smoothing
(DES)
[7] Hybrid HorizontalTSA: Weight cost aware
Custom
cost
Number of re- On- demand CloudSim
moving averquests + CPU
age (WMA)
utilization
[72] ProactiveTSA:
ANN Workload
Prediction in- Arrival
rate, On-demand Sumlation
+ Diﬀerential aware
terval (1, 5, 10,
RMSE
in
Matlab.
evolution
20, 30, 60)
NASA
and
Saskatchewan
traces
[69] ProactiveTSA: CloudIn- Workload
No.
of re- Python 2.7 on
sight
aware
quests, PredicUbuntu 16.07.
tion overhead,
Google workCommutative
load,
Wiki,
distribuFacebook
tion function
dataset
(CDF)
[125]ProactiveHorizontalTSA:
LR, Resource
Custom
Prediction ac- Number of re- On- demand R-tool
ARIMA
and aware
curacy and re- quest
SVR
sources
[61] Hybrid HorizontalTSA:
QTH Resource
Custom
Response time Arrival
rate, On-demand Real
exper+
Contin- aware
VMs allocated,
iments
on
uous
Time
Resource
Amazon EC2.
Markov Chain
utilization
RUBiS, RUB(CTMC)
+
BoS, CassanAR
dra and Olio
benchmarking
applications
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6.7. Energy aware Auto-scaling. The existing work mostly focused on cost optimization and QoS
requirement. The data center is also facing environmental issues also. Solar datacenters and renewable energy
resources in the data center can reduce the carbon problem. So the carbon and energy-aware auto-scaling
provide the preference to the environmental friendly data centers in a single and multi-cloud environment.
The weather condition and maximum solar power generating data centers give the highest priority for resource
allocation.
6.8. Bin-packing Auto-scaling. The bin packing approach offers potential research topics in auto-scaling
of web applications in cloud computing. The size of bins could vary, which makes this approach more robust.
Resource provisioning of bins is lightweight and gives cost benefits.
7. Conclusions. Auto-scaling technique provisions the resources as per the incoming workloads. The
application providers reap the benefit with this technique in terms of cost while maintaining the QoS. However,
the auto-scaling design and development process having number of challenges. In literature, authors proposed
the auto-scaling techniques with various characteristics in order to overcome the problems in auto-scaling in
cloud.
In this article, a literature survey of the state-of-the-art auto-scaling techniques has carried out and, identified the key challenges in auto-scaling of multi-tier web applications. Moreover, the auto-scaling techniques
are classified and taxonomy is presented based on various characteristics. Furthermore, the future research
directions have been proposed based on the key challenges.
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DYNAMIC TASK SCHEDULING USING BALANCED VM ALLOCATION POLICY
FOR FOG COMPUTING PLATFORMS
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Abstract. The fog computing models are getting popular as the demand and capacity of data processing is rising for the
various applications every year. The fog computing models incorporate the various task scheduling algorithms for the resource
selection among the given list of virtual machines (VMs). The task scheduling models are designed around the various task metrics,
which include the task length (time), energy, processing cost etc. for the various purposes. The cost oriented scheduling models are
primarily built for the customer’s perspectives, and saves them a handful amount of money by eﬃciently assigning the resources for
the tasks. In this paper, we have worked upon the multiple task scheduling models based upon the Local Regression (LR), Inter
Quartile Range (IQR), Local Regression Robust (LRR), Non-Power Aware (NPA), Median Absolute Deviation (MAD), Dynamic
Voltage and Frequency Scheduling (DVFS) and The Static Threshold (THR) methods using the ifogsim simulation designed with
the 50 nodes and 50 virtual machines, i.e. 1 virtual machine per node. All of the models have been implemented using the standard
input simulation parameters for the purpose of performance assessment in the various domains, speciﬁcally in the time domain
and eﬀective consumption of energy. The results obtained from the experiments have shown the overall time of 86,400 seconds
during the simulation, where the DVFS has been recorded with the 52.98 kWh consumption of energy, which shows the eﬃcient
processing in comparison to the 150.68 kWh of energy consumption in the NPA model. Also, there are no SLA violations recorded
during both of the simulation, because no VM migration model has been utilized among both of the implemented models, which
clearly shows that the VM migrations are the major cause of SLA violation cases. The LRR (2520 VMs) has been observed as best
contender on the basis of mean of number of VM migrations in comparison with LR (2555 VMs), THR (4769 VMs), MAD (5138
VMs) and IQR (5352 VMs).
Key words: VM allocation, VM selection, fog computing, task scheduling, ifogsim simulator.
AMS subject classifications. 68M14, 90B35

1. Introduction. In this era, the cloud computing applications are getting popular and more online
applications are opting for the cloud computing platforms to effectively execute, manage and optimize the
applications [1, 2]. The cloud computing environments provide the flexible application hosting plans, which are
primarily divided in three infrastructural variants: Software as a Service (SaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS)
and Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) [3, 4, 5, 6].
The SaaS plans offer the hosting of software or application without worrying about the platform and
infrastructure related operations, whereas PaaS plans enable the user to take full control over the operating
system environment, and can effectively optimize the application performance on the platform level [7, 8]. On
the other hand, the IaaS service includes the internal network of various systems (particularly VMs in this case)
altogether, which are used to run the applications with high user count. Cloud computing grids are owned by
the cloud operators, and is implemented in few grids across the world [3, 9, 10]. Because the cloud computing
infrastructure is quite expensive, it is always implemented in form of small number of grids across the globe and
provides a high-performance service with abundance of processing resources, i.e. CPU, RAM and storage. When
cloud computing is known for a processing powerhouse, it has one primary disadvantage, which is associated
with communication cost (i.e. the extra time delay to transfer the request and request-reply between the cloud
& end user) [11, 12, 13, 14].
As described the primary disadvantage of cloud computing in the form of communication cost is the preference of extending the cloud computing services on the edge (the computing on the edge). There are several
extensions of the cloud computing services, which forms fog computing, edge computing and content delivery
networks (CDNs) [15, 16, 17, 18, 19]. The CDNs offer frequent data caching services, which enables the rapid
delivery of frequently accessed data from the cloud resources. The frequently requested data is saved in the
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caching memory on the internet service providers (ISP) network, which does not offer any additional service
[20, 21, 22]. For example, when you browse Facebook website on your PC or smart phone, most of the data
associated with your profile and friends is loaded from the local CDN offered by ISP. The edge computing, on
the other hand provides the distributed smart grid services, which enables the use of user end nodes to compute
the data [23, 24]. The Search for Extraterrestrial Intelligence (SETI) project uses distributed smart grid over
the internet by enabling the user nodes to process the satellite data in small chunks per node, and pretty well
describes the concept of edge computing. On the contrary, the fog computing is the semi-centralized processing
paradigm, which extends the cloud computing close to edge nodes [25, 26, 27]. The semi-centralized infrastructure is owned by cloud operators or its business associates to effectively offer the services with optimized and
reduced communication cost, as well as extends the overall processing power of the cloud computing. Unlike,
the edge computing and CDN, the fog computing offers the complete service package, which hosts the computing resources and offers computing, storage and event-based or need-based synchronization with primary cloud
using synchronous or asynchronous archetypes [28, 29, 30, 31, 32].
In this paper, the proposed model is design and developed to effectively schedule the user tasks on the fog
computing resources by combining the VM allocation and VM selection methods in the perfect arrangement.
Various methods associated with VM allocation & VM selection are evaluated and combined in suitable combination to discover the best task scheduling combination for the effective and optimized user data processing.
The paper structure is as follows: This section (Sect. 1) discusses the introduction of cloud and fog
computing technologies. Next section (Sect. 2) covers the literature review. Section 3 explains the decision
parameters (Sect. 3.2) and the proposed algorithm (Sect. 3.3). Section 4 describes the results that are computed
using the proposed approach. Finally, Sect. 5 describes the conclusion and future directions.
2. Related Work. Zhuo Tang et al. [33] proposed DVFS enabled Energy Efficient Workflow Task Scheduling algorithm (DEWTS). They used the scheduling order of all the tasks to obtain the makespan in their algorithm. The authors used different algorithms for computation of deadlines. In overall process, their proposed
algorithm was able to reduce total power consumption by upto 46.5% for parallel applications. The authors
worked on randomly generated workflows in their research work.
Yuan Fang et al. [34] discussed Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) and proposed Simple and Proximate Time
Model (SPTimo) framework. In addition to this, the authors also presented Mix Time Cost and Deadline
First (MTCDF) time task scheduling algorithm, which was based on computation model of SPTimo framework.
Their research provides an optimal scheduling solution in total time required and time cost parameters.
Zhao, Qing et al. [35] has implemented the energy-aware scheduling of the user tasks over the cloud
computing resources. This scheme generates the task binary tree based upon task correlation, which is used to
prioritize the user tasks. The authors proposed the Task Requirement Degree (TRD) based calculation method
for proficient scheduling, where it also considers the bandwidth to optimize the communication cost.
Nidhi Bansal et al. [36] designed the QoS enabled optimized cost-based scheduling methodology. The
authors have focused upon the cost of computing resources (virtual machines) to schedule the given pool of the
tasks over the cloud computing model. The cost optimization has been performed over the QoS-task driven
task scheduling mechanism, which did not encounter the cost optimization problem earlier. The authors have
shown that the earlier QoS-driven task scheduling based studies has been considered the makespan, latency and
load balancing. The QoS-based cost evaluation model evaluates the resource computing cost for the scheduling
along with the other parameters as in their secondary precedence.
Gaurang patel et al. [37] have worked upon enhancement in the existing algorithm of Min-Min (Minimumminimum methodology) for scheduling on cloud platform. The authors have proposed the use of active load
balancing in processing the tasks over the cloud environments. The authors have proposed the new method
for the efficient processing of tasks over the given cloud environment known as the Enhanced Load Balanced
Min-Min (ELBMM) algorithm. The authors have recovered the major drawback of the existing model of MinMin algorithm, where sometimes the makespan and current resource utilization is not properly considered and
the tasks is scheduled over the slow resource which causes the latency. In their research, they have effectively
overcome the problem concerned with the Min-Min algorithm. The authors have proved their model better
than the Min-Min and ELBMM model for the task scheduling. Also, the execution times has been reduced to
the optimum levels, and better than the existing model.
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Weiwei Chen et al. [38] have proposed the imbalanced metrics for the optimization of task clustering on
scientific workflow data executions. The authors have examined the imbalanced nature of the task clustering
during the runtime evaluation for the purpose of task clustering in depth. The authors have proposed the
improvement to effectively evaluate the problem of runtime task imbalance. The authors have proposed an
horizontal and vertical method for the evaluation of series of task clustering for the widely used scientific
workflows. Their proposed model has utilized the in-depth metric values for the real time evaluation of their
research model.
Xu et al. [39] has worked towards the load balancing of the user tasks, which considers the task partitioning
on cloud. The load balancing methods are known to be effective for efficient user task processing on cloud
resources, because clouds generally receive high volumes of user data. Y. Tan et. al. [40] worked on a novel
scheduling technique for cloud models. The authors complimented the use of particle swarm optimization (PSO)
model to analyze the scheduling performance in the terms of delay and resource consumption. An optimized
weight based mutation criteria with adaptable indolence oriented methodology is deployed to optimize the
scheduling performance. Additionally, this scheme offers the load balancing schema to effectively schedule the
user tasks.
K. Li et al. [41] described the feasible resource expansion for centralized, de-centralized and semi-centralized
computing platforms, which also involve the parallel processing paradigm. The scheduling problem is described
as NP-hard problem, and suggested several feasible solutions to effectual scheduling of the allocated computing
resources. The authors proposed the swarm optimization (ACO oriented solution) to deploy the load balancing
as effective meta-heuristic scheduling elucidation for the cloud platforms by reducing the individual load and
effectively distributing the tasks of multiple users altogether.
X. Luo et al. [42] proposed an algorithm for resource scheduling under cloud computing environment.
It is different from the under conventional distributed computing domain because of the high scalability and
heterogeneity of computing resources in cloud computing domain. In this paper, based on dynamic load balance,
the authors has proposed a resource-scheduling algorithm. The different statistic transferring power and retard
between nodes in cloud as well statistic-processing power of nodes in cloud is considered in this algorithm. To
increase the efficiency of cloud computing and reduce the median response time of tasks, the algorithm selects
the best node to fulfill the task. The simulation results show that the algorithm reduces the average response
time of tasks.
N. Bessis et al. [43] discussed in their paper about the new technologies develop fast and their complexity
becomes a crucial concern. One proven way to deal with improved complexity was to engage a self-organizing
strategy. The many different strategies exists that deal with the load balancing problem but most of the
problem are task oriented and it is, therefore, hard to differentiate. So, the researchers of the paper developed
and implemented a generic architectural pattern, called self-initiative load balancing agents. It allocates the
exchange of different algorithms, both sightful and dense ones, through plugging. In placing at different levels,
different algorithms can be tested in combination. The objective was simplicity in the selection of optimal
algorithm for a definite problem. Self-initiative load balancing agent was the concern and domain independent,
and can be collected towards inconsistent network topologies.
A. Jain and R. Singh [44] described grid computing for classification of non-identical resources that are
cast off as virtual resource to a user and impart superior grid domain. Now-a-days, large amount of resource
management in peer-to-peer grid environment is used. Load balancing is crucial concern to balance the overall
load of the nodes. There are numbers of solutions to achieve load equality state. ACO is used to provide optimal
solution for solving a problem of load balancing. In the paper, the authors has proposed Master-Ant Colony
Optimization algorithm (M-ACO), and it is used in peer-to-peer environment. The proposed algorithm gives
better results in peer-to-peer environment. MATLAB simulation tool was used, which provides different kinds
of functions to bloom heuristic algorithms with new notions.
R. Chaukwale et al. [45] discussed the complication of efficiently scheduling jobs on several devices, it is
a vital consideration when operating the Job Shop Production (JSP) scheduling system. JSP was a NP hard
difficulty. The procedures that focus on fabricating an exact solution of the problem can evince insufficiency in
discovering an optimal solution of the problem to Job Shop Production system (JSP). Hence, in such conditions,
heuristic methods can be developed to discover a good solution of the problem within reasonable time period.
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In their paper, the authors studied the traditional ACO algorithm and has proposed a load balancing ACO
algorithm for JSP. The paper also presented the observed results. It was noticed that the proposed algorithm
showed better outcomes when compared to traditional ACO. Many researches [46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54,
55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 70, 71] discussed about scheduling and allocation
methods in fog and cloud environments.
After going through the related work, it was found that with the increase of Internet of Things (IoT) devices,
sensors, fog devices, actuators etc., lots of data is getting generated. This will lead to network congestion in
coming future. Thus, there is a huge need to schedule and allocate the tasks, that are dynamic in nature, in a
proper planned/optimal manner. This research work tries to simplifies the future arising problems in the area
of fog computing.
3. Methods and Materials. The fog scheduling solution proposed in this paper is implemented using
the ifogsim simulator considering the fog environment. Ifogsim simulator is based upon cloudsim platform
for cloud infrastructure simulations. The proposed scheme combines VM allocation & VM selection procedures
with performance optimization methods to boost the cloud’s capability for user task processing. An idle process
sequencing algorithm should be aimed at reducing the overall tasking overhead, tasking time (task completion
time) and communication overhead by the whole task considering the incoming and outgoing information. The
task management faces the major challenges from the bias-free dynamic resource allocation while keeping the
cloud performance to the maximum in terms of execution time and computational overheads. This scheme
offers the load balanced paradigm over user task stack, coupled with environmental parameter optimization,
and enhances the endurance and general capability of the cloud environment.
3.1. Proposed Approach. The link optimization algorithm is designed as an intelligent solution influenced by behavior of the real Internet of Things (IoT) inter-nodal relations in scenario of increasing number of
IoT nodes. A collaboration of IoT nodes in finding the appropriate paths and doing other tasks has been prioritized to achieve the link behavior in cloud systems. The fog resources store the usability for path devising and
following while taking a movement from source node to the destination computing resource on cloud environment. With the raise in the number of requests on a singular path, the strength of connection increases on that
particular path. The requests of that group select the shortest path on the basis of this usability index. The IoT
connection request province optimization method has been applied for resolving the problem of rising number
of requests, with the target of discovering the shortest path. The algorithm fully depends upon the history of
usability index to take further judgments for optimal solutions for any of the computational requirement. The
use of artificial links for the state of development rule and for the selection of optimal resources beyond the grid
computation or the cloud environments has been proposed in the prospective work. The artificial links have
been used for the purpose of cloud computing scheduling and shortest path identification. The link province
system adopts the arbitrary-proportional rule, which is the state of transition rule used for link optimization
system and works on the basis of probability or a chance to choose the optimal resource out of k-resources for
task assignment in the cloud. The usability index of a resource depends upon the number of available resources,
processing cost and estimated time. The VM load has been selected as the prime factor out of all these three
factors; hence the computing decision is computed after verifying the cumulative and individual runtime VM
load. The usability indexes are regularly updated using particular cloud resources or VMs selected for the act of
scheduling. The shortest path is computed after analyzing the runtime parameters, which effectively analyzes
the load, availability, communication cost and processing delay of a virtual machine. The VM runtime parameters are procured and continuously updated, and helps the scheduling decision on the cloud systems. Fig. 3.1
describes the shortest path in distributed and/or segmented sub-paths, and explains the Eqs. 3.1 and 3.2.
P robA =

(k + Ai )n
,
(k + Ai )n + (k + Bi )n

Ai+1 = Ai + δ,

(P robA + P robB = 1)

Bi+1 = Bi + (1 − δ)

(Ai + Bi = i),

(3.1)
(3.2)

where δ describes a binary object and carries only 0 or 1 as value, which is computed over the runtime probability
values (described as P robA & P robA ). The variable stacks A assigns the primary shortest path and B denotes
the optimized shortest path over A.
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Fig. 3.1. Shortest path in distributed sub-paths

3.2. Decision Parameters. The VM load and failure rate has been assigned as the main parameters to
take the scheduling decisions. Both of the parameters has been used for the purpose of data scheduling over
the given cloud resources. The virtual machine load is the parameter which defines the overall utilization of the
resources of the given virtual machine. The VM load can be used to signify the runtime availability in order to
process the given task t on the given time t. The tasks running over the given VM, utilizes the certain amount
of resources. The total percentage of the resources being used during the time t is considered as the VM load.
When the virtual machines are ordered in the workload allocation pool for process sequencing in the given
cloud environment, the load monitoring on each virtual machine becomes very important step to correctly
perform the data scheduling tasks. The virtual machine load or overhead is calculated on the basis of different
parameters like CPU size, memory size etc. Each VM load must be calculated on the basis of its local parameters.
Any use of general parameter values can result the biased load over the given VMs. The CPU and memory
overhead or usage on the given VM considerably influences the performance of VMs in the process sequencing
practices. The workload on VM can be evaluated on the basis of formula represented in Eq. 3.3. To calculate
the total load over the virtual machine in the cloud environment is more than or equal to its capability, the Eq.
3.3 gives the result.
∑[v]
i

Loadi × Xik

Capacity,

∀k, Pk ∈ P

(3.3)

Finally, to justify the virtual machine load, Eq. 3.4 is used.
Xik = xik

(3.4)

where Xik is considered as the components of assignment to the non-overloaded VMs. The overloading or
non-overloading defines the current state of the VM calculated after computing overall load and percentage of
resources and measuring them against the threshold level.
The failure rate is described in the form of percentage of scheduling failures in processing the assigned tasks
over the given VMs in the cloud environment. The failure rate signifies the trust of virtual machine. The VM
with the lowest failure rate can be considered as the highly trusted VM and vice-versa. The probability of
processing of the task can be increased by assigning the tasks over VMs with optimized & reduced failure rate
(FR). The FR can be computed by using the Eq. 3.5.
FR = (

Tp
) · 100
Tt

(3.5)

where Tp is the sum of processed tasks and Tt is total amount of tasks assigned over the given VM.
3.3. Link Optimization Based Optimal VM Allocation (Link Optimization-OVA). In this work,
the optimal load sharing approach based on the link optimization has been introduced for the load offset
approach over the cloud environment in the case of data scheduling. The path A defines the first resource
and path B defines the second resource. The other resources can be assigned with the further alphabets with
the assumption that all of the resources or assets are logically able to executing all the processes in the cloud
environment. The resource selection must be done on the basis of availability of RAM and CPU processing
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powers, which must make the whole process efficient in terms of response time. The traditional methods are
known to allot the random resources for the given task, which effect the performance of cloud scheduling model
and hence slow down the query processing procedure resulting with higher response time. The link optimization
is the probability-based procedure to choose the appropriate resource in the available list of VMs. The proposed
model is aimed at lower task response time for maximizing the number of jobs processing in the span of one
second. The proposed model has been made capable of subdividing the task, which facilitates the quicker
process and processes the smaller tasks faster than the hefty ones to reduce the overall load and to increase
the number of successful requests processing every second. The subdivision of tasks is based on the length of
the task. A task is usually divided into ′ t′ slots, where t is smallest time unit available for the task length
calculation in our proposed model. A task smaller than or equal to t will be processed in one round, where the
tasks larger than t can be scheduled in queue or on different VMs according to the load and time calculation for
the faster processing. The arbitrary proportional rule is applied to recognize the ratio of processes in processing
the given resource, and has been presented in the Eqs. 3.6 and 3.7.
P1 =

(R1 + K)k
,
(R1 + K)k + (R2 + K)h
B1 = P1 · T Ri ,

(3.6)

(3.7)

where A1 is the count of assigned tasks on the resource P1 & A, involves the resource probability, R1 denotes
the usability index based on the available ratio of RAM and CPU on VM under consideration, T Ri depicts the
resource availability required to process task i. The k and h are the coefficients used for the choice of probability
among the available resources for sequencing of the processes among accessible resources. The value of k and
h is calculated on the basis of VM load and resource availability on all of the available VMs. The variation
in the values of k and h will define the variability on the basis of current processing load on different VMs,
which inspires the task assignment decision of the link optimization algorithm. The used rule for the probability
calculation has been represented in the Eq. 3.8.
(Ri + K)k
,
k
i=1 ((Ri + K) )

Pj = ∑n

(3.8)

In the proposed work, the meta tasks are used for testing of the proposed model. The meta tasks does not
carry any dependency on other tasks in the processing queue, which means the response time will be calculated
for each individual task by evaluating the variation between finish time and start time. The waiting time is also
considered as the response time delay, which is caused due to the waiting period spent in the queue.
Figure 3.2 represents the basic flow of Algorithm 13.
4. Results and Discussion. In this research, there are total seven VM allocation and selection policies
are described. All seven models are programmed to utilize the different aspects into consideration in order
to take the final decision on VM allocation and VM selection for the completion of job assignments. The
VM allocation models used in this simulation are Local Regression (LR), Inter Quartile Range (IQR), Local
Regression Robust (LRR), Non-Power Aware (NPA), Median Absolute Deviation (MAD), Dynamic Voltage
and Frequency Scheduling (DVFS) and Static Threshold (THR) models. The following figures elaborates all of
the models implemented under this research paper.
Each of the VM allocation model is further amalgamated with the VM selection models. The NPA and
DVFS models are not primarily designed for specific VM selection or allocation policy. The NPA and DVFS
models are designed to select all of the available VMs, and allocate sub-tasks or tasks on the optimal resource
selected from the list.
Each of the VM allocation model (IQR, LR, LRR, MAD & THR) is combined with all VM selection
models including Minimum Migration Time (MMT), Maximum Correlation (MC), Random Selection (RS) and
Maximum Utilization (MU). All of the VM selection policies are described in the Fig. 4.1. There are total 22
combinations, which are produced using the combination of VM allocation and selection policies. The Fig. 4.1
shows all of the possible combinations of VM allocation and selection models.
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Algorithm 13 Link Optimization - OVA Algorithm
1: Acquire the environmental parameters for task scheduling
2: Analyze & acquire the list of available VMs in the VM stack over cloud segment
3: Analyze & acquire the runtime performance of available VMs in the form of CPU, RAM, storage capacity,
power consumption, etc.
4: Represent the acquired parameter list obtained on Step 2 & 3;
V Ml = V1 , V2 , V3 , V4 , ...Vn ,
5:

where VM is the virtual machine list and V1 to Vn represents the virtual machine IDs
Obtain cumulative & independent list of resources in the form of computing capacity
V Mr = V M1 , V M2 , V M3 , ...V Mn ,

6:

(3.9)

(3.10)

where V Mr represents the resource capacity of each resource V M1 to V Mn to represent the virtual machine
IDs
Begin the iterative structure to process tasks with every effective resource
a. Obtain & acquire the resource availability from every VM on availability stack
V ME =

∫

N

V Mi ,

(3.11)

i=1

where V ME gives the resource availability after calculating the resource load using Eq. 3.12.
L=

V CP Uu
,
V CP UT

(3.12)

where L represents the overall resource load on the particular VM, whereas the V CP Uu and V CP UT
gives the currently used resources and total resources available respectively.
Li = L1 , L2 , L3 , ...Ln ,

7:
8:

where Li represents the list of resource load for all the VMs in simulation.
b. The fundamental utilization factor is computed for individual resource
Terminate the iterative structure initiated on step 5
Assign the task stack to runtime cloud environment
T = t1 , t2 , t3 , ...tn ,

9:

11:

(3.14)

where T vector represents the task vector and t1 to tn represents the individual tasks
Determine the workflow’s task stack and compute the length of each independent task in the stack
tc (ti ) = (ESTf inishtime − ESTstarttime ),

10:

(3.13)

(3.15)

where tc and ti gives the overall time length for each of the task by subtracting the estimated start time
from estimated finish time
In case a task is dependent or multivariate, sub-divide it into sub-stacks involving minor tasks recognizable
with index i
Initialize the iterative structure to process each sub-task on sub-task stack indexed with index i
a. Obtain the resource availability factors for each VM on the VM list
b. Compute and validate the task duration (estimated) against the computational capacity (resource
availability) against each available VM
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c. Determine the current load of each VM on the list by analyzing the resource engagement
Aj = Pj · T Ri ,

(3.16)

where Aj depicts the availability of the VMs
d. Observe and accumulate failure events of each VM on the list and prepare the F R value to evaluate
its endurance
e. Confiscate all the VMs on the list with F R below threshold to process current task of sub-task (t) to
prepare the allocated VM resource list (aV M rl)
f. Finally select the appropriate resource based upon best combination of time (estimated) and resource
engagement from aV M rl
If Tc (i) ln V C(j),

(3.17)

V ME (K) = V (Vc(i) ),

(3.18)

where V ME (K) resource availability after calculating the resource load for particular machine with id
K, where K any can be any value from the given VM IDs. VM represents the virtual machine list and
Vc(i) gives the capacity of the VM with ID as i.
g. Revise resource allocation record accordingly and also update total load of allocated VM after task
assignment
h. Further, revise the utilization record enlisting resource availability
Ri = Rj + 1,

12:

(3.19)

where Ri is the usability and this equation shows the incremental usability index with the movement
of each VM.
i. Go the step 9(a) if not end of task list
Terminate the iterative structure and exit the program

The simulation results of all the unique combinations are acquired in the form of various performance
parameters. These performance parameters are included to analyze the performance on the basis of time, VM
migrations, Service Level Agreements (SLA) related parameters, Energy consumption, Host Shutdowns etc.
Detailed statistical analysis of host shutdowns, VM & host migrations, VM & host selections and overall timebased analysis in the terms of mean and standard deviation is also computed. The Table 4.1 shows the detailed
list of performance parameters.
The simulation of all results, based on the parameters discussed in Table 4.1, are obtained and listed in
this section for each of the VM allocation and VM selection models. The only exceptions are Dynamic Voltage
Frequency Scaling (DVFS) and Non-Power Aware (NPA) models. For these two exceptions, total 15 parameters
are recorded in contrast to the 23 parameters for all other models.
The DVFS model has been described with the random nature, where all of the available VM are used in
the random order without any qualitative based allocation parameters. The Fig. 4.2 shows the results obtained
for the random DVFS.
In this sub-section, the VM allocation model of Inter Quartile Range (IQR) has been used along with
the Maximum correlation (MC) method. Fig. 4.3 the results obtained from this model for all of the enlisted
parameters.
In this sub-section, the VM allocation model of Inter Quartile Range (IQR) has been used along with the
Minimum Migration Time (MMT) method. Fig. 4.4 represents the results obtained from this model for all of
the enlisted parameters.
In this sub-section, the VM allocation model of Inter Quartile Range (IQR) has been used along with the
Maximum Utilization (MU) method. Fig. 4.5 shows the results obtained from this model for all of the enlisted
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for task scheduling
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of performance
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Fig. 3.2. Basic flow of Proposed Algorithm

Fig. 4.1. Possible combinations of VM allocation and VM selection models

parameters.
In this sub-section, the VM allocation model of Inter Quartile Range (IQR) has been used along with the
Random Selection (RS) method. The results shown in Fig. 4.6 is obtained from this model for all of the enlisted
parameters.
In this sub-section, the VM allocation model of Local Regression (LR) has been used along with the
Maximum Correlation (MC) method. Fig. 4.7 represents the results obtained from this model for all of the
enlisted parameters.
In this sub-section, the VM allocation model of Local Regression (LR) has been used along with the
Minimum Migration Time (MMT) method. The results represented in Fig. 4.8 are obtained from this model
for all of the enlisted parameters.
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Fig. 4.2. Results obtained for random DVFS

Fig. 4.3. Results obtained for Inter Quartile Range (IQR)

Fig. 4.4. Results obtained for Inter Quartile Range (IQR) with Minimum Migration Time (MMT) method
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Table 4.1
List of performance parameters for the results evaluation
Parameter Name
Host Count
VM Count
Simulation Length (Total)
Consumed Energy Levels
Migration counts (VM)
Service Level Agreement (SLA)
SLA (Performance Degradation)
SLA (Per host Elapsed Time)
Total violations (SLA)
Average violations (SLA)
Host Shutdown Count
Time before shutdown (Mean)
Time before shutdown (StDev)
VM Migration Delay (Mean)
VM Migration Delay (StDev)
VM Selection (Mean of execution delay)
VM Selection (StDev of execution delay)
Selection of Host (Mean of execution delay)
Selection of Host (StDev of execution delay)
VM Reallocation (Mean of execution delay)
VM Reallocation (StDev of execution delay)
Total Execution Delay (Mean)
Total Execution Delay (StDev)

Units
Count (default 50)
Count (default 50)
Seconds (default 86400 seconds)
kWh (kilo Watt per hour)
Count
Percentage
Percentage
Percentage
Percentage
Percentage
Counts
Seconds
Seconds
Seconds
Seconds
Seconds
Seconds
Seconds
Seconds
Seconds
Seconds
Seconds
Seconds

Fig. 4.5. Results obtained for Inter Quartile Range (IQR) with Maximum Utilization (MU) method

In this sub-section, the VM allocation model of Local Regression (LR) has been used along with the
Maximum Utilization (MU) method. Fig. 4.9 shows the results obtained from this model for all of the enlisted
parameters.
In this sub-section, the VM allocation model of Local Regression (LR) has been used along with the Random
Selection (RS) method. Fig. 4.10 shows the results obtained from this model for all of the enlisted parameters.
In this sub-section, the VM allocation model of Local Regression Robust (LRR) has been used along with
the Maximum Correlation (MC) method. The results represented in Fig. 4.11 is obtained from this model for
all of the enlisted parameters.
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Fig. 4.6. Results obtained for Inter Quartile Range (IQR) with Random Selection (RS) method

Fig. 4.7. Results obtained for Local Regression (LR) with Maximum Correlation (MC) method

In this sub-section, the VM allocation model of Local Regression Robust (LRR) has been used along with
the Minimum Migration Time (MMT) method. Fig. 4.12 shows the results obtained from this model for all of
the enlisted parameters.
In this sub-section, the VM allocation model of Local Regression Robust (LRR) has been used along with
the Maximum Utilization (MU) method. The results obtained from this model for all of the enlisted parameters
is shown in Fig. 4.13.
In this sub-section, the VM allocation model of Local Regression Robust (LRR) has been used along with
the Random Selection (RS) method. The results obtained from this model for all of the enlisted parameters are
represented in Fig. 4.14.
In this sub-section, the VM allocation model of Median Absolute Deviation (MAD) has been used along
with the Maximum Correlation (MC) method. Fig. 4.15 represents the results obtained from this model for all
of the enlisted parameters.
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Fig. 4.8. Results obtained for Local Regression (LR) with Minimum Migration Time (MMT) method

Fig. 4.9. Results obtained for Local Regression (LR) with Maximum Utilization (MU) method

In this sub-section, the VM allocation model of Median Absolute Deviation (MAD) has been used along
with the Minimum Migration Time (MMT) method. The results, shown in Fig. 4.16, are obtained from this
model for all of the enlisted parameters.
In this sub-section, the VM allocation model of Median Absolute Deviation (MAD) has been used along
with the Maximum Utilization (MU) method. Fig. 4.17 represents the results obtained from this model for all
of the enlisted parameters.
In this sub-section, the VM allocation model of Median Absolute Deviation (MAD) has been used along
with the Random Selection (RS) method. The results obtained from this model for all of the enlisted parameters
are shown in Fig. 4.18.
In this sub-section, the VM allocation model of Non-Power Aware has been used with no method for VM
selection. The VM selection policy is simple random method like DVFS, which is unlike the random selection
(RS) method for other VM allocation policies. Fig. 4.19 shows the results obtained from this model for all of
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Fig. 4.10. Results obtained for Local Regression (LR) with Random Selection (RS) method

Fig. 4.11. Results obtained for Local Regression Robust (LRR) with Maximum Correlation (MC) method

the enlisted parameters.
In this sub-section, the VM allocation model of Static Threshold (THR) has been used along with the
Maximum Correlation (MC) method. Fig. 4.20 shows the results obtained from this model for all of the
enlisted parameters.
In this sub-section, the VM allocation model of Static Threshold (THR) has been used along with the Minimum Migration Time (MMT) method. The results obtained from this model for all of the enlisted parameters
are shown in Fig. 4.21.
In this sub-section, the VM allocation model of Static Threshold (THR) has been used along with the
Maximum Utilization (MU) method. Fig. 4.22 shows the results obtained from this model for all of the enlisted
parameters.
In this sub-section, the VM allocation model of Static Threshold (THR) has been used along with the
Random Selection (RS) method. Fig. 4.23 represents the results obtained from this model for all of the enlisted
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Fig. 4.12. Results obtained for Local Regression Robust (LRR) with Minimum Migration Time (MMT) method

Fig. 4.13. Results obtained for Local Regression Robust (LR) with Maximum Utilization (MU) method

parameters.
Table 4.2 shows the summary of the results for each experiment. This table represents the experiment name
and the result obtained by that particular experiment with respect to each parameter. This summary will help
us to evaluate and analyze the conducted experiments in much easier way.
All the experiments were conducted keeping the host count and VM count fixed (as 50) so as to compute
the results on the same platform. This helps us in comparison with the different algorithms. From this, it is
seen that experiment name: random npa consumes the highest energy levels than all the experiments.
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Fig. 4.14. Results obtained for Local Regression Robust (LRR) with Random Selection (RS) method

Fig. 4.15. Results obtained for Median Absolute Deviation (MAD) with Maximum Correlation (MC) method
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Fig. 4.16. Results obtained for Median Absolute Deviation (MAD) with Minimum Migration Time (MMT) method

Fig. 4.17. Results obtained for Median Absolute Deviation (MAD) with Maximum Utilization (MU) method
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Fig. 4.18. Results obtained for Median Absolute Deviation (MAD) with Random Selection (RS) method

Fig. 4.19. Results obtained for Non-Power Aware (NPA)

Fig. 4.20. Results obtained for Static Threshold (THR) with Maximum Correlation (MC) method
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Fig. 4.21. Results obtained for Static Threshold (THR) with Minimum Migration Time (MMT) method

Fig. 4.22. Results obtained for Static Threshold (THR) with Maximum Utilization (MU) method

Fig. 4.23. Results obtained for Static Threshold (THR) with Random Selection (RS) method
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Table 4.2
Result Summary for Each Experiment
Time before shutdown Mean

Time before shutdown StDev

Mean VM Migration Delay

StDev VM Migration Delay

0
10.81
10.44
10.71
10.42
12.45
12.89
13.13
12.78
12.45
12.89
13.13
13.29
10.96
10.91
11.11
11.16
0
12.93
12.81
12.73
13.18

29
1517
1549
1622
1526
685
806
816
692
685
806
816
701
1468
1528
1632
1489
29
1389
1424
1578
1391

300.1
1002.3
1004.52
997.96
1009.4
1484.67
1330.63
1293.22
1459.61
1484.67
1330.63
1293.22
1451.49
980.23
965.45
944.32
970.18
300.1
924.72
929.7
900.54
934.82

0
1214.4
1178.23
1119.87
1191.37
2719.41
2212.7
2183.88
2639.05
2719.41
2212.7
2183.88
2789.53
1213.2
1253.17
1137.05
1185.94
0
1363.51
1348.87
1253.98
1404.86

NaN
20.33
17.62
20.38
20.29
20.35
16.6
20.06
20.37
20.35
16.6
20.06
20.52
20.35
17.17
20.18
20.29
NaN
20.47
16.82
20.23
20.52

NaN
7.93
7.89
8.02
7.95
7.95
7.7
8.11
7.94
7.95
7.7
8.11
7.93
7.95
7.77
8.03
7.98
NaN
7.94
7.67
8.09
7.96

0.00663
0.00017
0.00021
0.00019
0.00266
0.00013
0.00018
0.00008
0.00137
0.00024
0.00022
0.00008
0.00202
0.0002
0.00025
0.00028

0.09327
0.00044
0.00049
0.00049
0.02902
0.00039
0.00078
0.00049
0.0063
0.00088
0.00087
0.00053
0.00782
0.00081
0.0009
0.00097

0.00102
0.001
0.00094
0.00098
0.00081
0.00087
0.00105
0.00088
0.00132
0.00112
0.00099
0.00099
0.00117
0.00144
0.00117
0.00127

0.00079
0.00144
0.00053
0.0006
0.00197
0.00355
0.00523
0.00375
0.0072
0.00541
0.00556
0.00491
0.00247
0.00498
0.00519
0.00538

0.00317
0.00393
0.00428
0.00277
0.00133
0.00133
0.00155
0.00111
0.00139
0.00205
0.0022
0.00133
0.00323
0.00378
0.00471
0.00348

0.00494
0.01149
0.0042
0.00271
0.00235
0.00208
0.00324
0.00256
0.00254
0.00331
0.00332
0.00281
0.00397
0.0036
0.00437
0.00418

0.01952
0.01308
0.01346
0.0111
0.01283
0.00943
0.01002
0.01036
0.01081
0.01088
0.01037
0.00981
0.01353
0.01324
0.01504
0.01263

0.09417
0.02002
0.00926
0.01006
0.03109
0.00991
0.01019
0.01202
0.01231
0.0114
0.00992
0.01107
0.01212
0.00997
0.0111
0.01028

0.00152
0.00011
0.00017
0.00007

0.00632
0.0006
0.00075
0.00044

0.00047
0.00038
0.00033
0.00045

0.00119
0.0011
0.00103
0.00106

0.00201
0.00249
0.00262
0.00251

0.0037
0.00502
0.00388
0.00535

0.00868
0.00839
0.00886
0.00877

0.01095
0.00835
0.009
0.01113
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Host shutdown count

0
1.13
1.05
0.98
1.05
3.17
3.16
3.39
3.16
3.17
3.16
3.39
3.6
1.53
1.31
1.53
1.69
0
3.09
3.25
2.73
3.03

StDev Total Execution Delay

Average violations

0
8.14
7.82
8.24
8.32
15.63
14.31
15.21
16.17
15.63
14.31
15.21
16.35
9.81
8.61
9.73
9.66
0
13.79
12.99
12.69
13.16

Total Execution Delay Mean

Total violations

0
0.26
0.23
0.26
0.25
0.14
0.13
0.13
0.14
0.14
0.13
0.13
0.14
0.26
0.23
0.26
0.26
0
0.27
0.23
0.28
0.27

VM Reallocation StDev

Per Host Elapsed Time SLA

0
0.02113
0.0177
0.02148
0.02059
0.02124
0.01912
0.02047
0.02269
0.02124
0.01912
0.02047
0.0235
0.02504
0.01967
0.02529
0.02485
0
0.03726
0.03048
0.03546
0.03592

VM Reallocation Mean

Performance SLA

0
5085
5502
5789
5032
2203
2872
2808
2338
2203
2872
2808
2196
4778
5265
5628
4882
0
4392
4839
5404
4442

StDev Host Selection

Service Level Agreement

52.98
46.86
47.85
49.32
47.43
34.35
35.37
35.38
34.33
34.35
35.37
35.38
34.3
44.99
45.61
47.36
44.95
150.68
40.85
41.81
44.08
41.12

Mean Host Selection

Migration counts

86400
86400
86400
86400
86400
86400
86400
86400
86400
86400
86400
86400
86400
86400
86400
86400
86400
86400
86400
86400
86400
86400

50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50

StDev VM Selection

Consumed Energy Levels

50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50

Mean VM Selection

SimulationLength

dvfs
iqr mc 1.5
iqr mmt 1.5
iqr mu 1.5
iqr rs 1.5
lr mc 1.2
lr mmt 1.2
lr mu 1.2
lr rs 1.2
lrr mc 1.2
lrr mmt 1.2
lrr mu 1.2
lrr rs 1.2
mad mc 2.5
mad mmt 2.5
mad mu 2.5
mad rs 2.5
npa
thr mc 0.8
thr mmt 0.8
thr mu 0.8
thr rs 0.8

VM count
Host count

Experiment Name/ Parameter
random
random
random
random
random
random
random
random
random
random
random
random
random
random
random
random
random
random
random
random
random
random
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Fig. 4.24. Consumed Energy Level per Experiment

Fig. 4.24 shows consumed energy levels along with their experiment names.
From the Table 4.2, migration counts can also be computed and it is seen that experiment name: random iqr mu 1.5 involves maximum number of migration counts. Fig. 4.25 shows the migration counts for each
experiment.
5. Conclusion and Future Directions. The fog computing resource allocation methods proposed in
this paper combines the allocation and selection techniques altogether with optimal parameter stack to make
scheduling decisions. This paper primarily focused to reduce the task load by implementing the rapid task
processing, while also incorporating the sub-group oriented scheduling on available resources. This scheme is
believed to improve the user contentment by improving the cost to operation length ratio, which eventually
reduces the customer churn, and can effectively boost the operational revenue. The failure event tracking also
plays a vital role in scheduling operations by avoiding the computing resources with high failure probability. The
proposed model is learnt to reduce the queue size by effectively allocating the resources, which resulted in the
form of quicker completion of user workflows. The prospective method results are evaluated against the state
of the art scene with non-power aware based task scheduling mechanism. Out of the random VM allocation
and selection policy, the DVFS (52.98 kWh) scheme outperforms NPA (150.68 kWh) model for the cloud task
processing. Out of the particular VM allocation and selection models, which includes IQR, LR, LRR, MAD
& THR. The results have obtained and analyzed using the energy, SLA infringement and workflow execution
delay. The performance of the proposed schema has been analyzed in various experiments particularly designed
to analyze various aspects for workflow processing on given fog resources. The LRR (35.85 kWh) model has
been found most efficient on the basis of average energy consumption in comparison to the LR (34.86 kWh),
THR (41.97 kWh), MAD (45.73 kWh) and IQR (47.87 kWh). The LRR model has been also observed as the
leader when compared on the basis of number of VM migrations. The LRR (2520 VMs) has been observed as
best contender on the basis of mean of number of VM migrations in comparison with LR (2555 VMs), THR
(4769 VMs), MAD (5138 VMs) and IQR (5352 VMs).
In future, this work may not only confine to task allocation and task scheduling, but can be extended towards
various load balancing algorithms that compute the load that gets generated on each VM. Moreover, this work
of allocation and scheduling can be extended to the emerging technologies like bigdata to solve problems arising
due to huge data in daily routine. This work may also be extended towards machine learning and deep learning
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Fig. 4.25. Migration counts per Experiment

for pre-judgement of the upcoming difficulties and can set up a recovery/maintenance module accordingly.
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